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SCOPE AND CONTENTS 

An experimental investigation of an Atomized Suspensi on Technique 

system was carried out in an experimental apparatus of semi -pilot pl ant 

scale. The complex gas fla.v patterns which occur in such systems as the 

result of the interaction of natural convection and forced convection 

prevented a quantiative analysis of the system. 

The problem was then approached by dividing the overall process into 

a number of idealized studies; these were1 convection in the entrance region, 

radiation to a gas, radiation to a cloud of droplets. 

A theoretical rrodel was developed to predict heat-transfer rates 

and gas terrperature profiles in the entrance region (x/D < 2) of a 

cylindrical colUITU1. The rrodel was verified experimentally. 

A theoretical gas- radiation rrodel was developed using the zoning 

technique of Hottel. Experimental gas-temperature rreasurerrents qualitatively 

verified the model. 

An investigation of the established i.rmersion cell technique for 
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the determination of drop-size distributions in sprays indicated that 

this technique could not be used witl1 any confidence in systems where 

the spray is noving at low velocities. 

Several experiro=ntal devices and technig~es were developed 

tlrroughout the course of this study. 
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1. I N'l'RODUCTION 

l. 1 C..c.'1er al 

The chewical industry to-day is in general exr~riencing a 

gro;.;ring trend to;.;rards the use of higher ternp2ratures a11d pressures G:I'..d 

finer states of subdivision. There is considerable economic justification 

for follaving these trends since operational improvements such as higher 

reaction rates, greater heat transfer rates and sroaller equipment can 

be realized. Also, investigations of the fundamentals of J:::ot.~ 

evaporation and chemical treatment have indicated the importance of 

greater transfer area, greater driving force a11d intimate mixing of 

the phases present. 

The greater transfer area is obtained by utilizLT1g finer 

initial states of subdivision such as occur with atomization. The 

increased driving force is realized by employing larger temperature 

and/or concentration gradients in the process. Intimate mixing can 

be effected by controlling the fluid flo.v patterns which exist in the 

processing equipment. 

These trends can be readily seen in the evolution from fixed 

to fluidized catalytic beds where the solids-gas mixture is often 

considered to be a pseudo-liquid. The next step in the evolution is 

the transported bed (Pl, Wl) where the solid parl-icles are suspended 

and carried along in the gas stream. Here the solids- gas mixture may 
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be considered as a pseudo-gas . 

A logical extension of these trends towards higher ten~pcratures , 

finer states of subdivision, and intimate mixing of the phases present 

has resulted in the developrnent and patenting of a process kno.vn as 

the Atomized SUspension Technique (Gl) , hereafter abbreviated to A.S. T .. 

As in the case of the transported bed the solids-gas or liquid-gas 

mixture is considered to be a pseudo-gas. The process is versatile 

enough to be applied to evaporation systems and solid-gas reactions 

arJ.d· consequently to their combination in one continuous operation. 

Detailed descriptions of the A.S.T. and its po-tential 

applications are available in the literature and will not be discussed 

here (Gl, G2, G3, Ll, L2, P2, P3, P4, Rl) A brief surmnary of the 

main features will be given, however, to familiarize the reader with 

its mode of operation. 

In the A.S.T. process a solution, suspension, or slurry is 

sprayed into the top of a cylindrical tower ( l to 5 ft. diameter; 

10 to 20 ft. high) , the walls of which are maintained at an elevated 

temperature (1300 to 1600°F). Unlike the normal spray drying process, 

no external gas is supplied . to the tower. Consequently, only the 

vapours produced from the evaporation of the finely-divided droplets 

are available as a conveying medium. Early experiments with A.S.T. 

(P2 Hl) . . (Gl G3) 
' appeared to corroborate the or1gmal hypotheses ' that 

turl:ulence in the vapour phase was avoided because of the lew vapour 

velocities (1 - 3 ft./sec.) present at the outlet of the column. 

Hence it was thrught that the atanized suspension was in streamline 

flow and passed through successive well defined zones of evaporation, 
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~~~~g, and, if desired, che~cal trea~ent or pyrolysis as it 

proceeded do.vn the tower. The solids could then be collected in 

externa l separators while the vapour would proceed to a condenser 

or steam converter . 

Tne Atomized Suspension Teclmique is presently being used 

on an industrial scale. As yet, havever, the interactions of and 

the principles underlying the various phenomena which occur in the 

process have not been completely detennined. T'nese phenorrena include 

the folla.ving: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

atomization 

droplet or particle dynamics 

high temperature heat transfer 

evaporation from clouds of droplets 

kinetics of chemical reactions 

b.lrbulence and its effect on the above 
phenomena. 

The most recent and c~~rehensive investigation of the A.S.T . 

was carried out by Hoffman (Hl) at .r-1cGill University. He attempted 

to analyse the heat and mass transfer phenomena which occur in this 

complex system and then to validate his results and conclusions by 

observations from an exploratory experimental program. T'ne 

experimental results indicated that the theoretical analysis was 

reasonable. Ho;vever because of equiprent limitations no detailed 

quantitative verification of the theoretical model was possible. 

The present study was undertaken to experimentally verify, 

quanti tati vel y, and to modify if necessary, Hoffman' s analysis of 

3 . 



t.11e heat and mass transfer phenorrena occurring in the A. S . T. 

process . 
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l. 2 Atc:n}_zed Suspe..nsion Technique (A.S . T.) 

1.2.1 Description 

To appreciate the past and present work \vhich \vas 

motivated by the A.S.T. process the reader will be given a 

slightly nore detailed. lock at some of the phenomena which 

occur therein . 

It was previously 1nentioned tl1at a solution, suspension 

or slurry was first sprayed into the top of a hot-walled 

cylindrical taver. The spray, formed by a conventional 

* atomizing device, jets at high velocity into t~e colu~n or 

taver where large aerodynamic drag forces cause the ciroplets 

to rapidly decelerate to their ternrinal velocities . The so 

called "nozzle zone" is defined by the distance which the 

spray travels before reaching terminal velocity . 

Tnis nozzle zone is characterised by : 

1 . large scale turbulence \Jnich results from back- mixing 

of the gas; this flav reversal is caused by the 

inherent pumping or entraining action of t..l-te spray 

. t (Bl I H2 I H3 I K2, L3 I R3 I S2 I Tl) ' . ch ck Je wn1 su ·s gas 

from the lower region of the column, 

2 . high evaporation r ates as the result of the large 

surface area of the liquid, the high relative 

velocities between gas and liquid a11d the intense 

* Tne mechanics of spray foilll.ation and me size distributions of t.'l.e 
resultant sprays will not be discussed here. TI1e interested 
reader should consult sorre of the follavLng references 
(Cl, Dl, Hl3, ~U , P6, R2, Sl) . 
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surface defonnation whi ch occurs during the 

. . . (G2, P5) 
aLoffilzatlon process . 

The occurrence of high heat transfer r ates in t.'l.e 

nozzle zone makes the analysis of ti1is region very importan 

for the determination of the total heat transfer . HotJever, 

the turbulence and back- mixing make a prediction of the 

droplet dynamics almost impossible . Furthennore, because 

of their small size (ave rage size is 25 to 50 nucrons) the 

droplets, after deceleration , will folla,v the gas flow 

tt (D2, Kl, S3) Wh tl fl .... t... pa e ms . . en 1e gas ON reverses , u .e 

small drops are flung agai.I1St the wall, thereby further 

complicating the heat transfe r analysis. It is obvious 

that the complexities of this region could represent the 

severest limitations of the entire analysis. Hoffman (Hl, H4) 

has discussed sorre of t he complexities and limitations of the 

nozzle zone analysis. 

In all zones below the nozzle zone the cloud of 

droplets moves at its te:rminal velocity with respect to the 

gas phase. If the drops which are generated are less than 

50 microns in diameter, the terminal velocities are small 

~;vhen compared to the gas velocity of 1- 3 ft/sec. and can 

be safely neglected when computing droplet velocities in 

these regions. Note that only if the assumption of 

streamline flow is valid(GJ) , will the evaporation zone, 

and any subsequent zones be well defined . 
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The following heat transfer mechanisms occur to 

varying degrees in all r egions of the A. S. T. toNer. 

Radiation from the walls to the gas. 

Radiation from the walls to the droplets 
or particles. 

Radiation from the gas to the droplets 
or particles. 

Convection from the walls to the gas. 

Convection/Conduction from the gas to the 
drops or particles. 

It will be necessary to determine the relative 

magnitudes of these processes in the regions of the system 

under study since the main objective of this investigation is 

the prediction of the magnitude and distribution of the heat 

flux from the walls . 

1.2 . 2 Design 

* To distribute the energy supply properly along the 

length of the column it is necessary to predict the heat flux 

distribution on the ta.ver walls. T'nis distribution will be ·a 

function of the evaporative - load distribution throughout 

the unit. Hoffman (Hl) has emphasized ha.v important an 

understanding of the flow mechanics and basic heat transfer 

processes are for the prediction of the evaporative load and 

hence wall heat- flux distribution. 

* The energy supply may be oil or natural gas burners, pulverized 
coal, or as in this study electrical heaters which penni t the 
best control of the wall heat flux. 
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The evaporative - load distribution can be det ermined 

by experimentally measuring the evaporation of the spr ay as 

it noves through the, column. Alternatively the evaporati on 

hist ory of the spray can be calculated from the rrodel of the 

process. A partial ched~ of the model can then be made by 

measuring the gas temperatures throughout the colurm and 

comparing them to the predicted temperatures. This was the 

technique employed by Hoffman (Hl, H4) and was also ut ili zed 

in the present study. 
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1.3 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is comprised of two major sections. The first 

section deals with the experirrental study of spray evaporation in 

a 10 ft. x 8 in. diarreter colUIIU1 of a design similar to the corrmerical 

A.S.T. unit. The results of this study along with the work which was 

p..lblished in the literature since the comnencerrent of the investigation 

indicated that the canplexi ties and interactions occurring during the 

evaporation process could not be analysed in a coll..lrtm of this gearetry. 

This situation suggested that experimental and theoretical 

analyses would have to be perfonred on the various fundamental transfer 

rrechanisms in rather idealized .systems. The ultimate aim wruld be to 

provide sufficient information to allow analysis of the more complex 

system. Consequently a second smaller cylindrical column was designed 

to remove sane of the carplexities and thus be more arrenable "to a 

quantitative analysis of certain aspects of the transfer rrechanisms 

in an A.S.T. system. The second section of the thesis deals with the 

experimental and theoretical investigation of the heat transfer 

processes which occur in this smaller coll..lrtm. 

9. 



2 • LITERATURE REVIEl\T 

2.1 Introduction 

This investigation is concerned with the analysis of the 

distribution and magnitude of the heat flux arising in a cylindrical 

colUilU'l the walls of which are at high temperature and 'Which contains 

a clood of evaporating droplets or solid particles. 'lhis study was 

initiated as the direct consequence of the results and conclusions 

of Hoffman's work at McGill {Hl, H4 - H6) . The literature review 

therefore will not repeat the survey made by Hoffman {Hl) but will 

add to and amplify it where necessary. 

To this writer's knowlEdge, Hoffman's analysis and experiments 

represent the only investigation of the fundamental phenanena and the 

inherent interactions which occur in a hot-walled enclosure into which 

a liquid is sprayed and evaporated. Several investigators have 

isolatEd particular phenorrena for detailed study but have not 

considered the process in its entirety. 

The literature review is divided into separate sections. 

Each section discusses the present understanding of either a 

particular phenorrenon which occurs in an A.S.T. system or an 

experimental technique which must be utilized in the experimental 

investigation of the system. 
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11. 

2.2 Radiation 

Electromagnetic radiation from the walls of a cylindrical 

enclosure to a spray or cloud of droplets descending through it will 

supply thermal energy to the droplets with the subsequent vapourization 

of some of the liquid. The vapours produced usually will absorb thermal 

radiation over certain wave length regions of the infra-red spectrum. 

(Since this particular study will consider only water as the evaporating 

liquid the analysis and statements will pertain specifically to the 

water-vapour (steam) - water-droplet system.) To determine the 

radiant heat-flux distribution on the walls of the enclosure it is 

necessary to ascertain the magnitude of the absorption of this the:rrnal 

energy both by the droplets and by thei-r vapours. · 

The cloud in this case will consist of droplets in the size 

range 5 - 100 microns. This range is canparable to the wave lengths 

occurring in the infra-red spectrum (1 - 20 microns). 

2.2.1 Gas Radiation 

The problem of calculating the radiant heat ~change 

in an enclosure containing an absorbing medium has recei voo 

considerable attention in the recent literature. Several 

approaches to the problem exist. The rrost rigorous approach, 

that of Elsasser (E2), involves the use of the exact 

expression for the net attenuation of a beam of rronochromatic 

energy in an absorbing and emitting medium: 

di = k • (!.. - I ) • dm 
v v Jbv v 

(2.2-1) 



where I is the intensity <?f radiation 

k is the absorption coefficient 

and subscript 

v indicates a partirular vibration frequency 

b indicates ideal (black body) radiation 

For an isothennal 1 hcm:lgeneous medium this equation can be 

integrated to yield 

(2.2-2) 

The exponential factors in equation (2.2-2) are used to define 

the nonochromatic transmission and absorption of the nedi.um: 

T = exp(-k m) 
\1 v 

(2.2-3) 

(2.2-4) 

These exponential relationships are derived assuming Beer's 

12. 

law for the attenuation of intensity of Ironochrcmatic radiation 

through a rredium of absorption strength k and mass path length 1 v 

m1 (where m is the product of the radiating canponent density 1 

p 1 and the distance travelled by the beam, r). 

The emission or absorption of radiation by a gas does 

not extend continuously over the whole wave length or frequency 

spectrum as is the case for a solid body o Instead the emission 

or absorption of radiation is restricted to specific regions 

of the spectrum. A oc:xrplete description of Irolecular spectra 



is beyond the scope of this thesis; however, it should be 

rrentioned that the basic physics of absorption and emission 

13. 

by gases indicates that these processes occur at either discrete 

frequencies (line absorption or emission) or over a narrav 

range of frequencies (band absorption or emission) • 

Bevans and Dunkle (B2) review the basic physics of 

absorption and emission of thennal radiation by gases and 

develop the exact equations for the prediction of tofal 

emissivity and absorptivity for the entire spectrum. 'Ihe 

equations are in the fonn of a sum of line and band absorptions 

and transmissions based on the band approximations of Elsasser (E2) 

and the statistical analysis of Goody(G4). A.s the authors 

point out, the application of t11is exact mathod to a real 

~ysical situation is impractical. 

Bevans and r::unkle (B2) then go on to develop the so-

called band approximation which is the first step away from 

the rigorous approach. Nav instead of integrating over the 

entire wave length or frequency spectrum the discrete nature 

of gaseous abso:rption or emission is utilized and band 

absorptivities and transmi.ssivities are defined for finite 

wave length intervals. The width and location of these 

intervals dep::mds upon the particular gas being considered. 

For a given gas the total a's and T 's are thus a function of 

the sum of the oorresponding band values. 

The authors (B2) point rut · that the theoretical analyses 

of Elsasser(E2) and Goody(G4) along with the experirrental 
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rreasurerrents of Havard et al (Hg) irrlicate the non-exp::mential 

behavior of band absorption. This implies that the original 

ass'l.lllption, made by Schack (S4) arrl Hottel (HB) and those who have 

follaved those early workers, of exponential attenuation for 

m::mochromatic radiation is not valid when absorption over a 

finite wave length intel:Val is being considered. Havard • s 

data for carbon dioxide and water vapour(H9) irrlicate that 

the band absorption for the so-called weak bands is a function 

of the square root of the optical density (pressure x distance 

for isothermal gases). For the so-called strong bands they 

found that the band absorption is a logarithmic function of 

the optical density. 

For a specific gas at a given temperature and pressure, 

varioos bands do not all behave according to only one of these 

two functional relationships. Consequently the absorption 

calculated for sorre bands is a mixture of the absorption 

calculated from the logarithmic and square root relationships. 

The total absorption by the gas is the sum of the absorption 

occurring in each of the bands. 

Tb calculate the radiation interchange in an enclosure 

with this band approximation it is necessary to first of all 

detennine the band absorpti vi ties for the regions of the 

spectrum CNer which the gas is absorbing. A number of papers 

have been p.lblished on the quantitative spectral and band 

absorption of water at various optical path lengths and 

temperatures (BB, G6, F2, J2, · IA, L5, 02, P9) Edwards et al (E6) 



have oorrelated the results of several workers for water 

vapour at temperatures from 300°K to 1100°K for the absorption 

bands centred at 1. 38, 1. 87 1 2. 7 1 3. 2 and 6. 3 microns (BG 1 B7 1 
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Fl 1 H9 1 N3} 
Using an exponential 1 wide-band m:xlel the authors 

(EG) predict band absorption as a srrooth function of optical 

density 1 pressure and terrperature. Goldman and Oppenheim (G8) 

correlated their experirrental data for water vapour as a 

function of optical density and pressure at 1200°K using the 

spectral band-model of Goody ( G7) • The calculated total 

emissivities agreed well with Hottel's experirrental data (H8). 

llldwig and Ferriso (L6) used the sarre approach as Edwards (EG) 

and found excellent agreement with Hottel's data over a range 

of 0.1 to 10,000 an.-atm. Ferriso (F4) experimentally 

detenni.ned band absorptivities for water vapour in the range 

300% to 3000°K. These data and the data of 80 other workers 

were oorrelated using the Goody mcx1el for all the absorption 

bands between 1 and 22 microns. The ooncepts of band absorption, 

calculation techniques 1 and many excellent references are 

available in Penner's text(P7). 

Bevans (B3) has proposed correlations for the total 

emissivities and absorptivities of water vapour as a function 

of terrperature and optical density. The equations are based 

on the relationshirs obtained by H~d et a1 (Hg). Predicted 

emissivities agree within 3% of the experirrental published 

data (H8 1 E3) over a terrperature range of 800 - 3600°R. 'lhese 



correlations are shown as equations (2.2-5), (2.2-6) and 

(2. 2-7) 

0.01 ~ p•l ~ 0.1 atmrft. (2.2-5) 

0.1 < p·l 2 1.0 atm.-ft. (2.2-6 ) 

£ 

1.0 < p·l 2 20. atm.-ft . (2 .. 2-7) 

where p·l is the product of path length and partial pressure 
I 

of the water varour. 'Ihe various K 's are tenperature 

dependent. 
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Edwards (E4) pointed aut that the range of applicability 

of each correlation is uncertain and transition from one to 

another is abrupt with a resultant discontinuity in the first 

derivative. Consequently the correlations will be inaccurate 

in the region of the discontinuity since the rreasured absorption 

increases srroothly with path length. Edwards (E4) s howed that 

the assurrption of exponential decay aver one band leads to 

acceptable results aver an 8-fold range of p·l. It was also 

fotmd that a power law approximation for the strong bands gave 

better results than the logarithmic function. 



To apply the band approximation to an enclosure it is 

also necessary to detennine the spectral emittance and 

reflectance of the surfaces involved. This data is not 

abundant· but a recent paper(B4) describes rrethods for obtaining 

this information. 

The rrost frequently useC.l. approximation for absorption 

of thermal radiation by gases is the so-calleC.l. gray radiation 

rrodel. This approxirration is based on the assurrption that the 

radiation properties of the surfaces and gases involved are 

frequency independent. This assurrption is a result of the 

inadequate knowledge of the spectral behavior of these 

characteristics and is a necessity born fran ignorance. 

Bevans and D..mkle (B2) have compared the exact 

. calculation, band and gray radiation approximations in a 

cubical enclosure containing a non-absorbing rredium. They 

found that the band approximation yielded results which were 

very close to those of the exact calculation. The gray 

radiation rrodel was in error by approximately 50%. 

~ards (ES) has shown how to estimate band absorption 

data fran Hottel's total emissivity data (HS) in the absence 

of band absorption correlations. Using Hottel's water vapour 

data (HS) the gray gas approximation was found to yield results 

43% higher than when the band approximation was used. 

The computations which have been made indicate that 

the band energy approximation yields rrore accurate results 

than the gray radiation approximation. However the labour and 

17. 
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tirre required for the calculations militate against the 

adoption of this Irore accurate rrethod for gene r al engineering 

problerrs. As a consequence , a large nurrber of workers have 

used the gray radiation approxima.tion when studying radiant 

heat transfer and its interaction with other heat transfer 

processes. (A6, C8, E8, E9, GS, Hl4, Hl5, Hl6, SS, S6 , Vl, 

V2, V4, VS, V6) 

I n r ecent years there has been a gro,.;ing trend 

tCMard the use of the basic radiative trans[X>rt equations 

. . . · troph . . · ts (C9, KS) 
or1ginally der1ved and used by the as ys1c1s • 
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'lhl.s approach uses the concept of a mass absorption coeff icient 

rather than the "enussivity" of the engineering approach. 

'!he resulting equations are difficult to handle but they do 

allCM the georretry (p•.t) to be separated fran the materia l 

property effects. · 'Ihis rrethod also has the advantage that i t 

is possible to formulate a differential ene rgy balance on an 

ru:bitrary control vol'l.llre. 'Ihus the effect of radiati on can 

be used directly in the equations of fluid rrechanics. 

Viskanta (Vl., VG) has given a carprehensi ve treatnent of this 

approach. His literature survey is extensive and incl udes the 

work of many Rlssian authors. Nichols (Nl, N2) also uses the 

radiative transport equations coupled with the fluid rrechanics 

equations to predict the tanperature profile in the entrance 

region of an annular passage through which an absorbing gas 

(steam) is fleMing. 'Ihe band approxima.tion, used with absorption 

occurring over six finite bands, predicted profiles that agreed 



well with experirrental rreasurenents. 

The radiative transport approach is laborious and 

tine cx:msuming and in the opinion of this au thor is not 

warranted in IIDSt engineering problerrs. 

As. indicated previously the gray radiation model is 

the least accurate approach but the loss in accuracy is 
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compensated for by the relative ease with which it can be used. 

To analyse an enclosure containing an absorbing rredium 

Hottel (HS) indicates that the shape of the gas must be allONed 

for. This all011ance is made by defining a rrean beam length "L" • 

"L" is the radius of a hemisphere of gas, at the sarre temperature 

and pressure as the gas in the enclosure, which produces on tmi t 

differential area at the centre of its base, the same heat flux 

density as the gas in question produces on its container walls .• 

For a transparent gas the rrean beam length is often referred 

to as the gearetric xrean beam length (D9) and is found to be 

0 
L 

(4) (volurre of gas) 
area of enclosure (2.2-8) 

Recently several authors have published papers on the 

evaluation of mean beam lengths for absorbing gases) taking into 

account the absorption over discrete wave length intervals. 

(D9' 03, TG) Dunkle (DlO) has extended the rrean beam length 

concept to pairs of surfaces rather than cc:mplete enclosures. 

Once a xrean beam length has been calculated the total 

emissivity of an isotherrral gas can be detennined as a function 

of path length by fitting Hottel's data (HS) to an equation 



of the ·fonu 

e: = 1- e-kL (2.2-9) 

This relationship assUITes an exponential decay law 

with the absorption coefficient "k" being independent of path 

length, wave length and tenperature. 

Hottel and co-workers (H2, HS, Hl2, Sll) have shONn 

the inadequacies of this approach. They irrlicate that since 

the gas emissivity versus pL relation takes different fonns 

in different ranges of pL, representing effects of different 

spectral regions, and that since e: increases continuously with 

pL, the gas emissivity, for an isothermal gas at a fixed total 

pressure, can always be represented in the fonu 

e: = 

where I: a. = 1 
~ 

(2.2-10) 

One may think of ai as the weighted sum of the wave 

length regions in which the effective absorption coefficient 

is k.. Alternatively "a'.' and "k" may be thought of simply 
~ 

as the numbers which make the exp:>nential series fit a given 

function. The a's and k' s are not intrinsic properties of the 

gas but depend upon the conditions and dimensions of the 

system under consideration. 

For a first approximation N = 2 and the real gas can 

be considered as consisting of one transparent gas (k = O) arrl 

one gray ·gas of absorption coefficient "k" operating over the 

20. 
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appropriate "a." fraction of the spectrum. Hottel (H?) indicates 
1 

how these a 1 s and k 1 s are evaluated in tenns of the rrean beam 

length of the enclosure. 

'Ihe total gas emissivity is temperature dependent because 

of the Plank 1 s Law Shift in the energy spectrum and because the 

absorption coefficients are temperature dependent . Thus in a 

non-isothennal system, the emissivity will vary from one point 

to another. However, observation of emissivity data suggest 

that "k" is much less sensitive to temperature than the value 

of "a". Hence the entire influence of temperature on emissivity 

has been force:l (H?) into the weighting factor a. 'l.vhile the 
1 

ki 1 s are kept constant. 

Hottel has. sho.vn (HS) how to determine gas absorptivities 

fran emissivity datag 'Ihe absorptivity ,of a gas, however, varies 

with pL, gas temperature, and surface temperature. Hottel and 

Sarofim (Hl2) have indicate:l that the absorptivity can be 

calculate:l from a series relationships in a similar manner to 

the emissivity calculation. In this case the k. 1 s which are 
1 

applicable to e: . at sare average gas ten-perature are use:l and 
l. 

the weighting factors are detennine:l at the ten-perature of the 

surface. 'Ihis is obviously a simplification since absorptivity 

does vary slowly with gas temperature at a constant surface 

ten-perature. 

· 'lbe radiation interchange in an enclosure containing 

an absoming Iredium can be analyse:l by naking an energy balance 

on an infinitesimal gas volume and an infinitesimll surface 
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area and then integrating over the gas volume and surface area 

of the enclosure. 'Ihe resulting integra-differential equations 

can be solved analytically only for simple geometries such as 

spheres and infinite parallel plates. Even for simple geometries 

. an analytical solution is possible only if one neglects conductive 

and convective transport and assurres that the gas is gray(SlS, Ul). 

Hottel and Cohen (H?) and several workers · follarling them 

have analysed the radiation interchange in an enclosure containing 

an absorbing rredium by dividing the walls of the enclosure and 

the contained gas into a nurrber of finite zones each of which is 

small enough to be considered isothennal. Their size and nurrber 

depend upon the accuracy desired. · Narl instead of an integra-

differential equation the energy balances on each zone yield a 

set of algebraic equations, one for .each unknarln t emperature or 
. 0 

heat flux in the system. A solution of a set of these equations 

yields the desirerl distribution of temperature and flux throughout 

the enclosure. 

Tb solve the algebraic equations it is necessary to 

evaluate first the direct radiant interchange between the 

varioos zones making allowance for absorption by the gas between 

the zones and for diffuse reflection at the surface of the 

enclosure. The direct radiant interchange between zones is 

detennined by calculating "direct-geanetric view factors" or 

"reception factors" as a function of ko; where k is the 

absorption coefficient and 6 is a characteristic dimension of 

the zone. (Direct gearetric view factors for cartesian and 
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cylirrlrical systems are available in the literature (El' H6 ' H7) . ) 

Total-interchange factors can then be calculated fran the 

direct-gearetric viE.W factors (H?) to account for the 

reflective flux from all surface zones. 

(H7) 
Hottel and Cohen indicate that when employing 

this rrethod, the a 1 s and k 1 s are asstlrll2d constant over the 

enclosure . However as indicated previous! y, the a's should 

be evaluated at the temperature of that part of the system 

which contr.il:utes the rrost to the total heat transfer. If 

this is done, these authors conclude that although m:x1erate 

variations IM.Y occur in "a" and "k" the error is minimized, 

for the major temperature variation is still allowed for. 

These parameters affect only the interchange factors; the 

emissive pc:Mer (oTi 4 ) is allowed to vary at will in the energy 

balance equations. 

Hoffm:m (Hl, HG ) has determined direct-gearetric view 

factors for a cylindrical geometry as a function .the absorption 

ooefficient times the cylinder cliarreter. 1he gas zones are 

right circular cylinders with height equal to column diameter . 

Erkku (El) also detennined these factors for a cylindrical 

georretry but his gas zones were annular rings. When Erkku 1 s 

factors were added together and compared to Hoffm:m's , the 

agreerrent was found to be better than 0. 5% in all cases. 

Since each zone is considered to be isotheriM.l, Erkku 1 s 

factors allow for a radial variation in gas temperature ~1ile 

lbffinan 1 s do not. 



The results obtained with the zoning tedmique and 

the representation of a real gas as the sum of a number of 

gray gases should lie between those of the more rigorous 

band approximation and the l ess exact gray radiation rrodel . 

A quantitative analysis of the accuracy is beyond the scope 

of this dissertation. 

2.2.2 Particle Radiation 

Hoffman (IU.~ } · H6) discusses the problem of radiation to 

a cloud of droplets suspended in a non-absorbing rredium. As 

he indicates, the attenuation of radiation occurs as the result 

of absorption, reflection and scatter. He indicates that the 

. magnitude of the scattering is difficult to detennine because 

the scattering is a function of drop size, wave length and 

index of refraction when the circumference of the drop is less 

than 100 tirres the wave length of the radiation. For larger 
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· droplets, · the scattering can be detennined by a simpler approach 

using geometric optics. Droplets in the 5 to 100 micron size 

range have a circumference considerably less than 100 ti.rres the 

wave length encountered in the infra-red spectrum. In addition, 

the Mie theory which predicts the magnitude and direction of 

the scattering applies to single particles and does not allCM 

for the rrultiple scattering which occurs in a dense cloud of 

droplets or particles. 

Several authors have investigated both theoretically 

and experi.rrentally the prcblem of nultiple scattering. The 

majority of the theoretical work has utilized the radiative 



transr:ort approach of the astrophysicists. Because of the 

complexity of the problem the analyses usually consider a 

semi-infinite rrediurn rather than a medium contained in an 

enclo f f · · t ~ ~ ~~~ . ( C2 , C3 , D4 , K3, L8 , Vl, V3) sure o m1. e u.utt::.~J.O:>l.Ons. . . 

A limiterl number of exper.i.Irental investigations of scattering 

characteristicS of sol1d particle clouds have been carried 

t (H6, K4, K6, S8) · · 1 · h' ou Approx:unate scatter1.ng re at1.ons 1.ps 

are available but they apply only to particles which are 

relatively large canparerl to the wave length of the radiation 

tr 'ki th (K3, PS, 57, V3} As .t . f · · s 1. ng em • ye no m onnation 1.s 

available which would allow the detennination of the scattering 

characteristics of a cloud of droplets fl~ving through a 

cylindrical enclosure. This lack of information necessitates 

the use of georretric optiqs to detenmine the scattering cross

section of the droplets. Hoffman (Hl} has indicated that the 

application of geometric optics is valid as the ratio of the 

droplet circumference to the wave length of the radiation 

approaches 100. 

If the absorptivity of the droplets, a. , is close 
p 

to one then very little radiation will be reflected fran the 
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cloud and absorption will be the principal cause of attenuation. 

If the absorptivity is much less than one then reflection and 

refraction at the gas - liquid interfaces became important. 

. Hoffman (Hl) has indicated how these latter effects can be 

accounted for using the ray tracing analysis of Thomas (T2) and 

S
. (Sl5) 
J..ITPSOn . . • 



M1l-. (T2) . t . . . I J.uanas , us1ng geare r1c opt1cs and assunu.ng Beer s 

law showed that the fraction of incident rronochromatic energy 

which is absorbed by a droplet can be approximated by 

= a(l- exp(-1.75 k r)) 
). 

(2.2-11) 

The ir:rlex of refraction is assurred to be 1. 3 3 • 'lhe coefficient 

a equals 0.95 for large k).r by virtue of large r; if k).r is 
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large by virtue of k). being large, 'lhomas indicates that reflection 

will be decreased and f). will approach unity. In any case, the 

error for large values of k).r will not exceed 5%. 

To determine the absorptivity of a water droplet for 

infra-red radiation one must know the variation of absorptivity 

with wave length. Friedman and Churchill (F)) have indicated 

that, because of the nature of band absorption (k is not a 
). 

continuous function of ).) and the fact that the average 

absorption over a finite wave length interval is not an 

exp:mential function, k). cannot be determined fran film 

transmission rreasurements made with an instrurrent of finite 

resolution. 

Elsasser(E2) showed that the erratic coefficient k). 

can be approximated by a SirOOthed coefficient y). which allows 

the rronochranatic transmission rreasurements to be expressed 

as 

= erfc (y r)~ = .l. 
). A). (exp(-k r)d). 

). . 

(2.2-12) 



Here ll.A. is asswred to be sufficiently large so that there is 

no oontribution to the transrni ttance at the centre of the 

interval from lines outside the interval. 

Chin .and Olurchill (C4) have sho.vn that the integral 

in equation (2.2-12) over a small wave length range for any 

function of kA.r can be transformed into a function of yA.r. 

Following the approach of Friedman and Churchill(F3), 
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the average absorption fraction of a droplet in the neighborhood 

of A is defined as 

a = 
A 

. !,' + ll.A "1 I\ 2 

ll.A . A-B_ 
2 

(2.2-13) 

Then, using Olin and Churchill's transforrration (C4 ) 

and equations (2.2-11) and (2.2-13) the average absorption 

fraction of a droplet can be expressed as 

i
.l e}(p(-1. 75 Y>,.r/t) 

a = S[ 1 - 1/II . dt] 
A. o [t(l-t)] ~ 

(2.2-14) 

where t is a durrmy variable of integration. 

This equation can not be evaluated analytically. 

Friedman and Olurchill (F3) show heM these relationships 

can be applied to the transmissivity data for JP-4 j e t fuel 

to determine the per cent of incident black body radiation which 

is absorbed by a spray of this fuel. 

The above relationships should be used to detennine the 

absorptivity of water droplets from experimentally determined 

transmissivity data. A search of the literature revealed 



several sources of transmission data for liquid wate r in the 

r.vave length range of 2 to 15 microns. The data are consistent 

in defining the wave length intervals over which absorption 

occurs but inconsistent in the magnitudes of the transmission 

for the various bands. Table 2. 2-1 indicates the wave l ength 

range, cell thickness, and cell material for the refer ences 

which have been investigated. 

More work is required in this area before droplet 

absorptivities can be detennined with any confidence. 

TABLE 2.2-1 References for Water-Film Transmission 
M=asurerrents 
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REFERENCE WAVE LENGI'H 
RANGE 

(microns) 

a:LL THICKNESS 
(microns) 

CEI.J.. MATERIAL 

Al 

B9 

G9 

L7 

PlO 

Pll 

Pl2 

59 

2.5 - 12 

5 - 13 

2 - 15 

2 - 15 

2 - 42 

2.5 - 11 

6. 6 - 11 

2 - 13 

4 

25 

100, 25 

10, 30 

27 

25 

17, 51 

AgCl 

Thallium Bromide 
- Iodide 

AgCl 

Type II Diarrond 

Thallium Bromide 
- Iodide 

Hoffman indicates (Hl, . H6) that as a first approximation, 

if Beer's law is ass\.llred, one can calculate an average 

absorption ooefficient fran absorptivity measurexrents made at 
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one particular film thickness; i.e. , 

a = 1 - e-kL - 1 - T (2.2-15) 

Alternatively one can use the transmissivit y dat a at two f i lm 

thicknesses to calculate an average absorption coeff ici ent which 

is considered to be active over fraction 11 a' 11 of the spectnrn 

in the same way that one fits gas emissivity data a t two rrean 

beam lengths (SlS). Using the transmissivity data of Sterngl anz (sg), 

which were integrated by this author, Ross (R7) found t'IJ.at the 

-1 average absorption coefficient k varied fran 300 to 1000 em 

0 over the source temperature range 720 to 1600 R. 

Once an average k has been calculated the absorptivity 

for any size droplet can be calculated fran 

a = a' (1 - exp(-kr) (2.2-16) 

With this relationship Hoffman (Hl, H6) has shown that the 

absorption. coefficient of the cloud, kCLOUD' can be approximated 

in tenus of an average absorptivity for the cloud, the cloud 

density, and the volume-to-surface rrean diarreter of the cloud , 

i.e., 

_ kCLOUD 
3 

= l{ (a )(p /p, )(1/d ) (1-Ef)/Ef ave s ~ vs 
(2.2-17) 

where Ef is the fractional evaporation of the spray after it is 

fonred. External gas addition can be easily included. 

When the cloud of droplets is in an absorbing rredium 

the droplets and gas will operate in parallel to attenuate the 

radiation. Hofman (Hl) shCMS that since Beer's law has been 
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as~urred the absorption coefficients can be added in the 

exponential, i . e. , 

I = I • exp (- (k + k ) • L) 
o CLOUD Gl>S 

(2.2-18) 

In the light of this discussion, it should be apparent that 

relationships of the form of equation (2.2-18) will not yield 

accurate results, but that the analysis is expected to be 

adequate considering the limited data which are pres~tly 

available. 



2.3 Drop Size Measurements 

Hoffman and Gauvin (HG) have indicated the dependence of the 

absorption coefficient of the cloud on the volurre-to-surface mean 

diarreter, d *, of the spray. This dianeter is calculated from the 
VS 

drop-size distribution of the spray. Thus to detennine the variation 

of the absorption coefficient of a spray as it evaporates and to 

evaluate the approximations made in the analysis of the absorption 

characteristics of a spray (Hl, HG), it is necessary to detennine 

the drop-size distribution of the spray as it descerrls through, and 

evaporates in, a high temperature envirol1I!'ent. 

Several techniques are available for detennining the drop-size 

distributions of sprays. An excellent survey of the literature prior 

to 1957 is given by Putnam et al (PG). These authors point out that 

the rrost generally used technique of removing a sample from the spray 

by sorre rechanical device suffers from the major disadvantage of a 

biased sample. 'lhey also indicate ha.vever that if the proper care is 
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taken during the sampling procedure this rethod is easier to use and 

permits a rrore accurate analysis · than photographic rrethods. Hassen (Hl3) 

who sb.ldied sprays by collecting solidified droplets of wax also 

* 
'\rs = 

I:n.d. 3 
1 1 

I:n.d. 2 
1 1 

where n. is the number of drops in size 
1 

interval i having an average diameter di. 



emphasizes the necessity of knowing hav the drop size analyses depend 

upon tpe . detennination method. 

Photographic techniques have the advantage that the spray is 

not disturbed by a sampling device, however the quality of the droplet 

images is poor because so few of the drops are actually in sharp focus 

in the narrow depth of field. That is, at magnifications which 

produce sufficiently large images for analysis, the depth of field 

becorres very small. Droplet velocities must also be detennined to 

pennit conversion of the spatial distribution obtained on the 
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photograph to the temporal distribution in the spray. Thompson et al (T?) 

in a recent paper have discussed the application of hologram techniques 

for particle-size analysis . The technique appears pranising 1 being 

limited only by the film which the images are recorded on. Unfortunately 

the equipnent required is sophisticated and expensive but future 

developrrent work may pennit this technique to be generally adopted for 

spray analysis. 

Light dispersion is another technique which does not interfere 

with the spray, havever as Dobbins (DS) indicates one can only obtain 

infonnation about the average drop size and not the distribution of the 

spray. This technique also assumes that the index of refraction is 

constant throughrut the system, which of course will not be the case 

if the spray is in a rredium where large temperature gradients exist. 

At this tirre mechanical sampling techniques, such as freezing (A2' Hl3) , 

droplet impaction (M3) , dyes or stains (GlO' M4) 
1 

or irrnersion cells (RS), 

to mention just a few, appear to be the easiest to use . Tate (T4) has 

suggested that Rlpe' s (RS) inmersion cell technique is one of the best 



ways of obtaining a representative sample from the spray. Several 

workers have clairred to have successfully used this technique 

(AJ, DS, H4, MS, T4) 

Briefly, the imnersion technique consists of collecting a 

sample of the spray in a small glass-bottorred cell which is filled 

with a suitable fluid. The collected drops are allowed to settle 

to the bottom of the cell where they are subsequently photographed. 

A suitable fluid is one which 

i) has a density which will permit the sampled drops to settle 

through the liquid and rest on the bottom without flattening; 

ii) is completely immiscible with the liquid being sampled; 

iii} has a low enough surface tension to penni t small droplets 

to penetrate the surface; 

iv} has a viscosity which is lav enough to allow penetration 

without break-up yet high enough to restrict convection 

currents within the cell; 

v) has a low vapeur pressure so that no bubbles form and the fluid 

does not evaporate when placed in a hot gas stream; 

(v) has good light transmission characteristics so that the 

droplets can be photographed. 
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Rupe found that Stoddard solvent had all the desired characteristics. 

Dlouhy(D2) found that Varsol (Imperial Oil Company) was a petroleum 

fraction with essentially the same properties. 

Rupe also found that if the glass bottom was coated with a 

non:...Wetting agent the discrepancy between the size of the recorded 

.image and the droplet wruld be less than 2%. 



'Ihe georretry of the cell must be such that the collecti on 

e fficiency is as high as possible if a representative sample is to be 

obtained. 'Ihe shutter mechanism which is necessary if the cell is to 

be exposed to the spray for short peri ods of tirre must also be des i gned 

so as to minimize the interference with the spray (T4) . 

Large droplets at high velocity will shatter when striking the 

collection fluid interface(T4). Rupe(R6) has shown however that 

droplets less than 180 microns will not shatter if their velocity is 

less than 30 ft./sec. Darnell and Marshall (D6) showed that at six 

inches fran the atomizing source drops less than 200 microns would be 
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essentially at their tenninal velocity. Hence for sprays with a maximum 

size of 200 microns there is no danger of shatter if a sample is taken 

at least 6 inches from the nozzle. 

It is interesting to note here that Manning and Gauvin (MS), who 

photographically determined drop velocities close to an atomizing 

nozzle, found for example that 30 micron drops had a velocity of the 

order of 150 ft/sec. at a distance of three inches fran the nozzle. 

Darne'll and Marshall's (D6) correlation indicates that at this 

distance thevelocity of these drops should be less than 1% of their 

initial velocity. 'Ihis would require initial velocities in the order 

of 10,000 ft./sec . which are physically impossible. 'Ihe reason for 

the discrepancy was not detennined because the original work of 

Darnell and Marshall was not available; therefore their correlations 

shruld be used with care. 

. . di ib t' £ th T te(T4) To obtain a representative str u 1.on or e spray, a 

suggests collecting samples of 3000-4000 drops. Tate and Marshall (TS) 
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indicate that a sample of this size should not deviate from the true 

distribution by rrore than 2%. On the other hand, Dlouhy and Gauvin (DS) , 

claim to obtain reproducible size distributions in a spray dryer with sample 

sizes of 150 - 300 drops. Based on an extrapolation of Tate and Marshall's 

figures, Dlouhy's distributions could be expected to deviate f ran the 

true distribution by approximately 10%. 

Large samples have a tendency to result in droplet coalescence 

in the cell because of the relative proximity of the drops. 'Ib minimize 

this tendency Tate(T4) suggests that the droplet-area fraction of the 

cell (i.e., the fraction of the total cell area occupied by the collected 

droplets) should be of the order of 0.05. 

Recognizing these advantages and disadvantages, this author has 

attempted to use the imrersion cell teclmique to detennine the drop-size 

distrihltions of an evaporating spray. 



2.4 Gas Temperature Measurement 

When measuring gas temperatures in a particulate system it is 

necessary to shield the temperature sensing device from the droplets 

or particles otherwise the indicated temperature will be a function of 

the droplet or particle temperature. Also, if the enclosure is at 

a Imlch different t~rature than the gas it is necessary to shield 

the measuring device to prevent measurerrent · errors due to radiation 

interchange between the device and the walls of the enclosure. 

Hoffman and Gauvin (H4) measured gas temperatures in a cloud 

of water droplets which had been sprayed into an 8 inch diarreter colUI!U1 

with wall temperatures in excess of 650°C. 'Ihe mer:.suring dev{ce was 

aPt - Pt 10% Rh the:rnocouple ma.de from 0.010 inch diarreter wire. 

The thermocouple was contained within 3 .concentric cylindrical shields 

with the inner shields connected to a vacuum line. 'Ihe thermocouple 

probe assembly was vertically oriented in the colurm and the vacuum 

was sufficient to draw the gas across the theDTQCOuple at a maximum 

velocity of approximately 100 ft./sec. (Hl). (The gas velocity at the 

inlet to the probe rrust not be high enough to cause small droplets to 

enter the device. ) 

These. authors reported that no radial temperature variation was 

detected and that the maximum temperature oscillation was ±2°C. 

Thenelis and Gauvin (TS) measured gas temperatures with a similar probe 
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in a 4. 4 inch diarreter c:olUI!U1 with iron oxide particles as the particulate 

phase. No radial temperature variation was noted in this study either, 

although the walls were maintained at temperatures in excess of 600°C. 

These results would indicate that the original assumption of streamline flew 



in an A.S.T. reactor is not valid(Gl 1 G3). 

'llie fact that the Grashof number 1 which is a measure of the 

ratio of buoyancy forces to viscous forces was large (TS) in these 

systems would suggest that the natural and forced convection forces 
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would interact. Interaction would result in turbulence which would tend 

to transport the hot gases fran the wall region into the centre of the 

column and vice versa. This would have the effect of increasing the 

temperature gradients in the stagnant layer adjacent to the wall. 

It would also tend to reduce the temperature gradients in the gas 

in the core of the column. 

To detennine the convective heat transfer at the wall in 

systems where natural and forced convection can be expected to interact 

(Bl3) d th f "1 . . . . Brown rreasure e gas temperature pro ~ es m an a~r stream. His 

measurerrents were made in the same colurm that Themelis (TS) used but 

the conplications of tenperature measurement in a particulate system 

were eliminated by studying the profiles in single-:r:hase fla.v. 

Brown was able to measure the gas-temperature profile at the 

wall by accurately positioning an unshielded Pt - Pt 10% Rh the:rmx:ouple 

at various radial locations relative to the wall. Temperatures were 

rreasured at several radial locations, within 0.100 inches of the wall 

where the profile was approximately linear. Temperatures were also 

rreasured 1 on a coarser radial grid 1 right to the centre line of the 

column. 

Brown's thenrocouple was constructed of 0. 00~5 inch diameter wire 

to reduce the radiation error as much as possible. These wires were 



joined to the 0.010 inch wires of Cerarro (Thenro Electric Company) 

stainless sheathed thennocouple wire. BrONn calculated that the maximum 

radiation error to this small thennocouple was 11 °F and the rnaxbnum 

Conduction error only 2°F. 
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Ross(R?) in his study of forced convection heat transfer to a 

stationary droplet in a high ten-perature enviroi'l!Tent used a thenrooouple 

of the same dimensions as BrONn's. Ross's analysis however indicated 

that the radiation error was of the order of 1 or 2°F for the case of 

an enclosure temperature of 1800°R and a gas ten-perature of 700°R. 

Ross also shaved that the 0.010 inch supJ?Ort wires may attain a 

temperature of the order of 100°F above that of the gas. He indicated 

however that there was negligible oonduction to the thenrocouple fran 

the latter support wires. 

Short and Sage (SlG) have analysed the oonduction error in a 

0. 001 inch butt-welded thermocouple. The oonduction error is caused 

by the gradients which exist in the thennocouple wire when it is exposed 

to large gas ten-perature gradients (6000°F/in.). They calculated that 

f or these large gradients and this particular wire diameter, the error 

in the measured gradient would be approximately 5%. 'Ihus for a 

thenrooouple of Bravn' s design the conduction error would be considerably 

less for two reasons: 

1. The wire diarreter was half that of Short and Sage's which reduces 

the cross-sectional area available for oonduction by a factor of 4; 

and 

2. The ther:rrocouple ball could be oriented with r espect to the larger 

supJ?Ort wires so as to maintain essentially isothennal oonditions 
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along the wire from the weld to the supports. 

Thus, it 'WOuld appear that Bro.vn 1 s therrrocouple should be capable of 

recordingtrue gas temperatures at all radial positions in the column. 

Brown (Bl3) found that for the range of Reynolds numbers studied 

(271 - 6,900) large temperature gradients existed fran the wall to the 

centre line of the column. The gas t anperature measurements of Hoffman (Hl) 

and Themelis (TS) were made in a particulate system where the droplets 

or particles might tend to moderate the radial temperature gradients. 

Ha.vever , Br:ovn 1 s results suggest that the observed flat temperature 

f 'l (Hl, T8) th ct pro ~ es are ra er suspe • Brown's thenrocouple was much 

rrore sensitive than those of Hof:frnari and 'Iherrelis and this suggests 

that the relatively large shielded probes, aspirating relatively large 

volurres of gas, were not capable of ·accurately measuring radial 

temperature gradients. 



2.5 Gas Flow Patterns 

In Hoffman 's investigation (Hl) of the fundamental mechanisms 

of heat transfer in the A. S. T. system a cloud of droplets was produced 

by a conventional atomizing nozzle. These nozzles inject the atomized 

fluid into the system at a high velocity, thus creating an expanding 

jet of fluid. Spalding (S2) has shown by a rrorrentum and mass balance 
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that a jet emerging into a relatively stagnant atrrosphere will entrain 

or induce gas from the surrounding at.nosphere into the boundaries of the 

jet. As Hoffman :pJints out, if the jet is produced in a closed col'Ll!11I'l 

the gases which are · entrained by the jet nust cone from the lower regions 

of the colurm. Thus in the region where the jet is decelerating and 

for sorre distance beyond it there will be a backflow of gas into the 

upper regions of the col'Lll11I'l. This backflow will cause large scale 

turbulence in the jet deceleration (nozzle zone) region and makes 

prediction of the convective heat transfer from the wall difficult if 

not impossible. 

The backflow of gases and the inherent large-scale turbulence 

also make the determination of the droplet dynamics in this region 

impossible because as Dlouhy (D2) and Kessler (Kl) indicate, the drops 

can be expected to follow the turbUlent fluctuations of the gas stream. 

A recent theoretical analysis of particle/gas amplitude ratios in a 

turbulent stream (Hll) indicates that water droplets less than 10 microns 

in diameter which are entrained in a turbulent air stream, can be expected 

to follow the velocity fluctuations in the gas stream up to frequencies 

of 700 c.p.s. The corres:pJnding frequency limit for a 100 micron 

drop is however only 7 c.p.s. Thus it can be expected that the gas 



stream tur.bulencewill not affect the cloud unifonnly. 

Since snal.l droplets folla.v large-scale, la.v-frequency, 

turbulent eddies, a kna.vledge of the gas fla.v patterns is important 

because they will influence the fla.v paths of the droplets, the 

residence time of the droplets in the turbulent region, and the extent 

of droplet deposition on the walls of the enclosure. Consequently, the 

gas flow pattern will affect the rate and degree of evaporation of the 

spray. 
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Several workers have attempted to detennine the gas fla.v patterns 

in a so-called ducted jet system. · Ami (A2) attempted to ~asure the 

velocity profiles in the nozzle region of a spray dryer with a hot wire 

anemometer. His results ha.vever are specific for the geo~try of a 

particular dryer and cannot be generalized. Thordarsen (T3), also working 

in a spray dryer, qualitatively observed the gas flow patterns by 

photographing the trajectories of small balsa particles. Buckan and 

Warlton (BlO) attempted to estimate the fla.v patterns in a dryer by 

comparing measured gas temperature profiles with .those predicted by 

a plug flow and a complete mixing model. 

Many investigators have tried to quantitatively predict the 

entrain..'Tent characteristics of a free jet. (See reference Bll for a 

bibliography.) For a ducted jet however, Thring and Newly (Tl) were 

one of the first to quantitatively analyse the entrainment characteristics. 

Their analysis was only approximate and a more canprehensive theory of 

confined jet systems was developed by Curtet (CS' C6) • Craya and CUrtet (C?) 

had previously collaborated to enunciate a criterion governing the 

similarity of fully-turbulent, incanpressible, confined jet fla.vs. 



'llle similarity parcnreter was narred the Craya-curtet nurrber by Becker 

e t al (Bl) and denoted Ct. This parcnreter is a unique function of 
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the mass and m:rrentum ratio of the jet flCM to the irrluced flo..,r. I t can 

be calculated from the follCMing equation. 

where 

Ct = 
r 2 

( (U 2 - U 2 ) (~) 
s fo rw 

+ 1 u 2 
"2" fo 

rs is the radius of the circular nozzle 

rw is the radius of the cylindrical duct 

U is the unifo:rrn initial velocity of the free stream, 
fo 

r <r<r s w 
I 

is the unifonn nozzle velocity O<r<r 
.- s 

arrl uk is calculated fran 

. rs 2 
0k = (Us - 0 fo) <r-> + 0 fo 

w 

(2. 5-1) 

(2.5-2) 

When U = Uf , Ct = oo and hence the resultant flCM is unifo:rrn. s 0 

When u fo = 0 Ct = 

and Ct approaches zero 

For a given ratio of rs/rw' Ct is a unique criterion for dynami c 

similarity. 

In order to quantize the recirculation and gas velocity profiles 

in a ducted or oonfined jet, Becker et al (Bl, Bll) nea.sured veloci ty and 

oonoentration profiles as well as velocity and concentration fluctuations. 

Concentration refers to the concentration of an aerosol of oil droplets 

which was introduced in the jet to pennit the free stream and jet gases 



to be discriminated. The concentration was detennined by using a sol 

scattered light technique developed by Rosensweig et. al. (R4). This 

t edmique made it .J?OSSible to dete:rmine the probability of finding the 

nozzle fluid at a .J?Oint in question(Bl 2). The velocity measura~nts 

were ~ade with thin-lipped impact tubes. 

The above studies (Bl' 1311 ' Bl2) indicated that recirculation 

occurs when Ct < 0. 75. Hottel and Sarofim(Hl2), when considering the 

effect of gas flow pattern on radiative transfer in cylindrical 

furnaces, showed that for values of Ct of 0.51, 0.18 and 0.033 the 

recirculation rates, as a fraction of the total gas flow rate, were 

0.075, 1.44, and 10.91 respectively. 

The quantiative results will thus pe:rmit the recirculation 

rate to be predicted for A.S.T. and similar systems where no free 

stream flow exists to feed the expanding jet. (Ufo = 0 and Ct 

approaches 0. ) • It should be noted, however, thatt:he gas flow patterns 

have been detennined for an isothennal system and terrperature gradients 

in the gas could be expected to have a significant effect. 
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2.6 Natural Convection Effects 

As previously mentioned, one would expect some interactions between 

natural and forced convection forces in a hot~alled enclosure where 

the gas fla.v rate was very low. I n A.S.T. and similar systems where 

ti1e spray and vapour descend vertically through a high t emperature 

environment the buoyancy forces at the wall act in the opposite direction 

to the forced fla.v. The heat transfer literature usually refers to 

this as heat transfer in opposed fla.v. Several authors have theoretically 

and experirrentally investigated opposed flow heat transfer. Recently 

Brown(Bl3) and Brown and Gauvin(Bl4) critically discussed these 

previous investigations in the light of their own study. 

It has been shown (A4 ' Sl?) that when the buoyancy forces are 

of the same order of magnitude as the forced flCMT or inertia forces, 

NGr "'- NRe 
2

• In regions where the b.-Jo opposing forces have significant 

interaction some authors (AS, 813 ' 514 ) correlate the heat transfer rate 

against the fla.v rate with natural convection as a pararreter (i.e., 

~u vs. NRe, with some rneasure of natural convection as a pararreter; e.g. , 

These workers report that for the NRe range investigated, 

the heat transfer rate increased with an increase in the natural 

convection forces. Other authors have correlated ~ vs. NGr or ~u vs. 

NGr .NPr (Bl3, Bl4, BlS, ElO) and found no effect of NRe on the heat 

transfer rate for the range of variables studied, i.e., natural 

convection forces completely controlled the rate of convective heat 

transfer. 

Brown and Gauvin(Bl4) have predicted that the influence of 

natural convection on forced convection would be less than 10% if the 
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I 

Grashof nurrber was less than a critical Grashof nunber, NGr , obtained 

from the following relationship: 

NGr = 0.423 [NRe
2
/NNu] (2.6-1) 

That is, if the Grashof number in the system exceeds that calculated 

by equation ( 2. 6-1) one should expect the free convection to increase 

the heat transfer rate above ' that predicted from pure forced convection 

correlations. These authors · have shown that in the region where 

5 interaction is expected to occur, if NGr < 3 x 10 the 1:'-~u calculated from 

experiments was less than that predicted from pure free convection. 

5 6 
In the NGr range frorn about 3 x 10 to 10 the calculated Nusselt numbers 

increased to a value about . 45% above the free-convection line • . Brown 

and Gauvin explain these results in terms of two effects. At low NGr' 

the opposed buoyancy forces will act to decrease the velocity gradient 
. 

and consequently the heat transfer rate at the wall. As NGr increases 

above 3 x 105 the interaction between the forced and natural convection 

forces causes sufficient turbulence to increase the heat transfer rate at 

the wall above that predicted for pure free convection. 

The heat transfer rates, temperature profiles and temperature 

fluctuations which Brown (Bl3) rreasured for a single-phase system suggest 

that Hoffman' s(Hl) original assumption of uniform flow was not valid. 

In fact with the experirrental condi tio:n.: errployed by Hoffman one would 

not only expect the heat transfer rate to be affected by the natural 

convection forces but one would also expect to find a large volurre 

of hot gases flowing Ut:Ward adjacent to the wall. These Ut:Ward flowing 

gases would transport heat fran below into the relatively cold upper 

regions of the column. This thermal energy, supplied _ by the Ut:Ward 



bulk fla.v of gas, ·would cause the rate of evaporation of the spray 

to be increased. 

Thus it is obvious that a kna.vledge of the rragnitude of the 

natural convection forces and their interaction with a forced flow field 

is necessary if one is t o quantitatively analyse the heat transfer 

processes occurring in an A. S . T. system. 
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PARr I 

3 • EXPERIMENTAL E.VALUATION OF A. S. T. IvDDEL 

3.1 Introduction 

The attempted experimental verification of the original model 

of the A.S. T. process (Hl) was undertaken in semi -pilot-plant-scale 

equipment. The equiprrent and procedures which are described in the 

folla.ving pages represent the final designs and techniques which have 

resulted fran an extensive preliminary experi.rrental develorxrent program. 

T'ne results of this study gave direction to the investigations 

which folla.ved and which are described in Part II of this dissertation. 
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3.2 Scope 

The first study made in this program was initiated to experirrentally 

eva luate Hoffman and Gauvin's analysis (H4' HS' H6) of the fundarcental 

rrechanisms of heat transfer which occur in an A.S. T. system. 

The theory which was available in the literature at the t irre of 

initiation of this project suggested that natural convection effects in 

A.S.T. systems might be expected to interact with the forced flow of 

the vapours produced during the evaporation process. If the natural 

convection forces were large enough, the gas flow patterns in the systEm 

would be corrplex and the original analysis would have to be rrodified. 

Hc:wever, the preliminary experirrental neasurerrents which were made 

in A. S. T. systems did not detect the presence of large natural convection 

e f fects. Consequently since the analysis of the system was applied to 

an operating industrial process which could benefit from an understanding 

of the ,phenorrena occurring therein, it was decided to study a system 

which was operating under conditions similar to those which exist in the 

commercial A.S.T. system. 

A m:x:lification to the industrial A.S.T. process was made to 

eliminate one of the major complexities which limited the original 

analysis. This rrodification consisted of removing the nozzle zone 

(region where the spray is generated) from the high temperature enclosure 

where the spray or cloud was evaporated. By removing the nozzle zone, 

the large scale back-mixing with its inherent turbulence was no longer 

present in the evaporation section; i.e. , when the cloud reached the 

high temperature environment it was flowing freely in a well-controlled 

manner and consequently the droplet dynamics were expected to be 
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predictable. ~vith the spray generated externally it was necessary t o 

i.11troduce a carrier gas into the system to transport the spray to t."1e 

hot evar:oration zone. This carrier gas also served to supply some of 

ti1e gas required by the expanding spray jet and hence f~~er reduced 

the turb.llence level in the column. The introduction of a carrier gas , 

however, does represent a departure from the A.S. T. process where the 

only gases present are those from the vapourized liquid and the 

atomizing device (if a pnewnatic nozzle is used). This departure 

was considered to be warranted in vievv of the simplification in the 

flow patterns which would be effected. 

Essentially this experimental program consisted of conveying 

a water spray, in a low-velocity (velocities up to 8 ft./sec. were used) 

steam or air stream, into a 8-in. cliarreter by 10-ft. long vertical 

oolumn (eva:p:Jrator or reactor*), the walls of which could be heated 

to. any temperature up to appraxi.I11ately 1600°F. The column was provided 

with access r:orts to allow temperature rreasurements and spray samples 

to be obtained at various axial and radial :p:Jsitions . . Experiments 

were performed with and without spray, i.e., with gas flow only. 

The experimental equipment can be divided into sections according 

to functions, viz. the spray generator, gas flow and control system, 

evaporator column, and instrumentation for temperature and drop rreasurerrents . 

The following description provides the details of the experirrental equipment 

and procedures. 

* This colunm is referred to as a reactor only because the evaporation 
step is usually followed by a chemical reaction in the irdustrial 
process utilizing the Atomized Suspension Technique. Only the 
evaporation process is being studied here . 



3.3 EAyerimental Equipment 

3.3.1 Evaporator 

The experimental apparatus is shown diagrammatically in 

Figure 3.3-1. The evaporator consisted of a 8-in. diarr.eter by 

Y8-in. wall by 10-ft. high colurrn located in the centre of an 

electrical furnace. T'ne column vias flanged both top and bottom; 

the bottom flange was bolted to a support stand so tha t expansion 

(about 1~-in.) arising out of the large temperature changes could 

occur. A cone eqUipped with a ball-valve was also bolted to the 

bottom flange; a 2-in. line conveyed the steam to a water-cooled, 

shell-and-tube condenser (11 sq. ft.). The top flange permitted 

attachment of the spray- generating and calming sections. 

The column had 2-in. diameter sampling ports located at 

one foot intervals along its length, as shONn in. Figure 3.3-1. 

The sampling ports were 17-in. long and extended through the 

firebrick cladding which housed the electrical heaters. The 

ports were flanged to allow drop sampling and temperature 

measuring devices as well as contoured plugs to be locked into 

position. The stainless steel plugs were machined to fit flush 

with the evaporatorwall to fonn a continuous surface when a port 

was not being used to gain access to the column. 

The furnace was heated by three banks of ribbon heaters, 

(each rated at 36 k.v.a. at 575 V), mounted concentrically on an 

18-in. diameter porcelain support . The heating units were 

encased in a 36o/4- in. diameter bricked, split- jacket shell shavn 
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in Figure 3.3-3. The unit was designed by Trent Incorporated -

Philadelphia and constructed by Pioneer Electric Eastern Limited 

- Toronto. 

The heaters were independently controlled by three 
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Honeywell r.t:xlel 105Rl2 PYR-o-WLT current prop:>rtioning controllers. 

The input to each of these controllers was an e.m.f. signal generated 

by a Ye-in. stainless steel sheathed ch:rcJrel-alUil'el thermx:ouple 

welded to the 'cutside wall of the colurm as shown in Figure 3.3-2. 

'Ihe cutput signal of each controller was sent to a Honeywell 

M:>del 6191 Magnetic Arrplifier Which controlled one of the three 

delta-connected saturable core reactors. (Electron Manufacturing 

canpany, Cllicago, Illinois) supplying IXJWer to the heating elerrents. 

The reactors were delta-connected to the 5 75 V. 3-}:hase mains to 

permit each heater to be independently controlled. 

The IXJWer input to the evaporator could be rreasured by 

utilizing current transforrrers (P. Gossen & Co. (Gennany) Type 

S'IW-2) arrl low voltage wattmeters (Canadian Research Institute, 

6250 ohm.) • These rreasurerrents indicated that the maximum heat 

flux that could actually be attained was 105 k.v.a. which 

represented approximately 17,000 B.t.u./(hr.) (ft. 2) on the walls 

of the 8-in. column. 

Figure 3.3-2 shows the location of the chramel-alumel 

thenrocouples which provide the inp.1t signal for the controllers. 

Also indicated in this figure are the locations of the Y16-in. 

diameter, stainless-steel sheathed, chrorrel-alumel thenrocouples 

used only for t~rature rronitoring. All the indicating 



thermocouples were spot welded onto l-in. square by Y1 6-in. 

stainless steel plates in order to minimize' conduction error. 

The plates were then welded onto the outside wall of the 

evaporator. 

The therm:x:ouples located at the extremes of the column 

indicated the magnitude of the departure from isothermal conditions 

caused by heat losses through the ends. The centrally located 

therrrocouples served to check the isothermal condition of the 

column both axially and radially. 

The millivolt signals from the indicating therrrocouples 

were :rroni tored by Honeywell nul ti -point recorders. 
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FIGURE 3 • 3-3 Split-Jacket Heater Shell 
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3 .3.2 Spray Generator and Calming Sections 

Figure 3.3-4. is a schematic diagram of the spray generation 

and calming sections which f orm a superstructure above the actual 

column. All sections had the same internal dirrension - 8- in. 

The 2-ft. by Y16-in. \vall stainless steel calming section which 

was bolted onto the furnace had a sampling port which was 

identical to those on the furnace to permit determination of the 

gas temperature and drop-size distribution o f the spray immediately 

prior to entering the high t emperature environrrent. '.IWo viewing 

ports with glass plugs were oriented at 120° to permit visual 

observation of the spray. The top of this section had .a X 6-in. 

protruding lip to intercept any liquid descending along the wall. 

This lip was drained continuously through 4 - %-in. stainless-

steel tubes which directed the flow of liquid into a tygon-tubing 

collection system, ·thus permitting the run-off to be continuously · 

rroni to red. 

A 5 ft. x 1! 6-in. wall stainless steel section was bolted 

to the above unit. This section helped isolate from the furnace 

section the large scale turbulence which was inherent during 

atomization, and enabled the particulate flew stream to becorre 

uniform. Welded to the bottom of this section were 8 - }15-in. 
I 

stainless steel wires which dire..cted any liquid on the wall into 

the run-off lip of the adjacent section. Two viewing ports 

with glass plugs, orientated at 120° were located at the top of 

the section where the atomization occurred. 



'IWo 18-in. long by l,r-in. wall aluminum sections were 

bolted to the stainless steel calming section. T'ne laver 

section had two bored-through Y8-in. brass Swagelok fittings 

located 3 in. fran the bottom and diametrically opposed . These 

f ittings allowed the air and water supply lines to be connected 
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to and to support the pneumatic atomizing nozzle . Eight 100-mesh 

circular screens, which aided in establishing a uniform gas flav 

and in damping out the large fluctuations arising fran the 

expanding gas jet at the top of the column, were supported on a 

shoulder located 1~-in. from the top of the lower aluminum section. 

A chromel-alumel themocouple in a %-in. stainless steel tube 

was inserted into the column directly below the screens through a 

bored-through o/s-in. SWagelok fitting . 

A 3-in. long by J,r-in. wall aluminum entry section was 

bolted to the upper 18-in aluminum section. 'I\.;relve 100-mesh 

circular screens were supported on a shoulder in the centre of this 

section. An 81-hole distribution plate was located above the 

screens to distribute the gas flav which entered through a 1~-in. 

aluminum pipe directly above the distribution plate. 

'Ihe top four sections of the column were wrapped with a 

l-in. thick layer of fibre glass insulation to reduce heat loss. 
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FIGURE 3-3-4 



3.3.3 Flow system 

Figure 3.3-5 is a schematic diagram of the entire flow 

system. Details of the irrportant COITlfOnents are given in 

Table 3.3-1. 

(i) G3.s Flaw 

Steam or air could be supplied to the column (F) and 

pneumatic nozzle (E) by proper positioning of positive shut-off 

valves (Vl, V2 and V3, V4) respectively. Sattu-ated steam was 

obtained fran a 100 lb. laboratory supply line (N) and air was 

obtained from a 100 lb. supply line (0). 

Steam to the column passed through entrainment s 2parator 

(C) with the flc::M rate determined by globe valve (V6). The steam 

then flawed through an absolute orifice (D) with the upstream 

pressure rronitored by pressure gauge (P3). During start-up the 

steam flaved directly to the condenser (I), thus by-passing the 

column. After start- up the valves (V7, V8) were positioned so 

as to direct the flaw through superheater (Hl) into the column. 

Tne inlet steam temperature was rronitored by thermocouple (Tl). 

Air to the column passed through two filters (A) with the 

flaw rate controlled by globe valve (VS). The air then flawed 

through orifice (B) where the upstream pressure was rronitored by 

pressure gauge (P2) and the differential pressure drop across 

the orifice was measured with a U- tube·, rrercury manorreter ma.de 

from high- pressure glass tubing. From this point the flow system 

was the sarre for both air and steam. 
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TABLE 3.3-1 

No. SPECIFICATIOOS 

A Filter Norgren Manual-Drain Filter Type 12-002 

B Orifice Brass Flanges - Flange Taps - l-in. C.T. Line 
Removable Stainless Steel Plate - 0.636-in. Bor e 
(~signed according to Taylor Inst. Co., - Tedmical 
Data Calc' n Marn.Ial No.1) Calibration in Appendix A 

C Entrainment 
Separator Centrifix Corporation - <%-in. pipe fittings) 

D Orifice Brass Flanges - Flange Taps - l-in. Pipe Line 
Rerrovable Stainless Steel Plate - 0.370-in. Bore 
(Designed as Absolute Orifice)- Calibration in 
AJ;pendix A 

E Atani.zer Spraying Systems Co. - Pneurratic-Round Spray Type 
~ J Nozzles #11, 12A, 12, and 22B. 

F Colunn See Previous Description in Text. 

G Feed Tank 5000 p.s.i. High Pressure Stainless Steel Tank 
4 ft. X 6 in. I .D. X o/a-in. walls - Flanged Both 
Ends. 

I Condenser Baffled, 1 Shell - 2 'lUbe Pass , Stainless Steel 
Vertical Corrlenser; 6 tubes (70-in. x ~-in., 

Surge Tank 

K Pump 

L Filter 

M Filter 

18 gauge stainless steel) per pass; total area 
- 11 sq. ft. 

12-in. x 6-in. I.D. x y8-in. wall cast iron pipe 
with welded ends and %-in. pipe nipples on each errl. 

Robbins arrl Meyers r.byno Tubular Pump Type CIX)-150 
p.s.i. Maximum Operating Pressure Driven by % H.P. 
1725 r.p.m. 60 cycle 3~ rrotor speed controlled by 
Zero-max variable Speed Reducer - M:xiel 24 - 100-in. 
lb. torque; 0-~ input r.p.m. 

Nupro Type FR Brass Body, Inline Removable Filter 
- ~-in. Swagelok fittings - 15 micron Stainless 
Steel Filter 

Nupro Type F 316 Stainless Steel Dody, inline 
Rerrovable Filter - ~-in. Swagelok fittings -
15 Micron Stainless Steel Filter 



No. COMPONENT 

N Steam 
Supply 

0 Air SUpply 

Hl Heater 

H2 Heater 

H3 Heater 

Rl Rotameter 

R2 Rotarreter 

TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued) 

SPECIFICATION 

100 lb. saturated steam from 1~-in. supply line 

100 lb. building air from l-in. supply line 

15-in. x 2-in. I.D. x %-in. wall stainless s teel, 
baffled cylinder. Cylinder is supported inside 
a Kanthal Type 7-30 cylindrical electrically 
heated furnace. PCMer Supply - I.ovatt Enginee ring 
RC step down transformer - 240 V primary -
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20 V sec. - 1500 VA. PCMer Control - Superior 
Electric - 126 - V2, 0-230 Volt variable transformer 

30-in. x l-in. O.D. Double-Pipe Heat Exchanger 
Feed Line - ~-in. Copper Tubing. 
Heating Medium - Steam from 100-lb. Mains. 

22-ft. x ~-in. 316 Stainless Steel Tubing - formed 
in a 2-in. diameter coil. Coi l is supported inside 
a Kanthal REH 10-60 cylindrical electrically heated 
furnace. 
PCMer supply - Hamrrond Class A Step Da.vn transf ormer 
- 270 V primm:y - 65V secondary - 2700 VA. PCMer 
Control - 2 Superior Electric 2 PF 136, 2.8 K.v.a. 
variable transformers. 

Fisher - Porter variable area flCM meter 
Type FP - ~ - 25 - G 5/81 with Glass Ball Float. 
Calibration in Appendix A. 

Fisher - Porter variable area flowmeter 
Type FP - ~ - 21 - G 10/80; Float 16 rnur - 40 
calibration in Appendix A. . . 



Air to the nozzle passed first through the filter s -

· (A) while steam entered the nozzle directly from the mains. The 

atcrnizing gas pressure was rronitored by pressure gau:Je (P5). 

(ii) Liquid Flow 

(a) Continuous operation - City water f ran· the mains flc:Med 

through in-line filter (L) and into the inlet of a variabl e 

- speed positive displacerrent f.byno pump (K) • Pres sure 

fluctuations were rerroved fran the feed system by a s urge 

tank (J). The pressure in the liquid feed sys tem was nonitored 

by pressure gauge (P4) on the surge tank. With gate val ves 
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(V12, Vl3) in the proper position the water flCJNed through rotarreters 

(Rl) and (R2) and feed - preheaters (H2) and (H3) • Duri ng s tart-

' 
up the feed a:mld be directed to a drain by proper orientation of 

toggle valves (V9) and (VlO). After start-up the feed was passed 

through in-line filter (M) into the atomizing nozzle (E). The 

feed terrperature was nonitored by therirooouple (T2) located in 

the line close to the nozzle. 

(b) Batch operation - Proper orientation of valves (V12) and 

(V13) permitted high pressure tank (G) to suwly the liquid f eed 

to the system. The tank was pressurized with nitrogen f ran a 

ccmrercial gas cylinder. 

Gas and vapour passed fran the reactor into water oooled 

condenser (I) and the condensate was nonitored to determine the 

total mass flow through the system. 



3.3.4 Drop Sampling Probe 

The drop sampli.rB probe, sha.vn in Figures 3.3-6 and 

3. 3-7 was designed to per:mi t samples of the spray to be 

rerroved from the colU!lU1. The probe could be inserted through 

one of the sampling tnrts on the colUmn and a sample of the 

spray collected in a stainless-steel, glass bottomed, liquid-

* filled sample cell (j) which fits into well (i) in the probe 

head (h). 

The principle of operation is based on that originally 

protnsed by Rupe(RS) and used by Dlouhy(D2), Manning(MS), 

Hoffman (Hl), Tate (T4) and others. This i.mrersion-cell technique 

utilized a water-saturated solvent, varsol (Inperial Oil, Sarnia, 

Ontario)'· which is only slightly miscible with water and which 

has a density less than water. Droplets entering the cell 

therefore settle to the bottom and are maintained in their 

spherical state by coating the glass bottom with a non-wetting 

agent SC-87 (General Electric Canpany). The glass bottom allowed 

shadow-:P;"lotographing of the droplets under magnification (40X). 

The sample cell used in this study was a ~-in. by ~-in. 

diarreter stainless steel cylinder; shown as (j) in Figure 3.3-7. 

The glass bottan was a 0.050-in. by 0.225-in. diameter optically 

flat glass disc (Coming Glass Works - Glass 7740) which was 

cerrente:l to the cell with teflon cerrent (John Crane Company). The 

droplets settle:l onto a 0.050-in. by 0.185-in. cli.arreter optically 
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flat disc which was placed in the bottom of the cell prior to 

sampling. This disc oould be easily rerroved for cleaning and coating 

* Small letters here refer to letters on probe canponents shown 
in Figure 3.3-7. 
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of the surface. 

The ·cell ( j) was exposed to the spray for a knc:Mn period 

of tirre by activating the shutter (g) with two electromagnets (b) . 

The electromagnets were activated by an electronic tirrer. (Automatic 

Timing and Controls Inc. - series 5231). Leads and activation switch 

can be seen in Figure 3.3-6. 

The probe head (h) is a streamlined cylindrical stainless 

steel shell designed to intercept the radiation originating at 

the reactcir walls. Without this shielding the absorbed radiant 

energy wculd cause the temperature of the collection fluid in the 

cell (j) to increase and result in loss of fluid through evaporation. 

The heat absorbed by the shield was rerroved by a circulating heat 

transfer rredium which entered and left the shell through tube 

system (a). 

Plug (f) was machined and contoured to fit flush with the 

colurm wall. The probe head eould be positioned relative to the 

plug and locked into position with locking device (c). (The 

locking device is not sha.vn in Figure 3. 3-6) • 

Stainless steel rods (e) joined the plug to flange 

plate (d); this plate, matched the flanges on the sampling ports 

and allowed the probe to be locked into position in the column. 
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3.3.5 Temperature Probe 

(i) Aspiration probe - The aspiration probe sha.vn in 

Figure 3.3-8 was designed to pennit gas temperatures to be 

:treasured in a particulate stream flowing in a high-temperature 

environrrent. Gas was drawn in .across the 0.001-in . Pt-Pt 10% Rh 
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thermocouple which was supported inside three concentric tubes. 

These tubes ·prevented the droplets from contacting the therrrocouple 

and also shielded the thermocouple from the radiation emitted at 

the column walls. A circular plate covered with thin platinum 

foil was located in front of the suction orifice to prevent 

radiation from streaming directly into the probe. 

The probe tip, sha.vn in Figure 3. 3-9 was designed 

according to the criterion established by Wadleigh and Qnan (W2). 

These workers :treasured the gas-phase a:mp::>si tion of a high 

velocity two-fbase flCM. The basic idea was to cause the gas 

to negotiate a path of high curvature which would result in 

"shedding" of the liquid droplets which were being transported by 

the gas. Suction on the annulus around the centre tube 

suppressed the flCM of "boundary layer" liquid into the centre 

tube and helped to establish a sharply-curved gas-flCM pattern 

into the centre tube. 

Gas was drawn across the thermocouple at mass flows 

in the order of 0.1 gm./min. by applying suction to the innerrrost 

tube. This tube was connected to a 2 .1 sq. ft. c:n:npact heat 

exchanger (Anerican Standard - Ross Type - SSCF) with high 

vacuum rubber tubing. The exchanger was connected to a glass 
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receiver bulb to which a vacuum was applied from a general 

laboratory vacuum line. The vacuum was :measured with a :mercury 

manometer. Calibration of the probe against the unshielded 

probe irrlicated that a vacuum of approximately 4 em. of rrercury 

shruld be applied to the receiver bulb. No suction was applied 

to the inner annulus but steam was observed to fla-; fran the 

annulus at all tirre during operation of the probe. 

The probe was calibrated under normal column operation 

(with gas fla.v only) against the "bare" thenrocouple described 

in the next section. Results are given in Appendix A. 

( ii) Bare or Unshielded Thenrocouple. This probe is sha-;n 

alongside the aspiration probe in Figure 3 • 3-8. The probe was 

inserted into the column in the sarre marmer as the aspiration 

probe arrl the drop sarrpling probe . 

Figure 3. 3-10 is a scale drawing of the important 

features of the probe. 

(A) indicates the geanetry of the probe tip, while (B) 

shONs the actual themocouple detail. The stainless steel 

sheathed thenrocouple (c) :runs throogh a %-in. stainless steel 

tube . (a) and is welded into position at the end of the tube. 

The stainless steel rod (b) is also welded to tube (a) and 

serves to locate the probe at the furnace wall. Pt and Pt 10% Rh 

wires of 0.0005-in. diarreter (e) are welded to the corresponding 

0. 010-in. diarreter wires (d) from standard, Yi 6 O.D., stainless 

steel sheathed, double conductor, Pt - Pt 10% Rh, thenrooouple 

wire. (Theme-Electric Conpany). A 0.001 - 0.002-in. ball is 



fo:med at the end of the 0.0005-in. wires by welding the wires 

with the flarre from a microtorch. The ball is located within 

0. 005-in. of the end of the rod, the distance being measured 

by a cathe~ter (Griffin and George - M:xlel No. P369). 'Ihe 

probe tip was constructed following the design of Brown(Bl3). 

The probe could be located relative to the furnace wall within 

±0.001-in. by means of the positioning mechanism shown in (c) 

of Figure 3.3-10. Flange plate (f), to which support plate 

(h) is bolted, permits the unit to be locked into position in 
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the colurm. Yoke (g) and adjusting screw (i) were used to position 

the therrrocouple relative to the wall by inserting mild steel 

"Jo" blocks of varying size between the flange plate (f) and the 

tip of the screw. The "Jo" or spacer blocks which rest on plate 

(h) were machined to a tolerance of 0.001-in •• 
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TIP OF ASPIRATION PIDBE 

. FIGURE 3. 3-9 
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BARE TEMPERATURE PROBE 
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3.3.6 Temperature Recording Equipment 

(i) Single pen recorder. Hillivolt signals from the 

probes were recorded on a Honeywell variable span single pen 

recorder. The signal obtained at each point in the traverse 

was recorded for approximately 30 sec. to ensure that any lON 

frequency oscillation in the average temperature would be 

noni to red. Initially the signals were fed directly to the 

recorder but as the wall temperature of the reactor increased 

the fluctuations became of such a magnitude that estimation 

of the average signal became exceedingly difficult. Also, 

when the magnitude of the fluctuations was large the recorder 

pen could not follON the signal.because of the relatively long 

* recorder response titre. Consequently, an electronic damping 

circuit was designed as shown in Figure ~.3-11. 

(ii) Filter Circuit. The circuit was designed to dampen 
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out the relatively high frequency (1 to 10 c.p.s.) fluctuations. 

by means of the capaciter Cl. The capacitance of the circuit 

could be readily increased if the fluctuations increased in 

magnitude. Variable resistor R3 attenuates the input signal 

exactly by a factor of two thus eliminating the problem of an 

unknown offset causedby the capacitance. 

When using the filtering or danping network the 

attenuation of the input signal was frequently checked by sending 

a Jav...m millivolt signal to the cirruit and recorder from a 

* With a span of 0-8 mv the recorder was only able to follON a 
2 c.p.s. 1 millivolt fluctuation to within 80% of the full 
fluctuation. 



Honeywell Model 2733 portable potentiorreter. (This sarre 

potentiometer was also used to calibrate the single pen 

recorder.) Because the input signal was attenuated , the 
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recorder span could be doubled over that used for the unattenuated 

signal arrl hence the readir.g accuracy was maintained. 

For the highest wall temperatures the span was the 

largest and hence the reading accuracy the poorest. The largest 

span used for an attenuated signal was 0-4 millivolts. The 

recorder chart could easily be read to ± ~ 0 division which 

represents ± 0.004 rnv at this span. Since the signal is 

attermated this difference represents an actual uncertainty of 

± 0. 008 rnv. At a temperature level of 600°F this uncertainty 

' in the chart reading represents an uncertainty of ± 2~ in the 

gas terrperature. This degree of uncertainty is considerably less 

than the uncertainties arising from the fluctuations themselves. 

lJ::M frequency (<0.1 c.p.s.) fluctuations in the average 

temperature gave rise to wavy traces on the recorder chart. 

The average millivolt signal was estimated from the trace by 

eye with an estimated accuracy of ± 0.5 divisions. With the 

signal attenuated by ~ and a 0-4 rnv span this represents an 

uncertainty in the therrrocouple temperature of ± 7~ ~ 

(iii) Random Signal Volbneter. For several runs the 

thernocouple millivolt signal was also rronitored by a randcm 

signal voltrreter (FlCM Corporation Model 12Al) which indicated 

the root rrean square of the voltage fluctuation. The lCM 

frequency fluctuations caused the r.rn.s. signal to slowly vary 



and consequently it was necessazy to take . an eye-average over 

a 30 to 60 second period. 
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3.4 Experimental Procedure 

3.4.1 General Operation 

P&er was applied to the heaters and the colunm. brought up 

to the desired operating temperature over a one hour period. 1-vhen 

operating with steam as the gaseous rredium it was necessary to 

by-pass the colunm. until the supply lines had wanned up. Heater 

Hl was usually employed to add an additional 4 or 5°F of super

heat to the steam. 

(i) Gas FlON only. In the case of experirrents perfonred 

in a gaseous rredium with no spray, the air or steam was introduced 

into the system and the colunm allowed to equilibrate to the 

particular p&er level over a 15-20 min. period. Gas temperature 

profiles in the colunm. could then be measured with either the 

shielded or unshielded probes previously described. 

(ii) Gas and Liquid Fl&. For experiments with sprays, the 

carrier gas was supplied to the column before atomization was 
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beguno If the feed was to be introduced at an elevated temperature, 

heaters H2 and H3 were activated. The feed was directed to a drain 

until the desired temperature was obtained. A period of 20 - 30 min. 

was all&ed to ensure that steady-state conditions had been reached. 

Temperature profiles with the aspiration probe and drop sampling 

could then be initiated. If the feed supply originated from the 

high-pressure tank, it was also possible to determine the relative 

fractions of steam and feed in the run-off fran the upper walls of the 

colurrn1 by rreasuring the concentration of a soluble manganese salt 

which had been introdlced into the feed tank. Details of this 

procedure are given in Section 3. 4. 4. 
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3.4.2 Drop Sampling 

(i) Preparation of Sample Cell. The glass bottan of the sample 

cell was carefully cleaned after which a 0 .05-in. thick optically 

flat glass disc was placed in the cell. The disc was also carefully 

cleaned and coated with a non-wetting agent (General Electric, SC-87 

Dri-Film) before being inserted into the cell. The cell was then 

placed in a brass holder shcmn in Figure 3 • 4-1 which rested on an 

aluminum heater block. (The block was heated by wo Chranalox C 203 

75 watt cartridge heating elements.) 

(ii) Sarrpling. Just prior to taking a drop sample the cell 

was filled with varsol or Dow Corning 200 Silicone oil from a 

hypodermic syringe. The collection fluid had been warmed to 

approximately 140°F and saturated with water prior to injection 

into the cell. The cell was then placed in the probe, which had 

been preheated by insertion into a small muffle furnace, and 

covered with the shutter. The prdJe was inserted into the col1..IDU1 

at the desired radial and axial location and the shutter activated 

to expose the cell to the spray. Upon removal of the unit fran 

the furnace tl!e cell was replaced in the cell holder and covered 

with a glass slide which was held in place with two spring clips. 

(iii) Photography. The brass cell holder containing the loaded 

cell was inserted into a special heated block which was rrounted 

on a substage microscope (Officine Galilee M:Xlel 125418) (The 

block was heated with two Chromalox C202 30-watt cartridge heating 

elements.} The cell was illuminated fran above with a 6-volt, 30-watt 

Mazda lamp which was focused on the cell with a 55 rnn. condensing lens. 



* 

The cell . was viewed through the optics of a 35 nm. 

single lens reflex camera (Asahi Pentax SLI). which was rrounted 

on the lens barrel of the microscope. The objective and eyepiece · 

* of ti1e microscope gave an image magnification of 40x on the 

ground glass screen of the cartera. At this magnification 

approximately ~o of the cross-sectional area of the cell was 
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visible. By the tilre t.'le cell had been rrounted on the microscope 

the drops collected in the cell had settled through the collection 

rrediun and were resting on the glass disc in the bottom of the cell. 

The cell was carefully traversed by rroving the microscope 

stage; the drop images were recorded on 35 mm. fi1m (Ilford FP-3). 

The film was developed in fine grain developer (Acufine) 

under controlled conditions; the droplet images were subsequently 

enlarged 4x and printed on single weight paper, (Leonar Megatype) . 

(iv) Counting. The enlarged droplet images were sized and 

recorded on a Particle-Size-Analyser (Carl Zeis Model 'IGZ3). This 

device determines the size of the image on the photographic paper 

by matching a variable light spot to each droplet image. The 

relative size of the spot was recorded on a panel of mechanical 

counters. The results fran the counting operation were then 

entered on punched cards and processed by an IBM 7040 computer to 

yield the desired average diameters of the sample. 

The minimum size of the light spot was 1 rnm. and hence at 

a total magnification of 160x the smallest detectable drop had 

The exact magnification was detennined by photographing a 
microscope calibration slide (Bausch and Lambe) • 



a diameter of 6 microns. Thus no droplets belo.v 'this size were 

rreasured. HCJ.Never, since the target efficiency of the cell was 

expected to be low for these small droplets, not many should be 

collected in any event . These droplets consitute a very · srrall 

fraction of the weight of the spray. 
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3. 4:3 Gas Temperature 

(i) Particulate System. The aspiration probe previously 

described was used to rreasure the gas temperature when the spray was 

present. The probe was locked into position in the sample port 

and a radial traverse made by sliding the probe rrechanism through 

the SWagelok fitting on the outer flange. The radial location 

of the the:rrrocouple was detennined from index marks on the 

ruter tube. 

Before starting the radial traverse, suction was applied 

to the probe. The probe was then allowed to equilibrate to the 

column conditions. 

Te:rrperatures were usually recorded at the following radial 

locations, rreasured from the wall opposite the en cry port: 

0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 

. 6.5, 6.7, 7.0, 7.2,· 7.5 in. 

The millivolt signal was recorded on a Honeywell single pen 

recorder as described in Section 3.3.6 

(ii} Gas flow only. The bare or unshielded probe, 

describErl in 3. 3. 5, was used to rreasure gas temperature gradients 

at the wall and to calibrate the aspiration probe. The probe was 

locked into position and the stainless steel tube carrying the 

therrrocouple wire was extended into the colunn until the stop-rod 

touched the wall of the evaporator. A 0.100-in. spacer block was 

then placed on the support plate, flat against the end; the 

yoke and set screw were adjusted so that the tip of the screw 

just touched the block in this "zero" position. After recording 
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the 'millivolt signal on the single pen recorder the probe was 

withdrawn slightly and a larger spacer block was inserted. The 

probe was again inserted until the screw tip just touched the 

spacer block.. This process was repeated until a radial traverse 

over half the colurm had been completed. Temperatures were usually 

measured at distances of 0, 0.005, 0.010, 0.020, 0.030, 0.040, 

0.050, 0.070, 0.100, 0.200, 0.300, 1.000, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00-in. 

from the wall. These readings had to be corrected for the distance 

the stop protruded beyond the thermocouple. 

For several traverses the millivolt signals from the 

thennocouple were also rronitored by an r .m.s. rreter (FlON 

Corporation) in order to determine the root mean square of the gas 

temperature fluctuations. 



' 
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3.4.4 Run-off Determination 

1,oJhen the spray was forrred in the confines of the 8-in. 

diameter column a large fraction of the liquid impinged on and 

ran down the wall to the catch-trough · fran where it fla.ved out of 

the column and was rronitored. 

Since there was some heat loss fran the system sorre of 

the steam must have condensed on the walls of the atomization 

charrber and this would be rreasured as run-off. Therefore, it 

was necessary to identify the relative fractions of condensate 

and feed in the run-off if the true gas and spray flow to the 

eva:r;orator were to be known. 

In order to determine the relative fractions in the run-

off a colourilretric analysis technique was enployed. The technique 

consisted of; 

1. placing a known quantity of MnS04 .H20 in the high 
pressure feed tank . 

2. pressurizing the feed tank with nitrogen and opening 
t.~e feed line to the nozzle. 

3. collecting the run-off in glass stoppered erlei"l!T!Yer 
flasks and allowing it to cool. 

4. pi petting a 50 ml. sample fran the collected liquid 
into a 125 ml . erlei"l!T!Yer flask 

5. adding 10 ml . of 85% phosphoric acid and an excess 
of KI04 

6. wanning the solution to oxidize the manganese fran 
the +2 to the +7 state.* 

7. cooling the solution and diluting it to 100 ml. in 
a volUI'!'etric flask 

* Balanced redox reaction for this case is: 

2}n++ + 5 I0
4
- + 3H

2
0 ~ 2Mn0

4
- + 6H+ + 5I0

3 



8. filling a 23 ml. optical cell of a Fishe r 
Electrophotaneter (H:xlel A) with the coloured 
solution and determining the transmittance 
using a 525-B filter. 

9. corrparing the transmittance reading with the 
calibration curve previous l y constructed (see 
Appendix A) to de termine the concentration of 
MnO~- present and hence the concentration of 

~m prior to oxidation. 

10. detenuining the concentration of feed and steam 
in the run-off from a knmvledge of the original 
concentration of .Mn++ in the feed. 

87. 



3.5 Results and Discussion 

3. 5.1 Gas T~_!'at~e_Meas~errent 

(i) Single Phase System 

Figure 3.5-1 to 3.5-4 represent .typical gas temperature 

profiles which were measured with the unshielded thermocouple for 

both steam and air flows at Reynolds nurrbers of 10 x 103 based on 

inlet oondi tions. Figure 3. 5-1 and 3. 5-3 illustrate that the 

radial temperature gradients exist fran the wall to the centre-

line of the column. Figure 3.5-2 and 3.5-4 indicate the gas 

tenperatures which were rreasured at distances less than 0 .100 in. 

frau the wall. 
I 

Close to the wall the temperature gradients are 

linear as one would e~ct, since the rrechanism of energy transport 

in the boundary layer close to the wall is molecular conduction. 

88. 

The temperature gradients are also observed to decrease with distance 

from the entrance as the bulk temperature of the gas is increased. 

The rrost irrportant aspect of the gas.-temperature profile.s 

at the wall is that the extrapolated wall temperature does not agree 

with the temperature indicated by the thermocouples which were 

welded to the exterior of the column. The discrepancy in the two 

temperatures is much greater than either the temperature drop 

across the stainless steel wall <= 10°F) or the thermocouple 

oonduction error analysis of Short and Sage (Sl6) would indicate. 

A careful check of the oontrol themooouples did not disclose any 

errors in their millivolt output. The wall terrperatures were also 
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measured by sighting through the s ample ports with a two~avelength 

pyrometer. 'Ihe agreement between the tenperatures measured with 

the pyrometer and those measured with the wall therrrocouples was 

within expected rreasurerrent errors. 

Since the geometry of the probe tip was the s ame as that 

used by Brown(Bl3) it would seem that his profiles adjacent to the 

wall should exhibit the sarre effect. It is not possible to check 

his data since he used the extrapolated gas temperature prof ile to 

calculate his wall temperature and did not indicate the t emperatures 

which were recorded by the therrrocouples on the outer wall. He 

does report hruever that his results were obtained at "nominal wall 

temperatures" of 100, 500 and 950°C. An examination of his 

extrapolated wall te.II'\t)eratures reveals in some cases that the 

extrapolated temperature deviates from the "nominal temperature" 

by as much as 50°C. 'Ihis deviation could indicate that the probe 

was not measuring the correct temperature close to the wall, but 

without more information no positive conclusion can be drawn. 

Brown correlated his results in te.rrns of ~versus NG , 
rD 

i.e. no effect of NRe was noticed. The "Nusselt numbers calculated 

fran the rreasured temperature gradients in this work agree with those 

of Brown within ± 25%. At this level of agreerrent it was not 

possible to detect differencesin the convective heat-transfer rates, 

although the rates calmlated in this work would be expected to 

be less than those of Bram because absorption of the:rma.l radiation 

by the steam would tend to decrease the tenperature gradient at the 

wall. 
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The temperatures on Figure 3.5-1 to 3.5-4 are indicated 

as points but they represent average temperatures at each p~~cular 

location. The temperatures were calculated from the damped 

ther:rrocouple-millivolt signal which was recorded for 30 sec. to 

1 min. The da.."TTping was sufficient to alla.v a relatively constant 

reading over t..~e entire tine interval. At the first two positions 

adjacent to the wall and over the centre 6 in. of the column the 

recorder traces were straight lines and the uncertainty of the 

rreasurements was ± 2'1? as indicated in Section 3. 3. 6. For the 

rerraining radial positions the ma.'<im.Jm deviation of the trace was 

± 1 division on the recording paper. TI1is represents an actual 

millivolt uncertainty of ± 0.08 r.1V. ·1r1hich corresponds to ± 15°F. 

TI1e root-mean-sq~Jare temperature fluctuations, at the radial 

traverse location closest to the wall (0.002 in.) were f ound to vary 
Q 

from approximately ± 7°F at the l~.,rest axial location to ± 18°F 

near t..~e top of the column. 'Ihis increase in the magnitude of 

the terrperature fluctuations would appear to indicate that the 

turbulence level was higher in the upper regions of the colurru1 

than in the lower regions. lliis would be expected if the natural -

convection forces were large enough to cause a fla.v reversal at 

the wall. 'Ihis up.vard fla.v of gases would tend to increase . in 

volume and velocity as the gas moved up.vard along the wall. 'Ihe 

resultant effect on the forced-flow might be expected to rranifest 

itself in an increased level of turbulence caused by the interaction 

beh.,reen the two flow fields. 'Ihe rnaxllnum r .m. s. fluctuations, 

which occurred near the top of the column were of the order of ± 170°F. 



Near the top of the colurnn (Ports 1 and 2) this IPaxirnum occurred 

at distances of 0.5 to l-in. from the wall . 

The calculation in Appendix C.2 indicates that for the 

particular thenrocouple employed in these rreasurements, the 

indicated millivolt fluctuation can be expected to be 1.·:ithin 98% 

of the millivolt fluctuation corresponding to a terrperature 

fluctuation in the gas stream. 

(ii). Particulate System 

95. 

The curves in Figure 3.5-5 are typical temperature profiles 

taken with the aspiration probe for a particulate and a single-phase 

fla.v under the sarre experirrental conditions. The estimated flav of 

spray was 15 lb.jhr. T'ne indicated temperatures are the eye-

averaged temperatures taken from the millivolt trace on the single 

pen recorder. These average temperatures have a deviation of 

± 25cp near the wall, gradually decreasing to ± 10°F at the centre 

line. The r)eak-to-peak fluctuations were a maxinum near the wall 

and found to be of the order of ± 75°F. 

The effect of introducing the spray into the system can be 

seen in ti1e decreased gas temperatures across the diameter of the 

column. The indicated profiles are intended only as a qualitative 

illustration of the effect of introducing a . large heat sink into the 

system in the form of a cloud of droplets. 

The temperatures for the particulate system differ from 

those rreasured by Hoffman and Gauvin (H4) in two ways 

1. The temperature gradient is observed to extend to the centre

line of the column. 
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2. the magnitude of the fluctuations is approximately 10 to 

20 tirres greater than that which they reported. 

These results are in keeping with those of Brown (Bl 3) and this 

work for a single-phase system. 

Since visual observation indicated that the spray was 

uniformly distributed over the column cross-section and since the 

inlet steam temperature was only 240°F, the measured gas 

temperatures are higher than eA"}?8cted. At such a short distance 

into the evaporator one would expect that the high heat transfer 

rates between the gas and the spray, which occur as a result of the 

large surface area presented by the spray, would maintain the gas 

at a relatively low temperature. 
' 

The relatively h~gh temperatures for both the particulate 
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and single phase systems, as well as the large temr:;erab.lre fluctuations , 

would suggest that hot gases were flowing up along the walls because 

of large buoyancy forces even though the inlet Reynolds nunber for 

this gas flaw is 1.18 x 104 • 

Equation (2.6-1) predicts that free convection will influence 

forced convection if NGr > 1.5 x 10
6

• A conservative e?timate of 

the Grashof number for this experiment is 1 x 109 , indicating that 

natural or free convection is very important. Thus one :inight expect 

to find large volumes of hot gas rising to the top of the col't..lim, 

causing turbulence and increased evaporation rates of the spray. 



3.5.2 Determination of Flow of Spr ay 
to the Evaporator 

The concentration of Mn++ in the run-off was de termined 
I 

us indicated in the procedure. This tcclmiquc allc:»~cd t.~c 

determination of the absolute and relative amounts of tl1e liquid 

which proceeded t.L'l.rough the system. 

Table 3.5-1 indicates the per cent of the spray generated 

by a ·22B pneunutic nozzle which was actually transported to the 

evaporator section under various flow conditions. 
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Comparison of Tes~ 1 and 2 indicates that for approx~11ately 

t."f)e sarre feed rate, the magnitude of wall irnpingerrent increases 

as the pressure of the atomizing gas increases. "This is to be 

expected since the spray angle increases with increasing pressure 

thus giving the spray a greater radial velocity component. 

Tests, 3, 4, 5 and 6 indicate that increasing the flovv 

rate of carrier gas (steam) decreases the wall irrpingerrent . The 

impingement is decreased because me higher carrier-gas flow rates 

rrore nearly satisfy the gas volume requirements of the expanding 

jet. Consequently less gas is required from me lower regions of 

the column and the degree of back-mixing with its inherent 

turbulence is reduced. The decreased back-mixing means fewer 

drops will be flung to the walls as they attempt to follatl the 

turbulent eddies and the large-scale gas flow patterns. 

A comparison of tests 6 and 7 indicates that at me sarre 

carrier gas flov1 rate, the ·column loading can be increased by 

increasing the feed rate although the per cent of the feed which 



TABLE 3.5-1 Run-Off Analysis 

*** 
** 

Feed Through 
Feed AtG:mizing Carrier Gas * Feed in 

'Ibtal Runoff 
Test No . Rate Pressure Fl a.v (cc/ min) 

Runoff 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

* 

(cc/min) (p.s. i.g. ) (lb.jhr. ) (cc/min) 

198 25 0 257 86 

208 52 0 270 147 

210 52 162 330 130 

235 52 162 355 151 

202 52 285 295 118 

208 52 285 300 114 

378 . 60 285 470 258 

378 60 162 500 300 

The reported run-off rates are the average of at least three rreasuren-ents . 
The precision of all ti1ese r eadings is ± 5 cc/min . 

Column 

cc/min 

112 

55 

80 

84 

84 

94 

120 

78 

** The f eed in the run-off was determined fran ti1e average of tJu~ee s eparate s ampl es . 
The precision was a l ways better than ± 5 cc/min . 

*** The absolute or relative errors are not indicated because the results were only 
interpre·ted qualitatively. 

lb./hr 

14.8 

7.3 

10.6 

11.1 

11.1 

12.4 

15.9 

10.3 

% of !f:~~: 

CoL.'lr; -:.:. 
Eva p;::;,::-~. --~ 

\!) 
\!) . 

56 

26 

38 

36 

42 

45 

32 

21 
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flows through the column is decreased. The per cent is decreased 

because at the higher flow rates the spray has a higher kinetic 

energy and a greater fraction of the spray will strike the walls 

before the terminal velocity is reached. 

Tests 7 and 8 further substantiate the trends observed 

in tests 2 through 6. 

These tests were made without regard to the resultant 

drop-size distribution. l\Tith a constant liquid feed rate, as 

the pressure of the atomizing gas is increased, the average drop 

size decreases, hence producing a lower d Thus although test 1 vs 

has a larger spray throughput t."'lan test 2, the drop-size distribution 

wculd be muc.."'l wider and t.'le average drop size would be larger. 

Also, tests 7 and 8 would have a wider distribution and larger 

average drop size than tests 3 through 6 because of the relative 

increase in liquid feed rate compared to the increase in atomizing 

pressure . 

The results in Table 3 . 5-1 follow the expected trends and 

illustrate that the Mnso4•H2o colorirretric tracer technique enabled 

the actual spray throughput to be determined . 

MILLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY. 
McMASTER lll i:' •:~~:qry 
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3.5.3 Drop- Size Determinat i ons 

Preliminary tests with the s ampling probe indicated that 

drop s amples of reasonable density could be obtained with cell 

exposure times of 0. 2 - 0. 7 seconds . During these tests the 

samples were taken from the column under arrbient conditions, i.e. , 

the column w~ not heated. 

~men the column was hot (1300°F) it was not possible to 

obtain dense enough samples fro..'ll any axial .location in the column 

even with e:>.."p0sure times in excess of 2 seconds. The reason for 

this apparent absence of droplets was not obvioUs since 

1. the spray was observed (through the viewing ports) to be 

fleMing axially as a well- controlled two-phase mixture in 

the column above the evaporator 

2. calculations indicated that no rrore than 15% of the spray 

should be evaporated when the cloud descends as far as 

b~e first sampling station on the evaporator. 

Furthermore it can be easily shown (Appendix C) that f or a mass 

flo.v rate of 5 lb ./hr. and a volume mean diarreter of 50 microns, if 

the exposure tirne of the cell is one second and the spray is uniforrnl y 

distributed across the column, the number of drops in the sample 

should exceed 5000. If a correction for the target efficiency of 

the samples were included, the number of droplets actually caught 

in the cell would not be reduced to the extent that the observations 

suggest. 
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- 3.6 Conclusions 

The temperature Ireasuring device used in the single- phase 

system was not capable of measuring the correct magnitude of temperature 

in the steep temperature gradients adjacent to the wall. An examination 

of Brown's data(Bl3) revealed that his device may have suffered from 

the same defect. Also, a coTilparison of the results obtained with 

t~ese two probes did not reveal an effect of radiation on the temperature 

profile and hence convective heat transfer rate. 

It is essential that the effect of the measuring device 

upon ti1e temperature of the gas be eliminated if convective heat transfer 

rates are to be determined with a reasonable degree of confidence. 

Gas te-r.perature measurerrents, made with a fine \vire 

aspiration - thermocouple probe in a particulate system, indicated 

ti1at radial temperature gradients existed from the wall to the centre

line of the column. 

A mathematical simulation of the process requires that 

the column be divided into a number of finite, isothermal zones. In 

t~e original Irodel (Hl) the asswnption was made that no radial gradients 

existed in the column and consequently the zones were taken to be 

right-circular cylinders. These results show that this asswnption is 

not valid and that the rrodel of the system must include an allowance 

for the radial gradient, Erkku (El) has calculated the necessacy 

"radiation reception factors" which would pennit the column to be 

zoned in both the axial and radial directions. 
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The large t errper ature fluctuati ons , the h i gh t emperature 

level, and the apparent absence of a dense s pr ay in the upper r egi ons 

of the evaporator suggest tha t the natural-convection i nter ac t ion with 

the forced-convection fla.v field is significant. It appears that 

large volumes of hot gas were rising next to t he wall and then mixing 

and descending with the w.ain f low in the column above the evapor ator 

thus giving rise to large-sca le r ecirculation. This s upply of hot 

gases would cause considerable evaporation of the s pray as it descended 

as far as the first sample port, thus accounting for the apparent ly 

low cloud dersity. 

The temperature measurerrents rrade with and without the s pray 

indicated that, as expected, the spray does represent a large heat 

sink which causes a large decrease ("'"' 100°F) in the gas temperature. 

The recirculation volume and gas-fla.v patterns were unknown 

at the tirre and consequently a quantitative analysis of the heat 

transfer phenomena occurring in the system was not possible. A 

quantitative analysis of the heat transfer would be possible only if 

1. the velocity profiles in the colurm were known, or 

2. the natural convection effects causing the flow reversal and 

resultant interaction were greatly reduced or eliminated. 

The actual volume of the liquid feed which entered the evaporator 

as a cloud of droplets could be successfully determined by a tracer

oolor~etric-analysis technique. · 
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PART II 

SCOPE 

The results from Part I of this srudy indicated that the large 

natural-convection forces which occur in A.S.T. systems interact with the 

forced f low and cause increasedturbulence and complicated flow patterns . 

These effects increase immensely L~e difficulty of the analysis of the 

system; in fact a comprehensive analysis is not possible until L"le flOtJ 

patterns and turbulence level have been quantitatively determined. 

Rather than enbark upon a study of the gas flow patterns in an 

opposed forced convection-natural convection system, it was decided that 

a greater insight into the overall process could be gained by dividing 

the overall problem into a nurrber of separate idealized studies . It was 

hoped that the results from these studies could then be applied to the 

complete system to yield a more quantitative description of the phenomena 

occurring therein. 

In keeping with this decision then, Part II of this work \vas 

divided into three studies 

(i) Convection from the walls to the gas 

(ii) Radiation and convection from the walls to the gas 

(iii) Radiation to a cloud of evaporating droplets 

To permit these phenomena to be srudied it was necessary to reduce 

as much as possible , the complicated effects of natural convection. Since 

the Grashof m.rrrber, which is a rreasure of the rragni rude of natural

convection forces, is dependent on the length of the heat-transfer surface 
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to the 3rd pc:wer, the nagnib.lde of the natural convection forces could 

be reduced by a factor of 1000 by reducing the length by a f actor of 10. 

To achi eve a reduction of this magnitude , the l ength of the evapor ator 

was decreased from 10 ft. to 1 ft., keeping the same coll.1Il'rr1 diarreter. 

Since t.~e length of the column was 1 ft. and t."'1e diarreter 8-in., 

the length-to-diameter ratio of the entire hot zone was only 1.5. This 

rreant that the convective heat transfer from the ·wall was occurring in 

the so-called entrance region, where the gas- temperature profile is not 

fully developed, i.e. the thernal boundary layer is still gra.ving and has 

not yet reached the centre- line of t"'1e column. A search of the literature 

indicated that no experirrental or theoretical analyses had been made for 

convective heat transfer at these snall length to diameter ratios. 

Consequently, it was necessary to develop a theoretical prediction for the 

heat transfer by convection at Sl1'all L/D ratios and to verify these 

predictions by eA"P8rirrent . 

The results from the study of convection were then col1'bined with 

the theoretical analysis of gas radiation to indicate the effect of the 

. two rrechanisms of heat transfer on the gas- temperature profiles in the 

column. 

After it was shown that ti1e convection and radiation heat transfer 

to a gas could be predicted with reasonable accuracy , these same calculation 

techniques were to be applied directly to the problem of evap;rating sprays 

in a high- terrperab.lre envirorurent . The assumption concerning absorption 

and reflection of r adiation from droplets (asymptotic solution of the ~ti.e 



Theory) could be tested by carrying out experirrents in which the gas 

teuperature and drop-size distribution could be compared with t~at 

predicted. 
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The second part of this dissertation is divided naturally into 

t.'rree sections . The first , section (Ch . 4) discusses the convective 

heat- transfer analysis, L~e second section (Ch. 5) discusses the 

radiation analysis including the convection results and the t~ird 

section (Ch. 6) reports on the experin1ental and calculational probler.s 

associated with the study of radiation to sprays in a high-temperature 

environment. 
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4 . Convection in the Entrance Region 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the ti1eoretical analysis of the convective 

heat transfer from the walls of a cylindrical column and t.l-J.e experirtental 

program to verify this analysis. The column was 8- in. I.D. with heat 

applied only over a 1 ft. length to reduce ti1e magnitude of the natural 

convection forces in the system. Consequently, the entire hot zone, 

* which had a maximum L/D ratio of 1. 5, was in the so-called thermal entrance 

region where the gas-temperature profile was still developing. 

Available correlations in the literature did not extend to these 

small L/D ratios and did not apply readily to a variable wall temperature 

boundary condition. Consequently it was necessary to solve numerically 

tl-J.e basic heat transfer equations (subject to certain simplifying assumptions) 

to permit prediction of the convective heat transfer in this system. 

The experimental verification of these predictions was made by 

measuring the gas-temperature profiles in the column by a similar technique 

to that used in Part I. 

4.2 Background 

The problem of predicting the convective heat transfer which occurs 

in flow systems of various geometries has been studied for some time. 

This discussion does not attempt to give a comprehensive review of the 

* L/D represents the ratio of the length of the heat transfer surface 
from the beginning t o the diameter of the cylindrical surface • . 
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entire field but is restricted to the problem of predict:ing the rr>agnitude 

of the oonvective heat transfer in t~e entrance region of a cylindrical 

column. The discussion is further restricted to fluids v1hich are :in 

fully-developed turbulent rather than laminar flow. 

Subject to the limitations noted below, the energy equation 

describing the heat transfer in a cylindrical tube in which the velocity 

profile is fully-developed and axial- symmetric is 

u' at = 1 
ax r J (4.2-1) 

To write (4.2-1) in this fonn, the following assumptions were wade. 

1. The rrean value of the radial velocity, v, is zero. 

2. ·The fluid properties are constant 

3. Viscous dissipation is negligible 

4. Axial diffusion of heat is negligible oompared to 
axial bulk convection* 

5. The radial transport of heat due to turbulent diffu~ ion 
can be acoounted for by introducing the thermal dif fusi vi ty 
Eh. 

Sparrow et al(Sl9) reduced the axial-symmetric energy equation 

(4 .2-1) to a dimensionless form which was linear :in temperature and 

independent of the oontinui ty and momentum equations. In other words, 

the authors neglected the effect of heat transfer on the velocity profile 

and vice-versa. They assurred that the velocity profile was fully 

* Schneider(522 ) has indicated .that this assumption is valid for 
NRe ~r > 100. 
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developed and hence not a functio."Yl of axia l distance . If t."lese as suiTq?tions 

were not made) the energy equation would have to be solved s imult aneously 

with the nnrrentum equation. These "coupl ed" equations wo..1ld t."len be 

non-linear and the problem of determining t.'-'le solution beoorres f ornidable. 

The authors separated t he temperature field into two regions ; 

a fully- developed and an entrance region. The wall boundary condition in 

bot."l regions was that of constant heat-flux at the wall. The tenperature 

was assurred Uilifom at the entrance to the heat- transfer section and the 

eddy diffusivity for heat transfer was assumed to be equal to the eddy 

diffusivity for morrentum transfer, i.e., e:h = e:m. 

In the fully- developed region the energy equation becomes an 

ordinary-differential equation which was solved by standard techniques 

on a digital corrputer. 

In the entrance region the energy equation was solved by using 

a separation of variables technique on the partial- differential equation. 

With this assumption , t.'f-J.e radial dependence of the fluid temperat:ure was 

described by an O. D.E. of the Stunn-Liouville type. The solution was 

given in tems of eigen- functions and their corresponding eigen-values. 

T'ne authors give the first six eigen-functions and eigen-vaJ.ues 

for. a number of Reynolds number and Prandtl numbers . 

The predicted Nusselt nurrbers 1 (hD/k) , as a fuction of the 

dimensionless distance along ·the tube (x/D), did not extend to xjD's < 2 

because the series solution was truncated at 6 terrr.s; to predict the 

heat transfer at smaller values of x/D, a larger number of tems must 
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be included in L'1e series solution of the ener9'J equation . 

· d T ~1-. (S20) 1 1 d th . ub. Sle1.cher an r..u.;us a so so ve c energy equatl.on , s Ject 

to the sarre limitations imposed by Sparrow et al (Sl9) , by the sane 

rnatherr.atical teD'1niques. They determined only the first three eigen-

functions and eigen-values by solving the appropriate equations on an 

analog computer and consequently they too were unable t o predict the 

heat transfer at small values of x/D. These authors indicated how 

their results could be used to predict the heat transfer for the follo..ving 

boundary conditions at the wall; 

1. constant heat flux 

2. uniform temperature 

3. arbitrary wall- temperature profile. 

Both Sleicher and Tribus (S20) and Sparrow et al (Sl9) found that, 

when x/D was large enough so that the temperature profile was fully-

developed, their predicted Nusselt nuniDers agreed with the empirical 

correlation originally proposed by Dittus &id Boelter(Dl4) : 

(4.2-2) 

Both of these analyses assurred constant properties which enabled 

the energy equation to be solved independently of the rromentum equation; 

i.e. the effect of temperature on the velocity profile was neglected. 

Con8equently the analytical results are expected to predict the convective 

heat transfer only for the case of la.v heat flux or small wall te.rnperature-

to-bulk gas temperature ratios. These analyses used the fully-developed, 

· adiabatic, velocity and rrorrenturn diffusivity profiles from Deissler' s 

analysis(Dll). 
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In a later paper, Siegel and Sparrc"J)S2l) corrpared the Nusse lt 

numbers calculated with a uniform wall-temperature and constant heat-flux 

boundary condition at x/D' s > 2. Tney shc:wed that the NN calculated 
. ·.U 

for the two different boundaD.J conditions approached one anothe r at 

large NRe and large x/D. However for a Reynolds number of 10,000 and an 

x/D of 2 the two predic tions differed by 9% . 'Ihus in the NRe ra1'1ge 

used in this present study (10 x 103 to 20 x 103) and at x/D's < 2, Siegel 

and Sparro.v' s analysis indicates that the !~11 predicted from the consta..J.t 

heat- flux boundary condition can not be used to predict the heat transfer 

for a uniform wall- temperature boundary condition. 

Deissler (Dll) also solved the energy equation in the entrance · 

region. He did not solve the' equation nurnerically but obtained an 

analytical solution by employing an integral boundary-layer analysis; 

i.e. he assumed that the temperature and velocity profiles in the boundary 

layer were of the same shape as those which exist in fully-developed 

flON and then calculated the increase of the thermal boundary layer with 

distance from ·G~e entrance . 

Deissler's analysis also neglected t~e effect of bBoperature 

on the velocity profile but he did allow for property variation with 

terrperature in the energy equation . He assUID2d Cp and NPr were constant 

and described the vi scos ity and thermal conducti vity by the follONing 

relationship. 

k = = 
T 0 . 68 
- ) 
Tw 

(4 . 2- 3) 
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Dcissler's analysis is thus rrore applicable to systems which 

have an appreciable heat flux because of this allCNJ<mce for property 

variation alL~ough at large heat fluxes the. velocity profile is expected 

to be appreciably affected. 

Deissler's analysis, at law heat flux, i~ cornpared to that o f 

S t . al (Sl9) . p· 4 2-1 parrav e m lgure . . It will be noted that even under 

law heat-flux conditions where the property effects are not important, 

Deissler predicts a laver rate of heat- transfer in the entrance region. 

Tnis preqicted lower heat- transfer rate may be caused by the original 

assumption of a boundary layer with knam velocity and temperature 

profiles . T'ne experirrental data of Magee (MB) and Hcill and Price (HlB) 

agree . rrore closely with the predictions of Sparrow et al than those of 

Deissler. 'Ihese workers (MB' HlB) did not measure gas terrperature profiles 

but determined the heat transfer coefficients from a heat balance at the 

wall. 

Hall and Pri~e employed a 1-in.-diameter column which was 

constructed of 30, l-in. long separate heaters; each one had a 

thennocouple rrounted on .the outer wall. They were thus able to determine 

the average heat- transfer rate for ead1 of these sections. Although they 

report a heat- transfer coefficient at an x/D of ~' this value is the 

average over the first section, (0 ~ x/D ~ l). It should be noted that 

although the heat- flux distribution could be varied along the column, 

the heat flux was constant over any one section. 

Magee rreasured heat..,..transfer rates in a 0.129-in . and 0.250-in. 

I.D. Hastelloy tube with a constant heat- flux at the wall. 'Ihe wall 
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te.T.perature was never measured at an x/D < 0.93 and the correlation of his 

results does not extend below an x/D of 2. Both of the above workers 

applied electrical energy directly to the walls of the tube . 

·(h7<1 WS) . 
vJolf ·' used D8issler ' s analysis but changed the exponent 

on the t emperature ratio used to predict the properbJ variation (equation 

4 .2-3). His predicted heat-transfer r ates differ very little from those 

of Deissler. 

~..agee (Mll) has solved the energy equation by writing t he P . D. E. 

in finite-difference fo:rm and solving the resulting equations on a digital 

canputer . He rm.de the same assumptions as Sparrovv et al but alla..ved for 

property variation in the energy eq~ation. He used Deissler's expression 

for th.e radial variation of the rromenturn .diffusivity (e:rn) and neglected the 

distortion of the velocity profile due to the dependence of viscosity on 

te.11perature . He employed a consta..'1t . w~ll-flux boundary condition and at loll 

fluxes found that his predicted ~'1d measured heat transfer rates agreed with 

the predictions of Sparra..v et al. 

Magee also measured the static pressure at various axial locations 

in the entrance region and correlated his r esults in te:rms of tl1e friction 

factor, (f),with ti1e following expression 

(4.3-4) 

where k = 0.701- 0.168 ~n (x/D) 

_ and f' = standard "Nikuradse" friction factor. 

This friction factor ·correction,which allowed for entrance effects, 

was obtained for values of x/D > 5. 
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At high heat fluxes, characterized by a large wall-to-bulk 

ten~perature ratio 1 (T,/Tb) 
1 

Magee correlated the results of his theoretical 

illlalysis for the 61trance region by the following GqUation 

(4 .3-5) 

where t.~e physical properties were evaluated at the fluid bulk t err:perature. 

His experimental results for air were predicted by this corre l ation at 

lovl heat fluxes but at high heat fluxes the experimental resul·ts were 

10 - 25% higher than L~e correlation predicted. This discrepancy a t the 

higher heat fl~~es may be due to the effect of temperature on the 

velocity profile; i. e. , natural- convection forces are altering tb.e 

shape of the velocity profile and increasing the turbulence leveL 

Perkins and Horsoe-Schmi dt (PlS) determined heat- transfer rates 

to turbulently flowing nitrogen at temperature ratios,(T\~b),up to 7.5 

in an electrically heated inconel tube.They correlated their heat- transfer 

results in a similar manner to Magee a<'ld suggested th.e foll~ing correlation 

NNu = 0.024 N~8 N~~4. (T~Tb)-0.7 [1 + (x/D)-0 . 7 (TwfTb)0.7] 

(4.3-6) 

where properties are evaluated at t.~e bulk temperature. This equation 

correlates their results within ± 20% for 1.2 ~ x/D ~ 40 . For x/D > 40 

the "entrance effect" te:rm is rerroved from the correlation ( 4 . 3-6) . 

It should be noted that these workers (NB; PlS) and others 

(see bibliographies in reference M8 , PlS , Dl2) working at high heat 



fluxes (large TwfTb) have correlated their results by using a modified 

forced-flCJN correlation. ~·Jhile these correlations w.ay predict the heat 

transfer it should be re~ered that ti1ey are not based upon a true 

physical analysis of the system; i.e., they have not considered the 

influence of natural convection which could be expected to influence the 

heat transfer under these high wall-to-bulk temperature differences. 

Consequently care should be exercised when using these correlations to 

ensure that one is not extrapolating beyond the range of the correlation. 

None of the above workers has measured the temperature and velocity 

profiles in the gas stre~~. They obtained ti1eir heat- tr&~sfer results by 

heat-flux and wall- temperature rreasurernents . Johnk and Hanratty (J3) 

actually measured gas- temperature profiles for air, in turbulent flCJt.r, in 

the entrance region of a srroot.~ pipe, at a constant low heat flux 

(approximately 70 B.T. U. /hr . sq . ft . ) . Their rreasured heat- transfer 

coefficients agree fairly well at a NRe of 50 1 000 vli th the analysis of 

Sparrow et al(Sl9) . 

\AJ'nile no di r ect corr.parison to Deissler' s analysis (Dll) was rrade 1 

Johnk and Hanratty's results indicate that the heat- transfer rates 
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predicted by Deissler are too lCJN in the entrance region. Their temperature 

profiles indicate that in the heat- transfer entry region there is a 

portion of the temperature profile close to the wall which is described 

by the fully- developed relation as Deissler assumed . However their 

results also indicate that there is not a sharp transition bet\.veen the 

fully- developed prof i le near the wall and the uniform temperature region 

in the centre as Dei ssler assumed. They further showed that the position 
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where the teuperature profile was completely develope~ was much further 

downstream than Deissler assumed . Tnese discrepancies between Deissler's 

assumptions and Johnk and Hanratty's measurements might help to explain 

the low predictions of Deissler. 

Johnk and Hanratty calculated e:h from their e.--q>erimental ten-perature 

profiles . Their results indicated that £h varied with axial distance over 

the first tv1elve pipe diameters from the entrance , after which it became 

constant at any one radial position. Ea-vever the change with axial 

distance occurred only at dimensionless radial locatior1s (r/r ) l ess than w 

0. 8, i.e. , at all positions closer to the v1all the value of £ h \vas 

independent of axial position. Consequently the fully-develoJ?2d £h 

versus radius relationship, which was used by Sparro·w et al (Sl9) in 

the entrance region, should not lead to a significant error in the 

predicted temperatures because 

l. in the region where the ternperature gradient is large 
£ h is not a function of xjD 

2. in the r egion v1here e:h changes with x/D the temperature 
gradients are very srnall. 

Johnk and Hanratty report D.~at their results can not be used with 

ruiy accuracy at xjD < 3 because of inaccuracies in t~eir temperature 

rreasurernents close to the wall. · 'Ihis , along vli th the fact that t heir 

results were obtained under cor.stant heat- flux conditions does not 

allavv their results to be used in this investigation for t.'le prediction 

of heat transfer in the entrance region. 

The literature does not yield a heat- transfer correlation \~iu~ 

can be used with any confidence at values of x/D < 2 with a constant or 
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c>..:?Cr irr.entally n~easurcd wall- temperature profile . Cofl.scqucntl y in the 

ne."'{t s ection the energy equation is solved f or the above mentioned 

conditions with the limiting assumption of constant properties. 

4 . 3 Tneoretica l -~alysis 

4.3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an analysis of the heat transfer 

OCCUl.-ring in the thennal entrance region for the turbulent flCM' 

of a gas through a heated cylindrical tube . 'fue governing equations 

are reduced to f orrrs similar to those usee~ by Sparrow et al (Sl9 ) , 

and then made non-dirrensional. VJith the assumption that the energy 

and rromentum equations are independent (i.e., t."le distortion of 

the velocity profile due to viscosity variation can be neglected in 

the energy equation), a fL~ite-difference approximation to the 

dimensionless energy equation is rnade,and solved on a digital 

canputer. 

4.3 .2 Governing Equations 

(i) ?.ssumptions a~d Restrictions 

l. The flCM' is steady, turbulent and subsonic. 

2. Time-averaged velocities and temperatures can be 
used in the energy equation . 

3. The flCM' is axial-syrmretric (angular dependence can 
be neglected). 

4 . 'fue rrean value of the radial velocity is zero. 

5. Viscous dissipation can be neglected. 



6 . Axial diffusion of heat (rrolecular ruJ.d turbulent) 
is mud1 less than a;.ci a l bulk convec t ion o f heat 
and can be neglect ed . 

7. The ve locity profile i s ful l y developed. 

8 . The f l uid properties arc cons·t<Jnt . 

9 . The turbulent mechc.1.nism for heat transfer is the 
sarnc as t he turbule..r1t memani sm for manentum 
trans fer, i.e . , Eh =Ern. 

(ii) Ener gy Equation 

A diagram of the co- ordinate system used is she»m in 

Figure 4. 3- 1 . 

Figure 4. 3-2 indicates t.~e energy balance made on a 
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differenti al- control-vol l.llre in the cylinder . This balance yields 

the f ol l ov;ing paraboli c partial- differential equation . 

pCp u·~ = 
ax ' 

l a (rk at, + 1:_ a r ar dr:l r ar 
at 

(r pCp Eh - ) ar 

which can be rearranged and simplified to 

U' at 1 = -
ax' r 

a 
ar [ ( ) at J r a + Eh: ar 

(iii ) Dimens ionless parillr.eters 

(4 . 3- 1) 

(4 . 3- 2) 

The following diiTensionless vari ables will now be defined . 

x = x '/ r w 

G= 

R = r/r ; 
w 

T = (t- t.)/( t - t . ); 
l. w l. 
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I r.se rting these variables into equation (4 .3-2) and s impli fyir1g 

y ields 

RO·U 3T 
dX = G aT + 3G aT 

R 3R 3R 3R + 

for the non-dimensional energy equation. 

(iv) Boundcu:y Conditions 

(4.3.-3) 
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l. T(R, O) = T. (R) (inlet gas temperature profile kna.vn) 
l 

2 . T(l,x) = T (x) (wall ten~ratures known) w 

3 
3T (0 ,x) 0 (axisyrrrnetrical touperature profile) = 3R 

(v) D~Jensionless Velocity Distribution 

TI1e dimensionless velocity profile given by Deissler(Dl3) 

for fully developed , turbulent, adiabatic flaN was used in this 

analysis . . Deissler's definition of dL~er.sionless distance 

from the wall is given as 

TI1e previously defined, dimensionless velocity, U, can 

be calculated noll from the follovving equations 

U = [ y+ dy+ I [1+ (0 . 124) 2 U y+ (1 - exp(- 0.124/ U y}) J 

(4 . 3 . - 4) 

+ for y < 26 . 

u -

+ for y ~ 26 . 

1 
12. 85 = o:3b + 

Q.n (y / 26) ( 4 . 3- 5) 
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(vi) Dirn:::nsionless Ecidy Diffusi vi ty for IIcu.t Tr<msfcr 

The dinEnsionlcss eddy diffusivity profile given by 

c t 1 (Sl9 ) d . th . 1 . . th . 1 opu.rr C1irl C a . WiJS USC ill - lS ill1U. YSlSj USlng .c prCVlOUS y 

·,cfincd d.imeJ."lsionless vu.riubles and asstm i ng e:h = e:m t.~c C:Cj_'UJ.tions 

are 

2 + 
[l-ex~ (- (0.124) U y J (4.3-6) 

+ for y < 26 

and 

1 + + G = ~ + 0. 36 y [ 1 - y /RO ] -1 
Pr 

( 4 . 3-7) 

+ for y > 26 

The minus one tenn appearing on the right side of 

equation ( 4. 3-7) is retained for 26 ~ y + ~ ID/2 and is deleted 

+ for larger values of y . 

(vii) Gas Properties 

The gas properties for air and steam were evaluated at 

same representative temperature using the correlations given in 

Appendix B. 

(viii) Finite-Difference EgLU~tions 

Equation (4 . 3- 3) \vas approximated by a finite -difference 

equation (see Appendix D. 2) and solved on a digital ccmputer. 

The finite-difference mesh system used in this work is shown in 

Figure 4 . 3-3 where the mesh-point locations are labelled. A 
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varia?le step-size in the radial direction, similar to that used 

(Hl9) 
by Houghton , was used throughout. 'Ihis yielded a l a rge number 

of mesh p::>ints close to the surface where t.."le te:nperature gradients 

are large and a relatively small number of mesh points further from 

the surface \vhere the gradients are srrell. A constant step-size 

was used in the axial direction except for the first axial incr~1t 

at x = 0. T'nis increment was further subdivided into a nl..liTber of 

e::aual · steps because of the steepness of the axial gradient close 

to the wall in ti1is region. 

The finite -difference equation could be solved using either 

explicit or implicit procedures. Explicit ruethcds allow the solution 

to proceed directly but very small step-sizes were required in t~e 

"rrara.'1ing direction" (a--<ial direction in this problem) to ensure a 

stable solution . . In the implicit technique a set of simultaneous 

' (LlO) 
algebraic equations must be solved at each step . The implicit 

technique is stable even with relatively large steps. Since large 

sets of algebraic equations can be readily handled using matrix 

techniques and a digital corrputer, the implicit technique was 

employed in this work. 
(LlO) 

T'ne Crank- Nicholson implicit rrethod was used to approxirnate 

the derivatives in the radial direction and a forward- difference 

approximation (LlO) was used for the derivatives in the axial direction . 

Details and computer listings may be found in Appendices D .1 and Z .1 

respectively. 
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FINITE - DIFFERENCE MESH SYSTEM 
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4.3.3 D~acb1ess of the t•lodel 

The question of whether a nurrcrical solut ion is a gooC. 

approx~~tion of the ~~act ~1alytic solution is normally a very difficult 

one to resolve except in t he trivial case where the analytic solution 

is available . In cases where general analytic solutioD.s are not kna-m , 

some indication of the "accuraof' of the nl.Elerical results may be 

obtained by comparing them with any available asymptotic solutioD.s 

and with experimental results obtained 'i.vhere the p.~ysical situation 

corresponds to the equation anc its boundary conditions . An 

additional criterion very often used is the application of the 

convergence test, i.e . , to decrease the finite -difference mesh size 

in order to check whether any fur-iller change of ca lculated values 

occurs . Any terms in the complete di f ferential description of the 

phenomena which have been neglected for ease of CQ~putation should 

b~ examined to ensure ~~at the exclusion of such tern~ is a truly 

valic assunption. These topics will be covered in the ensuing 

discussion. 

(i) Convergence Test 

~{tensive convergence tests were carried out by varying 

the step- sizes in both the axial and radial directions. It was 

found that Nusselt nurrbers calculated with 40 IL'i2Sh points in the 

radial direction (calculation of mesh ·points shONn in App8.11Ci.'<: D.l) 

did not differ by more t~an 2% from the ~usselt nu~ers calculated 

wit"l 60 rresh points . The canputation time for 40 nesh points was 

i n the order of 4 minutes v1l'len the calculations were carried to an 

x/D of 60 . For 60 mesh points t"lis tirre 'l.vas approxima.tely doubl ed . 
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Cons equently tl: O radi a l mesh poi nts were used i n all com~)utations . 

The 1-:usse lt ntli11bers calcul at ed with an axi a l step-s i ze , 

did not differ by mor e t.'1an l 'G from t.'rle Nusselt nunbers 

:_x , of 0 . 0125 
L 
w 

calculated with 

a step-size o f 0. 00 625. The CO!..putation t ime was i ncreased by 

approxi.rnately 30% for a s tep-size of 0. 00625 over that requi red for 

a step-size of 0.0125. Cons equently an axia l step-size of 0 . 0125 

vlas used in all computatior1s which calculated the :r:-;usselt nullber 

in the entrance region. vvnen calculating Nusselt numbers a t l arge 

values of x/D, (>15), a coarser axial grid could be used, i. e ., 

the axial step-size could be increased to 0.125 without clLaDging 

the predicted Nussel t nurrbers. This was possible because at 

relatively large values of x/D the t~rature gradient in the 

axial direction is very small. 

(ii) Comparison with ../'l.symptotic Solutions and 
~e~thEmutical Analyses 

Table 4.3-1 compare~ the Kusselt nurrbers calculated in 

this work with those of other investigators. The Nusselt nUTI'.bers 

calculated for this comparison \·lere for an inlet temperature of 

90°F and a wall t~rature of 150°F, which corresponds to a low, 

constant heat-fl~~ boundarJ condition. The relationships of 

the other investigators, which were used to calculate the comparative 

Nusselt numbers, were all developed for the case of a constant heat-

fl bo c1a d . . . l and (S21) . , . ux un ry con J.tJ.on. P.s SJ.ege Sparrow maJ.cate, 

however , the Nusselt numbers for the two boundary conditions should 

be in close agreerrent at large values of x/D. 

Sparrow's values were calculated from t.'rle folloNing equation 
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N~ 0.0245 NRe
0

·
77 

J for NPr = 0.7 -Nu_ = . (4.3-8) 

Magee's values were calculated fran equation (4.3-5) with the 

entrance parameter anitted. 

The Nusselt mmbers shewn in Table 4.3-1 indicate that the 

predictions of this analysis are in excellent agreement with those 

of Sparrow and Magee. This is to be expected since, under the 

conditions of ccmparison, the same fonu of the energy equation was 

used and the assumptions and boundary conditions were essentially 

the same. 

TABLE 4.3-1 ~usselt Number Comparison - Theoretical 
- ., Large x/D 

NRe 
S (Sl9) parr a-~ Mageee (Mll) 

This Analysis 

105 173.5 173.5 174.2 

5 x 104 101.7 99.0 101.2 

2 X 104 50o2 47.9 51.0 

104 29.5 27.0 30.4 

The ratio of NNuiNNu predicted in this analysis is compared 
00 

in Table 4. 3-2 to that calculated by Sparr~! et al in the entrance 

region. The excellent agreerrent indicates that t.'"le solution of the 

finite-difference approximation yields a suitable solution to t:.h;:; 

energy equation but does not indicate the validity of the assunptior..s 

used in developing the particular form of the energy equation • 
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TABLE 4.3-2 NusseltNurrber Comparison - Theoretical 
- Entrance Hegion 

N = 10
5 4 

Re NRe = 5 X 10 

X/D SparrcM et al This work Sparra.v et a1 This work 

2 1.285 1..263 1.293 1.266 

4 1.178 1.164 1.178 1.164 

6 1.125 1.116 1.123 1.114 

8 1.093 1.087 1.09C 1.085 

10 1.071 1.067 1.068 1.065 

(iii) Comparison with Experirner.tal Results 

'A ca11parison of the asymptotic, predicted Nusselt nur.bt::rS 

with the ~irical correla·tion of Perkins and Worsoe-Schm:idt (P 
15 i , 

equation (4.3-6), and with the Dittus-Boelter equation (Dl4 ) i s ;r.a<(f:: 

in Table 4.3-3. The latter equation,given as 

N__ 0 023 :r-P· 8 N°· 4 
-Nu = • 'Re Pr 1 (4.3-9) 

was also determined empirically and has been available as a 

standard design-equation for years. 

NRe 

105 

5 X 104 

2 X 104 

104 

TABLE 4. 3-3 : Nusselt Number Canparison - Experirrenta1 
-Large x/D 

p Jill (Pl5} er ns . l (Dl4) Dl.ttus-Boe ter This Analysis 

199 199 174.2 

114 113 101.2 

56 55 51.0 

32.4 31 30. 4 
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The above correlations were reported to predict the 

eh-perirrental results within ± 20%. Tl:1Us the predicted Nusselt number s 

fran this analysis are seen to be in satisfactory agreement with 

experirrent at large values of x/D where the terrperature and velocity 

profiles are fully developed. 

(iv) Testing the Validity of the Assunptions 

Perhaps the rrost questionable assumption made in this and 

other analyses is that of negligible ill<ia l diff usion in the entrance 

region where the axial temperature gradients are large canpared to 

those which exist beyond the entrance region. 

To check this assumption the energy equation was solved by 

solving the finite-difference approximation with the axial diffusion 

tenn included. The sarre assumptions were made and the s a:.ue 

dimensionless variables were used as in the case of no axial di ffusion 

(equation 4.3-3). It was also assumed that the eddy diffusivity 

in the axial direction was the same as that in the radial direction 

at any fixed point in the system. 'rhus the dimensionless energy 

equation can be written as 

(4. 3.-10) 

where it has also been ass'l.l!l'Bi that G is not a function of axial 

distance; therefore ~~ = 0. The required boundary conditions are 

1. 

2. 

T (R,O) 

T(l,x) 

= T. (R) 
· ~ 
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3. 
aT 
aR (0 ,x) = 0 

4. (R1 oo) = 0 

Equation (4.3-9) is elliptic in form and requires that 

boundary conditions be given at all boundaries of the region to 

which it is applied. Because of the small axial step-size which 

nust be used in the entrance region, available computer merrory did 

not permit the boundary condition at x = oo to be utilized. Instead, 

the temperature profile which was calculated fran the solution of the 

parabolic equation at a particular x/D was used as the da.vnstrear.1 

boundary condition. It is realized that the calculated temperature 

profiles would not be necessarily the true profiles but, by ccn1~;aring 

the profiles obtained with boundary conditions obtained at diff.c:ent 

axial distances 1 the relative importance of axial diffusion could 

be detennined. 

The details of the finite-difference equation arn its 

solution are given in Appendix D.2. 

Figure 4.3-4 compares the temperature profiles obtained 

from the parabolic and elliptic forms of the energy equation. 

The elliptic equation was solved by using the temperature profile 

obtained fran the solution of the parabolic equation at an x/D 

of 0. 00625. Also shCMn is the temperature profile obtained from 

the elliptic equation with the boundary temperature profile at an 

x/D of 0. 0313. Since the two profiles calculated fran the elliptic 

equation at different boundary conditions are in close agreerrent it 

seems reasonable to assurre that the effect of axial diffusion is 
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restricted to a very small distance from the entrance. As a 

further check, the elliptic equation was solved using temperature 

p~files calculated from the parabolic solution at values of x/D of 

0.069 for ~~e initial profile aru1 0.156 for the dowr~tream profile. 

No difference was observed between the profiles calculated by the 

parabolic and elliptic fonns of the energy equation over this 

axial region. 

(v) Conclusions 

The agreement between the results of this analysis and 

other theoretical analyses as well as the agreerrent with empirical 

correlations of exp:=rimental data indicates that a satisfactory 

solution of ~~e energy equation has been obtained using the finite

difference approxirrations. The fact that the effect of axial 

diffusion is restricted to a region where x/D < 0.01 indicates 

tl1e validity of neglecting the effect of axial diffusion in the 

energy equations under these particular fla.v conditions. For the 

case of la.v PrandU number fluids, flowing under low Reynolds 

number conditions., the effect of axial diffusion would have to be 

re-evaluated. 



4. 4 Experirrental Equif!!ffit 

4. 4 .1 Introduction 
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In this experirrent, the atomization and flow-calming sections 

were placed on top of a short section {8-iil. diarreter by 14-in. high) 

of a heated pipe. Spray samples could be obtained before and after 

the section through sample ports; axial and radial temperature-traverses 

of the droplet-laden stream could be ma.de over the entire section 

through the use of a specially-designed port and probe. The details 

are given below. 

4.4.2 Evaporator 

The evaporator section was a 14-in. long by 8-in. I.D. 

stainless steel pipe with l>.i-in. walls. The inside walls were sand 

blasted and painted with "blackening" paint {Pyromark Paint, Terrpil 

Corporation) to insure that the ernissi vi ty was as high as possible. 

The evaporator was flanged at both ends and the wall was reduced to 

a ·thickness of h 6-in. for a distance of Ys-in. at each end to reduce 

conduction heat-losses out the ends. A drawing of the furnace sect ion 

is sh<:M1 in Figure 4.4-1. The colurm also had two l>.i-in. wide by %2-in. 

deep grooves located 2¥8-in. fran each errl which helped to isolate the 

end-heaters on the colurm and thus further facilitated the attainrrent 

of isothermal conditions on the furnace walls. 

· To further canpensate for heat losses through the flanges two 

0. 440-in. diameter circular-heating-elarents were clamped into grooves 

cut in the underside of each flange. The 1500 watt incoloy elerrents 

had a radius of curvature of 41 ~2-in. and were custom made by the 

Canadian Chranal.ox COrrpany {catalogue No. Tl 3545 WIDF Tubular Elerrent). 
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EVAPO RATOR SECTION 
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PCMer was supplied to these elerrents by two 2. 8 k. v. a. variable 

transformers (Superior Electric, 2PF-136). 
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Heat was supplied to the column via Kanthal A-1 heating strip 

which was wound directly onto the column on a ~-in. thick layer of 

refractory cerrent (Kaiser Refractories, Hiloset) • The strip was then 

covered with a ~ to ~-in •. thick layer of the sane cerrent. A photograph 

of the furnace section just prior to installation is shown in Figure 

4.4-2. The outer cement layer and strip extensions for electrical 

connections can be seen in the Figure. 

The strip size and .spacing varied over the column in order to 

satisfy the requirerrents of the expected heat-load distribution and to 

utilize the available pa.ver supply and control equipuent. The heater 

numbers are shown in Figure 4. 4-1. The various strip sizes and power

supply specif ications are given in Table 4.4-1. Note that the heaters 

were wound only over the centre 12 inches of the column. 

Stainless ste_l sheathed 7'! 6-in chrarel-alurrel therrrocouples 

were used to monitor the wall temperature. The thermocouple wires 

were peened into ~ 6-i.1. axial grooves of various lengths as shown in 

Figure 4.4-1. The the?.:IIDCOuple junctions were peened into 0.026-in.-dia. 

x ~2-in. deep holes which were drilled at the end of each groove. 

This particular orientation of the therrrocouples served to 

reduce conduction error along th'?. t11exrrocouple wires and to allCM all 

the leads to be strongly suppor':c'<i in one position. 

The thenrocouple~r are n\lllbered in Figure 4.4-1 and Table 4.4-2 

gives the location of each thel:m..x:::ouple relative to the shoulder.s 

located ~-in. fran each end. 
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HEATER SECriON 

FIGURE 4.4-2 



TABLE 4.4-1 : HEATFR SPECIFICATIONS --

HEATER DIMENSIOOS 
'IUrALO MAXI.M.n-1* 

NUMBER (inches) OHMS/Ft. MEASURED PCln:R a:Nl'IDL UNIT** 
OHMS (k. v.a.) 

,. 

1,8 %x .028 0.0387 0.20 2.5 Type 236, 2. 5 kva, 9 amps 240 v. inp.1t 

2,7 %x .02"8 0.0387 0.20 1.5 Type 226, 1. 7 kva, 6 amps 240 v. inp.1t 

3 ¥4 X .015 0.061 0.31 2.5 Type 236, 2.5 kva, 9 amps 240 v. input 

4,5,6 ~ X .015 0.0872 0.48 1.0 Type 226, 1. 7 kva, 6 amps 240 v. inp.1t 

· o Elerrent resistance rreasured. in situ with a wheatstone Bridge. All rreasurerrents made 
to ± 0.01 ohrrs. 

* For all heaters the controlled voltage from a variable transfonrer went to the primary 
winding of a Harmrond Type E 240 v. - 24 v. step da..vn transformer. The maximum power was 
the pa.,rer rating of the transforrrer 

** Heaters were all controlled by controlling the voltage to the primary of the step-da..vn 
transforrrer with a "PCMerstat" variable transforrrer (Superior Electric). 

~ 
w 
(X) . 
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As well as the thenrocouples indicated in the Figure, an 

ad:litional the.rmJCOuple was peened to the wall adjacent to the under

side of each flange. 

Therm:xx:>uple 
Nurrber 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

TABLE 4.4-2 

Distance fl:al\ 
Top Shoulder 

(inches) 

Ya 
% 

::. 1~ 

"l '~ 2~ 
~-.. 

3% 

S·Ya 

Thermocouple Location 

'Ibenrocouple 
Nurrber 

7 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Distance from 
Bottom Shoulder 

(inches) 

Ya 

% 

1~ 

2~ 

3% 

SYa 

6'/a 

The themocouples were all connected to bakelite tenninal 

strips which were nounted on special brackets fastened to the 

flanges. Olranel-alumal 20-gauge lead wire connected the tenninal 

blocks sinultaneously to a panel of banana plugs and an 18 point 

multi switch (Honeywell). This configuration allowed the millivolt 

signals fran the thermocouples to be oontinoously rronitored by a 

Honeywell 12-point, adjustable span reoorder and sinultaneously 

rreasured by a Honeywell M:Xiel 2733 portable potentiorreter which 

was connected to the CXlTITOn lead of the nul tiswi tch. 

'Ibe evaporator was nnmted between two 27-in. long stainless 



steel cylinders of the same inside diarreter. A schematic of the 

asserrbled unit can be seen in Figure 4.4-3. Each of the adjacent 

sections had two diarretrically-opposed horizontal sampling p::>rts 

located 3-inches fran the flanged ends which were bolted to the 

furnace. The ports were of the sarre dirrensions as those on the 

10 foot furnace described in 3.3.1. This allo.ved the sampling 

probe to be inserted above arrl belCM the hot-zone without making 

airf alterations to the probe. 

The upper section had a run-off lip on the top flange 

which was identical to the run-off lip on the section adjacent 

to the 10-ft. colunn described in Section 3. 3. 2. 

The l<:Mer section l:tad two diarretrically opposed 14-in.-long 

x l-in. wide vertical slots located 5-in. belo.v the top flange. 

The slots were de5igned to all<:M a vertically exterrled thenrocouple 

probe, described in 4.4.4, to be inserted into the colunn. With 

this construction, both radial and axial gas-temperature profiles 

in the evaporator section could be neasured. 'Ihis rerrote entrance 

to the evaporator was used in order to eliminate distortion of the 

wall-tenperature profile which would arise if sanpling p::>rts were 

noun ted on the actual furnace section. 

An analysis of the heat losses fran the evap::>rator when 

operating at 2000°R with air as the fleMing medium, indicated that 

approximately 7000 B.T.U./hr. wruld be lost by radiation and 

3000 B.T.U./hr. by conduction to the first 8-inches of each of 

the adjacent sections. In order to rem::>ve this heat and thus 

140. 
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restrict the high temperature zone to the actual evaporator section, 

cooling ooils were spot-brazed to the walls of each of the adjacent 

sections close to the flanges. The ooils were oonstructed of %-in. 

O.D. oopper tubing and extended a distance of 5-in. from the flanges . 

· Good thennal oontact between the oolurm and the ooils was attained 

by covering the ooils with "Therrron - S" heat transfer ceirel1t 

(Macrlonald Manufacturing Ca'tpany) • Figure 4. 4-4 is a photograph 

of the bottom section. 

'!he lCMer section was bolted to a 30-in. long aluminun pipe 

which in turn was bolted to a three-legged support stand. 'Ihirty

four feet of 1'4-in. O.D. oopper tubing were ooiled inside this 

lower section to fonn a condenser when steam was the fleMing 

medium. 
5 The condenser had a capacity in excess of 7 x 10 B.T.U./hr. 

with city water as the condensing mediumo 

The support stand was oonstructed with a rerrovable funnel 

bottan. When operating with steam the funnel served to direct the 

oondensate into a simple oollection system. When operating with 

air the funnel was rerroved in order to eliminate the exit 

oonstriction and thus penni t large air flCMS while keeping the 

colunn close to atmosifleric pressure. 

c. 'lhe calming sections,which were bolted to the upper 

section containing the run-off lip, were the sarre ones which were 

bolted to the large furnace ·and which were previously described 

in 3.3.2. 
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4.4.3 Cooling Coil System 

The %-in.O.D. copper-tube cooling coils which were spot

brazed to the column walls were connected into a closed 1 pressurized 

system. The water coolant was circulated through the system by 

a positive - displacenent gear f:UilP (Sihi C!'/) 3101). The p'l.l!lp was 

capable of delivering 14 U.S.G.P.M. at a head of 40-ft. and was 

driven by a ~ hp. 1 1140 r.p.m. electric rrotor (General Electric). 

A 40-in. long x 4-in. diameter stainless steel hold-up 

tank, shCMn in Figure 4.4-5, acted as a receiver and flash tank 

for the hot coolant. A ~-in. control valve (Research Controls Inc. 

Type 755 A'ro) was rrounted on top of the tank and the desired operating 

pressure was selected and controlled by a pressure controller 

(Honeywell Type PP97A 1043-2~ 2-50 lb.). 

Urrler rrost operating conditions the heat losses fran the 

unlagged circulation system reduced the coolant temperature 

sufficiently to prevent flashing in the tank and consec:ruently no 

make-up water was required during the experirrent. When flashing 

did occur; make-up water was added to the system by copper tube 

connections fran the building supply lines. 

4.4.4 Temperature Probe 

Two t:.enperature prd:>es were constructed to measure gas

temperature profiles. Figure 4. 4-6 is a };hotograph of tbese probes 

which were designed with the sane insertion and maroeuvring 

mechanisms. 
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ASPIRATIGJ POOBE 

UNSHIEIDID POOBE 

FIGURE 4. 4-6 TEMPERATURE ProBES 



As in the case of the themocouple probes described in 

Section 3.3.5, the thenrocouple wire plus any additional suction 

tubes were encased in a %-in. O.D. stainless -steel tube. This 

ooter tube was used to position the prcbe relative to the oolumn 

walls by sliding it through a bored-oot Swagelok fitting. The · 

fitting was screwed into a 7 x 3 x J..i-in stainless steel rrounting 

plate (as shown in Figure· 4.4-6). 

The rrounting plate served three p.rrposes. 

1. The "Jo" block support plate as described in 
Section 3.3.5 was bolted to it. 

2. The 14 x 1 x 1,18-in. axial positioning plate was 
attached to it by neans of two thumb screws. 

The axial positioning plate was stainless steel and machined to 
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give a slip-fit when inserted into the entrance slot located below 

the evaporator. There were six of these plates each with a 0.65-in. 

diameter hole located such that by fastening each plate in the 

sequence to the m:unting plate and then rroving the therrrocoople over 

a 2-in. axial travel, the entire length of the evaporator could be 

traversed. The hole in the plates permitted the plate to be slipped 

over the thenrocouple tip and down the tube to its fastening position 

on the nnmting plate. 

'3. A guide bushing was located 6-in. fran the therrrocouple 
access fitting and on a line exactly 900 to the axial 
~sitioning plate. This guide bushing received a 
Ya-in. stainless steel rod which was fastened to a 
pennanently mounted yoke plate located at the tail 
end of the stainless steel thennooouple tube. The 
yoke, rod and bushing fonred a positioning assembly 
which ensured that the thenrocouple pi:obe would be 
oriented vertically, in the oolumn. 
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The aspiration and unshielded thermocouple probe-tips,as 

well as the suction-asserrblyJ were basically of the sarre design as 

described in Section 3. 3. 5. Havever the unshielded probe required 

a modification to permit accurate radial positioning at the wall 

of the furnace. 

Initial exper.inents with the unshielded probe indicated 

that, because of a small degree of flexibility in· the positioning 

asserrbly, the physical a:mtacting of the stop rod with the wall 

was not a sensitive enough technique. Consequent! y an air-jet 

positioning procedure was developed. 

A length of stainless steel hypodermic tubing (0.072-in. 

diameter by .010-in. walls) was attached with high~temperature 

solder to the stop rod and extended through the %-in. diarreter 

tube. The tube tip was drawn to a diameter of . approxirnately 

0.03-in. ani the end carefully machined pe:rpendicular to the 

axis of the tube. The tail end of the "blbe was connected via 

tygon-tubing to a valve on the laboratory 20 lb. air supply; 

a glass U-tube rnancmater was cormected in paralleL (The U-tube 

was filled with Miriam oil, S.G. 1. 75 and was open to the at:m:::>sphere) 

With the air supply turned on enough to give a predetermined 

deflection of the rnananeter, the probe was rroved to the proximity of 

the walL When the probe was within 0. 002-in. of the wall the 

pressure increase in the tube caused the mananeter fluid to further 

deflect. The prcbe was calibrated on a milling-machine bed prior 

to operation in the column so that when the probe tip was within 

0. 001-in. of the wall a kno,.m rnananeter deflection was produced. 

The thennocouple junction was carefully positioned relative 



to the end of the air tube and the actual distance from the errl 

was measured with a cathetaneter as described in Section . 3. 3. 5. 

4.4.5 Velocity Probe 

In order to ensure that the gas flav was fully-developed 

in the reactor section, velocity profiles were rreasured by 

inserting a 24-in. long "hot-wire" probe through a special guide 

plug which was fastened in the .horizontal sanpling ports. 

· 'lhe probe had an 8 ohm., 0.00015-in. diameter tungsten 

wire sensing elerrent and was oonnected to a Hubbard Model IHR 

oonstant - temperature anenareter. The prdJe was calibrated 

(Appendix A) in air at the centre-line of a calibratErl nozzle (R?). 

4.4.6 Flow System 

The f lav system was the sane as that indicatErl in 

Section 3.3.3 with the exceptions that 

1. the hot-zone of the oolUllU1 was nr::M 1 ft. rather 

than 10 ft. long. 

2. the exit gases flaved directly out of the bottan 

of the oolurm rather than through an external 

,__ condenser. 
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4. 5 Experimental Procedure 

4.5.1 General Operation 

The general operation of the equi:prent was the sarre as 

in Part I except that the column was brought up to the desired 

temperature level over a 2 to 3 hour period. This increase in 

the time required to reach steady-state operation was necessary 

to avoid severe wall-temperature overshoot since the power level 

was now manually rather than autanatically controlled. 

4.5.2 Gas Temperattrre 

(i) Parti culate System 
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The same procedure was followed as described in Section 3. 4. 3. 

(ii) Gas flCJN only 

The same radial traversing and signal recording technique 

was used as described in Section 3.4.3. 'Ihe only difference in 

the procedure here was in the technique of locating the probe at 

the wall and of positioning the probe axiallye 

(a) Axial positioning The first step in this procedure 

was to slip an axial positioning plate over the thenrocouple and 

lock it into position on the nounting plate with two thumb screws. 

The thennocouple probe was then inserted into the column through 

the entrance slot and the axial positioning plate was locked into 

position with four toggle-action clanps (Lapeer Manufacturing 

Conpany tKnu- Vise V-100) • The probe was allCJNed to equilibrate 

in the column for approximately 5 minutes and then was adjusted 
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. axially to the exact desired position. 

'lhe axial location was detennined by measuring the distance 

between the bottom flange of the furnace and the bottom edge of the 

"Jo" block support plate with a cathet.areter. (Griffin and George 

Limited. M::Xlel S31-950). This distance could be determined within 

± 0.01 inches. The distance between the bottom of the support 

plate and the thernocouple junction was also rreasured to ± 0. 01 

inches and hence the neasurenent error in the therrrocouple location 

was ± 0. 02 inches. An approximate allowance was made for 

lC>nJ]. tudinal thermal expansion of the evaporator and no allowance 

made for expansion of the probe. However, using a linear coefficient 

of expansion of 11 x 10-6 inch/inch °F(Ell), the rnaxirru.nn longitudinal 

change 1 which occurred at the top of the evaporator at a wall 

tenperature of 1400°F, was only 0. 20 inches. 

Once the probe was positioned axially, a radial traverse was 

made. The clamps were then rerroved from the positioning plate and 

the therrrocouple assenbly rerroved from the column. The positioning 

plate was then unlocked, rerroved and another plate locked into 

position. This procedure was repeated until traverses had been made 

at all the predetermined axial locations. 

Radial traverses were usually made with the thenrocouple 

junction located at distances of 1. 5, 4. 2, 7 .1, 10 .1 and 13 .1 inches 

from the top flange of the evaporator. 

. (b) Radial positioning With the probe located in the 

desired axial position the valve in the air line to the positioning 

jet was sla-~ly opened until there was a differential of 1 %-in. 

in the manareter fluid. This differential was the so-called 
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"initial differential" for which the probe was calibrated. 'Ihe 

probe was then slowly r:ushed into the colurm until the nananeter 

level just started to change. The probe was then left in this 

position for 3 to 4 minutes to equilibrate with the high temperature 

gases close to the wall. · 'Ihe probe was then eased slightly closer 

to the wall until the mananeter deflection indicated that the end 

of the jet was within 0.001-in. of the wall. The probe was then 

withdrawn slightly and again eased into position and .the mananeter 

reading noted. 'Ihe yoke and indicating screw on the stainless 

steel tube were then brought to the zero position in the 

same way as for the straight unshielded probe which was used 

in the large column. After the probe was zeroed at the wall, 

the air to the jet was turned off and after 2 to 3 minutes the 

radial traverse was made in the same manner as described in 

Section 3.4.3c 

4.5~3 Gas Veloci!Y 

With air flowing in the column and after the electronic 

circuits of the anem:meter had stabilized, the hot-wire probe 

was inserted through one of the horizontal sampling ports. The 

column was then traversed by positioning the probe at ~-in. 

intervals fran the plug face for a distance of 6~-in. into the 

column. An additional point in the traverse was made ~-in. 

fran the wall. 

At eadl Point in the traverse 1 the anplified rnillianp 

signal fran the wire was nonitored on the rnilliamneter of the 
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anerrorreter for 1 to 2 minutes after which tirre an eye-averaged 

reading was reco:rded. Also at l-inch intervals in the traverse, 

the magnitude of the milliamp fluctuations, caused by velocity 

fluctuations, was rronitored on the r.rn.s. rreter of the anerraneter. 

The rnillianp and r .rn. s. signals were then converted to 

velocities and turbulence intensities respectively by utilizing 

the previously detennined hot-wire calibration curves. 

4.6 Results and Discussion 

4.6.1 Velocity and TUrbulence Measurements 

The velocities neasured with the hot-wire probe. in an 

isothennal air stream are shCMn in Figure 4. 6-1. 'Ihe solid 

line represents the equation determined by Deissler (Dl3) from 

experirrental velocity neasurerrents in a turbulent air stream (Dl5 ' Lll) 

The neasurerrents were taken at the horizontal sampling stations both 

above and belav the evafX)rator; they were taken over a Reynolds 

4 4 nurrber range of 1.16 x 10 to 2.08 x 10 • For any one set of 

conditions, the slope detennined fran . a least-squares analysis of 

the data was not significantly different fran the predicted slope, 

at the 95% level of confidence. 

The intensity of turbulence (ratio of the r.rn.s. velocity 

fluctuation at a tx>int to the average velocity at a point) was 

also rreasured for the sane conditions. The results are shown in 

Figure 4. 6-la. The magnitude of the rreasured intensities was in 

the range expected for fully-developed turbulent flav in a tube (Bl6 ' 523) 
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The velocity and intensity measurerrents indicated that the 

flc:M was fully-developed in the evaporator section. The dimensionless 

velocity profile was not significantly different from that of 

Deissler and hence Deissler' s relationship was used to calculate 

the point velocities required in the theoretical rrodel described 

in Section 4. 3. 

4.6.2 Air Temperatures 

(i) I.o.v-Terrperature Results 

Figure 4.6.2 to 4.6-5 sha-~ the experimentally measured 

terrperatures and also indicate the terrperatures predicted fran the 

solution of the energy equation at the corresponding axial locations. 

* The notation VPl, VP2 , VP4 corresponds to axial distances of 0. 5, 

3 and 9-in. respectively fran the beginning of the "hot-zone". 

(The "hot-zone" refers to the centre 12-in. of the 14-in. section 

on which the electrical heaters were wrapped.) The solid line 

represents the tenperatures calculated when the Reynolds ntmlber was 

evaluated at the. wall terrperature and the broken line represents 

the terrperatures calculated when the Reynolds ntmlber was evaluated 

at the inlet gas terrperature. 

The calculated temperature profiles are in excellent 

agreement with the experimentally measured profiles at wall 

terrperatures less than 300°F. This is to be expected since the 

ass'l.lltption of cx:>nstant properties, ·which was made in the developrent 

* This narenclature corresponds to laboratory notebook ntmlbers referring 
to Vertical Position 1, 2, etc. 
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I 

of the energy equation, is valid at these low wall-to-gas 

tenperature differences. Also at these conditions, the heat 

transfer is not expected to have a significant effect on the 

velocity profile. Therefore, distortion of the ·velocity profile 

and its resultant effect on the heat-transfer rate should be 

negligible. 

It can therefore be concluded that the mathematical rrodel 

predicts the heat-transfer rate arrl temperature profiles very 

well under conditions where the assurrptions used in the m:xlel 

-are expected to be valid. 

(ii) High Terrperature Results 

Figure 4.6-6 to 4.6-10 show the experinental and 

predicted temperatures for wall temperatures > 600°F. The results 

indicate that as the wall temperature increases to a maximum of 

1400°F, the rreasured temperature gradients at the wall becare 

greater than those predicted from the rrodel; or in other words, 

the rrodel appears to under-estimate the heat-transfer rate at 

these high temperatures. 

These results might suggest that the temperature rreasuring 

device was indicating too lCM a tenperature when placed in these 

high-tenperature gradients. Therefore an assessment of the device 

will be made before drawing any conclusions. 

(iii) Assessrrent of the Terrperature-~asuring 
Device 

1. At the ccmnencerrent of this part of the study, the gearetry 

of the probe-tip was essentially the Sal"le as that used in Part I. 
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(Described in Section 3.5 and illustrated in Figure 3.3-10). 

It was noted in Part I that the wall temperature which was obtained 

by extrapolating the rreasured gas-temperature profile did not 

agree with the wall temperature indicated either by the wall 

thenrocouples or by a two-wavelength pyrometer. The s ame 

discrepancy \vas found also when rreasuring gas temperatures in 

the smaller evaporator. 

The magnitude of the error caused by conduction of heat 

along the wires, away from the junction, was found to be negligible (R?). 

Thus the junction should have indicated the true gas-temperature; 

hence it appeared that the entire probe was conducting heat away 

from, and consequently l~ering the temperature of the gas in 

the vicinity of the junction. 

A new probe-tip was constructed with the thermocouple 

junction located 1~-in. above the positioning tip rather than 

~-in. as on the original probe. The extrap::>lated gas-temperature 

profile n~ yielded a wall temperature which agreed with the 

temperature indicated by the wall-therrrocouples, (after allaving 

. for the temperature-drop across the wall). A comparison of the 

profiles obtained with the two probes is sh~ in Appendix C.3. 

It appears that the orientation of the therrrocouple 

junction with respect to the probe-body is very irrportant in 

the determination of true gas temperatures. 

The agreem:mt between the extrap::>lated and measured wall 

temperatures indicates that the rrodified probe used in this work 
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does alla.v the true gas temperature to be rreasured. 

2. An analysis of the r adiation and conduction error for 

this fine-wire thenmcouple (R?) indicated that under these oper ating 

conditions there was a negligible conduction error. In fact , 

radiation to the larger diarreter support wires tends to increase 

their teroperature above that of the gas. Thus if conduction along 

the fine thermocouple-wire were important it would act in a 

direction to increase rather than decrease the t emperature of the 

thenmcouple junction. Of course :these wires would tend also to 

conduct heat away from the gas since they are located in a steep 

tenperature gradient. However because of their small s ize this 

effect would not be very large. 

3. To further determine whether the probe acted as a heat-

sink, removing heat from the gas in the high temperature gradient 

present in Run 9c, a canparison can be made between the profiles 

rreasured at VPl - Air 6c (Figure 4.6-6) and VP4 - Air 9c 

(Figure 4.6-9). At VPl - Air 6c the steepest predicted gradient 

is 6,535°F/in. and the rreasured tenperatures are seen to agree 

quite closely with the predicted profile. However at VP4 - Air 9c, 

where the steepest predicted gradient is 6,937°F/in. the rreasured 

gradient is much greater than that predicted. Since the tv..D 

predicted gradients are within 6% of one another, the deviation 

fran prediction at the high wall temperature cannot be caused by 

the probe acting as a heat sink. 

4. An evaluation of the validity of the gradients rreasured 

with this device could be obtained by integrating the experimentally 



determined heat-transfer rates over the entire heat-transfer 

surface. This calculated total heat transfer could then be 

corrpared to the total enthalpy increase of the gas. This 

was not done in this instance because 

(a) of the uncertainty in determining slopes from 
the tenperature data-radius curves. (scattered data) 

(b) the velocity profile must be assumed to be the 
fully-developed velocity profile, i.e. must make 
the unrealistic assumption that the velocity profile 
is not distorted by the large temperature gradients. 

(c) the gradients \\Duld have to be determined at a 
large number of axial positions as well as in the 
entrance section preceding the hot zone. With 
the present device it was not possible to make 
these rreasurerrents in the entrance section. 

It would thus appear that the probe was indicating the 
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actual gas temperature in the presence of these high tenperature -

gradients and that the increased heat-transfer rate was a 

true phenorrenon • . The question which must nON be answered is 

- why do these high heat-transfer rates occur when the tenperature 

of the wall is much greater than the bulk temperature of the gas? 

(iv) ·Further Evaluation of the Model 

(1) The assumption was made originally that e:h = e:m. To 

check the sensitivity of the heat-transfer rate to a change in e:h' 

the Nusselt numbers were calculated for an arbitrary change in e:h. 

When the value of e:h was increased by 20, 60 and 120% at dimensionless 

distances from the wall greater than 5, (the actual distance fran 
+ . 

the wall at a y of 5 was of the order of 0.05-in.; the exact 

distance was a function of the Reynolds number) , 



the Nusselt numbers were observed to increase by approximately 

8, 23 and -43% respectively. The per cent increase in the heat

transfer rate was approximately 40% of the per cent increase in 

the value of E:h. 'l'hus there would have to be a very great 

difference in the rrechanisms of heat and m:xnentum transfer to 

give an appreciable effect. Consequently it would not appear 

that the increased heat-transfer rate was caused by an increase 

in ~over Em. 
2. In the rrodel it was assumed that the physical properties 

were constant. It is necessary hcwever, to specify the temperature 

at which the thennal conductivity should be evaluated. Figure 

4.6-11 is a plot of the ratio of the molecular conductivity to 

the total conductivity (rrolecular + turbulent) versus distance 

from the wall. The graph indicates-·that the major effect of 

molecular transport is restricted to the region very· close t o 

the wall and therefore the thermal conductivity evaluated at the 

wall temperature is expected to be nearer the actual representative 

value. 

3. The predicted temperature gradients at the wall were 

observed to increase as the Reynolds number was increased, with 
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the total rnass-flav kept constant. This increase in the temperature 

. gradient was caused by the velocity profile change, . i.e. , for a 

fixed rnass-flcwrate, if the Reynolds number is increased there is 

rrore flc:M at the wall; therefore the resultant greater heat:..sink 

there caus~ steeper temperature gradients and hence greater heat 
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transfer. (It should be noted that the Reynolds number was 

changed at· a fixed mass-flowrate by virtue of the magnitude of 

the viscosity which was calculated at either the inlet or the 

wall temperature.) 

4. If the physical properties were allowed to vary with 

temperature would the predicted gradients agree more closely with 

the larger, rreasured gradients? A simple heat-balance analysis 

(Appendix C. 4) indicated that if the change of the thermal 

conductivity with temperature were accounted for in the m::>del, 

the predicted gradients would decrease rather than increase. 

An ·analagous m:rnentum balance indicated that if the increase of 

the gas viscosity with temperature were accounted for in the 

rrodel, the velocity gradient at the wall would decrease. Thus, 

for a fixed mass-flavrate the flavrate adjacent to the wall v.ould 

decrease. This reduced flow would reduce the heat sink close to 

the wall, which would cause the temperature of the gas adjacent 
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to the wall to increase and hence would decrease the gas-temperature 

gradient. 

It is thus seen that the discrepancy between the predicted 

and measured terrperature gradients cannot be caused by the neglect 

of the property variation in the theoretical m:x1el. 

5. The velocity profile was assumed to be fully developed 

and no allowance was made for the effect of natural convection 

on the profile. T'ne relative magnitude of the natural-convection 

to the forced-convection forces is usually rreasured by the parameter 



2 (A4, Sl7) 
NGr"NRe 

For Air-Run 9c this ratio was found to be 

0.8 with ti1e Reynolds number calculated at the inlet conditions. 

Thus for these conditions, natural convection could be expected 

to have an influence on the pure forced-flow heat-transfer rate. 
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In the experiments, the natural-convection forces oppose 

the forced-convection forces. Consequently the natural-convection 

or buoyancy forces tend to decrease the forced-convection velocity 

gradient in the region next to the wall. As explained in the 

preceding discussion (4), a decreased velocity gradient causes a 

decreased temperature gradient. Thus if allowance were made in 

the rrodel for the effect of natural convection on the forced-flow 

velocity profile, the predicted terrperature gradients would be 

found to decrease. 

An evaluation of the model has indicated that if the model 

were made more realistic by allowing for property variation and 

natrual-convection effects, the predicted tenperature gradients 

at the wall would decrease compared to those presently predicted; 

therefore ti1e discrepancy between prediction and experirrent would 

becorre larger. 

It would appear that sorre phenanenon occurs in the 

experirrental system which increases the rate of heat rerroval from 

the gas adjacent to the wall thus causing increased temperature 

gradients at the wall. Although the natural-convection forces 

were not excessive in these experirrents, they may have been of 

sufficient magnitude to cause sorre flow instability and increased 



turbulence levels in the forced-convection flow field. This 

would resu).t in an increased rromenturn and heat exchange between 

the relatively cold gas in the core and the hot gas adjacent 

to the wall; this would tend to increase the temperature gradient 

at the wall. 

A technique for measuring gas velocity in a non-isothermal 

turbulent flow field had not been perfected at the tirre of these 

experirrents. Consequently no };X)Sitive conclusions can be drawn 

regarding the phenanena which tend to increase the measured 

temperature gradients and hence rates of heat transfer above 

those expected. 

4.6.3 Steam Temperature 

(i) Low-Temperature Results 

Figure 4.6-12 and 4.6-13 indicate the experimentally 

measured and the predicted temperatures for conditions where the 

assumptions made in the solution of the energy equation are 

expected to be valid. As in the case of air, the predicted 

profiles are seen to be in excellent agreement with the measured 

profiles. 

The data for the steam runs corroborate the conclusions 

drawn from the low~terrperature air runs; i.e., the mathematical 

model is capable of predicting the heat-transfer rate and the 

temperature profiles in the entrance region of a heated pipe, 

at low wall-to-bulk terrperature ratios. 
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(ii) High- Temperature Resu1 ts 

Figure 4.6-14 to 4 .6-17 show the experimP~ta1 and predicted 

0 gas-temperature profiles for wall temperatures of 600 and 1400 F . 

At a wall temperature of 600°F the measured gradients are observed 

to exhibit a similar trend · to the gradients ·measured in the air 

runs, i.e, the measured gradients are steep, i.e., the terrperature 

gradient is much the s ame as predicted when the velocity profile 

was evaluated at the inlet Reynolds number. 

At a ncminal wall temperature of 1400°F the measured 

gradients at the wall are observed to becane less than the predicted 

gradients; this trend is opposite to that observed for the 

corresponding air run (9c). 

Figure 4. 6-18 crnpares the measured and predicted profiles 

in the centre region (core) of the column. The measured temperatures 

are considerably higher than those predicted from the theoretical 

rrodel. This discrepancy did not exist in the core of the column 

for the high-temperature air run ( 9c) • (See Figure 4. 6-10.) 

It should be noted that steam-run 6c was carried out at 

the same ncminal Reynolds nu:rrber, based on the conditions at the 

inlet, as air-nm 9c. Further, the Grashof number for the steam 

runs was less than that for the corresi?Onding air nm since both 

the property group, ~ , and the t:.T term in the Grashof number 
~ 

were less for steam than for air. Therefore one would expect 

the velocity profile to be affected in the same way for steam as 

for air with the same trend towards greater-than-predicted 
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temperature gradients. Thus the higher temperatures noted in 

the steam runs cannot be explained. in tenns of a natural-convection 

effect •~ich causes flow reversal and brings hot gases from the 

lower regions of the pipe. 

The higher gas-temperature levels cannot be explained in 

tenns of the hydro-dynamics of the gas flow. It should be recalled 

that one of the objects of this investigation was t o predict the 

rate of heat transfer by radiation to a flowing, absorbing rreditrrn 

with the contribution of convection included. The experirrental 

runs at this high wall temperature were carried out to experirrentally 

verify the temperatures predicted from a radiation-convection model. 

In this discussion it has been established that the profiles 

rreasured in steam at high wall temperatures cannot be explained in 

tenns of a flow-phenorrenon effect. Consequently the rreasured 

ternperatures do indicate that the expected effect of radiation 

was present in the system. Further discussion of the experirrental 

results and the temperatures predicted by a radiation model will 

be made in the following chapter. 



4.7 Conclusions 

1. The experimentally measured, isoth~rmal velocity profiles 

validated the fully-developed flow assumption which was made in 

the theoretical m::xlel. 

2. The solution of the finite-difference approximation to the 

energy equation successfully predicted the temperature profiles 

and rate of heat-transfer in the irrmediate entrance region of a 

cylindrical pipe at low wall-to-bulk temperature ratios where 

the assumption of constant properties can be considered valid. 

3. In the absence of radiation, the mathematical model predicted 

a la-1er heat- transfer rate than measured exberimentally. The 

discrepancy could not be explained in tenns of a variable 

physical property effect or in tenns of a distortion of the 

velocity profile due to natural-convection effects. 

4. The larger- than-expected heat-transfer rates were hypothesised 

to be caused by an instability or turbulent phenorrenon in the flow 

field. It was not possible to verify this hypothesis with the 

present experimental data. 

5. To corrpletely understand the heat- transfer phenomena which 

occur under the flCM and high-temperature conditions of these 

experiments it is irrperative that the gas velocities in the system 

be rreasured . 

6. For steam flows, at high wall temperatures, it \vas possible 

to experimentally detect the effect of radiation on gas-ternperature 
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profiles. As eA~cted, radiation was observed to cause the gas

temperature gradients at the wall to be less than those ;?redicted 

for pure convective heat transfer. Radiation also increased the 

gas-temperature level across the entire column. 
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5. Rl.\DII\TIO:J AND COt--J'VECI'ION 

5.1 Introduction 

The eh~rim~>tal temperature profiles presented in Chapter 4, 

for steam flowing tl1rough a cylindrical pipe with walls at l400°F, 

indicated that the effect of radiation could be detected in this 

particular system. Since the prediction of heat transfer by convection 

in the entrance region of this system has been found to be reasonably 

satisfactory the next step in the st.-udy was to combine the mechanisms 

of convection and radiation. 

The prediction of heat-transfer rates and gas-temperature 

profiles in a syst em where radiation anC: convection both occur, is 

considered in L~is chapter. In this analysis the processes of radiation 

ill1d convection were assumed to be additive. The rate of heat transfer 

by convection , which was calculated in Chapter 4, was simply added into 

the radiation model. The rate of heat transfer by radiation was 

calculated by procedures indicated in the literature. 

The ability of L~e radiation model to predict gas-temperature 

profiles in the absence of radiation was evaluated; i .e., the terrperature 

profiles predicted vJith the radiation rrodel were canpared to those 

predicted by t.'"le convection rrodel of Chapter 4. 

The temperature profiles predicted by the radiation model were 

L~en compared to the experimentally measured gas- temperature profiles . 
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5 . 2 Analysis 

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the basic idea for the prGdiction 

of the r adiation interchange in an enclosure is to divide L~e gas volume 

and the surfaces into a nurrbcr of f i nite, essentially isothennal zones . 

A heat and material balance is then made on each zone and t.1.e unkno.vn 

zone ternperatures can then be deterrnined by solving the resultant set of 

simultaneous algebraic equations. · 

For a general zone, the heat and material balance for a steady 

flow of non-reacting gases can be written as: 

Heat into the zone as t he result of 

(1) the convection/conduction from adjacent wall and 
gas zones . 

(2) the enthalpy of the gas fleMing into the zone. 

(3) the absorption of radiation streaming into the 
zone from all other zones in t.1.e system 

must be equal to 

Heat out of the zone as the result of 

(1) the convection/conduction to t.1.e adjacent wall and 
gas zones 

(2) the, enthalpy of the gas flawing out of the zone 

(3) the emission of radiation streaming out of the 
zone to all other zones in the system. 

5.2.1 Radiation 

The emission of radiation from ead1 gas and surface zone 

must be calculated along with the radiant interd1ange between 

all pairs of such zones, making due allowill1Ce for attenuation 

of the radiation by the absorbing medium between the zones 
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and for diffuse reflection from the surfaces of ti1e enclosure . 

The geometrical portion of tile problem can be solved independently 

of the temperature distribution once a specific zone-geometDJ has 

been selected . Because of the requiren'ent that the zones be 

essentially isothermal, a~d because the experimental temperature 

measurements indicated that radial temperature gradients existed 

across the column, the cylindrical column was zoned by dividing 

the column into a number of annular rings of square cross-section 

as shown in Figure 5.2-l. (The numbers indicate the zone 

identification used in t..""le rrodel of t."le system.) This particular 

zone-configuration was dictated by the 11 interchange areas 11 

( e}<.plained in t."le ensuing discussion) which were available in the 

literature(El). 

The interchange between a~y two zones in the system is 

the sum of the direct radiant flux between the two zones and the 

reflected flux from the walls of t..""le enclosure due to &!ergy 

originating at either of ti1e zones under consideration. The 

direct interchange between b.vo zones, i.e., the interchange ln 

* a black-walled system, will be considered first. 

(i) . Direct-Interchange Areas 

The direct interd1ange between two finite zones, gray 

gas (k independent of wavelengt.~ and temperature) and/or black 

surface of any shape and relative disposition a~d with gray 

absorbing gas intervening, is proportional to the difference in 

black emissive power, E (; oT4), of the zones. 

* A blad(-wall or perfect radiator is a surface which er.its the maxim~ 
radiation possible at a given te.rnperature; i.e., the surf2.ce e.t''llissivity, 
E:, has the value, one. 
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The proportionality constant, which has the dirrensions 

of area, is a function only of the system shape and of kL where 

L is a characteristic dimension of the system. This constant, 

designated by ss, sg, or gg for surface to surface, surface to 

gas, or gas to gas radiant interchange respectively, is called 

the direct-interchange area (H?) . 

The direct-interchange area may be thought of as the 

product of two terms. The first, having the diJrensions of area, 

is the actual area for a surface zone and (4) (gas-zone volume) 

(absorption coefficient) for a gas zone. The second is the 

11 reception factor., , f, where f is defined as the fraction of the 

energy originating in any one zone in a black.......,alled enclosure 

which reaches and is absorbed by any other zone in the enclosure. 

(This factor takes into account the attenuation of the radiation 

by the absorbing rredium between the zones; it is a function of 

. the absorption coefficient of the gas. ) 

The direct-interchange areas for the interchange 

between zones of the configuration shown in Figure 5.2-1 are 

available in the literature (El) as a function of the product of 

the absorption coefficient of the gas, k, and the zone size, B. 

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, a real gas can be 

considered as being rnade up of a number of gray gases, each with 

a constant absorption coefficient, k. When analyzing the 
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radiation interchange in an enclosure it is necessary to calculate 

the direct-interchange areas for each of the gray gases which 
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contribute to make up the real gas. The total interchange for 

the real gas is then calculated from the SlUTl of the interchanges 

for each of the gray, plus one clear gas (k = 0) • 

(ii) 'Ibtal-Interchange Areas 

Radiation from one zone may reach a second zone both 

directly and after one or :rrore reflections at the enclosure surfaces. 

Allowance for multiple reflections can be made by the rrethods of 

Hottel (H?) • For a gray gas the total flux between two zones i 

and j must be proportional to o (T. 4 - T . 4 ) • 'Ihe proportionality 
~ J 

constant, called the total-interchange area is designated by 

SS, GS, or GG with subscripts to identify the zone number. The 

total-interchange areas between all zone pairs are evaluated 

fran direct-interchange areas for each gray-gas canponent. ~~en 

the product of the absorption coefficient and the zone size, kB 

is larger. than 0. 4, temperature gradients within the zone can no 

longer be neglected; i.e., the assurrption of an isothennal zone 

* is no longer valid • For such cases the direct-interchange areas 

can be rrodif ied by the techniques given by Hottel and Sarofim (Hl2) • 

When kB is greater than 3, the total-interchange areas between 

contiguous zone pairs are calculated using the Rosseland diffusion 

equation (H2, Sll, R9). Details of the calculation of total-

interchange areas fran direct-interchange areas are given in 

Appendix E. 

In the heat and material balance equation the total-

interchange areas are coefficients of the zone ternperatures. 

In this investigation kB was always less than 0.4 



They can be determined prior to solving the heat and material 

balance by 

(1) assuming a representative gas and surface 
terrperature 

(2) calculating the absorption coefficient and weighting 
factor "a." for each gray-gas canpJnent of the 
real gas ~ from gas emissivity data as discussed 
in Section 2.2.1 

( 3) determining the direct-interchange areas for each 
of the gray gases plus one clear gas. 

( 4) calculating the total-interchange areas as shCMn 
in Appendix E. 

(iii) Present Investigation 

In this investigation the 12-in. long "hot-zone" of the 

col1..1ITU1 was divided into 12 l-in .• long surface zones and 48 l-in 

by l-in. annular-ring gas zones. The ends were considered as 

black porous plugs at the temperature of the inlet gas; they 

were divided into 4 rings of l-in. width. The configuration is 

shown in Figure 5. 2-1. 

The real gas was assurred to be ccmposed of one gray gas 

of absorption coefficient, k, and one clear gas (k = 0). Hottel 

has shCMn (H?), 'that for the one clear, one gray-gas assumption 

the absorption coefficient and weighting factor can be determined 

fran the gas emissivity (or absorptivity) , evaluated at path 

length, L, and a path length of 2L, by the follCMing relationships 

(5.2-1) 
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(5.2-2) 

For this system, with high wall temperatures and relatively 

low gas terrperatures, the process of gas absorption of surface 

emission predominates over the process of gas emission to the 

surface. Consequently the "a" and "k" were detennined from gas 

absorptivities rather than emissivities. 

A representative gas and wall temperature were selected 

and the gas emissivity was calculated from Bevan 1 s correlations (B3) , 

(given in Section 2. 2. 1 as equations 2.2-5 to 2.2-7) at modified 

pressure-path length products, PwL (T~TG) , Pw2L (T~G) as 

suggested by Hottel ( HS ) • Since the correlations were obtained 

from emissivity data at zero partial pressure of ·water vapour, it 

was necessary to apply a correction factor(HS) to the calculated 

emissivity to account for the actual partial pressure of the water 

vapour. The absorptivities were determined from the emissivities 

by multiplying the corrected emissivities by (TGfTw)
0

•
45 

as 

Hottel suggests. The "a" and 11 k" were then determined as indicated 

above. 

The calculated value of "k" was multiplied by the zone 

size "B" and the direct- interchange areas were calculated fran 

Erkku 1 s tabulations (El) • * The total- interchange areas were then 

calculated as indicated in Appendix E. 

* Erkku 1 s tabluations of "interchange area11 versus kB were regressed 
to give third order polynomials, one for each pair of zone 
configurations . Values calculated from the regression equation 
!lever differed fran the tabulated value by rrore than 1%. 
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5.2.2 Convection/Conduction 

Gas zones adjacent to enclosure surfaces receive heat 

(t > t s) by convection fran the contiguous surfaa:! zones . wall ga 

Consequently it is necessary to have a knowledge of the convective 

heat transfer which occurs in the particular system. The rate 

of convective heat transfer is proportional to some temperature 

difference which is characteristic of the system; the prorortionality 

constant is usually referred to as the heat-transfer coefficient, h. 

The heat-transfer coefficient is included in the heat 

and material balance equation as a coefficient of the appropriate 

zone temperatures. The heat-transfer coefficient is considered 

to be a coefficient of the wall-zone temperatures and the 

contiguous gas-zone temperature. Consequently the heat-transfer 

coefficient must be defined in tenns of the temperature difference 

between the wall temperature and the gas temperature taken at a 

distance from the wall equal to ~ the zone size; i.e., h must be 

. defined by 
at 

q/A = - k ar ) wall= ·h (twall- t wall + ~) 

(5.2.-3) 

rather than the nore familiar 

q/A = -k ~;)wall = h (twall - i:wlk) (5.2-4) 

In this investigation, the heat-transfer coefficients were 

detennined .franthe Nusselt nurrbers (~) which were calculated fran .· 

the tenperature profiles predicted by the theoretical convection 
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rrodel .~discussed in Chapter 4) . The values of "h" used in the 

radiation m:xiel were fixed for any one surface zone; i .e, they 

were not allowed to vary with temperature, hence the process of 

radiation and convection were considered to be additive. 

In the radial direction, if the rrean value of the radial 

velocity is zero, · heat is transferred between zones by rrolecular 

and turbulent diffusion. Thus in the heat and material balance 

equation the effective thennal conductivity is included as a 

coefficient of the gas zone temperatures to account for the radial 

conduction of heat. Since the effective conductivity or diffusivity 

is a point-function of radial position, sorre average value must be 

used when the zones are of finite size. In this analysis the values 

for the effective d;Lffusivity were taken to be the point values 

(calculated in the convection rrodel - Chapter 4) which occurred 

at the boundaries between the gas zones; i.e., the point values 

which were calculated at r = 1, 2, 3-in. in the convection rrodel 

were used as temperature coefficients in the radiation rrodel. 

Axial diffusion was assurred to be negligible in this rrodel. 

The calculated results given in Section 4.3.3 indicated the validity 

of this assumption. 

5. 2. 3 Enthalpy Flux 

Energy is transported into and out of each gas zone by 

bulk transport in the axial direction. (U' p Cp tii(r. 2 - r. 2 ) • ave ~ J ' 

where II (r. 2 - r. 2) is the cross-sectional area, of the annular 
~ J 

gas zone, perpendicular to the direction of flow.) Because of the 



r e latively coarse grid used in the model it was necessary to 

det ennine average velocities over each of the l-in . armular 

rings. The velocities were calculated from Pai' s expression for 

the fully-developed turbulent velocity profile for flow in a 

circular tube(Pl?) 
I 

U' 
U' max 

= (5.2-5) 

the coefficients, which are flowrate dependent, were evaluated for 

a Reynolds number of 25,000. 

The average velocity for each zone was calculated in ·terms 

of the average velocity over the column cross-section. 

The heat-capacity flowrate was included in the heat and 

.material balance equations as a coefficient of the gas-zone 

temperature. 

5.2.4 Heat and ~~terial Balance Equation 
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The heat and material balance equation, which was previously 

given in words, can now be written for a general gas-zone . 

Since the radiation terms in the energy balance are given 

as multiples of T4 , the equations were linearized in T4 by forcing 

the convection a...J.d enthalpy-flux terms into a fourth-power law. 

A coefficient was defined such that when multiplied by oT4 (E) it 

yielded the one-way flux between any two zones. With the enthalpy-

flux and convective-flux coefficients denoted by 11 and y respectively, 

with a first subscript representing the energy-source zone and a 

second one the energy-sink zone, they could be written as 



n = U' pCp A/Egl glgi ave (5.2-6) 

y = . k 
T A/E 

glgi eff. gl gl 
(5.2-7) 

and 
y = h T A/E 

5 lgi sl sl 
(5.2-8 

'Nhere A is the area ccm:ron to zones 1 and i. 

With the convention that a positive q represents flux to a 

zone in question, the energy interchange between gas zone g1 and 

all other zones (g2 , g3 •••• gi, s 1 , s 2 .••• sj, those having a 

. comron boundary with g1 ; g10 1 g11 • • • • s 10 1 s 11 1 •••• ; those 

not touching g1) was written as 

E ('G:"G. - 4 k aV }; y - }; y 
g1 1 1 g1 i glgi j glsj 

- }; Tlg1 gi) + E (G2Gl + y + ng2gl) + 
i g2 g2gl 

+E (GlOGl) + o•c• 
glO 

+ .... = 0 (5.2-9) 

A similar balance was made for each gas and surface zane 

in the system. The resultant set of simultaneous algebraic 

equations could be easily solved with the aid of a high-speed 

digital computer. In this analysis the equations were solved an 

an IBM 7040 carputer by a direct iteration technique; i.e. 1 an 
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initial gas-temperature distribution was assurred, then each zone 

t.errperature was calculated in turn from the existing temperature 

distribution (assurred and/or previously calculated). This 

iterative process was repeated until each calculated temperature 

did not change by Irore than a pre-detennined convergence limit. 

The above fonnulations (5.2-6 to 5.2-9) were taken 

directly from the analysis of Hottel and Cohen (H?) • 

Program listings for the solution of heat and rraterial 

balance equations, with radiation and convection/conduction 

included, are given in Appendix Z.4. 

5.3 Experirrental Equiprrent and Procedure 

The apparatus, t.errperature zreasuring device and experirrental 

procedure were described in Section 4 e 4 and 4. 5. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 calculated Results 

Table 5. 4-1 CC111pares the t.enperatures calculated by the 

radiation rrodel, when kB was equal to zero, (no radiation to the 

gas) to those* calculated by the convection rrodel under the same 

flav conditions and wall t.enperature distribution. The t.enperatures 

* The point temperatures calculated by the convection rrodel were 
averaged to give the bulk or mixed-cup temperature over l-in. annular 
rings corresponding to the gas zone used in the radiation rrodel. 



TABLE 5.4-1 Canparison of Temperatures Predicted by 
the Convection and Radiation Models 

Flo,.rrate 364 lb./hr. - Nominal wall temperature - 1400°F 

0-1 1-2 2-3 

VPl (0.5-in.) 249* 247 245 
249 247 246 

VP2 (3.0-in.) 249 247 246 
249 247 248 

VP4 (9 .0-in.) 248 247 248 
249 248 246 

Flo,.rrate 184 lb.hr. - Nominal wall tercperature - 1400°F 

VPl 249 247 246 
248 248 246 

VP2 249 247 246 
248 248 249 

VP4 248 247 252 
248 249 258 

• 

* The top number is the temperature (in °F) calculated by the 
convection m:::xlel; the number imnediately belON is the 
temperature calculated by the radiation m:xlel. 
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3-4 

286 
290 

313 
312 

361 
352 

306 
310 

344 
337 

409 
384 



in the table correspond to axial distances along the column 

where experirrental tenperature rreasurerrents were taken. 

The temperatures predicted by the two rrodels are in 

reasonable agreerrent, the maximum difference being 7%. At the 

present stage of develo:prent, the calculation of the oonvection/ 

conduction heat-transfer rrechanisms in the radiation rrodel can 

not be considered to be quantitative; i.e., because it was 

necessary to use a coarse grid for the radiation analysis, the 

·radial conduction had to be calculated by assuning that point 

values of the effective eddy diffusivity applied at the zone 

ooundaries. 

The present results do indicate though, that the rrethod 

of allowing for radial conduction in the radiation rrodel is a 

reasonable one. 

5. 4. 2 Experirrental Results 

Table 5.4~2 shows the average temperatures calculated 

from the experimental data for each l-in. annular ring in the 

8-in. diarreter column. The calculations were made by assuming 
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that the fully-developed adiabatic velocity profile of Deissler(Dl3) 

could be applied to describe the velocity profile in the oolurnn. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the velocity profile would be distorted 

under the high temperature gradient conditions of the experiment 

but since the actual velocity profile was not known Deissler's 

profile was considered to be a reasonable, rough approximation. 

Table 5. 4-3 shc:Ms the gas-zane temperatures calculated by 

the radiation rrodel . using the experimental wall temperature 



TABLE 5. 4-2 : Experinental Terrperatures (°F) 
· Averaged over l-in. Annular Rings 

Flc:Mrate 364 lb./hr. - Naninal wall terrperature - 1400°F 
(steam 5c) 

· Radial Botmdaries 

~ zooes (inches) 
Axial position ram centre line 
(distance from 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 
top of hot zone) 

VPl (0. 5-in) 263* 263 263 282 
263 263 263 278 

VP2 (3.0-in) 276 276 279 312 
276 276 279 307 

VP4 (9 • 0-in) 293 296 306 400 
293 296 306 393 

Flc:Mrate 184 lb./hr. - Naninal wall ~rature - 1400°F 
(steam 6c) 

VP2 . 

VP4 

291 
291 

300 
300 

298 
298 

318 
318 

323 
323 

370 
369 

465 
452 

553 
539 

* The top nurrber was calculated with velocity profile evaluated at 
inlet temperature. Lower number corresponds to velocity profile 
evaluated at wall tenperature. ~ 
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TABLE 5.4-3 Gas Zone Temperatures (°F) Calculated 
by Radiation Model 

Flowrate 364 lb./hr. - Nominal Wall Temperature - l 400° F 
Wall emissivity 0.9 

0-1 1-2 2-3 

VPl (0 .5-in.) 264* 265 266 
264 265 266 

VP2 (3.0-in.) 269 270 276 
269 271 281 

VP4 (9.0-in.) 282 287 308 
284 292 325 

3-4 

295 
307 

334 
363 

412 
476 

Flowrate 184 lb./hr. - Nominal Wall Temperature - 1400°F 
Wall emissivity 0.9 

VP2 303 311 340 522 
304 314 352 548 

VP4 334 3S2 405 630 
340 365 439 673 

* The upper number was calculated using the heat-transfer coefficients 
and eddy diffusivities calculated from the convection model with 
the Reynolds evaluated at the wall temperature . The lower number 
uses the sarre pararreters from the convection model with the Reynolds 
number evaluated at the inlet temperature. 
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distribution. The calculated temperatures did not di ffer by rrore 

0 than 4 F when a wall emissivity of 0.8 rather than 0. 9 was us<::!d . 

The total-interchange areas were evaluated with kB = 0. 306 and 

a = 0. 354. The values of JrJ3 and a were determined for an aver age 

wall temperature of 1400°F and an average gas temperature of 300°F. 

by the rrethods shCNm in Appendix E. The terrp2rature distribution 

was obtained by direct iteration. The solution was assurred to have 

converged when the gas-zone emissive powers did not change in value 

fran iteration n to iteration n+l by nore than 0.1%. With this 

convergence criterion the solution converged after ll iterations. 
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(Computation tine : 20 sec.) . T'ne rate of convergence was accelerated 

by using a "relaxation factor" of 3. If the relaxation factor was 

not used (i.e. 1 had the value of 1) the number of iterations rer--ruired 

for convergence was 73. As the value of the relaxation facror was 

increased beyond 3 1 the number of iterations re<:j_ruired for cc.r;.vergence 

began to increase. 

A canparison of the temperatures presented in Table 5 . 4-2 and 

5.4-3 indicates that the radiation model predicts terrp2ratures which 

are in reasonable agreerrent with the rreasured temperatures. The 

agreerrent is seen to be best for the zones in the centre of the colurm. 

The predicted terrp2ratures for the zone adjacent to the wall arc 

all greater than the temperatures calculated from the expe:::.::..-:-entd.l 

data for this zone. 'I'his is to be expected in the light of t:he 

results obtained for the air runs. It will be recalled tha·.:.. thE:. 

exr....erirrental gas temperab.lres 1 for air 1 adjacent to the wall we-.::2: 



all less than the temperatures predicted from the convection 

rrodel (steeper gradient). The experirrental temperatures for 

steam, under the sane flow conditions and wall temperature 

distribution were found to be much closer to, and in sorre cases 
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greater than, the temperatures predicted by the convection rrodel. 

This trend was expected since the absorption of thermal radiation 

by the steam (not accounted for in the convection rrodel) causes 

the gas-temperature to increase; i.e., the enthalpy content of the 

gas is increased by both convection and radiation heat-transfer 

mechariisrns. Thus, if radiation is not accounted for in the 

prediction of the gas terrperature profiles, and the same 

hydrodynamic rrechanisrns which tend to decrease the gas terrperatures 

adjacent to the wall are active for both steam and air flows, the 

calculated terrperatures would be expected to be closer to the rreasured 

temperatures .. 

When radiation is included in the rrodel the predicted 

temperatures should nON be greater than the rreasured temperatures 

adjacent to the wall, as in fact observed. 

Sarofim (Sll) has shONn that the one-gray-plus-clear gas 

approximation to the real gas gives too small a weighting to the 

absorption by the gas adjacent to, and far from a surface, but 

too large a weighting to the absorption in the intenrediate regions. 

He shows how the strong absorption bands which are i.rrportant at 

small path lengths cause the temperature of the gas to bend towards 

the wall terrperature in the regions adjacent to the surface • . He 

ccmpared the gas temperature profile predicted by a three-gray-plus-
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one-clear gas approximation to those predicted by a one-gray-plus 

clear gas approximation fitted at rrean beam lengths of 1 and 2 and 

fitted at mean beam lengths of ~ and 1. The temperatures 

calculated for a one-gray-plus-clear gas, fitted at rrean beam 

lengths of ~ and 1, were in much better agreerrent (12%) with the 

temperatures calculated by the more exact approximation (three-gray

one-clear) than those calculated for a one-gray-plus-clear gas 

fitted at mean beam lengths of 1 and 2 (22%). 

The temperatures shown in Table 5.2-3 were calculated for 

a one-gray-plus-one-clear gas fitted at rrean beam lengths of 1 and 

2. When the fit was made at mean beam lengths of ~ and 1 the 

calculated temperature in the zone adjacent to the wall was found 

to increase by 2°F at the entrance to the column and by 11°F at 

the exit. Thus if more weight were given to the absorption by the 

gas adjacent to the wall, the calculated temperatures would be 

even higher than ·the rreasured temperatures in the gas zone adjacent 

to the wall. 

When the fit was made at rrean beam lengths of ~ and 1, 

kB was found to have a value of 0.514 and a was found to be 0.305. 

Thus, according to Hottel and Sarofim (H2) it is not realistic to 

assume an isothermal zone under these conditions and a correction 

must be applied to account for the temperature gradient across 

the zone. This was not done in this work but should be considered 

in future develo:prents of the radiation model. 



5.5 CQ~CLUSIQ~S 

It is obvious that rrore experirrental rreasurerrents must be made 

under a wider range of conditions, and that the rrodel must be further 

deve~oped before it is r:ossible to quantitatively evaluate the ability of 

the rrodel to accurately predict gas temperatures in an absorbing rredium. 

The present investigation has indicated however that the temperatures 

predicted by the rrodel are in qualitative · agreerrent with the rreasured 

temperatures and that the deviation between predicted and measured results 

is in the direction expected when one considers the effects noticed in 

the air runs. 

In particular, the rrethod of handling the radial conduction and 

convective heat transfer fran the wall should be studied and irrproved 

ur:on. Also, the rrore exact, three-gray-plus-one-clear gas approximation 

to a real gas should be included in the rrodel. 

Because of the high tercp=rature gradients adjacent to the wall, 

the grid size should be reduced to obtain a better description of the 

temperature profile close to the wall. A reduction in grid size will 

necessitate the evaluation of rrore direct-interchange areas for a 

cylindrical geometry. 
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As in the case of the convection rrodel, it is obvious that a 

canplete and accurate radiation rrodel must incorporate a realistic velocity 

profile. · Thus it is errphasized once again that experirrental techniques 

must be developed to penni t the detennination of gas velocity profiles 

in turbulent-flCM systems in the presence of 1 :::ge temperature gradients. 



6. RADIATIOO 'ro SPRAYS EVAPORATING IN A HIGH-TEMPERATURE 
ENVIKNMENT 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses briefly the theoretical analysis of radiation 

to sprays in a high-temperature environrrent. '!he simplifying assumptions 

and methods of calculation are also discussed. 

The experiirental work, which was begun to check the rrodel and 

assurrptions contained therein, is presented. The preliminary developrent 

of an in situ photogra{iric technique is also presented. 

6. 2 Analysis 

The analysis of radiation to sprays evaporating in a high-terrperature· 

environrrent represents an extension of the radiation rrodel discussed in 

Chapter 5; i.e., the enclosure is divided into a nurrber of isothermal gas 

arrl surface zones of finite size and a heat and material balance is 

perfonred on each zone. 

For a cloud or spray of volatile droplets transported in an absorbing, 

ncn-reacting gas under steady-flow conditions, the heat and material balance 

on a general gas zone can be written as: 

Heat into the zane as the result of 

(1) the oonvection/canduction fran adjacent wall and 
gas zones. 

(2) the sensible heat oontent of the gas and droplets 
flowing into the zone 
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(3) the absorption of thermal radiation streaming into 
the zone from all zones in the system 

must be equal to 

Heat out of the zone as the result of 

(1) the convection/conduction to adjacent wall and 
surface zones 

(2) the sensible heat content of the gas and droplets 
flowing out of the zone 

(3) the emission of thermal radiation streaming out of 
the zone to all other zones in the system 

(4) the latent head load within the zone due to 
evaporation of the spray. 

This energy balance is identical to that presented in Section 5. 2 

except for the additional latent heat load tenn. The latent heat required 

for evaporation of a spray in a high-temperature environrrent is supplied 

to the droplets by 

(1) conduction/convection from the gas 

(2) thennal radiation from the absorbing-emitting gas 

and(3) thennal radiation from the surfaces of the system 

6.2.1 Conduction/Convection 
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Droplets less than 50 microns in diarr.eter have a tenninal 

velocity which is much less than the gas velocities of 3 to 8 ft./sec. 

which were used in this study. Dlouhy(D2) and K~ssler(Kl) found 

that for small droplets which were flowing with essentially zero 

velocity relative to the transporting gas, the droplets followed 

the turbulent eddies of the gas stream and consequently heat was 

transferred to the droplets by conduction only; i.e, the droplets 

oould be oonsidered to be suspended in a stagnant atrrosphere. 

Theoretical calculation of the rate of heat transfer by conduction 
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to a sphere imrersed in an infinite stagnant fluid envirol1.I'fei1t indicates 

that the Nusselt number for pure heat transfer would be equal to 2.0. 

Y.then a temperature difference exists between the sphere and 

the fluid, natural-convection effects arise by virtue of the varying 

buoyancy forces around the sphere, and the heat-transfer rate is 

increased accordingly. 

The above considerations hold for the case of pure heat

transfer. For an evaporating droplet the processes of heat and mass 

transfer occur simultaneously and the evolution of varx:>ur fran the 

surface of the drop will cause a reduction in the rate of conductive/ 

convective heat transfer(Hl). In a high-temperature environment, 

any_ radiation absorbed by the droplet will increase the rate of 

vapourization over that expected for conduction/convection only. 

The increased mass flux from the droplet will further reduce the 

convective/conductive heat-transfer to the droplet. 

Hoffman (Hl) rreasured evaporation rates of stationary droplets 

(0.4 to 1.44 mm) evaporating in a high-temperature environment. 

The results suggested that the evaporation process was governed by 

the effect of the evolved varx:>urs on the boundary layer flow. 

Since the rate of varx:>ur evolution depends upon the total heat 

transferred to the droplet, both by convection and radiation, the 

effect of the evolved varx:>urs on the convection process carmot be 

detennined without a knowledge of the radiation absorbed by the 

droplet. Hoffman found that his results could be correlated by 

the equation 

= 2.9 B0.93 (6.2-1) 



or, al ternati vel y, by 

(N ) .._ B' 
Nu actual 

= 2.9 B0.93 (6.2-2) 

where B is the Spalding transport number (Cp6t/>.), 

B' is a m::xlified transt;:ert nurrber which includes the effect 

of radiation (Cp 6t/[A - qJ!mJ) 

qR is the radiant energy absorbed by the drop. 

m is the evat;:eration rate of the drop (dm/d0). 

As the drop-diarreter increases beyond 50 microns the 
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relative velocity between the transporting gas and suspended 

droplets increases and the droplets becare subjected to a forced

convection flCM field. (Decelerating droplets in the nozzle zone 

are also evaporating in a forced-convection flow field.) Ross (R?) 

studied, both theoretically and experirrentally, the effect of 

vapour evolution on the convective heat-transfer process to a 

stationary droplet suspended in a fleMing rredium. '!he rate of 

vapour ·evolution was controlled by means of the radiation heat 

transfer to the droplet fran the surfaces of the system. 

PDss (R?) fourrl that his results were well correlated 

by an equa.tion of th~ fo!Ill 

(6. 2-3) 

where~ is the Nusselt nurrber in the absence of surface flux 
0 

and t; (B' ) is a so-called shielding function which is a function 

of the Spalding nurrber. 

Any one of four correlating equations was fm.md to fit 

the data equally well. As an example, one of the correlations was 
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given as 

(6.2-4) 

The studies of Hoffman (Hl) and Ross (R?) indicate that the 

prediction of the rate of convective/conductive heat transfer to 

droplets evaporating in a high-terrperature environment requires a 

knCMledge of the radiant flux incident on and abso:r:bed by the 

droplet. 

6.2.2 Radiation 

The evaporation rate of droplets explosed to a high

temperature environment depends upon the radiation incident on the 

surface of the droplets. If the droplets are suspended in an 

absorbing rredium, and are themselves capable of absorbing thermal 

radiation, the radiation e11ri.tted from the surfaces of the system 

will be attenuated by the gas and the cloud. The problem of 

evaluating the attenuation by the gas was discussed in Chapter 5 • 

. The problem of detennining the attenuation of thermal radiation by 

a cloud of droplets was discussed in Section 2.2.2. A brief 

surrmary is presented here. 

A cloud of absorbing droplets attenuates a beam of 

radiation traversing it by the processes of scattering and 

absorption. Hoffman (Hl)has indicated that the exact .Hie equations 

for the prediction of scattering and absorption by particles 

cannot be applied to dense clouds of droplets (normally encountered 

in practice) because the equations do not allCM for "shielding" 

or multiple scattering effects; i.e., the Mie equations assurre 
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that each particle or droplet is exposed to the same intensity of 

incident radiation. Furthenrore, the attenuation predicted by 

the Mie equations is a function of droplet size, wavelength and index 

of refraction; hence the drop-size distribution in the cloud, the 

full spectrum of thennal radiation wavelengths, and the variable 

refractive index would have to be considered . 

The problem is further complicated if one attempts to 

account for the fact that the droplets are contained in an absorbing 

medium and enclosed by surfaces· of finite dimensions. 

Hoffman has pointed out that, if the ratio of the droplet 

circumference to the wavelength of the radiation is of the order 

of 100, diffraction can be neglected and the attenuation due to 

reflection and absorption can be calculated by geometric optics 

techniques; i.e., the asymptotic relationships of the exact Mie 

equations can be applied. If the phase shifts are neglected, it is 

possible to calculate the absorptivity of a droplet as a function 

of the product of drop-size and absorption coefficient, using the ray 

tracing techniques suggested by Thamas(T2) and Simpson(SlS~. These 

techniques account for refraction and reflection at the gas-liquid 

interfaces. 

~ As the product, kr, becomes larger by virtue of either 

large k or large r, the absorption process predominates as the 

principal mechanism of attenuation; under these circumstances, 

reflection and refraction can be neglected. For sprays it is 

unlikely that this product would be large and reflection/refraction 

effects should really be considered.· Hoffman (Hl) has indicated 
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however that the analysis is greatly simplified if only the process 

of absorption is considered. The errors involved in making this 

simplification must be determined experimentally. 

As discussed in Section 2. 2. 2 , the absorptivity of a 

<h:oplet or thin film of water is a strong frmction of wavel ength. 

The bands over which absorption occurs are alrrost identical with 

the absorption bands in the vapour fhase. Consequently the ooncept 

of band absorption, as discussed for the gas phase, could be 

applied also to the analysis of the two phase system. The rrethod 

of detennining a>. fran transmissivity rreasurerents was discussed 

in Section 2.2.2. 

A further simplification is possible if one considers the 
I 

liquid to be a gray-liquid in · an analagous manner to the gray-gas 

approximation. Thus for the simplest case of a "gray" and "clear" 

liquid an average absorption coefficient and weighting fraction are 

calculated fran transmissivity data taken at two film thicknesses. 

Once the absorption coefficient and weighting fraction have been 

determined it is possible to calculate the absorptivity for a 

droplet of any size in the spray or cloud. 

The absorption coefficient for the cloud can be calculated 

from a kn<Mledge of the drop-size distribution, absorptivity of the 

dro~ in each size interval, and the cloud density. The relationship 

can be written in terms of an average absorptivity, aave; volurre

to-surface rrean diarreter, dvs; gas density, ps; liquid density, pL; 

and fraction of the feed evaporated, Ef; 

Ps 
ki"Trv1T"\ = 72 (a ) (-) 

\....IJJUJJ ave PL 
(6.2-5) 



The processes of attenuation of thermal radiation ~J L~e 

cloud and the gas can be considered to act in parallel and as 
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sud1 the absorption coefficients may be added together to yield an 

effective absorption coefficient to be used for ti1e evaluation 

of total-interchange areas. Hov1ever , since the absorption 

coefficient of the cloud will vary, by virtue of the changes in 

aave' Ps' dvs and Ef as the spray evaporates, the total-interchange 

areas must be altered to account for the variation . Hoffman (Hl) 

has suggested a suitable averaging technique wi1i ch accounts for 

the variation by weighting the direct-interchange areas obtained 

at an average kB according to 

kl k2 
glg21 = glg21 . { --=--} 

variable lcB average kB k2 
ave 

(6. 2-6) 

When the total-interchange areas have been evaluated, 

the set of heat and material balance equations, one for each gas 

zone, can be solved by iterative techniques with a high speed 

digital computer(Hl). 

The overall radiation model as well as the simplifications 

which were made in arriving at equation ( 6. 2-5) for the calculation 

of the absorption coefficient of the cloud must be evaluated 

experimentally. This can be done by measuring the gas-terrperature 

distriliution and drop-size distriliution and ccrnparing the results 

with those predicted by the model. Consequently, before building 

the particle-radiation model into the existing gas-radiation model 

(Chapter 5), an experimental program was begun to determine whether 

drop-size distriliutions could be obtained with sufficient accuracy 



to pe:rmit evaluation of the m:x:lel. 

6. 3 Experirrental Equiprrent 

The majority of the equipment and rreasuring devices have been 

described earlier in this dissertation and consequently only a reference 

to the previous descriptions is given here. 

6.3.1 Evaporator 

The evaporator section of the column used in this work 

was described in Section 4.4.2. 

6.3.2 Spray Generator and Calming Sections 

The spray generator and calming sections which were 

mounted above the evaporator were previously described in 

Section 3.3.2. For this part of the investigation a pneumatic 

nozzle (Spraying Systems Company, No.l2A, !.iJN Round Spray Nozzle) 

was used to atomize the liquid feed. 

6.3.3 Drop Sampling Probe 

The drop sampling probe was described in Section 3. 3. 4. 
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For the present investigation it was necessary to control the 

probe and cell temperature more carefully than was done in Part I 

of this investigation. To effect this improved temperature control, · 

heat-transfer oil (Sun Oil Company, Sun 21 Heat Transfer Oil) was 

circulated through the probe by a high pressure, rotary vane purrp 

{Vickers). The oil was supplied from, and returned to a heated, 

the.rrrostatted reservoir {Haake Ultra Thennostat bath 1 M:>del N Be 1 

1800 va) in ·~:>: ::>. the oil temperature was controlled to within ± 1°C. 



The p.:uup was . connected to the probe with braided, high pressure, 

flexible rubber tubing (Aeroquip, MP3Q652, Size 5). 

6.3.4 Gas Temperature Probe 

The aspiration probe used in this system was shown in 

Figure 4. 4-6. The probe had the same tip-gearret:ry as the 

probe which was described in Section 3. 3. 5 for measuring gas 

temperature in a particulate system. 

6.3.5 Photographic Equipment 

High speed photographs were taken of the surface of the 
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i.rrrrersion fluid during the. sampling process. The photographs were 

taken with a "Fastax" 16 m.m. rotating prism camera (WF4ST) 

operating at 4600 frames per second. Light was supplied from a 

high-pressure xenon, quartz flash-lamp (Ernest Turner Electrical 

Instruments Limited) which was charged and synchronized to the 

b 'all d . d char . . . (H20) Fastax camera y a spec1 y es1gne g1ng c1reu1t • 

6. 4 Experirrental Procedure _ 

The general operating procedure for t.'i1e colUTIU'l was described in 

Chapter 4. The drop sampling procedure was described in Section 3. 4. 2. 

As well a5 taking samples in the column, samples were also taken 

from a spray which was generated in the open laboratory by a small air-

driven glass nozzle . 

High-speed photographs were taken of the surface of the inmersion 

fluid in the cell when it was exfOSed to the spray from the glass nozzle. 

The nozzle was nounted 16 to 35 inches above the top of the cell which 

was filled with either varsol (Imperial Oil) or silicone oil (Dow Corning 

200). The photographs were taken at approximately 5 x magnification at 



a speed of 4600 frarres per second, for a duration of 0.1 seconds. The 

surface of the cell was illuminated from the back by focusing a flash-lamp 

on a gretmd glass screen close to the cell; i.e. , the carrera, cell, 

ground glass screen, and flash lamp were all mounted in a direct line . 

No gas temperatures were measured in the particulate system. 

6.5 Results and Discussion 

Drop samples taken in the col urn with air as the transporting gas 

were obtained with cell exposure tirres of < 0. 7 sec. The samples were 

consistent in apparent drop-size distribution and contained more than 

300 droplets. For these samples, the cell, probe, irmersion fluid 

and microscope cell holder were at ambient terrperatures. 
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Samples were taken from the colurm with steam as the transporting 

gas; the nozzle feed-conditions were maintained the sarre as for the air 

flCM. 'Ihe microscope cell holder was maintained at 140°F and the imrersion 

fluid was saturated with water at 160°F for 2 to 3 hours prior to sampling. 

It was necessary to maintain the oil bath at l05°C to avoid condensation 

in the cell during sampling. Under these conditions it was not possible 

to obtain consistent samples containing a large number of drops (> 200) 

even when the cell exposure tirre was increased to 2 seconds. 

The drastic change in the required samplir:q tirres and the 

inconsistency of the samples taken in the steam envirorurent with the 

same nozzle conditions suggested that perhaps the sampling procedure was 

affecting the collected samples. 

'Ihe sampling technique was further studied by sanpling fran a 

spray generated by a small glass nozzle in the open laboratory. Sanples 

were taken at distances of 6 to 12 inches belCM the nozzle. When the 
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entire sampling procedure was carried out under ambient temperature 

conditions, large numbers of droplets p200) were collected with cell 

e..xposure ti.rres of 0. 02 sec. The s ample densities were j udged to be the 

same whether silicone oil or varsol was used as the immersion fluid. 

Ha.vever 1 when silicone oil (Dow Corning 200) was used the drops were 

obse:r:ved to coalesce in the cell; coalescence was seldom obse:r:ved with 

the varsol medium. (The interfacial tension of the silicone oil-water 

system (2 x 10 dynes/em.) was found to be approximately ~ that of the 

Varsol-water system (4 X 10 dynes/em.). Interfacial tensions were 

detennined by a standard "pendant drop" technique.) 

When the sarne procedures were carried out with the cell 1 probe 1 

imrrersion fluid, and microscope cell holder maintained at 140°F, the 

cell exposure t.irre had to be increased to 0 .1 to 0. 2 sec. to obtain 

samples of the · sarre density as those taken under ambient conditions. 

These obse:rvations suggested that some surface phenomena were occurring 

at the i.rm'ersion fluid surface during the sampling process. Consequently 

it was dt~cided to photograph the surface of the cell, when exposed to 

the spray 1 with a high-speed camera. 

The analysis of the film (available in the Chemical Engineering 

Departrrent of McMaster University) indicatedthat several of the droplets 

which came into the field of view in the short time of exp:>sure ( < 0 .1 sec.) 

did not penetrate the surface of the irrmersion fluid. Droplets were 

obse:r:ved to approach the surface with velocities in the range of 2 

(20 micron droplets) to 9 ft/sec (60 micron drops). :t-1any droplets of 

20 to 30 microns diameter were observed to approach the surface with 

a velocity canponent tangential to the surface. Some of these drops 



renuined in focus (depth of field was approximately 300 microns) long 

enough to per:mit them to be observed "skating" across the surface. In 

one case the droplet was observed to reverse its direction of travel 

while an the surface. V.Jhile these observations are not quantitative, 

b.~ey do indicate that samples taken under lCM7 velocity conditions are 

subject to bias because of the failure of at least sorre of drops (as 

large as 30 microns) to penetrate the surface of the collection rredium. 

The sarre phenomena were observed to occur regardless of the temperature 

of the immersion fluid. 
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Because of the failure of tl1e immersion cell technique to give 

consistent samples, the possibility of using an in situ photographic 

technique (similar to that used by Ostrcwski (04) and other workers at the 

University of r-tichigan)was investigated. V.7ith this technique, a spatial 

distribution of the spray is obtained fran the photographs. Sorre 

technique such as double-flash photography must be used to determine ~~e 

droplet velocities and hence permit the spatial distribution to be 

converted to a temporal distribution. An electronic single-flash system 

was designed, (Appendix F) built and tested. The preliminary photographs 

of a spray generated in the open · lal:oratory, were of the same quality as 

those which Ostrowski(04) used for purposes of analysis. A 5-ft. long 

camera was constructed and the sampling ports were rrodified to permit 

pictures to be taken of the spray inside the column. Further developrrent 

and evaluation of this photographic technique were considered to be beyond 

the scope of this thesis. 
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6.6 Conclusions 

Imrrersion cell drop-sampling techni ques cannot be usee::. -v;i t:h 

any confidence when sampling from sprays rroving at r e l atively lCM velocities . 

Further investigation is required to deterrnine the droplet velocibJ 

range over which the irrmersion cell technique will yield wiliiased 

distributions. 

An evaluation of the model and simplifications contained t:herein 

was not possible at this point in the experirrental program. 

An in situ photographic technique appears to be the nos e feasible 

way to obtain drop-size distributions in the column. ~~er ccvelopment 

of this technique is necessary. 



7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Conclusions and Contributions 

The results from Part I of this study indicated that the large 

natural-convection forces which occur in A.S.T. systems interact with 

the forced flow and cause increased turbulence and complicated flow 

patterns. These effects increase immensely the difficulty of the analysis 

of the system, in fact a comprehensive analysis is not possible until the 

flow patterns and turbulence level have been quantitatively determined. 

In the second part of this investigation an attempt was made to 

divide the overall problem into a m.nnber of separate idealized studies. 

The rates of convective heat transfer in the entrance region 

(x/D < 2) of a cylindrical tube were successfully predicted by errploying 

finite-difference techniques to solve the parabolic form of the energy 

equation. 'Ihe particular rrodel which was developed enabled the solution 

to be obtained for any wall temperature distribution. The temperatures 

predicted by this convection rrodel, at low temperature levels where the 

constant property assumptions are valid, were found to be in agreerrent with 

the experirrentally xreasured gas te:rrperatures for both air and steam flows. 

The energy equation was solved in the elliptic form, i.e., with 

the axial diffusion te:rms included. The calculated results indicated 

that axial diffusion was not important at values of x/D > 0.01 for the 

NPr NRe range studied in this work. 

A radiation rrodel was developed, errploying the zoning technique 

of Hottel (H7), to predict gas temperatures in a flowing absorbing rreditml. 
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The processes of convection from the wall and radial conduction through 

the gas were included in the model. TI1e predicted temperatures were 

found to be in reasonable agreerrent with the experimentally rreasured 

gas temperatures. 
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The actual volume of the liquid feed which entered the evaporator 

as a cloud of droplets was successfully determined by employing a tracer

colorimetric-analysis technique. 

An aspiration temperature probe for measuring gas temperatures 

in a particulate system was built and tested. 

A temr;erature probe was constructed and rreasuring techniques 

were developed for the determination of gas temr;eratures in steep 

temperature gradients in the i.rrarediate vicinity of a hot wall. 

A careful investigation of the technique of immersion sampling, 

which has been used by experircentalists for over two decades, revealed 

that rel iable results could not be obtained in low-velocity systems. 

Preliminary tests with a short duration high intensity flash 

technique indicated that this was a feasible rrethod for the determination 

of drop-size distributions which could be readily adapted for use in 

the existing experirrental apparatus. 

7.2 Recorrrrendations for Future Work 

Techniques rrust be developed for the rreasurerrent of velocities 

in a turbulent gas stream in the presence of large temperature gradients. 

Accurate velocity rreasurerrents would permit a more complete analysis of 

the heat-transfer phenorrena occurring in such systems. 
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The radiation-convection model should be further evaluated by 

comparing the predicted results with experimental results obtained over 

a wiqer range of experimental conditions. 

Investigation is required to assess f urther the feasibility of 

employing in situ flash photographic techniques for the determination 

of drop-size distributions in the experimental system. 

The i.nrnersion cell drop sampling technique should be studied to 

determine quantiatively the error in ~1e drop-size distributions obtained 

with ~s rrethod. Such a study might also indicate the range of conditions 

for which the te~~ique could be expected to yield reliable results. 

The present radiation-convection rrodel should be extended to 

handle the problem of thermal radiation to clouds of particles flowing 

through a system of finite size. Such a model, when compared to 

experimental results, should penni t an evaluation of the sinplifying 

assumptions made in the proposed rrethod (Hl) of determining the absorption 

coefficient for the cloud. The rrodel could be checked by rreasuring the 

actual gas temperature distribution and drop-size distribution occurrri.'1g 

in the experimental system. A further check might be made by determining 

the actual evaporation of the spray in the system with some form of tracer 

technique, (e.g. activation analysis). 

The present convection rrodel could be improved by ( 1) allONing 

for variable property effects and (2) utilizing a nore realistic velocity 

profile for conditions where large temperature gradients exist adjacent to 

the surface. The predicted heat-transfer coef ficients for small values 

of x/D (less than 2) should be correlatec in a form which allo.vs for the 

dependency on terrperature and distance (as done by other investigators at 

larger values of x/D). 
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The present radiation rrodel could be improved by (1) using a 

smaller zone size (this requires the determination of new direct

interchange areas), (2) including a heat- transfer coefficient which is 

temperature dependent
1 

thus allowing for the interaction of radiation and 

convection, (3) approximating the real gas by a three-gray-plus-clear gas 

formulation rather than the one- gray-plus-clear gas formulation used in 

the present rrodel. 

When the various rrodels have been perfected, it will be possible 

to predict the evaporative- load distribution in the column and the heat-flux 

distribution on the walls. These predictions should then be extended to 

the analysis of industrial A.S. T. systems . 
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D. 
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Dx 

NOMENClATURE 

weighting factor for gray gas component of a 
real gas . 

tl1ermal diffusivity, ft2/sec . (Equation (4 .2-1)). 

area corrmon to two zones in radiation model, ft2 

area of surface zone (Appendix E) , ft2 

coefficient in finite- difference equation (D-12). 

characteristic dimension of zone in radiation analysis, ft . 

Spalding transport nurt1ber (Equation (6.2-1) and (6.2-2)) 

tvlcxlified Spalding transport number (Equation ( 6. 2-2 ) and 
(6.2-3). 

coefficient in finite-difference equation (D-12). 

coefficient in finite-difference equation (D-12). 

0 heat capacity, B.T.U./lb. F. 

0 heat capacity, cal./gm. C equation (6 .2-1). 

~~ssivity correction factor for self-broadening 
effects (Equation (E.l-5)). 

diameter of drop, an. 

average diameter of drop in size interval i, ft. 

volume-to-surface mean diameter of spray, ft. 

diameter of cylindrical column, ft. 

coefficient in finite-difference equation (D-12). 
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dimensionless distance in finite-difference equation (D-12) . 
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E. 
J. 

E f 

f 

f 

f>.. 

Fl, F2, 
F3, F4 

gg 

gs 

G 

GG 

G.S 

h 

Hl, H2, 
H3, H4 

I 

I 
\) 

I 

k 

k 

~ 2 
black- body emissive pov1er (crT"), B.T. U.jhr . ft . 

coeffi cient in finitc-differenc~ equation (D-12). 

fractional evaporation of spray 

friction factor (von Karman-Nikaradse) 

frequency, cycles/sec . (Section C.2 . 2) 

fraction of incident enerCJ'.J absorbed by drop . 

dimensionless variables in finite-difference 
equation (D-11) • 

direct-interchange area (gas-to-gas) ft2 • 

2 direct-interd1ange area (gas-to-surfuce) ft . 

dimensionless total diffusivity (molecular + turbulent) 
(defined in Equation (4.3-6)). 

2 total-interchange area (gas-to-gas), ft . 

total- interchange area (gas- to-surface) ft2• 

heat-transfer coefficient, B.T. U.jhr. ft2 °F. 

dirrensionless variables in finite-difference 
equation (D-24) . 

intensity of radiation, B.T.U.jhr. ft
2 

2 intensity of radiation at frequency v, B.T. U./hr. ft 

current, (Appendix A. 6) milliamperes. 

- 1 _, 
absorption coefficient, ern or ft -

thermal conductivity, B. T. U. jhr. ft. °F. (Equations 
(4.2- 3) 1 (4 . 3- l) 1 (5.2- 3) 1 (5 . 2-,4)) (AppendiCeS 
B and C.4). 

effective thermal conductivity, B.T.U. /hr. ft. o_p_ 

thermal conductivity of gas at average film temperature, 
(Equation (6 . 2- l)), cal./sec. em. oc. 
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kCIDlJD 

Kl' K2' 

K3' K4' 

KS' K6' 
TY 

l\7 

t 

L 

Lo 

L/D 

m 

N Gr 

N 
GrD 

~u 

NPr 

NRe 

p 

q 

qR 

r 

r 

rs 

r 
w 

R 

ro 

absorption coefficient of cloud of droplets, ft-1. 

constants in Bevans' E versus pt correlations(B3). 

path length, ft. or an . 

mean beam length (Equation (2. 2-9)) , ft. 

geonetric n-ean beam length (Equation (2. 2-8)) ft. 

dimensionless axial distance 

evaporation rate
1 

gm./sec. 

Grashof number based on length. 

Grashof nunter based on diameter. 

Nussel t number, hD/k 

Prandtl number, Cp)..ljk 

Reynolds number, DU'p/)..1 

pressure, atmospheres 

heat flux, B.T.U.jhr. 

radiant heat-transfer rate to droplet, cal./sec. 

radial distance in cylindrical column, ft. 

radius of drop, ft. (Equation (2.2- 11)). 

radius of circular nozzle, ft. 

radius of cyl indrical duct, ft. 

dimensionless radial distance, r/r 
w 

dimensionless r adius of cylinder. 
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2 ~ 

s (y) 

t 

T 

T 

U' 

v 

u s 

v 
g 

w 

w' 

X 

x ' 

y 

+ y 

z 

reflective flux density 2 B.T . U./nr . ft 

direct- interchange area (surface- to-surface) , ft2• 

t otal- interchange area (surface- t o-surface), ft2• 

standard er.cor of estimate , squared (Appendix B) 

temperature , °F. 

temperature, 0 R (Equation (4 .2-3) and Chapter 5) 

dirrensionless t emperature (Chapter 4, Appendix D) • 

t emperature of gas zone , 0 R. 
' 0 

temperature at wall, R. 

velocity , ft./sec. 

dimensionless velocity 

uniform nozzle velocity , ft./sec. 

velocity, ft./sec. (defined by Equation (2.5- 2)). 

3 volume of gas zone , ft • 

f lowrate,lb.jhr. 

flowrate lb./sec. 
' 

dimensionless axial distance, x '/rw. 

axial distance, ft. 

radial distance from wall, ft. 

dimensionless distance frQ~ wall
1 

constant greater than unity (F.quation (D-9)). 
l 
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Greek Letters 

Ci. 
p 

B 

y 

E: m 

p 

pI 

T 

T 

n 

Subscripts 

b 

b 

\v 

i, j 

\) 

absorptivity 

absorptivity of particle 

constant (Equation (2.2-11)). 

convective flux, B.T.U.jhr. ft2 (Equation (5.2-7 ) ). 

smoothed absorption coefficient (Equation (2.2-12)). 

column diameter, ft. 

emissivity 

eddy diffusivity for heat transfer, ft2;sec. 

eddy diffusivity for rnomentuw. transfer, ft2;sec. 

latent heat of vapourization (Chapter 6). cal./gm. 

wavelength, microns 

density, lb./ft3• 

density of gas, lb. / ft3• 

density of liquid1 lb./ft3• 

surface reflectivity 

transmissivity 

t.irre constant, seconds (Appendix C.2.2) 

enthalpy flux, B.T.U.jhr. ft2 (Equation (5.2-6)). 

viscosity, lb./ft. sec. 

dimensionless shielding function (Equation (6.2- 3)) . 

bulk (temperature) 

black-body (radiation analysis) 

\<7all 

mesh point or zone identification 

frequency 
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APPENDIX A CALIBRATIONS 

A.l Thermocouple Calibration 

* The aspirated and unshielded probes both used Pt-Pt 10% Rh 

therrrocouples. The thermocouple junction in the aspiration probe was 

f orrrcd fran 0.001-in. diameter wire and was approximately 0.004-in. 

in diameter. The junction of the unshielded probe was fo:med from 

0.0005-in. diameter wire and had a maximum diarreter of 0.002-in. Both 

probes had these fine thermocouple wires welded to heavier support 

vlires of the same rraterial (0.010-in. diameter). These heavier wires 

v1ere the conductors in standard "Cerarno" - Ce316 (Therrro Electric 

Limited) stainless-steel sheathed, thenrocouple wire. 

The stainless steel sheath was removed for a short distance 

at the wire ends by de-plating the rretal in an electrolyte solution•_ 

/ , 

The thennocouples were calibrated against a standard iron-constantan 

thermocouple (8049J, rraster NBS TEC102). The standard and uncalibrated 

the:rmxouples were inserted into two adjacent 7-in. long holes which 

were drilled into an 8-in. x 2~-in. aluminum cylinder. The cylinder 

and therrrocouples were inserted into a controlled constant temperature 

oven which was set at different temperature levels. The steady-state 

thermocouple mi.lli volt signals were recorded at each temperature level 

by a Honeyv.;ell M:xiel 2733 portable potentiorreter which had an estirrated 

* Only the straight probes used in the large furnace were calibrated 
against the standard. 
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precision of 0.002 millivolts corresponding to approximately 0.4°F for 

the Pt - Pt 10% Rh thermocouple and 0 .07°F for the iron-constantan 

thenrocouple. The cold junctions were irrmersed in an ice bath. Table 

A-1 sh~s the results of the calibrations. 

Note that all millivolt readings were converted to degrees 

Fahrenheit using tables based on the International Temperature Scale 

of 1948. 

TABLE A-1 

Thermocouple Calibration 

ASPIRATION PROBE UNSHIELDED PROBE 

Probe Standard Probe Standard 

261.5 259.0 430.4 426.6 

312.5 310.3 489.8 486.0 

355.4 353.3 349.4 346.0 

357.8 355.5 
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A.2 Probe Calibration 

It was not only necessary to ensure that the thermocouples 

U1emselves recorded true temperatures but it was also necessary to 

ensure that the probe geometry and/or aspiration rate would permit 

true gas temperatures to be rreasured in the column. 

* Traverses were made with the unshielded probe at Ports 4 and 

8 in the large column as described in the procedure, Section 3. 4. 3. 

The aspiration probe was then placed in position and several traverses 

made with different suction rates applied to the innermost tube of 

the probe. 

The best agreement was obtained when a vacuum of 4 an. of 

rrercury was applied to the probe assembly. Table A-2 and Figure A-1 

illustrate the agreement between the average temperatures recorded 

with the two probes. This agreement was considered quite good since 

under the operating conditions at which these comparisons were made 

(~vall temperature 1300°F, steam fla.rrate 200 lb./hr.) the r .m. s. 

** 0 temperature fluctuations were always greater than 25 F and in some 

locations as large as 50°F. 
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At a vacuum of 4 an. of mercury the mass flc:Mrate of gas through 

the probe was of the order of 0.1 gm./min. As the mass fla.rrate was 

decreased, the temperature recorded by the aspiration probe increased 

* 

** 

Nurrbering from the top. 

At these temperature levels it was found that the peak-to-peak 
variation rrea.sured on the single pen recorder (undamped) was 
approximately 3 tirres the magnitude of the r.m.s. reading. 
Depending upon the frequency of the fluctuations the recorder 
would only follav the thermocouple milli volt signal within 
80 - 90%. Thus at an r.m.s. reading of 25~, the gas teiTperature 
fluctuation at a point was at least 750p. 
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above that recorded by the unshielded probe. At higher mass flCM rates 

sare droplets were drawn into the probe when rreasure:rrents were made with 

the spray flowing. 

TABLE A-2 

Comparison of Aspiration and Unshielded Probe 
(~) 

Distance from 
Furnace \vall 

(inches) 

0.50 
0.75 
1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
1. 75 
2.00 
2.25 
2.50 
2.75 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
3.75 
4.00 
4.25 
4 .50 
4.75 
5.00 
5.25 
5.50 
5.75 
6.00 
6.25 
6.50 
6.75 
7.00 

PORI' 4 

Aspiration Unshielded 
Probe Probe 

855 872 
195 

765 
735 

704 
670 

651 
612 

600 
565 

525 
509 

501 
480 

468 
447 

460 
447 

468 
472 

509 
517 

573 
597 

647 
662 

PORI' 8 

Aspiration Unshielded 
Probe Probe 

958 954 
921 

892 
870 

847 
836 

821 
810 

788 
780 

765 
767 

746 
746 

746 
746 

750 
746 

754 
760 

769 
788 

803 
810 

851 
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A.3 Orifice Calibrations 

* (a) Orifice B 0.636-in. diameter bore 
Pipe I.D. - 1.049-in. 

The .standard formula (Pl4) was used to calculate the weight 

rate of discharge 

where 

w• 

c 

y 

AH' 

B 

w' (A.3-l) 

= flav rate (lb./sec.) 

= coefficient of discharge 

= expansion factor 

= cross-sectional area of discharge opening (sq./ft.) 

= local acceleration due to gravity (ft./sec2) 

= density at upstream temperature and pressure 
(lbs ./cu.ft.) 

= orifice differential - ft. of fluid of density d1 

= ratio orifice diameter/pipe diameter 

After evaluating the various gearetric factors , expressing the 

density in tenns of the ideal gas law, and converting the orifice 

differential to inches of mercury one obtains the following simplified 

equation 

w' = 0;159 ff 

* B refers to the equipment designation given in Table 3.3-1 
of Section 1. 

(A. 3-2) 
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where 

w' = lb./sec. 

pl upstream pressure in p.s.i.a. 

t:.H = orifice differential (in. - Hg.) 

Tl = upstream temperatures (OR) 

with the flav in lb./hr (A.3-2) becorres 

w = 572 ff 
Tl 

(A.3-2a) 

The orifice was then calibrated against two Fischer Porter 

. rotameters connected in parallel. 

The rotarneters used were 

(1) FP-1-35-10 with a 1-GSVT-64 s.s. float 

(2) FP-B6-35-250 with aBSVT-64 s.s. float 

Flav rates were obtained from the respective calibration curves supplied 

with the units arrl corrected for pressure and temperature according 

to the Fischer-Porter manual (F5) . Before calibrating the orifice the 

rotarreters were connected in series and checked against one another. 

At the lavest flav rate of 15 S.C.F.M. the corrected flO\vs fran the two 

rotarreters agreed within 1%. At all higher flows (31, · 49, 59 S.C.F.M.) 

the agreement was better . than 0. 4%. 

Table A-3 canpares the corrected, rreasured flav rate with the 

flow rate calculated from equation A. 3-2 . It will be noted that in 

every case the predicted flav is less than the rreasured flav. T'ne 

coefficient on the orifice equation was tlnls changerl to give a n6N 

equation, 



w' = 0.162 !*- (A.3-3) 

or with the flow in lb./hr. 

w = 584 ~ (A.3-3a) 

which predicts the rreasured flav within 0.5% at all flav rates. 

Measured* 
Flav 

270 

316 

' 362 

399 

428 

535 

TABLE A-3 ORIFICE B CALIBRATION 

Flav Calc 1 d 
· -From A.3-2a 

265 

312 

354 

389 

417 

520 

Flav Calc 1 d 
From A.3-3a 

271 

317 

361 

400 

427 

533 

* All flavs in lb./hr. 

(b) Orifice D 0 .370-in. diarreter bore 
Pipe I.D. - h '049-in. 

This orifice was calibrated for both steam and air flavs. The 

calibration with steam as the fleMing rredium was made by collecting 
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condensate from the condenser. For air as the flaving rredium the 

orifice was calibrated simultaneously with orifice B since the two 

orifices were connected in series. 

This orifice exhausts to essentially an atmospheric pressure 

environment and hence at the higher upstream pressures the throat 

velocity approaches the limiting acoustic velocity. It should be 

noted havever that since the orifice is a square-edged orific-e, the 

normal relationships for predicting the critical throat pressure do 

not apply 1 i.e. 1 the discharge will continue to increase as the ratio 

of downstream to upstream pressure (P2/P1) decreases belav rc as 

calculated from A.3-4. 

(A.3-4) 

where K = Cp/Cv = 0.53 for air; (Pl4) 0. 58 for saturated steam 

Consequently for p..1rposes of calibration the downstream pressure was 

always taken as 14.7 p.s.i.a. 

For flav in pipes of less than 2-in. I. D. it is recamended (T9) 

that the discharge equation be expressed in the fonn 

= KYD 2 APn 1-n w' (lb./sec.) 2 u P (A.3-5) 

where 

K - overall constant (includes discharge coefficient) 

Y = compressibility factor 

o2 = throat diameter in inches 

6P = orifice differential (p.s.i.) 

p = gas density (lb./ft3) at upstream T and P 

n = constant to be detennined empirically 
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Rearranging the above equation and grouping KYD2 
2 

as one constant one 

can write 

w'/p n = C(l:IP/p) 

In logarithmic fonn equation (A.3-6) becorres 

log (w'/p) = log C + n log (l:IP/p) 

(A.3-6) 

(A.3-7) 

Thus if log C remains constant (not a function of fla.-.r rate) a plot of 

w' /p vs. l:IP/p on log-log paper \olill be a straight line of slope n. 

For steam n was found to be 0.582 and C \'las calculated as 67.15 thus the 

fla.-.r equation becarres 

w' = (67 •15) (l:IP)0.582 (p0.418) (A. 3-8) 

which applies for 

139.5 < w (lb./hr.) < 285.3 

271 < T (°F) < 298 upstream 

20 < l:IP (p.s.i.)< 48 

At mass fla,.,rs greater than 177 lb./hr. Equation (A.3-8) predicts fla.-.rs 

with less than 1% error. At looer fla.-.r rates the error increases to 

4%. 

For air n was found to be 0.32 and C was calculated as 267 

and thus the fla.-.r equation becanes 

w' = {267) (l:IP)0.32 (p)0.68 (A.3-9) 

which applies for 
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270 < w(lb./hr) <535 

28 < t.p (p.s.i.) < 65 

80 < 0 
TUpstream ( F) < 90 

Using the ideal gas ·law arrl converting the flON rate to lb./hr. 

Equation (A. 3-9) becanes 

w = (525) (t.P)
0•32 PUp -~--- 0.68 ( sw..eam ) 

T Upstream 

(A.3-10) 

where 

P is in p.s.i.a. Upstream 

and T is in degrees Rankine Upstream 

A.4 Rotameter Calibration Curves 

Figure A~-1 is the calibration curve for Fischer-Porter 

rotameter FP - ~ - 25 - G - 5/81 - sapphire float. 

Figure A~-2 is the calibration curve for Fischer-Porter 

rotameter FP - ~ - 21 - G - 10/80 with stainless steel float 

No.l6 usvr-40. 
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A.S Electrophotometer Calibration 

The Fisher .M:Xl.el AC Electrophotorreter was calibrated by measuring 

the transmittance of a number of solutions of knavn KMnO 4 concentrations 

on the logarithmic scale of the instrument. The solutions were prepared 

by diluting a N/10 stock solution of BDH potassium permanganate. 

All solutions were buffered with 10 rnl. of 85% phosphoric acid. 

Figure AS-1 is the calibration curve. It covers a concentration 

* range of 4 to 36 rrg. /litre. KMnO 4 solutions of known concentration 

were used to check the calibration. In all cases the indicated and 

actual concentrations differed by less than 1.5%. 

* Supplied by the Chemistry Department (Analytical Group} of 
McMaster University; concentrations known to ± 0.2%. 
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A.6 Hot~ire Calibration 

* A 0.00014-in. diarreter 8 ohm tungsten wire probe was used in 

conjuction with a Hubbard Model IHR constant temperature anerrorneter. 

The linearizing circuits of this instrurrent gave an amplified milliarrp 

read-out which was directly proportional to the gas velocity at the 

. (Hl7) wrre • 

To calibrate the wire, the probe was placed at the centre-line 

and two inches above a carefully calibrated flCM nozzle (R?) through 

which air at 80°F was flowing. 

Figure A6-l is the calibration curve. ~y on the abscissa 

is the difference between .the average milliarrp reading at velocity V 

and at zero velocity, i.e. (I- I
0
). It can be seen that over this 

velocity range the relationship is linear. The least-squares straight 

line through the points has a slope of 22 ~ 2 

* The procedure followed in making this probe is described in 
reference (R7) • 
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APPENDIX B PHYSICAL PROPERI'IES 

B.l. General 

The majority of the filysical properties of both steam and air 

at atmospheric pressure were taken from the tabulations presented in 

National Bureau of Standards Circular 564. The viscosity of steam 

was determined from the correlation given by Latto (L9) • The heat 

capacity of steam was also taken frcm the NBStables although the va lues 

for Cp reported therein are not in agreement with those of Gordon (Gll, Gl2) 

- and Wagman et. al. (W3) especially at steamtemperatures less than 500°F 

The NBS data were chosen because the tabulated heat capacities were 

calculated from ·experimental enthalpy measurerrents whereas Gordon's 

values (corrected for rotational stretching by Wagman) were obtained 

fran spectroscopic measurezrents assuming that steam was an ideal gas. 

Since the theoretical developrent and m:>st of the analysis of 

experimental data involved the use of a digital computer it was 

necessary to convert the tabulated data into a convenient analytic fonn. 

The expressions which follav were obtained by least-squares analysis 

of the tabulated data over the indicated temperature ranges. 
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B. 2 Physical Properties of Air 

All temperatures are in degrees Rankine. The correlations for 

heat capacity, viscosity and thennal conductivity cover the range 

450 to 1980°R. The correlation for density covers the range 540 to 

1800°R. 

(i) Density, lb./cu.ft. 

p = 0.20738 - 0.41492 X 10-3T + 0.39657 X 10-6T2 

-0.18148 X 10-9T3 + 0.31925 X 10-l3T4 

2 " -7 S (y) = 0.97789 x 10 an 11 degrees of freedom 

(ii) Heat capacity, B.T.U./lb. 0 R. 

Cp = 0.24688 " 0.35554 X 10-4T + 0.49476 X 10-7~ 

-0.12047 X 10-lOT3 

2 " -6 S (y) = 0.13419 x 10 on 14 degrees of freedom 

(iii) Thennal Conductivity, B.T.U.jhr.-ft.-°F 

k = 0.28670 X 10-3 + 0.32778 X 10-4T - 0.84398 X 10-8T2 

+ 0.13190 X 10-llT3 

2 " -9 s (y) = 0.51112 x 10 on 14 degrees of freedom 

(iv) Viscosity, lb./ft.-sec.) 

1..1 = 0.28967 X 10-6 + 0.28330 X 10-7T - 0.13157 X 10-lOT2 

+ 0.44536 X 10-l4~ - 0.63962 X 10-l8T4 

2 " -15 s (y) = 0. 21966 x 10 . . on 13 degrees of freedan 
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B. 3 Physical Properties of Steam 

All temperatures are in degrees Rankine except for the viscosity 

correlation where the temperature is in degrees Kelvin. This latter 

correlation covers the tenperature range 373 to 1373 °K. All other 

correlations cover the range 684 to 1890 °R. 

(i) Density, lb./cu.ft. 

p = 0.11678 - 0.20820 X 10-3T + 0.17673 X 10-6T2 

- 0.71973 X l0-10T3 + 0.11322 X 10-l3T4 

s2·(;) = 0. 76594 x 10-8 on 11 degrees of freedan 

(ii) Heat Capacity, B.T.U./lb.-0 R 

Cp = 0.10765 X 101 - 0.19007 X l0-2T + 0.21208 X 10-5T2 

- 0.99145 X 10-9T3 + 0.17177 X l0-12T4 

2 A -5 
S (y) = 0.35893 x 10 on 11 degrees of freedan 

(iii) Therrral Conductivity, B.T.U./hr •. -ft.-°F. 

k= 0.18361 X 10-2 + 0.2187lx l0-4T + 0.22099 X 10-8T2 

2 A -8 
S (y) - 0.81157 x 10 on 13 degrees of freedom 

(iv) Viscosity, poise (°K) 

~ = -0.65634 X 10-5 + 0.26700 X 10-GT 

+0.25500 X 10-9T2 - 0.13303 X 10-l2T3 

- 0.22475 X 10-6T4 + 0.18488 x lO-l9T5 

Latto (L9) reports a standard deviation fran the experirrental 

{X>ints of ± 1. 22%. 



APPENDIX C :. · CAI.Ct.JLATICNS 

C.1 Determination of Droplet Sample Size 

This calculation was made for the following conditions; 

(1) a flow rate of x lb./hr. of water (density - 60.1 lb./cu.ft.) 

(2) volure nean diameter of spray is d microns 

(3) cross-sectional area of the 8-in. I.D. colunn, 
A, is 0.349 sq.ft. 

(4) area of collection cell, Ae, is 1.92 x 10-4 sq.ft. 

(5) velocity of spray, is, v, ft./sec. 

(6) target efficiency is 100% 

(7) exposure tiJre of cell is t seconds 

Since a flow rate of 1 1b. /hr. represents a volurre flow rate 

of 4.62 x 10-6 cu.ft./sec. and the volurre of a 1 micron drop is 

-17 1. 84 x 10 cu. ft. , t11e number of drops generated per second is 

11 3 N = (2.52 X 10 ) (x)/d (C.l-1) 

arrl the droplet concentrations (drops/unit vo1'l.1llE) is given by 

(C.l-2) 

The vo1une swept by the cell when open for t secorrls is 

= v c 

From equation (C.l-2) the nurrber of drops collected is therefore 

N = N V = (2.52 X 1011) (x) (t) (A )/(A) (d
3

) c v. c c 

which for this particular system becoires 

N - (1.39 X 108) (X) (t)jd3 
c , (C.l-3) 
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Example For 5 lb./hr. with a d of 50 microns and t of 1 second 

N = (1.39 X 108) (5) (1)/(5 X 10) 3 = 5,500 drops c . 

i f d is 80 microns, N = 1,350 drops c 

It should be noted that while the number of drops collected 

decreases as the volurre mean diameter increases, a greater fraction of 

the calculated theoretical maximum number of drops will be collected 

because the overall target efficiency of the cell increases with 

increasing drop size. 

The relationships developed by Ra.nz and Wang(R8) for a disc-
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shaped collector indicate that for 5 micron diameter water droplets, 

flONing in steam at 4 ft~/sec., being intercepted by a 0. 76 em. diarreter 

disc, the target efficiency is approxnnately 0.40. For 10 micron droplets 

the efficiency increases to 0.81 while for 20 micron droplets the 

efficiency is > 0.95. At a velocity of 8 ft./sec. the target 

efficiencies for the 5 and 10 micron drops becane 0.62 and 0.90 respectively. 
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C. 2 Thermocouple Response 

The follaving calculations were made assuming that the thenro

couples were measuring the tenperature of steam at 400°F. The properties 

used were taken from tables (K7) • It was also assumed that the thenro-

couple junction was fonred by butt-welding the two wires thus giving a 

junction of the same diameter as the wire. 

C.2.1. Calculation of Thermocouple 
TJ.Ire Constant 

· · (Hl) 
Hoffman used a thermocouple constructed of 0.010-in. 

Pt - Pt 10% Rh thenrocouple wire. The suction applied to the 

thenrocouple probe was such as to give velocities of the order 

of 100 ft./sec. at ·the thenrocouple junction. This velocity 

corresponds to a Reynolds nurrber for the wire of 211. 

Using a standard correlation for flow over wires (p. 4ll, K7) 

the Nusselt number is calculated to be 7.45 which corresponds to 

a heat transfer coefficient, h, of 179 for this steam flow. 

Using a density of 1334 lb./cu. ft. and a heat capacity 

of 0.0326 B.T.U./lb. °F (Ell) for platinum and neglecting the 

effect of rhodium, the ti.rre constant of the wire is calculated as: 

CppV _ (0.326) (1334) (•010) (3600) 
hA - (179) (12) (6) = 0.121 sec. 

where V is assurred to be ( ~) = ~ 
A As~ere 

S.irnilarly for a 0. 0005-in. diarreter wire at a gas velocity of . 

5 ft./sec. the Reynolds l'll.liTbe:r:, Nusselt number and heat transfer 

coefficient are found to be 0.527, 0. 721, 346 respectively. 
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The tilre constant is thus 

(0.121) (0.0005/0.010) (179/346) = 0.00314 sec. 

th . ed . · (Bl3) . f For e same s~z w~e Bra.vn reports a tJ.Ire constant o 

0.0037 seconds. 

C.2.2 Calculation of Magnitude Ratio 

The magnitude ratio, in frequency response studies, represents 

the ratio of the magnitude of an output signal to an input signal. 

If the output signal from a system is a linear function of the 

input signal the magnitude ratio (M.R.) can be calculated from (Pl3) 

M.R. = 1/(1 + (2TifT) 2 )~ (C.2-l) 

where 

f is the frequency of the input signal in cycles/sec. 

T is the time constant of the system in sec. 

For a themocouple, if the millivolt fluctuation which corresponds 

to a temperature fluctuation in the medium being monitored is 

considered as the input signal, then the millivolt signal which is 

transmitted to the rreasuring circuit can be oonsidered as the 

output signal. Thus the M.R • . gives a measure of the ability of the 

thermocouple to follow temperature fluctuations. 
.. ' 

-· For a frequency of 10 c.p.s. the M.R. for Hoffrrian's 

theilTOCOuple is 

2 ~ MAR. = 1/(1 + (2TI•l0•0•121) ) = 0.13 

For the unshielded 0.0005-in. therrrocouple 

· M.R. = 1/(1 + (2II•l0•0•00314) 2)~ = 0.98 



Thus the small thennocouple can be expected to follo.v the gas 

tenperature fluctuations approximately 8 ti.rres better than the 

large thennocouple employed · by Hoffman. 

C.3 Comparison of Thermocouple Probes 

268. 

Figure C. 3-1 canpares the gas-terrperature profile which was 

rreasured with the original probe {thennocouple junction ~-in. above the 

stop-rod) to that which was rreasured with the rrodified probe { thermooouple 

junction 1~-in. above the stop-rod). The profiles were rreasured in an 

air flow, {NRe = 10, 100) at a naninal wall temperature of 600°F, at an 

axial distance of 3-in. fran the start of the "hot zone" . It can be 

readily seen from the figure, that the extrapolated wall-temperatures 

differ by approximately 50°F. · The gradient rreasured with the original 

probe is also seen to be steeper (approximately 60% steeper) , than the 

gradient rreasured with the rcodified probe. ConSequently, the .rate of 

heat transfer calculated fran the data taken with the original probe 

would be higher than that calculated fran the data taken with the 

rrodified probe. 

The geooetcy of the original prObe-tip (junction ~-in. above 

the stop-rod) was identical to the probe-tip gecmetcy employed by 



·B (Bl3) · rown • BrcMn found that the heat-transfer rates which were 

calculated from his experirrentally treasured temperature profiles were 

20 to 45% higher than those of other workers (BlS' ClO' E?) • Since 

Bravn' s probe was the sane as the original probe used in this work it 

would appear that his . apparent high heat-transfer rates were caused by 

the effect of the probe on the gas-temperature profiles. 
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C.4 Effect of Variable Thermal Conductivity on 
the Temperature Gradient at the Wall 

For p\ll'IX)ses of illustration, consider a narrow slab of gas 

adjacent to a oot wall (twall > tgas) as shown in the Figure below. 
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If the assumption is made that a heat-sink, Q' (B.T.U.jhr. ft. 3) ,exists 

in the gas (analogous to the heat transJX>rted CMay by the flowing gas 

in the real system) , a steady-state one-dirrensional heat balance on a 

slab of thickness 1:1x can be written as 

C!x.A - <ix+llxA - Q '1:1 xA = 0 

2 where q is the heat flux, B.T.U./hr. ft 

A is the area of the slab perpendicular to the direction 
of the heat flux, ft2. · 

(C.4-l) 

Dividing equation (C. 4-1) by 1:1xA and taking the limit as 6x goes 

to zero gives 

lim 
6x+O 

( <1x - <ix+AX ] - Q' = 0 
1:1X 

(C.4-2) 

'lhe first tenn of this equation is just the first derivative of q with 



respect to x and so the equation becares 

- Q9. - Q' :::: 0 
dx (C. 4-3) 

Fourier's law in the fonn, q = - k: is now substituted into equation 

(C.4-3) to obtain 

. d kdt 1 
-dx <-ax>-o =o (C.4-4) 

(i) Constant 'Ihermal Conductivity 
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When the thermal conductivity is constant, equation (C.4-4) can 

be written as 

d2
t 

dx2 
= Q'/k (C.4-5) 

'!his equation indic,ates, as expected, that the temperature 

gradient increases as the wall is approached. It is obvious fran 

equation (C.4-5) that if k is evaluated at twall (k increases with 

terrperature for gases) with Q' kept constant , the · terrperature gradient 

at the wall is not as large as when k is evaluated at t • gas 

(ii) · Variable 'Ihennal Cbnductivity 

If k is considered now to be a functioo of t in equation (C.4-4), 

the indicated differentiation yields 

2 
ak at + k 4 = 0 , 
ax ax ax 

(C.4-6) 

If k is only a function of t and t is only a function of x, the above 

equation can ·be written as 

(C.4-7) 
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Since in this case : is knCMn to be positive, the second tenn on the 

right side of equation (C. 4-7) is always positive; therefore a canparison 

of equations (C.4-7) and (C.4-5) indicates that allowance for a variable 

thennal conductivity will result in a decreased temperature gradient at 

the wall. 



APPENDIX D FINITE-DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS 

D.l Parabolic Equation (no axial diffusion) 

(i) DiiTensionless Energy Equation 

The dirrensionless energy equation ( 4 .3-3) will be rewritten 

here for ease of reference 

RO U aT = .!_ G aT + aG aT + G a
2
T 

• ax R aT aR aR aR2 
(D-1) 

where the dirrensionless variables have the sarre definition as given in 

Section 4. 3 • 2. The nesh system to be used was given in Figure 4 .3-3. 

. . 

(ii) Derivative Approximations 

(a) Axial direction - a standard fOI:ward-difference approximation 

was used 

aT = ax (D-2) 

(b) Radial direction -using the Crank-Nicholson _approxirnation 

for the radial temperature gradients the derivatives can 

be represented as 

aT 
aR 

1 = 2 . ~+ ,] ~- ,] . + ~+ ,]+ ~- ,]+ (D-3) 
[ 

T. 1 ' - T. 1 ' T. 1 ' 1 - T. 1 . l] 
Ri+l - Ri-1 Ri+l - Ri-1 
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1 ,J 
[ 

2 T.+l . . 

2 T. l . 
1- ,J + 

+ {R. R. 1) (R.+l - R. 1) 
1 - 1- 1 1-

2 · T. '+l. 
1, J 

2 T .. 1,J 
(R . - R. 1)(R.+l - R.) 

1 1- 1 1 

2 Ti+l,j+i 

1- ,J 
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(R. - R. l) (R.+l - R.) 
1 1- 1 1 

+ (R. - R. 11 (R.+l - R. 1) 
1 1- 1 1-

2 T. 1 '+1 J 
(D-4) 

Equations (D-3) and (D-4) approximate the derivatives by using the 

average of the derivatives at axial locations j and j+l. The expression 

for the second derivative at any one axial location j is found from a 

Taylor's series expansion for a variable step size (Hl9) • If the step 

size is constant, equation (D-4) reduces to the rrore familiar fonn 

1 

[

T'+l . - 2 T .. + T. l . = 1 ,J 1,J 1- ,J 
2 . 2 

(R.+l - R.) 
1 1 

T.+l '+1- 2 T . '+1 + T._l '+1] + 1 ,J 1,] 1 ,J 
2 

(Ri+l - Ri) 

(D-5) 

Equation (D~3) is .the .standard central-difference form of the first 

derivative for a constant radial step size. The rrore exact expression which 

is derived from a Taylor's series for a variable step-size could not be 

used because it was found (Hl9) that the solution was always unstable. 

Equation (D-3) was found to yield stable solutions under all conditions. 

This equation has a truncation error of order 

2 2 a2T 
[ (Ri+l - Ri) - (Ri-1 - Ri) ] aR2 

whereas the rrore exact expression (analogous to equation (D-4) for the 

second derivative) has a truncation error of order 
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Thus although equation (D-3) has a higher truncation error than the 

rrore accurate expression, the magnitude of the error is still very 

small. 

Similarly, the first derivative of the eddy diffusivity equation 

was evaluated .by a constant step-size central difference expression. 

The derivatives were not averaged as in the case of the temperature 

derivatives because the diffusivity was asSUired to be independent of 

axial distance. The resulting expression is 

(iii) Boundary Conditions 

'(1) at x = 0, Ti,l = Tinlet (R) 

(2) at R = 1, ~,j+l = Twall (x) 

(3) 0 aT <. . > 0 at R = , aR 1., J • 

(D-6) 

(initial temperature distribution 
is knCMn) 

(wall temperature is known) 

(axial syrrmetry) 

When boundal:y condition . (3) is applied to (D-1) the tenn ~ G ;~becomes 

indetenninate •. Applying
1 
L'Hopital's rule this tenn becOires 

a 
GaR (aT/aR) 

a 
aR (R) 

= (D-7) 

and the energy equation at the centre line :beccxres 



RO•U 
aT 
ax = (D-8) 

The expressions for approximating these derivatives have already been 

given. 

(iv) Determination of Radial rresh-points 

The radial step-sizes were calculated from a formula similar to 

(Hl9) 
that used by Houghton 

t.R = p 
zp-1 - 1 j N-l 

[ Z-1 ] E . 
p=l 

t.R p 
(D-9) 

where N is the nurrber of radial rresh points, including the wall. 'nle 

larger the value of z the nore rapid the increase in step-sizeJ as p 

increases. 

Since the rresh-points were nurrbered frcm the centre-line to 
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the wall, each radial rresh point was calculated as shc:Mn in equation (D-10). 

for i = 1 1 

for i ;:.. 2 
1 

R. = 0 
~ 

R. = R. l + t. R 
~ ~- N+l-i 

(v) Finite-Difference Equation 

(D-10) 

The . folla.ving new variables were defined to avoid the manipulation 

of cunbersorre equations. 

Fl = l/(Ri+l - Ri-1) 

F2 = 2/(Ri+l - Ri) (Ri+l - Ri-1) 

F3 ·- 2/(R. - R. 1) (Ri+l - Ri) 
~ ~-

F4 = 2/(R.-R. 1) (Ri+l - Ri-1) ~ ~-

Dx = 
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DiF. < aG) Gi+l - Gi-l 
= = 

~ aR . Ri+l - Ri-1 ~ 

A. 
Fl Gi 

DiFi] - F4 = -[- + 2 G. 
~ 2 R. ~ 

~ 

F3 G 
RO·U. 

B. ~ = 2 i-~ DX 

Fl [ 
G. 

F2 c. ~ + DiF.] - G . . = -2 R. 2 ~ ~ . ~ 
~ 

F3 
OO·U. 

D. G. + 
~ (D-11) = 2 ~ · ~ DX 

The follCMing equation is the finite-difference equation for the 

solution of the energy equation at mesh points i = 3 to i = N-1. 

C. T.+l '+l + D. T. "+l +A. T. l '+l = 
~ ~ ,J ~ ~,J ~ ~- ,J 

-c. T. +l . - B. T. . - A. T. l . 
~ ~ ,J ~ ~,J ~ ~- ,J (D-12) 

where the temperatures on the L.H.S. are all unknCMn and the temperatures 

on the R.H.S. are kna.vn. 

At the centre line, i = 1, and synroetry dictates that 

(D-13) 

Ti+l , j+l ~ Ti-l,j+l 

and the CX)efficients have the following fonn 

Al + cl = - Gl [F2 + F4] 

RO•U 
Bl ·F3 G -

2 = "'"i5X'" 1 

Dl = F3 G -
ro.u

1 (D-14) 
1 DX 



The finite-difference equation is thus written as 

Tl . -,J 

(D-15) 

Thus where i = 2, the value for Tl,j+l from (D-15) is substituted into 

equation (D-12) to yield 

T3 . ,J 

= 

(D-16) 

The temperatures at each axial- step were detennined by inverting 
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the tri-diagonal matrix of coefficients given in equations (D-12) and (D-16). 

The inversion was perfonned by a standard library routine which used a 

Gaussian elimination technique (BNDSOL on the McMaster IBM 7040 computer) • 

Thus the temperatures were . determined for mesh points i = 2 to i = N-1 

after inversion. The centre line terrperature, Tl,j+l' was then 

determined from equation (D-15). 

(vi) Determination of u. 
~ 

The equation for the dirrensionless velocity profile (4.3-4) was 

rn.urerically integrated with the MIDAS library routine (5th order 

Predictor-Corrector). The results were · then regressed using a least

squares, orthogonal polynanial analysis (Pl6). A ninth order polynomial 

gave results which differed from Deissler's velocity profile(Dl3) by 

+ no rrore than 0. 5% at all values of y up to 26. 
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(vii) Program Listing 

The program listing for the solution of the finite difference 

equation . is given in Appendix Z.l. 

D.2 Elliptic Equation (axial diffusion) 

The dimensionless energy equation with the axial diffusion ter.m 

included, equation (4.3-10) is rewritten here as equation (D-17). 

aT = G aT . aG aT + G a
2
T + G a

2
T 

RO•U Tx R aR + aR aR aR2 ax2 
(D-17) 

where the dirrensionless variables have the same definition as given 

in Section 4.3.2. The assumptions are the same as those employed in 

the solution of the parabolic fonn of the energy equation with the 

exception that axial diffusion is not neglected. The additional assurrption 

was made that the eddy diffusivity at a point is assurred to be the sarre 

in the axial and radial directions. 

All the derivatives in this analysis were written in terms of a 

central-difference approximation. As in the case of the parabolic fonn, 

the first derivatives were expressed in standard fonn without allo.vance 

for a variable step size. As explained in Appendix D.l this leads to a 

larger truncation error than is obtained with approximations which 

acoount for the variable step-size but the solution remains stable under 

all oonditions. The expressions for the second derivatives reduce to 



the· standard fo:rm when the step size remains constant. 

(i) Cerivative Approximations 

(a) Axial Direction 

aT 
ax = 

T. '+l - T .. 
~,J ~,J 

xj+l - xj-1 

2 T. '+l 
~, J 

(D-18) 

2 T . . 
~,J 

(x .+l- x.) (x. - x. 1) 
J J J J-

+ 
2 T .. l 

~,J-

(x. - x. 1) (x .+l- x. 1) 
J J- J J-

(b) Radial direction 

+ 

= 

= 

2 T.+l . 
~ , J 

2 T. l . 
~- ,J 

Gi+l - Gi-l 

Ri+l - Ri-1 

T.+l . - T. 1 . 
~ , J ~- , J 

R.+l - R. 1 
~ ~- . 

(ii) · BoundaJ:y Conditions 

(1) 

(2) 

at R = 1, TN,j+l = Twall (x) 

at R = 0 ~~ ( l, j) = 0 

2 T . . 
~,J 

(D-19) 

(D-20) 

(D-21) 

(D-22) 

(wall :temPerature is knavn) 
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(3) at x = 0 T. 1 = T.nl t(R) J., J. e (initial temperature 
distribution is kn.aml) 
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(4) at x = x' T. . = T I (R) 
l.,J X 

(temperature distribution 
from paraboliy equation is 
used at x = x 

As discussed in Appendix D.l, at the centre-line the te.rrn 

G aT · · d · Wh 1 ·tal I 1 · 1· ed th R aR J.S J.n ete.rrnJ.nate. en L Hopl. s ru e J.s app J. , e energy 

equation at the centre-line has the fo.rrn 

aT 
ax = 

(iii) Dete.rrnination of !-Esh Points 

(D-23) 

The radial rresh-p::>ints are dete.rrnined as in the parabolic case 

and can be found from equations (D-9) and (D-10). The axial mesh-size 

is constant except in the entrance region where the initial step is 

further subdivided because of the large axial temperature gradients 

existing there. 

(iv) Finite-Difference Equation 

The follc:Ming n6i/ variables were defined to avoid the manip.1lation 

of cumbers01re equations. 

Fl - l/(Ri+l - Ri-1) 

F2 = 2/(Ri+l _. Ri) (Ri+l - Ri-1) 

F3 = 2/(R. - R. 1 ) l. J.- (Ri+l - Ri) 

F4 = 2/(R. - R. 1) l. J.- {Ri+l - Ri-1) 



Hl = 

H2 = 

H3 = 

H4 = 

DlF. = 
~ 

A . = 
~ 

B. = 
~ 

c. = 
~ 

D. = 
~ 

E. = 
~ 

1/(x . - x. 
1

) . J J- . 

2/(xj+l - xj) (xj+l - xj-l) 

2/(xj - xj-l) (xj+l - xj) 

2/(xj - xj-l) (xj+l - xj-l) 

= Gi+l - Gi-l 

Ri+l - Ri-1 

G . 
~ 

Fl (DlF i + R,'") . = 

(F3 + H3) G. 
~ 

~ 

G. 

F4G. 
~ 

-Fl (DlF. + .2) - F2G. 
~ R. ~ 

~ 

RO·U. Hl - H2G. 
~ ~ 

RO·U. Hl - H4G. 
~ ~ 

(D-24) 

The follo.ving equation is the finite-difference equation for 
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the solution of the elliptic form of the energy equation at all mesh points 

'Where the temperature is unkno.vn except at the centre-line rresh point, 

(i=l). 

B. T . . + C. T. +l . + A. T. l . + D. T. '+l + E. T. . l = 0 
~ ~,J ~ 1 i] ~ 1- ,J ~ ~,J ~ ~,J-

(D-25) 

At the centre-line where i = 1 

- T. +l . :.;; T . 1 . , because of symnetry, 
~ I J ' ~-:- t] 

and the coefficients A. , B. , C. becorre 
. . ~ ~ ~ 

= - (2F4 + 2F2) Gl 

= (2F3 . + H3) Gl (D-2€;) 



The finite-difference equation at the centre-line is thus 

written as 
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Bl Tl,j + (Al + Cl) T2,j + Dl Tl,j+l 

+ El Tl,j-1 = 0 (D-27) 

The temperature coefficients in equations (D-25) and (D-27) are 

inserted as the elements in a banded matrix which was inverted by a 

standard library routine (BNDSOL). This routine also perfonns the 

appropriatemultiplicationswith the . inverted matrix which are necessary 

for the determination of the unknown temperatures. 

(v) Program Listing 

The program listing for the solution of the finite~ifference 

approximation to the elliptic partial~differential equation is given 

in Appendix z • ~. 



APPENDIX E RADIATION' ANALYSIS 

E.l Gas Emissivity 

The gas emissivity was calculated from the following correlations 

of Bevans (B3) 

E = Kl (pt) + (K2 pl)~ 

0.01 ~ pe ~ 0.1 atm.-ft. 

0.1 < pe ~ 1 . atm.-ft. 

1.0 < pe ~ 20 atm.-ft 

(E.l-1) 

(E.l-1) 

(E.l-2) 

(E.l-3) 

The coefficients K are functions of terrperature. The tabulated 

values of K given by Bevans were regressed to yield K as a quadratic 

function of temperature. The calculated values 

of K never differed from the te1Pulated values by rrore than 0. 8%. The 

I< 1 s were fitted over two temperature ranges; Table E .1-1 gives the 

coefficients of the · quadratic equation. 

The emissivity data of Hottel(HS) were fitted by a third-order 

polynomial at .600°R, for 0.005 . ~ pt ~ 20 abn.-ft. The calculated 

emissivity never differed fran Hottel 1 s values by rrore than 0. 9%. The 

equation used to calculated £ was 

E = -1.1463 + 0.33723 (pi) - 0.37953 X 10-~ (pt) 2 

+ 0.78059 X 10-3 (pt) 3 
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(E.l-4) 
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TABLE E.1-1 Temperature Coefficients 

(i) Temperature Range 800 to 1399°R 

K X 10 2 6 a a1 x 10 ~X 10 
0 

K1 - 0.25874 0.20647 - 0.67997 

K2 - 0.15806 - 0.11528 - 0.42670 

K3 - 0.55392 0.25207 - 0.84426 

K4 - 0.17307 - 0.06902 0.01824 

K5 0.33601 0.09476 - 0.77771 

K6 - 0.17335 0.06512 - 0.24112 

K7 00.37366 - 0.17653 0.45636 

(ii) . Tenperature Range 1400 to 2000°R 

K1 - 0.15737 0.07146 - 0.23242 

K2 - 0.21956 - 0.04953 - 0.58523 

K3 - 0.463i2 0.12027 - 0.36588 

K4 - 0.20928 - 0.02076 - 0.14210 

K5 0.40372 - 0.02445 - 0.27222 

K6 . - 0.12568 0.00529 - 0.05695 

K7 0.32675 - 0.10382 0.17586 



A linear interp::>lation was used to obtain gas emissivities at 

tenperatures between 600 and 800°R. 

· (H8) 
The correction factor, C , given by Hottel , to allow for 

w 
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a non-zero partial pressure of the water vapour (Hottel's data are given 

for a zero partial pressure of water vapour.) was regressed to yield 

the equation 

CW = 1.3633 - 0.86801 X 10-l (in(pt) - 0.45815) (E.l-5) 

for a total pressure of 1 atrrosphere and pure steam (vapour pressure = 

1 atrrosphere) 

E.2 Direct-Interchange Areas 

Erkku' s (El) rrodified · interchange areas were tabulated at values 

of kB of 0.0, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, using the following 

relationships 

EW = Interchange Area, End-to-Wall/B2 

EE - Interchange Area, End-to-End /B2 

2 
'WW = Interchange Area, Wall-to-Wall/B 

EG = Interchange Area, End-to-Gas/(kB)B2 

2 2 GG :;: Interchange Area, Gas-to-Gas ( (kB) B 

~ = Interchange Area, Gas-to-wall/ (kB) B2 (E.2-l) 

Each interchange area was identified by three numbers, e.g., GG 324. 

'Ihe first nurnber is the maxinrurn axial distance, measured in 

B units, between points in the two zones under consideration. 
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The second number is the maximum radial distance, in B units, 

from the centre-line to the furthest point in the zone closest to the 

centre-line. 

The third is the maximum radial distance to the furthest point 

in the other zone. For exarrple, the designation GG 324 would be the 

nodified interchange area for the cross-hatched zones shown in the 

folla.ving diagram, or any other pair of zones with this particular 

orientation. 

~ I 
----r---r----r--;----r---~~--~--

Interchange Area Illustration 

Figure E. 2-l 

Erkku' s tabulations were all regressed to third-order polynomials. 

(Since there are a total of 960 interchange areas, each having 4 coefficients, 



they are not listed here. A listing of the coefficients, as well as a 

binacy card-deck, is available in the Chemical Engineering Department of 

McMaster University.) In only 39 of the possible 960 interchange-area 

equations did the calculated values differ by nore than 0. 5% from the 

tabulated values. Of these 39, only 9 differed by 1 to 2%, the remainder 

differed by 0.5 to 1%. 

(i) Characterstics of Direct-Interchange 
Areas 

Since the net flux between two zones is equal to the difference 

in the two one-way flux terms, it follows that when the two zones are 

at the sane temperature, the net flux must be zero and hence 

etc. 
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These reciprocal relationships are true only if the absorption coefficient 

is the sarre in the two one-way terms, regardless of t.errperature. This 

requirement is realized if the absorption coefficient is evaluated from 

the gas emissivity or absorptivity at sorre average gas and surface 

t.errperatures (Equation 5. 2-2) rather than at the temperature of each 

zone. Evaluation of k and the c,lirect-interchange area at the temperature 

of each zone is a nore rigorous approach but the. added calculational 

corcplexi ty is not warranted in rrost engineering applications. 

The total of all the interchange 11 areas 11 representing flux fran 

any one zone to each of the others in the enclosure, including itself, 

rmst be equal to the energy originating from that zone, per unit 

emissive pa-.1er, i.e., 

r 
i 

(E.2-2) 
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and similarly 

(E.2-3) 

The direct-interchange areas apply only in a black enclosure , 

i.e., no radiation is reflected from the walls of the enclosure. If the 

walls are not black, refl~ction must be taken into account ; this is done 

through total-interchange areas which are derived from direct-interchange 

areas as described in Section E. 3 

E. 3 'Ibtal-Interchange Areas 

Most surfaces of industrial importance are partial reflectors, 

i.e., non-black; they also approximate diffuse, rather than specular, 

reflectors for which incident radiation is reflected alrrost uniformly 

in all directions. The reflected radiation is distributed among all 

the gas and all the surfaces in the enclosure in accordance with the 

georretrical configuration of all the various surfaces and the absorbing 

pc:Mer of the gas. The reflected radiation which in turn is incident 

on the surfaces of the enc l osure is again partially absorbed and partially 

reflected and the process is repeated ad infinitum. Consequently a 

calculation of the total- interchange area applicable to any two zones 

will require a knavledge of all zones they can "see" either directly or 

by wall reflection. 

As Hottel and Cohen (H?) indicate, the interchange area between 

any two zones in the enclosure cannot be a function of temperature as 
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long as the emissivity and absorptivity are not considered to be functions 

of terrperature. Consequently the total-interchange te:r:ns can be evaluated 

at any convenient terrperature. Hottel and Cohen show that the evaluation 

of the total-interchange areas can be s.i.rrplified by assuming that all 

surface and gas zones in the enclosure except one are at a terrperature of 

absolute zero; hence all such zones have an emissive p:>Wer of zero. The 

one emitting zone can then be assigned a tenperature such that it has a 

black emissive power (E=aT
4

) of one. As a result of this particular 

arbitrary temperature distribution there will be a radiant flux at and 

tavard every surface in the system, and at and CMay from it as well, 

aving solely to original emission from the one zone and to the multiple 

reflections within the enclosure. The tenninology(H?) to describe this 

outgoing flux density is R, with a presubscript designating the original 

source of the energy and a postsubscript designating the reflecting 

surface. 

(i) Original Emitter is a Gas Zone 

If, for exarrple, gas zone g i is the sole emitter, then the total 

radiant flUX at and CMay from any SurfaCe 1 . Sj 1 in the enclosure iS 

designated as R A Since this is the reflected flux, multiplication g. s. s. 
J. J. J 

by the ratio of absorptivity (equal to emissivity) of the surface to 

the reflectivity of the surface (p' = 1-e:) yields the rate of energy 

absorption at the surface. Since the original emitter was assigned an 

emissive power of one, this rate of energy absorption must be, by definition, 

identical with the desired total-interchange area G.S.; or 
J. J 

G.S. = S.G. = 
J. J J J. 

(E. 3-1) 



The problem of finding G. S . has thus been reduced to one of dete:rmining 
l. J 

the reflected flux R To do this one must solve the system of 
gi sj 
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simultaneous equations which result from writing a radiant energy balance 

on each surface. The total rate of energy irrpingerrent on surface s
1 

is 

equal to the contributions fran all the surfaces in the system, including 

itself, plus the energy it receives fran the single emitting gas zone. 

If the sum . .of all these terms is then .Imlltiplied by the surface reflectivity, 

the result, which is the reflected flux, must be equal to R A ; or 
gi 5 1 5 1 

(E.3-2) 

This surrmation can be carried out for every surface in the enclosure, 

yielding a set of linear equations, one for each surface, which can be 

expressed in a nore canpact fo:rm as 

~ 

j 

for surface 1 1 and 

R g. s. 
l. J 

~ s 2sJ. R - A R /p' = - g
1
.s2 (E.3-3) 

j gi 5 j 5 2 gi 5 2 · 5 2 
:~ 2, and so on. 

This sinn.lltaneous set of linear algebraic equations 1 with the 

direct-interchange areas as coefficients, can be solved for the unkna.vn 

reflected fluxes, R, with the aid of a high speed digital COit'pUter, 

utilizying standard matrix-inversion techniques. The appropriate total-

interchange areas are then calculated from the relationship given 

previously (E.3-l). 



If gas zone CJm is the original erni tter, then the total reception 

at any other gas zone 1 g 1 is equal to the direct radiation fran g to g , n m n 

gmgn 1 plus the sum of the products of the reflected flux at each surface 

in the enclosure multiplied by the fraction of that flux which reaches 

and is absorbed by gas zone gn. Since the emissive r:cwer of zone g has m 

be~ set equal to one, the sum represents the desired G G ; i.e., mn 

GG = gg + mn mn 1: R s .g 
i <1m si ~ n 

(E.3-4) 

(ii) Original emitter is a Surface ZOne 

To obtain the total-interchange areas between surfaces (SS) 1 a 

surface zone is considered to be the sole erni tter, with an ernissl. ve paver 

of one. A radiant energy balance is again written for each surface, 

e.g~, 

(slsl { R + e:s ) 
sl sl 1 

=A R I 

sl sl sl 
(E.3-5) 

and the resultant set of sirmll.taneous algebraic equations is solved for 

the unknown R 1 s 

The total-interchange areas are then calculated from 

s.s. 
~ J 

= A s. 
J 

E: R /pI = s .s. s. s. s. s. J ~ 
J ~ J J 

(E.3-6) 

'Ihe total-interchange areas obey the follo:.ving relationships 

(analagous to equations E.2-2 and E.2-3 for direct-interchange areas) 

E S .S. + 1: S .G. 
j J ~ i J ~ 

= e: A s. s. 
J J 

(E.3-7) 
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1: G .G. 
j l. J 

+ 1: G.S. 
l. J = 4 k v g. (E.3-8) 

j J 

Equations E.2-2, E.2-3, E.3-7, and E.3-8 can be used to check 

that the interchange areas have been properly evaluated. 

The preceding discussion applies to a gray gas with an absorption 

coefficient, k. For a real gas, the total-interchange area is the sum 

of the products of the total-interchange area and the appropriate weighting 

factor "ai" of each gray gas canponent; e.g., for the one gray, one 

clear gas approximation 

s.s. = a s.s.j + (1-a) s.s .j , 
l. J l. J k l. J k=O 

G.S. = a G.S .j 
~ J ~ J k 

and G.G. = a G.G .j (E.3-9) 
~ J l. J k 

The canputer program listings for .the calculation of the total-

interchange areas, for the present cylindrical system, are given in 

Appendix z. 3. 
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APPENDIX F FLASH PHOI'OGRAPHY 

The discovery that the imrersion cell technique was not a sui table 

method for drop sampling at low velocities necessitated the developmo~t of 

ruiother technique for the determination of drop-size distributions in 

sprays. The technique which appeared rrost amenable to this work was the 

in situ flash photographic technique which Ostrowski (04) and earlier 

~rkers at the University of Yri.chigan have employed for detennining 

drop-size distributions in conventional sprays and flashing liquid jets. 

A single-flash electronic circuit as sha.-m in Figure F-1 was 

designed, built, and tested. The flash lamp (Ernest Turner Electrical 

Instruments Limited, England) was a quartz tube, high pressure Xenon 

lamp designed to yield a flash duration of 2 to 3 microseconds. The 

lamp was rated at 4 kilowatt seconds per flash. 

The 0.1 l-tf, 15 k.v. capacitor (Dubilier, Nitrogol Non-Inductive) 

was charged by a 0-18 k .v. portable high voltage r::ower supply (Universal 

Voltronics Corp.). 

The physical lay-out of the ccrnr:onents was arranged to pe:rmit 

installation of a second capacitor and timing circuit for double-flash 

photography. A double-flash technique is required to determine droplet 

velocities and hence pe:rmit the spatial distribution on the photographs 

to be converted to a t.errlfX>ral distribution. 

Preliminary tests were made using a 100 nm. focal length lens and 

a 4 x 5 film holder ( Graphlex) mounted 5 ft. fran the lens. The droplet 

images were recorded on Kodak Ortho Process film. 
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APPENDI X G EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Temperatures in °F. Flavrates in lb./hr. 

VPl corresponds to 0.5-in. fran the start of the hot zone 

VP2 corresponds to 3 . 0-in. from the start of the hot zone 

VP4 corresponds to 9.0-in. fran the start of the hot zone 

Radial distances from the wall are given in thousandths of an 

297. 

inch up to a distance of 0.502-in. The radial distances from 0.502-in. 

to the centre line of the column ( 4-in.) are given in inches. 

(i) Gas temperatures - Air (page 298) 

(ii) Gas temperatures - Steam (page 302) 

(iii) ~.Vall temperature distribution (page 305) 

(iv) Velocity Measurerrents (page 307) 



AIR 3c 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

1 
2 
3 
4 

AIR 4c 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

1 
2 
3 
4 

FlONrate 241 lb . /hr . Inlet Temperature 85°F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 145°F 

VPl VP2 VP4 

139 140 140 
136 137 139 
134 135 137 
128 132 134 
126 130 131 
122 128 130 
117 124 126 
111 116 120 
102 107 111 

92 95 100 
88 88 92 
87 87 88 
87 87 88 
87 87 88 
87 87 88 

0 Fla.Nrate 503 lb./nr. Inlet Temperature 85 F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 300°F 

303, 300 306, 310 307 
294, 290 299 299 

282 293, 287 295, 288 
263 , 256 268 274 

235 233 259 
215 240, 231 242 
197 216 235 
167 198 213 
130 140 170 
102 115 133 

92 94 101 
89 90 91 
89 90 89 
89 90 89 
89 90 89 
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AIR Sc 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

l 
2 
3 
4 

AIR 6c 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 -

102 
202 
502 

1 
2 
3 
4 

0 Flavrate 238 lb./hr. Inlet Temperature 85 F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 300°F 

VPl VP2 VP4 

306 308 309, 307 
296 306 303, 305 

287, 294 296 301, 297 
276 285 293 , 289 
261 277 279 
255 268 267 
241 259, 250 263 
207 226 251 
165 193 213, 210, 207 
117 138 158 

94 101 lOS 
90 93 96 
87 88 89 
87 88 89 
86 88 89 

Flowrate 504 lb./hr. 
0 Inlet Temperature 86 F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 600°F 

590, 595 590, 585 596 
563 569, 555 590, 584 

524, 532 536, 530 560, 570 
453, 461 482, 490 511, 522, 530 

407 436 481 
360 405 439 
322 374, 366, 358 411 

286, 278, 272 315 376, 390 
235, 245 290, 286, 272 350, 344 

147 176 227 
100 108 130 

89 90 99 
88 88 94 
88 88 92 
88 88 92 
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AIR 7c 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

l 
2 
3 
4 

AIR 8c 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

l 
2 
3 
4 

FlCMTrate 239 lb.jhr . Inlet Temperatures 86°F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 600°F 

VPl VP2 VP4 

602, 600 597 , 595 586, 590 
578 565 , 572 580, 572 

546 , 552 555 563 
490, 496 509, 513 525 , 531 

465 472 501 
436 443 476 

402, 408 426 446 
348 368 401, 410 

301, 291 316 , 320 348 
174 218 247 
124 143 172 
103 110 140 

98 99 113 
98 99 102 
98 99 99 

Flowrate 504 lb.jhr. Inlet Temperature 85°F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 900°F 

864, 869 878, 868 885, 879 
820, 808 836, 828 848 
766, 755 788, 780 823' 830 

683 701, 712 772 
577 632 703 
514 564 632 

421, 425 532 607 
377 463 516 

322, 312, 304 400, 412 443 
159 229 291 
112 128 172 

99 102 112 
95 96 102 
95 96 98 
95 96 98 
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AIR 9c 

2 
7 

12 
222 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Flowrate 241 lb.jhr. Inlet Temperature 88°F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 1450°F 

VPl VP2 VP4 

1327, 1338 1380, 1388 1357, 1366 
1241, 1254 1348 1256, 1267, 1285 
1195, 1182 1286, 1271 1133, 1150 

1016 1167 1035 , 1051 
895 1054 941 
771 1024 913 
702 886 825 
659 705 769 

523 , 541 611, 634 666, 689 
311 402 541 
174 221 320 
131 151 181 
102 104 116 
102 102 111 
102 104 106 
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STEAM lc 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

l 
2 
3 
4 

STEAM 2c 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

l 
2 
3 
4 

Flcwrate 364 lb.jhr. Inlet Temperature 250°F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 300°F 

VPl VP2 VP4 

298 295 298 
291, 293 291 293 
285, 287 290, 287 293 

274 280 281, 283 
264 273 277 
254 268 273 
251 264 270 
243 256 260 
232 242 253 
236 238 245 
243 243 242 
247 246 245 
250 250 248 
251 252 249 
251 252 249 

0 Flavrate 184 lb.jhr. Inlet Temperature 250 F 

- N~ Wall Ta~rature 300°F 

296 293 295, 297 
292 289, 292 294 

290, 288 288 293 
281 283 287 
272 278 282 
263 272 280, 277 

255, 259 267 274 
243 257 265 
233 246 256 
232 235 248 
236 237 239 
239 238 240 
245 244 241 
245 244 243 
245 244 243 
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STEP-.M 3c 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

1 
2 
3 
4 

STEAM 4c 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Flo.vrate 364 lb./hr. Inlet Terrperature 250°F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 600°F 

VPl VP2 VP4 

578 588 580 
543 556 565 

530, 516 540, 531 537 
445 479 516 
382 433 463 
364 407 447 
332 380 422 

280, 292 356, 340 394 
255 301 337 
245 261 298 
248 246 260 
249 248 254 
252 251 256 
252 253 256 
252 253 256 

Flowrate 184 lb.jhr. Inlet Temperature 255°F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 600°F 

VPl VP2 VP4 

585 595 589 
573 568 574 
538 560 568 
492 527 535 
459 505 501 
426 476 472 
379 451 477 
352 416, 431 452 
302 361 401 
245 285 326 
241 242 ' 268 
244 243 249 
244 246 247 
244 245 247 
244 246 247 
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2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

l 
2 
3 
4 

2 
7 

12 
22 
32 
42 
52 
72 

102 
202 
502 

1 
2 
3 
4 

STEAM 5c Flowrate 364 lb./hr. Inlet Temperature 247°F 

- Nominal Wall Temperature 1400°F 

VPl VP2 VP4 

1327, 1345 1351, 1320 1360 
1278 1309, 1285 1321 

1265, 1251 1269 1325 
1190, 1176 1219 1278 
1060, 1079 1128 1231 

983 1087 1159 
896 1023, 995 1135 
794 921 1029 

605,633 780, 750, 731 964 
403 502 701 
276 300 442 
263 287 321 
263 276 299 
263 276 295 
263 276 292 

STEAM 6c 
a Flowrate 184 lb./hr. Inlet Temperature 252 F 

. 0 
- Nominal Wall Temperature 1400 F 

VP2 VP4 

1335 1348 
1307 1325 
1289 1300 

1295 , 1275 1307 
1209 1241 
1164 1237 

1134, 110~ 1188 
1069 1104 

968,925 1039 
775 868 
551 659 
362 436 
306 340 
293 305 
290 296 
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Wall Temperature Distribution 

Axial distances are given in inches. 

The indicated temperatures were obtained by interpolation between 

L~e actual measured wall temperatures. The data were converted to this 

form for ease of computation in the theoretical model . 

Axial distance 

0 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2 •. 0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 

0 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6 .0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 

Air 3c 

113 
125 
136 
140 
142 
142 
142 
140 
138 
135 
133 
134 
137 
140 
142 
145 
140 

Air 4c & 5c 

Air 8c 

575 
735 
895 
906 
910 
909 
906 
902 
902 
903 
906 
906 
903 
903 
908 
909 
898 

237 
269 
300 
307 
309 
311 
313 
314 
314 
313 
311 
310 
310 
311 
311 
309 
302 

Air 9c 

871 
1117 
1363 
1384 
1396 
1413 
1430 
1446 
1456 
1452 
1440 
1425 
1432 
1462 
1494 
1484 
1380 

Air 6c & 7c 

393 
496 
598 
613 
616 
610 
606 
604 
605 
607 
608 
608 
607 
603 
603 
608 
598 
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Axial distance Steam 1c & 2c Steam 3c & 4c Stearn 5c & 6c 

0 240 346 856 
0.5 266 459 1112 
1.0 292 575 1368 
1.5 301 597 1376 
2.0 304 605 1384 
2.5 304 608 1389 
3.0 301 607 1394 
4.0 298 605 1398 
5.0 298 602 1382 
6 .0 298 600 1350 
7.0 298 598 1334 
8.0 298 597 1348 
9.0 298 597 1380 

10.0 300 597 1406 
11.0 303 599 1416 
12.0 304 603 1408 
13.0 296 591 1320 
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Velocity Measurerrents (Hot Wire Probe) 

Symbols after the run identifi cation number refer to the 

i dentification used in Figure 4. 6- 1 . 

Run3 0 4 Run4 0 4 RunS 0 4 NRe = 1.2 X 10 NRe = 2. 1 X 10 NRe = 2.1 X 10 
+ u+ y_ + u+ + u+ y_ y_ 

23 12 . 2 72 15 . 9 37 13.0 
46 14 . 1 109 17 . 0 147 17 . 8 
92 15.7 217 18.7 220 19.5 

138 16 . 6 289 19 .8 . 293 20 . 6 
184 17.4 362 21.0 440 21. 6 
276 18.4 433 21.5 586 22.2 
322 19 . 2 506 21.8 880 22 . 2 
368 19. 7 578 22.1 
414 20 . 1 651 22.3 
460 19.7 . 723 22. 6 

Run6 Ll 4 
NRe = 2. 1 X 10 

Run7 \7 4 
NRe = 1. 6 X 10 

Run8 0 4 
NRe = 1.6 X 10 

+ u+ + u+ + u+ L y_ y_ 

37 14 . 4 58 15 . 2 29 13 . 3 
110 16 . 6 87 16.3 58 15 . 2 
220 18. 8 144 18.0 116 17.4 
293 20 . 4 202 19 . 0 173 18. 6 
367 20 . 9 231 19 . 6 231 19 . 3 
440 21.4 347 20 . 7 347 20.6 
587 22 .2 462 21. 3 462 21.3 
735 22.2 577 21. 3 577 21.3 

694 20.1 694 21. 0 



APPENDIX Z cc:MPUI'ER PR)GRAM LISTINGS 

The operations perfonred in the programs listed here have been 

dOCUITented rather extensively by "canrent cards" inserted throughout the 

program listings. Consequently, only a brief su:tmary of the calculational 

procedure precedes each of the separate listings. The tines indicated 

for each program are those required by an mM 7040 c:x:xuputer. 

Z .1 Solution of the Parabolic Fonn of the 
Energy Equation by F1n1te-D~fference Techniques 

This program was used to solve equations (D-12) and (D-16). 

The program has a number of optional features which are controlled 

by infonnation on the first 7 data cards read in at the tine of execution. 

The remaining data input is arranged as follows, 

(1) wall temperature distribution 

(2) coefficients for dimensionless velocity correlation 

(3) coefficients for physical property correlations 

(4) cylinder radius and selection of tresh size 

(5) nurrber of tresh points in the radial and axial directions 

(6) identifier (alphameric) 

(7) average inlet temperature, representative wall terrperature, 
mass flowrate 

(8). inlet gas-temperature distribution. 

The calculation proceeds as follCMS, 

(1) Calculate Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. 

(2) Calculate friction factor, f (Subroutine FRFAC) 

(3) Calculate dimensionless, radial tresh-point locations 

Z-1 



(4) Calculate dimensionless velocity at each radial mesh point 
(if y+ < 26, U is calculated from SUbroutine UPLUS) 

(5) Calculate dimensionless effective diffusivity at each radial 
rresh point 

( 6) Calculate wall temperature fran initial input distribution 
(SUbroutine INTERP) 

(7) Calculate coefficients for finite-difference equation 

(8) wad and invert tri-diagonal matrix (BNLBOL Library Routine) to 
obtain t.eirperature profile at one axial location 

(9) Calculate Nusselt number (Subroutine NUSS) and bulk terrperature 

(10) M:>ve to next axial location and repeat steps 6, 7, 8, 9. 

(11) Repeat step 10 until desired axial distance has been traversed. 

4 min. 14 sec. 
: 1 min. 3 sec. 

Z-2 

Source Program - Compilation tiJre 
Object Program - load tine 
Execution tirre per case 2 to 3 min. (depending on rresh 

size) 



$lBFTC EN007 
c 
C SOL 1 N OF ENERGY EOU•N BY FINITE DIFFERENCES 
c ******************************************* 
c 

COMMON ALPHAtl5lt BETAtlSl, BEEt15lt 

Z-3 

1 PRTWt200ltPRTBt200)tPRNU1(200),pRNU2(200)tPRNU3(200)tPRNU4(200)t 
2 PRNU5(200ltPRNU6(200)tPRGRAD(200ltPRREWll200ltPRREW2(200lt 

c 

3 PRREBl200J,PRREFl200ltPRPRW(200) tPRPRB<200l, PRPRF< 200),PRX(200lt 
4 PRXD(200ltPRTWTB<200l 

COMMON /ONE/ GRADW2tHtCEPT,SSLOPE 
DIMENSION GAS(l)t DUMRt60), R(60), ~(60)t YPLUS(60lt U(60lt 

1 Gt60h DIF(60), T(60t5lt Xt60)t At60lt B(60lt C(60lt D(60lt 
2 TRI(3t60 lt RHS(60lt XW<l50lt TW<150lt TT<60lt GG(60hYTHOU(60} 

DATA. CORYPLtCORUtCAPPAtEN I 26.0, 12.849, 0.36, 0.124 I 
DATA SE CHRtCONVERtPI I 3600.0• 0.0672, 3.14159 I 
KPR = 0 
!PRINT = 0 
ENSO = EN*EN 

READ(5t8) FTEMP 
C FTEMP CONTROLS THE TEMP. BETWEEN TIN AND TWALL AT WHICH THE 
C REYNOLDS NO. AND PRANDTL NO. ARE EVALUATED 
C IF FTEMP IS 0 TIN = TWALL 
C IF FTEMP IS 1 TIN = TIN 
c 

READ<5t2) INUSSt NENT 
C IF INUSS IS 0 CORRELATE ON TBULK 
C IF INUSS IS 1 CORRELATE ON TT AT RADIAL LOCATION •NENT• 
c 
C IF ADIFUS LT 1 NORMAL EVALUATION OF G(l) 
C IF ADIFUS IS 1 ADD GFAC*G<Il TO G(l) IF Y+ LT YL2 (26) 
C IF ADIFUS IS 2 ADD GFAC*G<Il TO G(I) IF Y+ GT YLl (5 ) 

READ<5t8) ADIFUS, YLl, YL2t GFAC 
c 

READC5t2l KIKOUTtKTEST 
c 
C IF KTEST = 1 THEN KIKOUT WILL CONTROL THE PROGRAM TERMINATION 
C IF KTEST = 0 PROGRAM OPERATED UNDER NORMAL CONTROL PROCEDURE 
c 
c 
C ZERO OUT MATRICES 
c 

DO 70 I=1t60 
DUMR(I) = 0.0 
Rtil = 0.0 
Y(Il = 0.0 
YPLUS(Il = 0.0 
YTHOUCil = 0.0 
U(Il = 0.0 
G(Il = 0.0 
GG(I) = 0.0 
DIF(Il = 0.0 
XCI) = 0.0 
AC I ) = 0.0 
B(I) = 0.0 
C( I l = 0.0 
D<Il = 0.0 



c 

RHS(Il = 0 .0 
TT(Il = 0.0 
DO 75 J=1•5 

75 T( I ,Jl = 0.0 
70 CONTINUE 

DO 80 I=1tl5 
ALPHA(!) = 0.0 
BETA< I l = 0.0 
BEE<Il = 0.0 

80 CONTINUE 
DO 90 !=1,3 
DO 90 J=1,60 

90 TRI(I,Jl = 0.0 

C READ PRINT CONTROL VARIABLES AND WALL TEMP. 
c 

READ(5 •2l NPRCON,NDUMP 
NPRCON = 0 NO PRINT UNTIL XINCH.GT.XLIM 

Z-4 

c 
c 
r 
'-

NPRCON = 1 PRINT CONTROLLED ENTIRELY BY NPRINltNPRIN2tNPRIN3 
NDUMP = 0 DON 1 T CALL PRINTO 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

NDUMP = 1 CALL PR!NTO - DUMP NU COMPARISONS 
READ(5 ,6l XLIM 
READ(5 t2l NPR!N3tNPRIN1,NPRIN2 
READ(5t2l KEN 
KEN NO. OF WALL TEMP. DATA POINTS ' 
READ(5,7l <XW( I l tTW< I l ,Y=1,KENl 

READ CONSTANTS FOR LOPF FIT OF U+ VS Y+ 

READ(5,4l CALPHA(llti=2,14) 
READC5 t4) <BETA<Iltl=2t14l 
READ(5 ,4l (BEE<Ilti=2t14l 

C CONSTANTS FOR PROPERTY VALUE CORRELATIONS 
c 

READC5t3l VISCCTt VISCAt VISCBt VISCCt VISCO, VISCE 
READC5t3) TCONCTt TCONA, TCONB• TCONC 
READ(5t3l CPCT, CPA, CPBt CPCt CPD 
READ(5,3l DENSCTt DENSA, DENSB, DENSC, DENSD 
VISC<Zl = VISCCT + Z*<V!SCA + Z*<VISCB + Z*<VISCC + Z*CVISCD + 

1 Z*VISCElll l 
TCON<Zl = TCONCT + Z*CTCONA + Z*CTCONB + Z*TCONCll 
CP<Zl = CPCT + Z*(CPA + Z*CCPB + Z*CCPC + Z*CPDl )) 
DENSCZl = DENSC T + Z*CDENSA + Z*CDENSB + Z*CDENSC + Z*DENSD)l) 

C READ IN GEOMETRY CONDITIONS 
c 

READC5t1l RADIUS, DRNOTit Ht DXI 
READC5t2l N' M, MEXTRAt IGAS 

C IGAS = 0 AIR IS THE FLOWING MEDIUM 
C !GAS = 1 STEAM IS THE FLOWING MEDIUM 

READ C5 t5l GAS(l) 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

INITIAL TEMP CONDITIONS AND MASS FLOWRATE 

READC5tl) TINF, TWALLFt WFLOW 
TIN = TINF + 460.0 
TWALL = TWALLF + 460.0 

CT IN DEG.F.) 



c 
c 

c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

' 
CALCULATE INITIAL INLET PARAMETERS 

TNORM = TWALL - TIN 
AREA = PI*RADIUS*RADIUS/144.0 
GFLOW = WFL OW/A REA 
UAVE = GFLOW/CDENSCTINl*SECHRl 

TIN = TWALL - CTWALL - TIN)*FTEMP 

Z-5 

FTEMP CONTROLS THE TEMP. BETWEEN 
REYNOLDS NO. AND PRANDTL NO. ARE 
IF FTEM P IS 0 TIN = TWALL 

TIN AND TWALL AT WHICH THE 
EVALUATED . 

IF FTEMP IS 1 TIN = TIN 

TQ = TIN 
IFCIGAS .GE.1l TQ = TQ/1.8 
RE = CRADIUS/6.0l*GFLOW/CSECHR*VISCCTQ)) 
IFCIGAS .G E.1l RE = RE/CONVER 
PR = CPCTINl*VISCCTQl*SECHR/TCON(TIN> 
IFCIGAS.GE .ll PR = PR*CONVER 
CALL FRFAC<REtFFACl 
ROOTF = SQRTCFFAC/2.0) 
RO = ROOTF*RE/2.0 
DRNOT = DRNOTI/RADIUS 
DX = DXI/RADIUS 

C CALC 1 N OF RADIAL MESH POINT LOCATIONS 
c 

NMINUS = N - 1 
DO 10 II=ltNMINUS 
DUMRCIIl = DRNOT*CH**II - leO)/(H- leO) 

10 SUM= SUM+ DUMRCII> 
C NORMALI ZING 

DO 20 II=l,NMINUS 
DUMRCIIl = DUMRCIIl/SUM 

20 SUMX = SUMX + DUMRCII) 
C RADIAL STEPS 

RCl> = 0.0 
YC1l = 1.0 

c 

YTHOUC1l = RADIUS*lOOO.Q 
DO 30 I=2tN 
NX = N + 1 - I 
R<I> = RCI-1> + DUMRCNX) 
YCil = 1.0- RCil 
YTHOUCil = YCil*RADIUS*1000eO 

30 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE DIMENSIONLESS Y+CYPLUS) AND U+(U) AND DIFFUSIVITY(Gl 
c 

DO 35 I= 1, N 
YPLUSCI> = YCil*ROOTF*RE/2.0 
IFCYPLUSCil.LE.CORYPL) CALL UPLUSCYPLUS(I),U(I)) 
IFCYPLUSCi l.GT.CORYPLl UCI) = ALOG(YPLUSCI)/CORYPLl/CAPPA + CORU 
IF< I .EQ.Nl U( I l = 0.0 
IFCYPLUSCil.LE.CORYPL> G(l) • 1.0/PR + ENSQ*UCil*YPLUSCil*Cl.O-

1 EXPC -ENSQ*UCil*YPLUSCI)ll 
IFCYPLUSCil.GE.CORYPLl GG(Il = 1.0/PR + CAPPA*YPLUSCil*Cl.O-

1 YPLUSCI)/RO> - leO 



Z-6 
I F <YPLUS(IJ.EQ.CORYPLl GO TO 1000 
IF< YP LUS (Il.GT.CORYPLl G(l) = GG(I) 
IFCYPLUSCil.GT.CORYPL.AND.YPLUSCI>.GT.CR0/2e0l) GCil = GCil + 1.0 
GO TO 36 

1000 
c 

G(Il = (G(Il + GG(Ill/2.0 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

IF ADIFUS LT 1 
IF ADIFUS IS 1 
IF ADIFUS IS 2 

NORMAL EVALUATION OF GCI) 
ADD GFAC*GCI) TO GC l) IF Y+ LT Yl2 C26) 
ADD GFAC*GCI) TO GCI) IF Y+ GT Yll C5) 

36 IFCADIFUS.LT.0.5) GO TO 35 
IFC ADIFUS.GT.l.5l GO TO 37 
IFC YPLUSCI>.GT.Yl2) GO TO 35 
GO TO 38 

37 IFCYPLUSCil.LE.YLl) GO TO 35 
3 8 G C I ) = G C I ) + GF AC*G ( I ) 

35 CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE DIFFERENTIAL DIFFUSIVITY 
c 

c 

DO 45 I=2tNMINUS 
DIFCil = CGCI+l>- GCI-1))/CRCI+ll- RCI-1)) 

45 CONTINUE 
DX 1 = DX 
DX2 = DX/CFLOATCMEXTRAl) 
MXTR = DX2/DRNOT + 0.01 
MARK = MEXTRA + MXTR 
KEV = MXTR 
MMAX = MXTR + MEXTRA 

C OU TPUT OF RUN CONDITIONS 
c 

c 

WRITEC6t999) GASC1> 
TI Nl = TIN - 460.0 
WR I TEC6t983) TIN1t INUSSt NENTt . ADIFUS 
WRITEC6t998) TINFtTWALLFtWFLOWtGFLOW,UAVEtRE,PRtFFACtRADIUStRO 
WR I TEC6t997) DRNOTI~ DRNOT, DXIt DXt H 
WR I TEC6t996) N,M,MXTR,MEXTRA 
WRITEC6t995) SUMX 
WRITEC6t994) 
WRITEC6t993l (!,R<IltYCil tYPLUSCiltUCI)tGCiltYTHOU(Ilti=ltN) 

C READ INITIAL GAS TEMPERATURES 
c 

c 

M = M + MEXTRA + MXTR 
READC5t6) CTCitllti=1tNMINUS) 
DO 41 I=ltNMINUS 

41 TCitll = CTCitl) - TINF)/TNORM 

C CALCULATE AXIAL POS•NS AND COMMENCE MARCH IN AXIAL DIRECTION 
c 

j = 1 
XCll = 0.0 
XINCH = 0.0 
CALL INTERPCKENtXWtTW,XINCHtTCNtl)) 
TCNtJ) = CTCNtJ) - TINF)/TNORM 
DO 100 KGP =l•M 



c 

DX = DX1 Z-7 
IFCXCJ).LT.DX1l DX = DX2 
IFCX(Jl .L T.DX2l DX = DRNOT 
XCJ+ll = XCJl + DX 
XINCH = XCJ+ll*RADIUS 
CALL INTERPCKEN,XWtTW,XINCHtTCNtJ+lll 
TCNtJ+1l = CTCNtJ+ll ~ TINFl/TNORM 
IFCKGP.EO.ll TCNtJ) = CTCNtJl + TCNMINUStJ))/2eO 
JJ = KGP + 1 

C CALCULATE COEFF. FOR I = 1 
c 

DR1 = R C 2 l - RCll 
DR2 = R C 2 l - R C 1 l 
DR3 = 2•0*0R2 
F2 = 2.0/COR2*DR3l 
F3 = 2.0/CDRl*DR2l 
F4 = 2.0/CDR1*DR3) 
A C ll = -G< ll*F4 
B C 1l = -RO*UC1l/OX + GC1l*F3 
c ( 1) = -GC1l*F2 
DC 1l = RO*UC1l/OX + F3*GC1l 

c 
C CALCULATE COEFF. FOR I GT 1 
c 

c 
c 
c 

200 

DO 200 I=2tNMINUS 
DR1 = RCil- RCI-1) 
OR2 = RCI+ll- RCil 
OR3 = RCI+l) - RCI-1) 
Fl = l.OIOR3 
F2 = 2 .0/CDR2*0R3l 
F3 = 2e0/COR1*0R2l 
F4 = 2.0/CORl*OR3l 
0001 = F1*CGCil/RCI) 
OD02 = GCil*.F412.0 
OOD3 = RO*UCil/DX 
OD04 = GCil*F3/2eO 
0005 = GC I l*F212.0 
A C I l = ODD1 - ODD2 
B C I l = -0003 + 0004 
C C I l = -0001 - 0005 
D ( I l = ODD3 + ODD4 

SOL 1 N OF SIMULTANEOUS 

DO 300 I=2tNMINUS 
TRIC2ti-ll = 1.0 

+ OIF ( l)l/2.0 

EQ•NS BY INVERSION OF TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX 

IFCI.EQ.2l TRIC2t1l = TRI<2tl) - A(2)*(A(l) + CC1ll/(0Cll*D(2l) 
IFCI.EQ.2l GO TO 301 
TRIC1,I -ll = ACil/DCil 
IFCI.EO.NMINUSl GO TO 302 

301 TRIC3tl-ll = CCil/DCil 
302 RHSCI-ll = -A<Il*T<I-ltJl/D(Il- BCil*TCitJl/OCil- C<Il* 

1 T(I+ltJl/DCil 
IFCI.EQ.2) RHSCll = RHSCll + BCll*A(2l*TCltJl/CDC1l*DC2l) + 

1 CACll + C<lll*A(2l*TC2tJ)/CDC2l*D(l)l 
IFCI.EO.NMINUSl RHS<I-ll = RHSCI-ll - CCNMINUSl*TCNMINUS+ltJ+ll/ 

1 DCNMINUSl 



c 

c 

300 CONTINUE 
NN = NMINUS - 1 

CALL BNDSOLCTRitRHSt3tltNN) 

IND = 0 
DO 400 I=2tNMINUS 
T(l,J+ll = RHSCI-1l 
IFCTCitJ+1l.GT.2.0.0R.TCitJ+l)eLT.C-Oe5)) IND = 1 

400 CONTINUE 
IFCIND.EQ.1) GO TO 3000 
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TCltJ+l) = -BCl>*TCltJl/DCl) - CACU •+ CCU )*TC2tJl/DCl) -
1 CACll + CCl))*T(2,J+l)/DCl> 

IFCIPRINT.EQ.ll GO TO 4500 
IFCNPRCON.EQ.1) GO TO 8000 
IFCXINCH.LT.XLIMl GO TO 110 
!PRINT = 1 
GO TO 6000 

8000 IFCKGP.GT.MMAXl GO TO 4500 
IFCKGP.GT.MXTRl GO TO 6500 
IFCKGP.EQ.1l GO TO 5500 
LIM = KGP - IL 
IFCLIM.EQ.NPRIN3) GO TO 5500 
GO TO 110 

5500 IL = KGP 
GO TO 3500 

6500 LIM = KGP - KEV 
IFCLIM.EQ.NPRIN1l GO TO 7000 
GO TO 110 

7000 KEV = KGP 
GO TO 3500 

4500 LIM = KGP - MARK 
IFCLIM.EQ.NPRIN2l GO TO 6000 
GO TO 110 

6000 MARK = KGP 
c 
C CALCULATE LOCAL NUSSELT NO. AND WALL GRADIENT AND BULK TEMPe 
C USE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE FOR BULi TEMPe CALCVN 
c 

c 

3500 KPR = KPR + 1 
TVR = 0.0 
VR = 0.0 
DO 155 I=1tNMINUS 
TVR = TVR + CR(!+ll- RCill*(U(I+ll*TCI+ltJ+ll*R(I+l> + 

1 UCil*TCitJ+1l*R(!))/2,0 
VR = VR + <R<I+l>- RCI)l*CU<I+ll*RCI+ll + UCll*RCI))/2eO 

155 CONTINUE 
TBULK = TVR/VR 
TBULKF = TBULK*TNORM + TINF 
DO 55 I=1tN 

55 TTCI> = TCitJ+1l*TNORM + TINF 
GRADWl = <T<NtJ+1> - TCN-4tJ+lll*TNORM* 3e0/(R(N) - RCN-4l) 
SNUSSl = CT(N,J+1l - TCN-4 , J+1ll/2 e0 *RADIUS/C(R(N) - RCN-4))* 

1 <TCNtJ+l) - TBULKl) 
CALL NUSSCYTHOU,TT,Nl 
SNUSS2 = -GRADW2*RADIUS/CCTTCNl- TBULKFl*6eOl 

C IF INUSS IS 0 CORRELATE ON TB ULK 



c 
c 

c 

IF INUSS IS 1 CORRELATE ON TT AT RADIAL LOCATION 1 NENT 1 

IFCINUSS.EQ.Ol GO TO 3001 
SNUSS2 = SNUSS2*CTTCNl - TBULKFl/CTTCN) - TTCNENTll 

3001 CONTINUE 

XX = X(J+ll/2.0 
WRITEC6t992l JJtXXtXINCHtSNUSS1tGRADWltSNUSS2tGRADW2 

3000 WRITEC6t99ll 
WRITEC6t990l CTCitJ+llti=ltNl 
WRITEC6t988l SSLOPEtCEPTtTBULKFtTBULK 
WRITEC6t987l CTTCiltl=ltNl • 
WRITE(6t985l 
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WRITEC7t984l JJ,XXtXINCHtSNUSS2tGRADW2tTBULKFtTTCNltGASCll 
IFCIND.EQ.ll GO TO 4000 

C ALL VARIABLES BEGINNING WITH 1 PRt ARE PRINTED OUT AT END OF CALC•N 
PRTBCKPRl = TBULKF 
PRTWCKPRl = TTCNl 
PRXCKPRl = XINCH 
PRXDCKPRl = XX 
PRNUlCKPRl = SNUSS2 
PRGRADCKPRl = GRADW2 
RCONST = <RADIUS/6.0l*GFLOW/SECHR 
WALLT = TT<Nl + 460.0 
BULKT = TBULKF + 460.0 
FILMT = CWALLT + BULKT)/2•0 
Tl = WALLT 
T2 = BULKT 
T3 = FILMT 
IFCIGAS.LT.ll GO TO 8500 
Tl = Tl/1.8 
T2 = T2/1.8 
T3 = T311.8 

8500 PRREWlCKPRl = RCONST/VISCIT1l 
PRREW2CKPRl = PRREWlCKPRl*BULKT/WALLT 
PRREBCKPRl = RCONST/VISCCT2l 
PRREFCKPRl = RCONST/VISCCT3l 
PRPRWCKPRl = CPCWALLTl*VISCCT,ll*SECHR/TCONCWALLT) 
PRPRBCKPRl = CPCBULKTl*VISCCT2l*SECHR/TCONCBULKT) 
PRPRFCKPRl = CPCFILMTl*VISCCT3l*SECHR/TCONCFILMT) 
IFCIGAS.LT.1l GO TO 9000 
PRREW1CKPRl = PRREWlCKPRl/CONVER 
PRREW2CKPRl = PRREW2CKPRl/CONVER 
PRREB CKPRl = PRREB CKPRl/CONVER 
PRREF CKPRl = PRREF CKPRl/CONVER 
PRPRWCKPR) = PRPRWCKPRl*CONVER 
PRPRBCKPR) = PRPRBCKPRl*CONVER 
PRPRFCKPR) = PRPRFCKPRl*CONVER 

9000 PRTWTBCKPRl = WALLT/BULKT 
110 DO 85 I=l,N 

85 TCitJl = TCitJ+ll 
IFCKTEST.EQ.Q) GO TO 100 
IFCKGP.GE.KIKOUTl GO TO 5000 

100 XCJl = XCJ+ll 
GO TO 5000 

4000 WRITEC6t989) 
5000 IFCNDUMP.EQ.ll CALL PRINTOCKPRl 

WRITEC6t986) 



Ql = 1.0 
02 = 2.0 
ST OP 

1 FO RM AT(6El2.5l 
2 FO RM AT<l6!5l 
3 FO RMA T<6E13.6l 
4 FO RM ATC1Xt5E15 .7) 
5 FO RM ATC10A6) 
6 FO RM ATC13F6.1l 
7 FO RM AT<2F10.5) 
8 FO RMA TC8F10.ll 
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983 FOR MATC10Xt23HPROPERTIES EVUALATED Art F7.lt 7H DEG.F.,5Xt 
1 8HI NUSS = ' I2t5Xt7HNENT = , I3t5Xt8HADIFUS =• F5.1/10Xt37ClH-)/) 

984 FO RM AT<1Xti5t2F9.3tF10.2tFlO.ltF10.2tFlOelt9XtA6) 
985 FO RMA TC3Xt125(1H-)) 
986 FO RM AT(////) 
987 FO RM ATC10Xt10F11.4) 
988 FOR MATC1HOt4Xt4HSDEVt E12•4t4Xt 11HTWALL<CALClt F9.2t5Xt 

1 22H TEMPERATURES IN DEG.F., 10Xt16HBULK TEMPERATURE, Fl0e2t2X, 
2 1H!tF10.7t2H l/25X,5(1H-), 20Xt22(1H-)t10Xt16(1H-)/) 

989 FORMAT(1H0///10Xt89HSOLUTION TERMINATED BECAUSE ONE OR MORE TEMPER 
1ATUR ES ARE LESS THAN -0.5 OR GREATER THAN 2/1QX,89ClH*)/) 

990 FO RM ATC10Xt10Fl1.7l 
99 1 FORMATC50X,26HDIMENSIONLESS TEMPERATURES/50Xt25C1H-l/) 
992 FOR MAT!lH0/5Xt11HAXIAL POS 1 Ntl5t 5Xt3HX/D,F9.4, 5Xt8HX CINCH), 

1 F9.4t 5Xtl1HNUSSELT NO.tF9.2t 5Xt25HWALL GRADIENT CDEG.F.IFT)t 
2 F9.1/76X,F9.2,30XtF9.1/l 

993 FO RM AT<Il1tF12.8tF13.7t3El4 . 4tF15.2l 
994 FO RM ATC10Xt1HI,7Xt1HRt13Xt 1HYtllX,2HY+tl2Xt 2HU+,l0Xt6HDIFFUS, 

1 9Xt12HYCINCH*E-03)//) 
995 FOR MATC11Xt43HSUMX = TOTAL OF NORMALIZED RADIAL DIVISIONStF9.4//) 
996 FOR MATC11Xtl7HNO. RADIAL POS 1 NSti5t 9Xt16HNO. AXIAL POS•NSti5t 

2 10Xt23HEXTRA INITIAL DIVISIONSt!5/96X,I5/l 
997 FORMAT<6Xtl3HDRNOTI CINCHltE11.4t 5Xt5HDRNOT,El2e4t 5Xt 

2 lOHDXI CINCHltF9.4t 7Xt2HDXtE11.4t 10Xt1HH,F11.3//) 
998 FORMATClOXtlOHINLET TEMPtF7.1t 5Xt9HWALL TEMP,F8elt 5X, 

1 12HFLOW CLB/HRltF7.1t 5Xt9HMASS VELetF10e2t5Xtl3HVEL. CFT/SEClt 
2 F8.2//16Xt2HREtFlOelt 11Xt2HPRtF8.2t 5Xtl2HFAN FRIC FACtF9e5t 
3 4Xt6HRADIUStF7 .lt 13Xt2HROtF18.6//) 

999 FORMATClH0/50Xt20(1H=)//57X tA6/ /50Xt20ClH=)///) 
END 



$ISFTC FRFAC 
SUBROUTINE FRFACCRE,FFAC) 

c 
C EVALUATE ADIABATIC K-N FRICTION FACTOR 
c 

DATA EPS, FTRY I 0.00003, 0.007 I 
FLHS = 1.0ISQRTCFTRY) . 

2000 FRHS = 4.0*ALOG10CREIFLHS) - 0.40 
IFCABSCCFRHS- FLHSliFRHSl.LT.EPS) GO TO 1000 
FLHS = FRHS 
GO TO 2000 

1000 FFAC = 1eOICFRHS*FRHS) 
RETURN 
END 

$l8FTC UPLUS 
SUBROUTINE UPLUSCY,U) 

c 
C CALCULATE U+ FOR A GIVEN VALUE OF Y+ 
c 

COMMON ALPHAC15lt BETA(15), BEEC15l 
DIMENSION PC20l 
IFCY.LE.0.80l GO TO 101 
P(ll = 0.0 
PC2) = 1.0 
DO 100 KK=2,14 
PCKK+1l = CY- ALPHACKK+1l)*PCKK) - BETA(KKl*P(KK-1> 

100 U = U + BEECKKl*PCKK) 
GO TO 102 

101 u = y 
102 RETURN 

END 
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$IBFTC I NTRP 
SU BR OUTINE INTER P (J K,x,y,XA,YA) 
DI MENSION X(1 50 ),Y( 15 0) 
IF(XA.GE . X<JK )) GO TO 811 
YA=O.O 
If((X(ll - X< 2l l .GT.O.O> GO TO 804 
DO 805 II=l ,JK 
IF((XA- X(ll )).LE.O.O) GO TO 806 

805 CONTINUE 
804 DO 809 II=1 ,JK 

IF(<X<II >-X Al.L E.O.O) GO TO 806 
809 CO NTINUE 
806 IF(I ! .LE . 3 > GO TO 807 

!F(II . GE .(JK-2)) GO TO 808 
MM=II - 3 
MMM=II+ 2 
GO TO 81 0 

807 MM=l 
MM M=6 
GO TO 81 0 

808 MM=JK -5 
MMM =JK 

810 DO 801 I =MM , MM M 
PROD=Y( l ) 
DO 800 J= MM , M~1 M 
!F(J.EQ .!) GO TO 800 
PROD=PROD*(XA-X(J))/(X(Il-X(J)) 

800 CONTIN UE 
801 YA= YA+PROD 

GO TO 812 
811 YA = Y(JK) 
812 RE TURN 

EN D 
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$ lBFTC NUSSLT Z-13 
SUB ROUTINE NUSS(XX,YY,NN> 

c 
C THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES THE TEMPERATURE GRADIENT AT THE WALL BY 
C PER FORMING A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES FIT OVER THE MESH POINTS WHICH 
C AR E ADJACENT TO THE WALL•••••••THE NUMAER OF POINTS TAKEN DEPENDS 
C UPON THE NO. OF RADIAL MESH POINTS USED • 
c 

COMM ON /ONE/ GRADW2,H,CEPT,SSLOPE 
DIMENSION XX(6Q), YYC6Q), YC35lt XC35) 
DATA THOU,FT/ 1000.0, 12.01 
IFCNN.EQ.20l N = 11 
AN = NN 
IFCAN.EQ.20.0.AND.H.LE•l•6) N '= 8 
IFCNN.EQ.25) N = 10 
IFC NN .EQ.40l N = 13 
IF(NN.E0.60) N = 30 
DO 50 I=1•N 
L = NN + 1 -I 
y C I l = yy ( L> 

50 XCI> = XXCL)/THOU 
SUMX = 0.0 
SUMY = 0.0 
SUMX2 = 0.0 
SUMY2 = 0.0 
SUMXY = 0.0 
DO 100 I=l•N 
SUMX = SUMX +XCI> 
SUMY = SUMY + YCI> 
SUMX2 = SUMX2 + XCil*XCil 
SUMY2 = SUMY2 + YCI>*YCil 

100 SUMXY = SUMXY + XCil*YCil 
DATA = N 
XP2 = SUMX2 - SUMX*SUMX/DATA 
YP2 = SUMY2 - SUMY*SUMY/DATA 
XYP = SUMXY - SUMX*SUMY/DATA 
XAV = SUMX/DATA 
YAV = SUMY/DATA 
SLOPE = XYP/XP2 
CEPT = YAV - SLOPE*XAV 
R2 = XYP*XYP/CXP2*YP2l 
VARY = Cl.O - R2l*YP2/CDATA- 2.0) 
SSLOPE = SQRT<VARY/XP2l 
GRADW2 = SLOPE*FT 
RETURN 
END 



$ ! 8 FTC PRIN Z-14 
SU BROUTINE PRINTO<KPR) 

c 
C CALCULAT ES NUS SELT NO. AND PRINTS OUT FOR COMPARISON 
c 

COMM ON ALPHA(15lt BETA<15), BE E<l5l' 
1 PR TW (200J,PRT8(200J,pRNU1(200ltPRNU2<200)tPRNU3(200ltP RN U4(200lt 
2 PRN U5(200ltPRNU6(200),pRGRAD<200J tPRREW1(200),PRREW2(200lt 
3 PRRE B(200J,PRREF(200) tPR PRW<200l tPRPRB(200),PRPRF(200)tPRX(200lt 
4 PRXD(200ltPRTWTB(200 l 

DATA CltC2tC3tC4tHUN I .024te023tOe7t.0205tlOO.O I 
WRI TE( 6 t98ll 
WR I TE <6t980l (I,I=1,12) 
WRITE(6t983l (!,I=1tl2l 
DO 400 I=ltKPR 

400 WRI TE(6t982l ltPRXD<IltPRX<Ilt PRTW<IltPRTB<IltPRGRAD<Ilt 
1 PRREWl (I l tPRREW2 (I) tPRREB< Il ,PRREF< I), PRPRW( I) tPRPRB< I) t 
2 PRPRF(I),I 

WRI TE<6t98ll 
WRI TE<6t978l <Iti=lt7l 
WRI TE(6t977l <I,I=1t7l 
DO 455 I=ltKPR 
PR NU2<I> = C2*<PRREWl(IJ**0.8l*<PRPRW(Il**0.4J*(l.O + 

1 (l.OIPRXD<Ill**C3*PRTWTB<Il**C3l 
PRNU3<Il = PRNU2(IJIPRTWTB<Il 
PRNU4(I) = C1*<PRREB(Il**0.8l*IPRPRB(Il**0•4l*1<1.0IPRTWTB(I)l 

1 **C3l*<l.O + (l.OIPRXD(Ill**C3*PRTWTB(Il**C3l 
PRNU5(l) = C4*(PRREF<Il**0.8l*<PRPRF(Il**0•4l*<l.O + 

1 (l.O/PRXD<Ill**C3*PRTWTB(Il**C3l 
PRNU6(I) = PRNU5<I>*PRTB(I)IC(PRTB<Il + PRTW(I))I2.0l 
DIF2 = ( PRNU2( I l - PRNU1 (Ill IPRNUl (I l*HUN 
DIF3 = <PRNU3(IJ - PRNUl(I))IPRNU1<Il*HUN 
DIF4 = ( PRNU4( I l - PRNUl (I l) /PRNU1 (I l*HUN 
D IF 5 = ( PRNU 5 ( I l - PRNU 1 ( I l l I PRNU 1 ( I l *HUN 
DIF6 = <PRNU6(Il - PRNU1(IJJIPRNUl(Il*HUN 

455 WRITE(6t979l ItPRXD<IltPRNU1<Ilt PRNU2<IltDIF2t PRNU3(1ltDIF3t 
1 PR NU4(!)tDIF4t PRNU5(I)tDIF5t PRNU6(!)tDIF6 

RETURN 
977 FOR MAT<lHOt21Xti2ti8ti13t4I171) 
978 FORMATI25Xti3t43H ••• XID !COL. 3-7 ARE NU AND PERCENT DIFF.li25Xt 

1 I3t36H ••• CALC 1 D NU FROM FINITE DIFF. S0L'NI25Xt!3t50H ••• NU BASE D 
20N P+W EOU 1 N 11 !NO TEMP. RATIO ON REl/25Xti3t27H ••• NU BASED ON P+ 
3W EOU'N 111 25Xti3t27H ••• NU BASED ON P+W EQU 1 N 10 125X.I3t51H ••• NU 
5 BASED ON DML EQU 1 N 16 WITH ENTRANCE PARAMETER 125Xti3t44H ••• NU AS 
6IN (6) EXCEPT HAS TEMP. RATIO ON RE /l 

979 FORMAT(15Xti4tF7 .2tF7.1,5(F10. 1tF7 .1l l 
980 FOR MAT<25Xtl3t22H ••• XID DIMENSIONLESS 125Xti3t30H ••• X AXIAL DIS 

1TANCE IN INCHES 125Xti3t23H ••• WALL TEMP. IN DEG.F. /25Xti3t23H ••• B· 
2ULK TEMP. IN DEG.F. /25Xtl 3t24H ••• GRADIENT- DEG.F.IFT. 125Xti3, 
3 20H ••• WALL REYNOLDS NO. /25Xtl3t29H ••• MODIFIED WALL REYNOLDS NO. 
4 125Xti3t20H ••• BULK REYNOLDS NO. 125Xt!3t20H ••• FILM REYNOLDS ·NO. 
5 125Xt!3t19H ••• PR AT WALL TEMP. 125Xti3tl9H ••• PR AT BULK TEMP. 125 
6Xt!3tl9H ••• PR AT FILM TEMP. /) 

981 FORMAT<lHll 
98 2 FORMAT<l5Xti4t2F7e2t2F7.ltFlO.lt4F9. lt3F6.2tl5) 
983 FORMAT(lHO t21Xti2ti7~I8ti7ti10t419ti5t2I61) 

END 



Z.2 Solution of the Elliptic Form of the Energy 
Equation by Finite-Difference Techniques. 

The program was used to solve equations (D-25) and (D-27) • 

The program has two optional features which are controlled by 

infonnation on the first data card. 

The remaining data input is arranged as follONs 

(1) wall temperature distribution 

(2) coefficients for dimensionless velocity correlation 

(3) coefficients for physical property correlations 

(4) cylinder radius and selection of mesh size 

( 5) nurrber of mesh points in radial and axial directions 

(6) identifier (alpharreric) 

(7) average inlet and wall temperatures, mass flONrate 

(8) radial gas-ternperab.lre distributions at the beginning and 
end of the region of interest. 

The calculation proceeds as follows 

(1) Calculate Reynolds and Prandtl numbers 

(2) Calculate friction factor, f, (Subroutine FRFAC) 

(3) Calculate dilrensionless, radial mesh-point locations 

(4) Calculate dimensionless velocity at each radial mesh point 
(if y+ < 26, U is calculated fran Subroutine UPLUS) 

(5) Calculate dimensionless effective diffusivity at each 
radial mesh point. 

(6) Calculate dimensionless axial mesh-point locations. 

(7) calculate wall terrq?eratures at each axial location 
(Subroutine INTERP) 
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(8) Calculate coefficients for finite-difference equation. 

(9) Load and invert banded matrix (BNDSOL Library Routine) 
to obtain terrperature distribution over entire region 
of interest. 

Source Program - Compilation tine 
Object Program - Load tine 
Execution tine per case 

3 min. 16 sec. 
57 sec. 
34 sec. 
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SIBFTC EN21 
c 
C SOLUTION OF ENERGY EOU 1 N IN ELLIPTIC FORM USING CENTRAL 
C DIFFERENCES IN BOTH DIRECTIONS 
c ******************************************* 
c 

COMM ON ALPHA<l5lt BETA<15), BEE(l5) 
c 
C A TO E MATRICES ALLOW A MAX 1 M OF 40 RADIAL POINTS 
C T MATRIX MUST BE CHANGED AS NO. OF ME SH POINTS CHANGE 
C T MATRIX IS DIMENSIONED FOR TOTAL NO. OF MESH POINTS 
C ABC MA TRIX CHANGES AS NO. OF MESH POINTS CHANGE 
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C IN AB C THE FIRST NO. IS NO. OF COLUMN~ = 2*(NO. OF AXIAL POSITIONS 
c - 3 
C SECOND NO. IS THE PRODUCT OF (NO. OF RADIAL POS 1 NS - 1)* 
C <NO. OF AXIAL POS 1 NS- 2l 
C RHS MATRIX IS ALSO DIMENSIONED FOR THIS PRODUCT 
C THIS PRODUCT REPRESENTS THE TOTAL NO. OF UNKNOWN TEMPS. 
C X AND XINCH MATRICES CHANGE DIMENSIONS AS NO. OF AXIAL POS 1 NS 
C CHANGE 
C N = NO . OF RADIAL NODES INCLUDING WALL AND CENTRE LINE 
C M = NO. OF AXIAL NODES INCLUDING BOTH BOUNDARIES 
C NOTE - IN THIS PROGRAM M IS NOT CHANGED FROM IT 1 S INITIAL READ IN 
C VALUE AS IT IS IN THE PARABOLIC SOL 1 N <EN15 OR EN16) 
C I.E. NO. OF AXIAL NODES IS FIXED EVEN THO' THE SIZE OF 
C THE MESH MAY CHANGE CLOSE TO THE ENTRANCE 
c 

c 

DI MENS ION GAS(l)t DUMR<30l, R<30l, Y(30lt YPLUS(30lt 
1 U(30lt G(30), DIF(30), A(30), B<30lt C<30), D(30), E(3Ql, 
2 XW(50 ), TW(50 ), TT<30lt GG(30), YTHOU<30l, 
3X(20lt XINCH(20J,T(25t20lt ABC<37t432lt RHS(432l 

DATA CORYPLtCORUtCAPPAtEN I 26.0, 12.849, 0.36, 0.124 I 
DATA SECHRtCONVERtPI J 3600.0t 0.0672, 3.14159 I 
ENSQ = EN*EN 

C CORYPLt CORY, CAPPA, EN ARE CONSTANTS USED IN DIMENSIONLESS 
C VELOCITY CORRELATION 
c 

READ(5t2) KPRIN,INZ 
c 
C INZ = 0 STANDARD CALC'N 
C INZ = 1 CALC 1 N STARTS PART WAY THRU THE COLUMN AT XW(l) 
C KPRIN CONTROLS INTERMEDIATE PRINT OUT OF ABC AND RHS MATRICES 
C ••• o ••• NO PRINT OUT 
C ••• 1 ••• PRINT OUT ABC AND RHS JUST BEFORE INVERSION 
C •••2•••PRINT OUT RAW COEFFICIENTS AtBtCtD.,E AS WELL AS ABOVE CASE 
c 
C READ WALL TEMPERATURES 
c 

- ?EAD<5t2l KEN 
c 
C KEN NO. OF WALL TEMP. DATA POINTS 
c 

READ<5t7) (XW(I),TW<I>•I=ltKENl 
c 
C READ CONSTANTS FOR LOPF FIT OF U+ VS Y+ 
c 

DO 80 I=lt15 
ALPHA(!) = 0.0 



BETA< I l = 0.0 
BEEUl = 0.0 

80 CONTINUE 
READ <5t4 l (ALPHA( I l d=2tl4l 
READ<5,4 l <BETA<Ilti=2ti4l 
READ(5,4l <B EE<Ilti=2tl4l 

C CO NSTAN TS FOR PROPERTY VALUE CORRELATIONS 
c 

READ(5,3l VISCCT, VISCA, VISCB, VISCCt VISCO, VISCE 
READ<5,3 l TCONCT, TCONA, TCONB, TCONC 
READ<5t3l CPCTt CPAt CPB, CPCt CPD 
READ (5t3 l DENSCT , DENSA, DE NSB• DEN SC , DENSD 
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VISC(Zl = VISCCT + Z*(VISCA + Z*(VISCB + Z*<VISCC + Z*(VISCD + 
1 Z*VISCE> l l l 

TCON<Zl = TCONCT + Z*<TCONA + Z*<TCONB + Z*TCONCl l 
CP<Zl = CPCT + Z*<CPA + Z*<CPB + Z*(CPC + Z*CPDl ll 
DENS<Z> = DENSCT + Z*<DENSA + Z*<DENSB + Z*<DENSC + Z*DENSDll > 

c 
C READ IN GEOMETRY CONDITIONS 
c 

c 

READ<5tlt RADIUS, DRNOTit Ht DXI 
READ(5t2l Nt Mt MEXTRAt IGAS 

C IGAS = 0 AIR IS THE FLOWING MEDIUM 
C IGAS = 1 STEAM IS THE FLOWING MEDIUM 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

INITIAL TEMP CONDITIONS AND MASS FLOWRATE 

READ<5tll TINFt TWALLFt WFLOW 
TIN = TINF + 460.0 
TWALL = TWALLF + 460.0 

(T IN DEG.F.l 

C VARIABLES TO CONTROL COLUMN SELECTION IN ABC MATRIX 
c 

c 

!UN = N - 1 
JUN = M - 2 
KOLl = 1 
KOL2 = JUN 
KOL3 = M - 1 
KOL4 = M 
KOL5 = 2*M - 3 
LAST = IUN*JUN 
LBF = LAST - JUN 

C ZERO OUT MATRICES 
c 

DO 70 I =lt30 
DUMR<I> = 0.0 
R<I> = 0.0 
Y(Il = 0.0 
YPLUS(!) = 0.0 
YTHOU(l) = 0.0 
U<I> = 0.0 
G(Il = 0.0 
GG<I> = 0.0 
DIF<I> = 0.0 



c 

A(!) = 0.0 
B(I) = 0.0 
C(I) = 0.0 
D(l) = 0.0 
E<Il = 0.0 
TT(I) = 0.0 

70 CONTINUE 
DO 75 I=1•N 
DO 75 J = 1tM 

75 TCI,Jl = 0.0 
DO 85 J=ltLAST 
RHSCJ) = 0.0 
DO 85 I=ltKOL5 

85 ABCCI,Jl = 0.0 

C CALCULATE INITIAL INLET PARAMETERS 
c 

c 

TNORM = TWALL - TIN 
AREA = PI*RADIUS*RADIUS/144.0 
GFLOW = WFLOW /AREA 
UAVE = GFLOW/CDENSCTINl*SECHRl 
TQ = TIN 
IFCIGAS.GE.1l TQ = TQ/1.8 
RE = CRADIUS/6.0l*GFLOW/CSECHR*VISCCTQ)) 
IFCIGAS.GE.1l RE = RE/CONVER 
PR = CPCTINl*VISCCTOl*SECHR/TCONCTINl 
IFCIGAS.GE.ll PR = PR*CONVER 
CALL FRFACCRE,FFACl 
ROOTF = SQRTCFFAC/2.0) 
RO = ROOTF*RE/2.0 
DRNOT = DRNOTI/RADIUS 
DX = DXI/RADIUS 
DX1 = DX 
DX2 = DX/CFLOATCMEXTRAl) 
MXTR = DX2/DRNOT + 0.01 

C CALC'N OF RADIAL MESH POINT LOCATIONS 
c 

NMINUS = N - 1 
DO 10 II=1tNMINUS 
DUMRCIIl = DRNOT*CH**II - 1.0)/(H- 1.0) 

10 SUM= SUM+ DUMRCII> 
C NORMALIZING 

c 

DO 20 II=1•NMINUS 
DUMRCIIl = DUMRCII>ISUM 

20 SUMX = SUMX + DUMRCII> 

C RADIAL STEPS 
c 

RCl) = 0.0 
Y(l) = 1.0 
YTHOUCll = RADIUS*lOOO.O 
DO 30 I=2•N 
NX = N + 1 - I 
RCil = RCI-1> + DUMRCNXl 
YCil = 1.0- RCI> 
YTHOUCI) = YCI>*RADIUS*lOOO.O 

30 CONTINUE 
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Z-20 
c 
C CALCULATE Dli'"1ENSIONLESS Y+(YPLUS) AND U+(U) AND D'IFFUSIVITY(G) 
c 

c 

DO 35 I=1t N 
YPLUS(I) = YCil *ROOTF *RE /2.0 
IFCYPLUSCil.LE.CORYPLl CALL UPLUSCYPLUS(IltUCI) l 
IFCYPLUSC!l.GT.CORYPL) U(l) = ALOGCYPLUS(Il/CORYPLl/CAPPA + CORU 
IF ( I • EQ • N l U ( I l = 0. 0 
IFCYPLUS Cil.LE.CORYPLl GCI> = 1.0/PR + ENSO*UCil*YPLUSCil * (l.O-

1 EXPC - ENSO* UCil * YPLUSCil)) 
IFCYPLUS<Il.GE.CORYPL) GGCil = 1.0/PR + CAPPA*YPLUSCil * (l.O-

1 YPLUS<Il /ROl - 1.0 
IF<YPLUSCil.EO.CORYPL) GO TO 1000 
IFCYPLUS C I l .GT.CORYPLl GC I l = GGC I} 
IF(YPLUS(Il.GT.CORYPL.AND.YPLUS<I> .GT.(R0/2eOll G<I> = G<Il + 1·0 
GO TO 35 

1000 GC!l = (GCil + GGCill/2.0 
35 CO NTINUE 

C CALCULATE DIFFERENTIAL DIFFUSIVITY 
c 

c 

DO 45 I=2tNMINUS 
DIF<Il = CGCI+ll- GCI-llli<R<I+l)- RCI-lll 

45 CONTINUE 

C OUTPUT OF RUN CONDITIONS 
c 

c 

WRITEC6t999) GAS(l) 
WRITEC6t 998) TINF,TWALLF,WFLOW,GFLOW,UAVE,RE,PRtFFACtRAD IUStRO 
WRITE C6t997l DRNOTI, DRNOT, DXIt DXt H 
WRITEC6t996l NtMtM XTR,MEXTRA 
WRITE <6,995) SUMX 
WRITEC6t99 4l 
WRITEC6t993l CitRCJ),y( I>•YPLUSCI> tUCI)tGCiltYTHOUCilti=ltN) 

C READ INITIAL . AND FINAL KNOWN GAS TEMPERATURES 
c 

c 

READC5t8) CTCitllti=l,NMINUSl 
READC5t8) <TCJ,Mltl=1,NMINUS> 
DO 41 I=ltNMINUS 
TCitM) = CT(I,M) - TINF)/TNORM 

41 TCitll = CTCitll- TINF)/TNORM 

j = 1 
X I NCH ( 1 l = XW C 1 l 
XCll = XINCHCll/RADIUS 

42 CALL INTERPCKENt XWtTWtXINCHC1),TC Ntlll 
TCNtJl = CTCN,Jl - TINF)/TNORM 
DO 100 J=1tKOL3 
DX = DXl 
IFCXCJ).LT.DXll DX = DX2 
IFCXCJ).LT.DX2l DX = DRNOT 
XCJ+l) = XCJl + DX 
XINCHCJ+1l = XCJ+1l*RADIUS 
CALL INTERPCKENtXWtTW,XINCHCJ+1ltTCNt J+1)) 
T<N , J+ll = <T<N,J+ll - TINFl/TNORM 
IFCINZ.EQ.ll GO TO 100 
IFCJ.EQ.ll TCNtJl = 0.0 



c 

c 

100 CONTINUE 

L = 0 
DO 500 I=ldUN 
K = I 
IF<I.EQ.1) GO TO 2002 
DRl = R<Kl - R<K-1) 
DR2 = R<K+ll - R(K) 
DR3 = R(K+l) - R<K-ll 
Fl = 1.0/DR3 
F2 = 2.0/(DR2*DR3l 
F3 = 2.0/(DRl*DR2> 
F4 = 2.0/(DRl*DR3) 
GO TO 2003 

2002 CONTINUE 
DR1 = R<2l - R(1) 
DR2 = R(2l - R<ll 
DR3 = 2.0*DR2 
F2 = 2.0/CDR2*DR3l 
F3 = 2.0/(DRl*DR2l 
F4 = 2.0/CDRl*DR3l 

2003 CONTINUE 
DO 500 J=2tKOL3 
L = L + 1 
AXl = X(J) - X(J-1) 
AX2 = X(J+l) - X(J) 
AX3 = X(J+l) - X(J-1) 
Hl = l.O/AX3 
H2 = 2e0/AX2/AX3 
H3 = 2.0/AX1/AX2 
H4 = 2e0/AX1/AX3 
IF<I.EQ.1) GO TO 2000 

C CALCULATE COEFF. FOR I GT 1 
c 

ODDl = Fl*<DIF<Kl + G(KliR<Kll 
ODD2 = RO*U(Kl*Hl 
A<Kl = ODDl - G<Kl*F4 
B<Kl = GCKl*(F3 + H3) 
C<Kl = -ODDl - G<Kl*F2 
D<Kl = ODD2 - G<Kl*H2 

200 E<Kl = -ODD2 - G(Kl*H4 
GO TO 1500 

c 
C CALCULATE COEFF. FOR I = 1 
c 

c 

2000 CON TINUE 
A<ll = -G(ll*2•0*F4 
B<ll = G<l>*<2.0*F3 + H3> 
C<ll = -G(ll*2.0*F2 
D<ll = RO*U(ll*Hl - G(1)*H2 
E<1l = -RO*U<1>*Hl - G(ll*H4 

C LOAD COEFFICIENTS INTO ABC MATRIX 
c 

1500 IF<KPRIN.LT.2l GO TO 605 
WRITE<6t99ll L 
WRITEC6t992) (A(KltK=lt24l 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

WRITE <6,9 92 ) <8<Kl,K=l,24 l 
WRITE(6,992l CCCKl,K=l,24l 
WRITE C6 ,9 92l (D(K),K=l,24) 
WRITE (6,992) ( E(K),K=lt24 l 

605 CONTI NUE 
IF(L.LT.KOL3) GO TO 80 1 
A8CCKOL1,Ll = A<Il / 8 Ci l 

801 IF<J.EQ.2l GO TO 820 
A8C<KOL2tll = E< I l/ 8 ( I) 
GO TO 802 

820 RHS<Ll = -CE<Il / 8(I l l*T ( It ll 
802 ABC CKOL3 tL) ; 1.0 

I F<J.EQ.KOL3) GO TO 840 
A8C<KOL4,Ll = D<Il / 8 CI) 
GO TO 804 

840 RHS(Ll = -(D(Il / SCill*T ( ItM l 
804 IF<L.LE.KOL2l GO TO 806 

I FCL.GT.L8Fl GO TO 80 5 
A8C<KOL5tLl = C<I l/ 8 ( 1) 
GO TO 500 

806 A8C<KOL5tLl = ( C(1 ) + A< 1 ll/8C1) 
GO TO 500 

805 RHSCLl = RH SC Ll - C<I UN >*T (NtJ)/8(IUN l 

500 CONTINUE 

IF<KPRIN.LT . l> GO TO 505 
WRITE(6t991) KOLl 
WRITEC6t992l (A8CC KOLltL l tL=lt LAST> 
WRITE(6,99ll KOL2 
WRITEC6t992l <AB C<KOL2tLl,L=ltLASTl 
WRITE<6t99ll KO L3 
WRITE<6 , 992l <AB C<KOL3tL),L=l,LASTl 
WRITEC6t99ll KOL4 
~vRITEC6t99 2l <ABCCKOL4tLl tL=ltLAST l 
WRITEC6t99ll .KOL5 
WRITEC6t99 2l <A8C(KOL5tL) tL=l t LAST) 
i,-IRITEC6t986) 
WRITEC6t9 92 ) <RHSCLltL= 1 t LAS Tl 
WRITEC6t 986) 

505 CONT I NUE 

CALL 8NDSOL<A8CtRHS,37tl8tLASTl 
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C DI MENSI ONS IN BNDSOL MUST BE CHANGED IF NO. OF MESH PT S . CHANGED 
c 
C LOAD T MATRIX FROM RHS MATRIX 
c 

c 

L = 0 
DO 550 I=1 tiUN 
DO 55 0 J=2tKOL3 
L = L + 1 

55 0 TCitJl = RHS(L) 

C WRITE OUT TEMPERATURES IN SAME FORM AS PARABOLIC SOLUTION S 
c 

DO 551 J= l t M 
WRITEC 6t989l J,XINCH(J) 



c 

\~ R I T E ( 6 , CJ CJ 2 l ( T C I t J l , I = 1 t N l 
DO 55 2 I=1tN 

552 TTCil = TCI,J >* TNORM + TI NF 
WRITE (6,CJ88l 
WRITE<6,987 J CTTCilti=l,Nl 

551 ~oJ RIT E <6,CJ85 l 

WRITEC6 t986J 
01 = 1.0 
02 = 2.0 
STOP 

1 FOR MAT C6El2 .5l 
2 FORMAT(l6I5 l 
3 FORMAT< 6 E1 3.6) 
4 FOR MATC1Xt5 E15.7l 
5 FORMAT <lOA 6l 
6 FORMATC13 F6 .1J 
7 FORMAT C2Fl0 .5l 
8 FOR MAT<BF1 0. 4 l 

985 FORMATC 3X t l25ClH-ll 
986 FORMAT (/ I I I l 
987 FORMATC10 Xt l0 Fll.4l 
988 FORMATClH Ol 
989 FORMA TC1 HO / lOX ,I5,Fl0.4/) 
990 FORMATC l OX, l OF11.7) 
991 FORMA TC 1HO/l OX,I4/) 
992 FORMATC 8X,lOE12.4l 
993 F OR~A TCI 1 1 t F12. 8 tF13.7t3E14.4tF15.2l 
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99 4 FORMATC1 0XtlHi t 7Xt l HR,l3Xt 1HYt11Xt2HY+,l2Xt 2HU+tlOXt6 HDIFFUSt 
1 9Xtl 2HYCINCH * E-03l//l 

995 FORMAT C11 Xt43HSUMX = TOTAL OF NORMALIZED RADIAL DIVISI ON S t F9.4//) 
996 FORMATC11X,l7HNO. RADIAL POS' NSti5, 9X,16HNO. AXIAL POS 1 NS,I5, 

2 10X t 2 3HEXTRA INITIAL DIV1SIONS,I5/96X,l5/l 
997 FORMATC 6Xt13HDRNOTI CINCHJ,E11•4t 5X,5HDRNOT,E l 2•4t 5X, 

2 10H DXI CINCHltF9.4t 7Xt2HDXtE l le4t 10Xt1HH,Fll.3//) 
99 8 FORMAT Cl OXtlOHI NLET TEMPtF7.1t 5Xt9HWALL TEMP,F8. l t 5X, 

1 12HFLO W CLB/HRltF7elt 5Xt9H MA SS VEL.,Fl0•2t5Xtl3 HVEL. CFT/SEClt 
2 F8 .2//16Xt 2HREtFl0elt llXt2 HPRtF8e2t 5Xtl2HFAN FRIC FACt F9e5t 
3 4Xt6 HRADIUS,F7.lt 13X,2HROtFl8.6//l 

99 9 FORMA TClH0/50X,20ClH=l//10Xtl5HELLIPTIC EOU 1 NSt 32XtA6//lOXt 
1 15 ClH* lt25Xt20ClH=l///) 

END 



$ IBFTC FRF AC 
SUBROUTINE FRFA C(RE , FFACl 

c 
C EVALUATE ADIAB ATI C K- N FR ICT I ON FACTO R 
c 

DAT A EPSt FTR Y I 0.0000 3t o.00 7 I 
FLHS = 1 . 0 I SQRT( FTR Yl 

2000 FRHS = 4.0*ALOG 10(RE/FLHS ) - 0.40 
! F(ABS<<FRHS- FLHSl/FRHSleL TeEPS> GO TO 1000 
FLHS = FRH S 
GO TO 2000 

100 0 FFAC = 1 . 0 /(FRHS* FRHS) 
RETURN 
END 

$IB FTC UPLUS 
SUBROUTIN E UPLUS(YtU l 

c 
C CALCUL ATE U+ FOR A GIVEN VALU E OF Y+ 
c 

COMM ON ALPHA(l5)t BETA(15)t BEE(15) 
DIMENSI ON P(20l 
I F(Y . LE. o . 80l GO TO 101 
P(ll = 0 .0 
P(2l = 1. o 
DO 10 0 KK=2,14 
P ( KK+ 1) = (Y- ALPHA(KK+1ll*P<KKl - BETA<KKl*P(KK-1> 

100 U = U + BEE<KKl*P<KKl 
GO TO 102 

101 u = y 
102 RETURN 

END 
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5IBFTC INTRP 
SUBROUTINE INTERP(JK,x,y,XA,YAl Z-25 

c 
C INTE RPOLATES WALL TEMPERATURES IN REGION WHERE WALL TEMPERATURE 
C IS NOT CONSTANT 
c 

DIMENSION XC50), Y(50l 
IF<XA.GE.X( JKl l GO TO 811 
YA=O.O 
IFC(X(ll-X<-Zll.GT.O.Ol GO TO 804 
DO 805 II=l,JK 
IF< <XA-X< I Ill .LE.O.Ol GO TO 806 

805 CONTINUE 
804 DO 809 II=l,JK 

IF<<X<IIJ -XAJ.LE.O.Ol GO TO 806 
809 CONTINUE 
806 IF<II.LE.3l GO TO 807 

IFCII.GE. <JK-2ll GO TO 808 
MM =II-3 
MMM =II+2 
GO TO 810 

807 MM =l 
MMM=6 
GO TO 810 

808 MM=JK -5 
MMM=JK 

810 DO 801 I=MM,MMM 
PROD=Y<Il 
DO 800 J=M1\1, MMM 
IF(J.EQ.Il GO TO 800 
PROD=PROD*(XA-X(Jll/(X(!l-X(Jl l 

800 CONTINUE 
801 YA=YA+PROD 

GO TO 812 
811 YA = Y<JKl 
812 RETURN 

END 



Z.3 Calculation of Total-Interchange Areas 

This program was used to calculate the total-interchange eas 1 

described in Section E. 3 1 from the rrodified direct-interchange ar as 

evaluated by Erkku(El). 

The program has several optional features which are con 

by information on the first 4 data cards. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The remaining data input is arranged as follONs 

column diirensions (inches) and shape factor 

average gas and surface t:.ernt:eratures 

emissivity of surfaces 

coefficients for determination of Bevans' K values (B3) 

coefficients for C versus p.e. correlation 
w 

matrix of coefficients ( 6 1 180, 4) for direct-interchange 
area versus kB correlations 

The calculation proceeds as follc:Ms 

Load zone-identification matrices 

Calculate gas abso:rptivities at P L and 2P L1 

(Subroutine ABCALC) • w w 

Calculate abso:rption coefficient and weighting factor 
for gray-gas component of the real gas. 

Calculate total-interchange areas (Subroutine LOAD) for 
clear-gas fraction (k = 0). 

Calculate total-interchange areas (Subroutine LOAD) for 
gray-gas fraction. 

Subroutine LOAD calculates the direct-interchange areas for 

each zone-pair in t:fle system from the rrodified direct-inter~ge 

areas of Erkku (Subroutine FACr and Function EQN). The totaD.. 
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interchange area calculation involves (1) loading a matrix 

of coefficients (direct-interchange areas) of the reflected 

fluxes, R, (2) solving for the various R's by inverting th 

matrix (INVMAT Librcu:y Routine) and (3) evaluating the to 

interchange areas by the relationships given in Section E . 3 

The total-interchange areas are obtained as 

card deck. 

Source Prcx;ram - Corrpilation time 
Object Program - wad t.irre 
Execution ti.rre per case 

4 min. 10 sec. 
50 sec. 
1 min. 10 sec. 
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$ lBFTC TIA 
c Z-28 c 
c 

TOTAL INTERCHANGE AREAS (T I A l 

C I AF ••••• INDICATOR- IF IAF = o, AF IS SET= O. <I 
••••• EFFECT ON THE GAS TEMPERATURE! 

E. NO RADIATIOl 

INTERCHA NGE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

NTEST •••••••••• 1 - BLACK BODY SYSTEM. BY-PASS TOTAL 
AREA CALC'N 

•••••• o - GRAY SURFACES. CALC. TOTAL INTER 
NPRINT ••••••••• PRINT CONTROL VARIABLE 

IF NPRINT = 1 PRINT OUT •HBAL 1 ARRAY 
IF NPRINT = 0 NO PRINT OUT 

RAD IUS ••••••••• RADIUS OF COLUMN IN INCHES 
HEIGHT ••••••••• HEIGHT OF COLUMN IN INGHES 
RZ ••••••••••• •• NUM~ER OF RADIAL ZONES 
NR•••••••••••••NUM BER OF RADIAL ZONES 
NW •••••••••••••NUMBER OF WALL ZONES 
NG•••••••••••••NUMBE R OF GAS ZONES 
NE•••••••• •••••NU MBER OF END ZONES 

HANGE AREAS 

NNTOT •••••••••• TOTAL NUMBER OF SURFACE ZONES- CONSI ERING ENDS AS 
SURFACE ZONES 

NTOT ••••••••••• TOTAL NUMBER OF ZONES IN COLUMN (NR +[ NW + NGl 
MATSIZ ••••••••• SIZE OF MATRIX CONTAINING DIRECT VIEW FACTORS 

I.E. (NTOTl**2' MAX IMUM SIZE OF 82 X 82 CORRESPONDS 
· TO A 12 WALL ZONE, 5 RADIAL ZONE SYST

1 
M 

KB•••••••••••••<ABSORPTION COEFF.l*(ZONE SIZE IN FEE~ l 
A••••••••••••••MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS IN BINARY MODE FOR CALC•N 

OF DIRECT VIEW FACTORS AT VARIOUS 1 'K •S•• 
COEFFICIENTS CALC•D ASSUMING A CUBIC fi T OF DATA 

IDEN ••••••••••• MATRIX CONTAINING GEOMETRICAL IDENTIF ERS 
IDEN2 •••••••••• GEOM. IDENTIFIERS FOR WALL TO WALL SY~TEM 

NA •••••••••••••IDENTIFIE R CALC•D FROM RELATIVE POSIT ~ ONING OF THE 
ZONES. - COMP ARED WITH !DEN OR IDEN2 I N ORDER TO 
SELECT THE CORRECT POSITION IN THE 1 A MATRIX 

FLXDNO ••••••••• OUTGOING FLUX DENSITY (HOTTEL'S NOME CLATURE) 
AVETW •••••••••• AVERAGE WALL TEMP. IN DEG.F. 
AVETG •••••••••• AVERAGE GAS TEMP. IN DEG.F. 
PHI••••••••••••SHAPE FACTOR FOR CYLINDER 
PW ••••••••••••• PARTIAL PRESSURE OF WATER VAPOR 

PROBLEM ASSU ME S STEAM ATMOSPHERE AT 1 ATM. 
EMGAS •••••••••• GAS EMISSIVITY 
ABGAS •••••••••• GAS ABSORPTIVITY 

( PW = ll 

CORECT ••••••••• CORRECTION REQUIRED SINCE PWL IS NOT f ERO (HOTTEL> 
EMSURF ••••••••• STORES SURFACE EMISSIVITIES 
AA•••••••••••••CONTAINS VALUES OF 4KV AND ZONE AREA 
HBAL ••••••••••• CONTAINS TOTAL OR DIRECT INTERCHANGE +REAS 
COEF ••••••••••• COEFF. FOR K VS T OVER THREE PL RANGE~ <BEVANS DATAl 

K1 S FITTED OVER TWO TEMP. RANGES 800 - 1399 DEG.R. 
AND 1399 - 2000 DEG.R. (QUADRATIC IT> 

COR600 ••••••••• COEFF. FOR EMISSIVITY VS PL AT 600 DE~.R. 
SS•••••••••••••SURFACE TO SURFACE DIRECT INTERCHANGE IAREAS. •SS• 

MATRIX IS INVERTED . TO CALC. TOTAL INT ' RCHANGE AREAS 
FACT ••••••••••• SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE DIRECT VIE FACTOR 
ABCALC ••••••••• SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE GAS ABSORPTIVI IES 
LOAD ••••••••••• SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE TOTAL INTERCHA GE AREAS 

REAL KBtKLtLNGTH 

DIMENSION CC<l3l 



DIME NSION NOS<6l, GRP<69l Z-29 
DI MENS ION CO EF<14,3 l 
COMM ON II,PI,TW,TG,CORECT,INDIC,NPRINT,NTEST,IDEN 180) ,JD EN2 (60l' 

1 AAA<82), A<6d80,4), SSEXTR<22,22l' ACOEF(7,3), P L(2J, COR600(4) 
2 ,S$(22,22), NR,NW,NG,NE,NTOT,NNTOT,RZ,HEIGHT,RADI s,AVETW, 
3 AVETG,PHJ,B,KB,AF,EMSURF <22J, REFL<22l,EMGAS(2J,A GAS(2), 
4 AA<12l' HBAL(82,82l 

EQUIVALENCE <NOS<1l,NRl, (NOS<2l,NW), (N0S(3),NG), ( N0S(4),NE ), 
1 <NOS<5J,NTOT), <NOS<6l,NNTOTl 

EQUIVALENCE <GRP<1l,RZlt <GRP<2J,HEIGHTJ, (G RP <3l RADIUS), 
1 <GRP<4J,AVEHJh <GRP(5),AVETGJ, <GRP(6)tPHil' <GR (7J,Bl, 
2 <GRP<Sl,KBl, <GRP<9l,AF)' (GRP(lOltEMSURF<llldGR <32hREFl-<l)lt 
3 ( G R P ( 54 l ' EM GAS ( 1 ) l , ( G R P ( 5 6 l , A B GAS ( 1• l l , ( G R P ( 5 8 l , A A 1) ) 

DO 50 1=1,82 
DO 50 J=1,82 

50 HBAL(l,Jl = 0.0 
DO 55 1=1,22 
DO 55 J=l,22 

55 SSEXTR(I,Jl = 0.0 
READ(5dl IAF 
READ(5,2l IPW, PWRDIN 
READ(5d4l CC 
READ(5,1l NPRINTt NTEST 
READ(5,6l RZ,RADIUS,HEIGHT,PHI 
READ(5,6l AVETW,AVETG 
B = RADIUS/RZ/12.0 
NR = RZ 
NW = HEIGHT/12.0/B 
NG = NR*NW 
NE = 2*NR 
NTOT = NG + NW ~ NR*2 
NNTOT = NE + NW 
MATSIZ = NTOT*NTOT 
PI=3.1415927 
WRITE( 6,998l RZ,RADIUS,HEIGHT,PHI,S,AVETW,AVETG 
READ(5,13l(EMSURF<Il,I=ltNNTOTl 
READ(5,16l( <COEF(I,Jl,J=1,3l,I=1,14l 
READ(5,15l (COR600<Il,I=l,4l 
READ(5) A 
IF<NW .GT.l2l GO TO 99 
DO 35 I=1,NNTOT 

35 REFL<Il = 1.0- EMSURF<Il 
WRITE<6tlll 
WRITE(6,9l . (I,EMSURF<Il,REFL<Iltl=ltNNTOTl 

2000 KK=l 
c 
C LOAD IDEN AND IDEN2 MATRICES 
c 

DO 20 I=ltl2 
DO 20 J=l,5 
NN=(l-1l*5 + J 
IDEN2<NN)=lOO*I + 10*J 
DO 25 K=J,5 
IDEN<KKl=I*l00+10*J+K 

25 KK=KK+1 
20 CONTINUE 

INDIC = 0 
IF<IAF.EQ.Ol GO TO 101 



c 

PW = 1.0 
I F <IPW.EQ.ll PW = PWRDIN 
LNGTH = PHI*Z.O*RAD IUS/12•0 
PWL 1 = P\'i'*LNG TH 
TW = AVETW + 460.0 
TG = AVETG + 460 .0 
PWL(ll = PWLl* ITW/TGl 
PWL(2l = 2.0*PWL (1 l 
IFITG. GE.1400.0l GO TO 1000 
DO 100 I=1t7 
DO 100 J=1t3 

100 ACO EF (I,Jl = COEF(I,Jl 
GO TO 1500 

1000 DO 150 I=8,14 
DO 150 J=1t3 

150 ACOEFII -7,Jl = CO EF (I,Jl 
1500 CALL ABCALC 

IF(INDIC.EQ.l) GO TO 2222 
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C CALCULATE KL AND WEIGHTING FACTOR 1 AF 1 ASSUMING ONE LEAR AND ONE 
C GRAY GAS WITH ABSORP TI ON COEFFICIENT 1 K1 

c 
KL = ALOGIAB GAS(1 l /I AB GAS(2l - ABGASI1lll 
AF = ABGA S<1l * ABGAS(1)/(2.0*ABGAS<1l - ABGAS<2l l 

101 IF<IAF.E Q.Ol AF = 0.0 
KB = 0.0 
CALL LO AD 
IF<IAF.EQ .Ol GO TO 102 
KB = KL/LNGTH*B 

102 CONTINUE 
WRITE< 6t9971 PWL(1l,PWL<~l,EMGAS(1l,EMGAS<2l,ABGAS<1l,A BGAS<2l, 

l KLtAFtKB 
IF<IAF.EO.Ol GO TO 103 
CALL LOA D 

103 CONTINUE 
IF(NPRINT .EO.Ol GO TO 500 
DO 45 I=l,NTOT 
WRITE(6,4l 

45 WRITE16t5l <HBAL(!,Jl,J=1tNTOTl 
500 WRITE<7l NOS 

~-JRITE<7l GRP 
WRITE <7tl4l CC 
WRITE<7l <<HBAL<ItJl,J=1,NTOT),I=1tNTOTl 
GO TO 2222 

99 WRITE(6,10 l NW 
2222 WRITE(6, 7l 

XX = 1 . 0 
XX = 1.0 
STOP 

1 FORMAT(16I5l 
2 FO RM AT(I5,F10.ll 
4 FO RMA T C1 l 
5 FO RM AT<SX,lOE12.5l 
6 FORMAT<8Fl0.5l 
7 FOR MA T(///) 
9 FO RMA T<lHO,Il9,2F10.4,I10t2Fl0.4,I10,2F10.4l 

10 FORMAT<1H~t35Xt47HTOO MANY WALL ZONES** NUMBER OF WALL ZONES IS , 
1 I 3 l 
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ll FORMA TC 1H0 , 3 1X,35HSURFACE EMISSIVITY AND REFLECTIVITY/29X,37C1H-l) 
13 FORMAT C1 3F6 . 3 l 
14 FORMAT C1 X,1 3A6l 
15 FORMAT C4E 15 e 8l 
16 FORMA TC 3 E15. 8 ) 
17 FORMA TC1H0,23HH BAL READY TO BE DUMPED//) 

998 FO RMA TC1H0,17X,2HRZ,4X,6HRADIUS,4X,6HHEIGHT,7X'3HP I,6X,1H Bt8X, 
1 5H AVET W,5X,5HAVETG/lOX,3F10.1,2F10•4,2F10.l//l 

997 FO RM ATC1H0,18X,6HPWLCil ,12X,8HEMGASCIJ,12X,8HABGASCil,12Xt2HKL, 
1 8X,2HAFt8X,2HKB/10X,2Fl0•2,7F10.4) 

END 

S I BF TC AB 
SU BROUTINE ABCALC 
COMM ON IJ,pJ,TW,TG,CORECT,INDIC,NPRINT,NTEST,IDEN<180)tiDEN2C60l, 

1 AAAC 82l, A(6,180,4l, SSEXTRC22,22), ACOEFC7,3), P L(2), COR600C4l 
2 , ssczz,zzl, NRtNWtNGtNEtNTOT,NNTOTtRZ,HEIGHT,RADI StAVETWt 
3 AVETG,PHJ,B,KB,AF,EMSURF<22lt REFLC22ltEMGASC2ltA GASC2lt 
4 AAC 12lt HBAL(82t82l 

DIME NSION CORRK<7l 
TT = TG 
IFCTG.LT.SOO.Ol TT = 800.0 
DO 100 I=l,7 

100 CORRKC!l = EXPCACOEFCit1l + JT*CAC0EFCit2l + TT*AC EFCit3ll l 
DO 150 I=lt2 
KOUNT = 0 
IFCP WLCIJ.GE.0.01.AND.PWL{!J.LE.0.10l 
IF<PWLCIJ.GT.0.10.AND.PWL<Il.LE.1.00l 
IFCPWL(Il.GT.1.00.AND.PWL<I l.LE.20.0l 
IF<PWL(IloLT.0.01. OR.PWL<IJ.GT.ZO.Ol 
GO TO (2000,2500,3000ltKOUNT 

KOUNT 
KOUNT 
KOUNT 
GO TO 

=1 
=2 
=3 
1000 

2000 EMGAS(IJ = CORRK<1J*PWLCI) + SQRTCCORRKC2l*PWLCIJl 
GO TO 150 

2500 EMGASCil = SQRTCCORRK(3)*PWL(Ill + CORRKC4l*ALOG10CCORRKC5l* 
1 PWLCIJl 

GO TO 150 
3000 EMGASCil = CORRKC6l*ALOG10(CORRKC7l*PWLCill 

150 CON TINUE 
IF<TG.GE.800.0l GO TO 4000 
DO 200 K=1t2 
PWLLN = ALOGCPWLCKl l 
EM600 = EXPCCOR600C1l + PWLLN*CCOR600{2l + PWLLN*C OR600C3l + 

1 PWLLN*COR600C4l llJ 
200 EMGASCKl = CEM600 - EMGASCKJl*CSOO.O- TG)/200.0 + EMGASCKl 

4000 DO 250 K=1'2 
CORECT = 0.13633333E 01 - 0.86801048E- 01*CALOGCPWLCK)l -

1 0.45814537[ 00) 
EMGASCKJ = EMGASCKJ*CORECT 

250 ABGASCKJ = EMGASCK)*CCTG/TWl**0.45) 
GO TO 1500 

1000 WR I TEC6t99l PWLCil 
INDIC = · 1 

99 FORMAT<1H0,20Xt6HPWL = tf8 . 3t31H - OUTSIDE RANGE OF CORRELATION//) 
1500 RETURN 

END 



SIBFT C LOAD 
SU BR OUTINE LOAD 
REAL KB 
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COMMON II,PI,TW,TG,CORECT,INDIC,NPRINT,NTEST,IDE N 180) ,IDEN2<60l, 
1 AAAC82l, Al6d80,4l, SSEXTR<22,22J, ACOEF<7,3), P 1 LC2), COR600(4l 
2 ,SSC22, 22), NR,NW,NG,NE,NTOT,NNTOT,RZ,HEIGHT,RADI S,AV ETW , 

c 

3 AVETG, PHJ, B,KB,A F,EMSURF<22), REFL<22J,EMGAS(2),A GAS(2), 
4 AAI12l' HBAL<82,82l 

DIMENSI ON SFC484), ICOMP<60l, STORE(60), NII82), W RKI82J, 
1 FLXDNOI82,82J, HHI6724l 

EQUI VALENCE <HH(1),HBAL(1J,FLXDN0(1ll 
EQUIVALENCE ISS(1l,SF<1ll 

C II SELECTS THE PARTICULAR SYSTEM 
C THERE ARE SIX . SYSTEMS EW EE GE GG GW WW 
c 
C EACH OF THE SIX SECTIONS CORRE SPONDING TO THE APPROP !ATE SYSTEM 
C PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS •••• 
C (1) ••• DETERMINE AXIA L AND RADIAL SEPARATING DISTAN ES LR' LA 
C IF NECESSARY 
C 12) ••• CALCULATE THE IDENTIFIER •NA• AND CHECK, IF ECESSARY, TO 
C SEE IF THE 3RD DIGIT OF 1 NA' IS LESS THAN THE 2 D DIGIT. 
C IF IT IS, REVERSE THE ORDER OF THESE TWO DIGITS I THIS IS DONE 
C BECAUSE THE ORtGINAL COEFFICIENTS ARE IDENTIFIE WITH THE LAST 
C DIGIT ALWAYS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO THE 2ND D GIT. 
C I.E. 132 = 123 AND THE LATTER IS THE MANNER IN WHICH THE 
C COEFFICIENTS ARE IDENTIFIED. 
C 13) ••• CALL SUBROUTINE 1 FACT 1 TO CALCULATE THE APPR ·PRIATE •FACTOR• 
C 14) ••• STORE THE •FACTOR• IN THE •HH 1 ARRAY 
c 

c 

DO 50 1=1,22 
DO 50 J=1,22 

50 sse I ,J> = o.o 
DO 100 II=l,6 
GO TO ClQ5,llO,ll5,120,125tl30)t II 

C EW 

c 

105 DO 200 I=1,NR 
JI=I + NR 
DO 200 J=l,NW 
NA = J*lOO + 1*10 + NR 
CALL FACTINA,EWl 
JJ = NW + 1 - J 
L = 22*1J-ll + NW + I 
LL = 22*CJJ-l) + NW + JI 
SFCLl = EW 
SFCLLl = EW 

200 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 

C EE 
110 DO 250 I=1,NR 

JLOW = 1 + NR 
JUP = NR*2 
DO 250 J=JLOW,JUP 
NA = NW*100 + I*10 + J-NR 
IF<<J-NR>.LT.Il NA = NW * 100 + (J-NRl*10 +I 
CALL FACT< NA9 EE l 
L = 22*NW + <I-11*22 + NW + J 



c 

SF ( Ll = EE 
25 0 CON TINUE 

GO TO 100 

C GE 

c 

115 IF <KB. EQ.O.Ol GO TO 100 
DO 300 I =1~NR 

J I = I + NR 
DO 300 J=l, NG 
LA = (J - ll/ NR + l 
LR = J- ((J-1)/NRl*NR 
NA =LA * 100 + I*lO + LR 
IF ( l.ReLT. I l NA=LA*lOO + LR*lO + I 
CALL FACT(NA,GEl 
GE = GE *K B 
JJ = NR* (NW - LAl + LR 
L = 82 * NW + (l-1l*82 + NE + NW + J 
LL = 82*N W + (Jl-1l*82 + NE + NW + Jj 
HH(Ll = GE 
HH (LLl = GE 

300 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 

C GG 

c 

120 IF( KB .EQ.O.Ol GO TO 100 
DO 350 I=l,NR 
LRI =I- ((! -ll/ NRl*NR 
DO 350 J=l,NG 
LA= IABSC(J -l l / NR - (1-1)/NR + 1) 
LRJ = J- ((J-1l/NRl*NR 
NA=100*LA + 10*LRJ + LRI 
I F <LRI.LT.LRJl NA=100*LA + lO*LRI + LRJ 
CALL FACT(NAtG G> 
GG=GG*KB*KB 
L = 82*(NE+NWl +CI-1l*82 + NE + NW + J 
HH(LJ=GG 
J I = I + NR 
JJ = J + NR 
DO 360 KI=JI,NG,NR 
IF(JJ.GT.NGl GO TO 350 
L = 82*<NE+NWl +CKI-ll*8 2 + NE + NW + JJ 
HH(Ll=GG 

360 JJ = JJ + NR 
350 CONTINUE 

GO TO 100 

C GW 
125 IF(KB.EQ. O.Ol GO TO 100 

DO 400 I=1,NW 
DO 400 J=l,NG 
LRJ = J- ((J-1)/NRl*NR 
LA = I - CJ-1)/ NR 
IF(LAoLE.Ol LA=IA8S(LAl+2 
NA = 100*LA + LRJ*10 + NR 
I F (I.EQ.1l GO TO 3500 
DO 410 K=l,N G 
IF<NA.EQ.ICOMPCKll GO TO 4000 

410 CONTINUE 
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c 

4000 GW = STO RE IKI 
GO TO 3000 

3500 CALL FACTIN AtGWI 
GW = GW~~K8 
ICOMPCJl =NA 
STORE I J I = G I<J 

30 00 L = 8 2* 11-11 + NE + NW + J 
HH(L) = GW 

400 CONTIN UE 
GO TO 100 

c ww 

c 

130 I=l 
DO 450 J=1 ,NioJ 
NA = 100*J + lO*NR 
DO 455 K=lt6 0 
IFINA.EQ.I DEN21Kll GO TO 4500 

455 CONTIN UE 
4 50 0 V.J W = E Q ,,l( A ( I I ' K tl l , A < II , K , 2 l , A < I I , K , 3 l , A ( I I , K , 4 l , K 8 ) 8 * 8 

KI=I 
DO 460 KJ=J,NW 
L = 22*1KI-ll + KJ 
SF ( L) = WW 

460 KI=KI+l 
450 CO NTINUE 
100 CO NTINUE 
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C CA LC ULATE THEORETICAL 1 4KV 1 AND 1 AREAS 1 FOR ALL THE C LUMN ZONES 
c 

DO 700 I=1tNR 
F=I 

7 00 AACil=4.0*K8*PI*B*B*CF*F- <F-1.0l*(F-1e0l) 
NRR = 2*NR 
DO 7 0 5 J=ItNRR 
F = J - NR 

705 AACJl=PI*8*B*<F*F- CF-l.Ol*CF-1.0)) 
AACJI = 2.0*PI*FLOAT(NRI*8*B 
WRITE C6t7l 
WRITEI 6t2l 
WRITEC6t8 l CitAA<Ilti=ltJl 
WRITE C6t7l 
KNG = NE + NW 
DO 710 KK=1tNR 
KNG = KNG + 1 
DO 710 K=KNG,NTOTtNR 

710 AAACK> = AACKKl 
DO 715 L=1tNW 

715 AAA (Ll = AA(J) 
KNE = NW 
KKNE = NW + NE 
KJ = J - 1 
DO 720 KKK = KK,KJ 
KNE = KNE + 1 
DO 720 K=KNEtKKNEtNR 

720 AAACK) = AACKKKl 
c 
C GENERATE ENTIRE •SS• MATRIX 
c 



c 

DO 800 I=l, NNT OT 
DO 800 J =l ,NN TOT 

800 SS(I,Jl = SS(J,Il 
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C LOAD 1 SS 1 MATRIX I NT O UPPE R LE FT CO RNER OF 1 HBAL 1 MA RIX FOR 
C ANALYSIS OF BLA CK SYSTEM OR CALC 1 N OF TOTAL I NTERC lANGE AREAS 
c 

c 

DO 80 5 J=l,NNTOT 
DO 805 I=l,NNTOT 

805 HBAL(I,Jl = SS(I,Jl 
I F<KB .EQ.O.Ol GO TO 510 

C HH AND HBAL ARE EQUIVALENT THEY CONT~IN THE VARIOUS SUB-MATRICES 
C OF DIRECT INTERCHANGE AREAS FORMED FROM EACH OF THE YSTEMS 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

NN = NTOT - 1 
DO 500 J=l,NN 
KI =J+l 
DO 500 I=KI,NTOT 

500 HBA L(J,I>=HBAL(I,Jl 
IF<NPRINT. EQ.Ol GO TO 510 
DO 40 I=1,NTOT 
WRI TE<6t4l 

4 0- W R I T E ( 6 , 5 l ( H 8 A L ( I , J l , J = 1 'NT 0 T l 

SUM EACH ROW OF THE MATRIX 1 HBAL 1 AND COMP ARE THE VA~ UE WITH THE 
THEORETICAL VALUE STORED IN THE APPROPRIATE •AAA• LO~ATION 

IPP = 0 
510 WR IT E<6,3l 

DO 550 I=ltNTOT 
TOT=O.O 
DO 555 J=1,NTOT 

555 TOT=TOT + HBAL<ItJl 
PERC=(AAA(Il-TOTl*lOO.O/AAA<Il 
IF<IPP.EQ.Ol GO TO 551 
WRITE<6tlll It TOT, PERC 
I PP = 0 
GO TO 550 

551 IPP = l 
WRITE C6t9) r,TOTtPERC 

550 CONTIN UE 
ATEST = NTEST 
IF<ATEST.EQ .1.0.AND.KB.EO.O.Ol GO TO 5000 
IF<NTEST.E0.1l GO TO 5500 

C SUB TRACT AREA/REFLECTIVITY FROM DIAGONAL ELEMENTS F •ss• AND 
C INVERT THE •SS• MATRIX TO PERMIT CALC'N OF TOTAL !NT RCHANGE AREAS 
c 

c 

DO 815 I=1,NNTOT 
815 SS < I d l = SS(I d l - AAA< I l/REFL< I l 

I.</RIT E{6t7l 
CALL IN VMAT<SSt22tNNTOT,O·lE-lO,IERR,NitWORKl 
WRITE< 6 tl l I ERR 
WRITE<6t7l 

C CALCULATE TOTAL INTERCHANGE AREAS 
c 



c 

IF <KGoEOoO . Ol GO TO 885 
NN = NNT OT + l 
DO 82 0 K= NN ,N TOT 
DO 82 5 I=lt NNTOT 
SUM = OoO 
DO 830 J=l,N NTOT 

830 SUM = SUM- SS(I,Jl*HBAL(K,Jl 
82 5 STORE!Il =SUM 

DO 880 I=l,NNTOT 
880 FLXD NO(Kdl = STORE<Il 

DO 840 I= NN,NTOT 
SUMM = OoO 
DO 845 J=l,NNTOT 

84 5 SUMM = SUMM + FLXDNO(K,Jl*HBAL(J,Il 
840 HBA L(K,Il = HBAL(K,Il + SUMM 
820 CON TIN UE 

DO 8 50 I=NN, NTOT 
DO 850 J=ltN NTOT 
HBA LCI,Jl = FLXDNO(I,Jl*AAA(Jl*EMSURF<Jl/REFL(Jl 

85 0 HBAL(J~Il = HBAL(I,Jl 
885 DO 870 K=l,NNTOT 

DO 8 55 I=l,NNTOT 
SU MS = 0.0 
DO 860 J=l,NNTOT 

860 SUMS= SUMS- SS(I,Jl*HBAL (K ,Jl*EMSURF<Kl 
8 55 STORE<Il =SUMS 

DO 865 I=l,NNTOT 
865 HBAL{ K, I l = STORE<Il*AAA<I>*EMSURF<Il/REFL<Il 
870 CO NTINUE 

IF<K BeEQ.O.Ol GO TO 5000 
5500 DO 895 I=l,NTOT 

DO 895 J =ltNTOT 
HBAL(I,Jl = HBALCI,Jl*AF 
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895 IFCI.LE.NNTOT .AND.J.LE.NNT OTl HBAL(l,Jl = HBAL(I,J + SSEXTR(I,Jl 

560 WRITE(6,7) . 
I PP = 0 
WRITE{6,3l 
DO 565 I=1,NTOT 
TOT = OoO 
DO 570 J=ltNTOT 

570 TOT= TOT+ HBAL{I,Jl 
PERC= CAAA(Il*AF- TOTl*lOO.O/CAAA(Il*AFl 
lF(I.LE.NNTOTl PERC= CAAA<Il*EMSURF<Il - TOTl*100 0/ 

1 <AAA<Il*EMSURF<Ill 
IF<IPP.EQ.O) GO TO 571 
WRITE(6,11l ItTOTtPERC 
IPP = 0 
GO TO 565 

5 71 I PP = 1 
WRITE(6,9l r,ToT,PERC 

565 CONTINUE 
IFCNTEST.EO.ll GO TO 810 
GO TO 999 

5000 DIF = 1.0 - AF 
DO 890 I=l,NNTOT 
DO 890 J=ltNNTOT 

890 SSEXTR<I,Jl = HBAL(I,Jl*DIF 



GO TO 999 
5000 DIF = 1.0 - AF 

DO 890 I=1 ,NNTO T 
DO 890 J=1,N NTOT 

890 SSEX TR(I,Jl = HBAL(I,Jl*DIF 
GO TO 999 

8 10 \..JRI TE<6d4l 
999 RETURN 

1 FO RMA T(lQX,I5) 
2 FO RMA T<34X,23H4KV 1 S AND SURFACE AREAS/33Xt25(1H-ll 
3 FORMAT C42X,l2HMATRIX CHECK/41X,l4(1H-l) 
4 FORMA T<Il 
5 FO RMAT <SX,10El2.5l 
7 FOR MAT (///) 
8 FO RMA T<lH0,36X,I5tEl5.6) 
9 FO RMA T<20X,I5,El5.6,F8.3l 

11 FO RMAT <55X,I5, El5.6, F8.3) 
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14 FO RM AT(1H0,40X,55HBLACK SYSTEM 
1-PASSED/41X,55(1H-l/l 

- TOTAL INTERCHANGE AREA ROUTINE B ~ 

END 

$IBFTC FACT 
SUB ROUTINE FACT(NNA,Zl 
COMM ON II,PI,TW,TG, CORECT, INDI C,NPRINT,NTEST,IDE N(l80),IDEN2{60l , 

1 AAA(82), A(6d80,4), SSEXTR<22,22), ACOEFC7,3), PWL(2), COR600(4) 
2 ,SS C22,22), NR,NW,NG,NE,NTOT,NNTOT,RZ,HEIGHT,RADIUS,AVETW, 
3 AVETG,PHI,B,KS,AF,EMSURF(22lt REFL(22J,EMGAS(2 ) ,ABGASC2l' 
4 AAC12l' HBALC82,82l 

DO 50 K=l,l80 
IFCNNA.EQ.IDENCKll GO TO 1000 

50 CO NT INUE . 
1000 Z=EQN<A<II,Ktll,A(II,K,zl,A<II,K,3l'A(Il,K,4),KBl*B*B 

RETURN 
END 

$IBFTC EQN 
FUNCTION EQN(Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,ZK8) 
CAL=Zl + ZKB*<Z2 + ZKB*(Z3 + ZKB*Z4ll 
EQ N=EXP<CAL) 
RETURN 
END 



Z. 4 Radiation Model for Prediction of Gas-Temperature 
Profile in cyllndrlcal Column - Convectlon Included 

'Ihis program was used to solve the heat and material balance 

equations \vhich were written for each gas zone in the system. The 

solution yields the radial and axial temperature distribution in the 

column. The overall heat balance is also calculated. 

The definition of the program variables, the order of input 

data, and the calculation procedure are well docurrented in the 

program. 

Source Program - Compilation tirre 
Object Program - I.Dad tirre 
Execution ti.ma per case 

3 min. 34 sec. 
50 sec. 
20 sec. 
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c 
c ********************************************************************* 
C HEA T BALANCE CALCULATIONS WITH GULK CONVECTION CAXIALl AND 
C CONVECTION FROM THE WALL CRDCNBKl 
c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C DELE ••••••• INCREMENTAL EMISSIVE POWER 
C PREV •o~••TEMPdRARY STORAGE FOR INCREMEN TAL EMISSIVE POWER 
C FL WCOF.oo ooHFLOW*T EM PR/EMISSIVE POWER MAKES EQ 1 NS PSEUDO LINEAR 
C ••••• IN EMISSIVE POWER 
C HFLOW ••••• THERMAL CAPA CITY - CWCPl FOR EACH ZONE 
C RESID ••••• RESIDUAL REMAINING AFTER HEAT BALANCE ON EACH ZONE 
C EMPOWR ••••• EMISSI VE POWER OF EA CH ZONE • 
C ••••• APPR OACHES ZERO WITH INCREASING CONVERGE NCE 
C TE MPR ••••• TE MPERATURE OF EACH ZONE 
C SU RT E~ ••••• TE MPERAT URE OF SURFACE ZONES 
C HTCO EF ••••• WA LL HEAT TR ANSFER CO EFFI CIENTS 
C FLUX ••••• RADIANT HEAT FLUX - BTU/HR.FT•**2 
C FLUX ••••• RADIANT HEAT FLUX - BTU/HR.FT•**2 FROM SUR FACE ZO NE S 
C TBULK ••••• AVERAGE GAS TEMPERATURE AT EACH AXIAL POSIT ION 
C EFFE CT ••••• EFFE CTIVE NESS OF RAD I ANT HEA T TRA NSFER TO GAS 
C CONDU C ••••• THERMAL CONDUC TIVITY OF GAS 
C BOLZ~N ••••• BOLTZMAN NUMBER - DI MEN SIONLESS ENERGY FLOW RATE CGCP) 
C RADC ON ••••• RADIATION-CONDUCTION PARAMETER -REPRESENTS EFFECT OF 
C ••••• THERMAL CO NDU CTION ON HEAT TRANSFER IN A RADIATION 
C ••••• - ABSORBING GAS 
C RATIO ••••• RATIO OF INLET BU LK TE MPtRA TURE TO MAX 1 M TE MPERAT URE 
C ••••• CTM AX l IN DEG.R. 
C RISRAT ••••• RATIO OF IN LET TO OUTLET BULK TE MPERA TURE 
C TE MGAS ••••• TEMPERATU~E OF INLET GAS - NOT NE CESSARILY UNIFORM 
C GASPWR ••••• EMI SSIVE POWER OF INLET GAS STREAM 
C TMAX ••••• MAX•M POSSIBLE GAS TE MP ERATURE, EQUAL TO TE MP ERATURE AT 
C ••••• MIDD LE OF COLUMN 
C EN THA L ••••• TOTA L INCREASE IN GAS ENTHALPY CBTU/HOURl 
C NOS ••••• DUMMY MATRI X CONTA INING ZO NE NUMBER INFORMATION 
C GRP •• ••• DU MM Y MATR IX CONT AININ G COLU MN GEOMETRY AND GAS PROPERTY 
C •••~•INFORMATION FROM PRE CEEDI NG PROGRAM 
C HBAL ••••• MA TRIX CONTAI NIN G TOTAL INTERCHANGE AREAS 
C AVETG ••••• AVERAGE GAS TEMPERATURE AT WHICH GAS .PROPERTIES WERE CAL C 
C AVETW ••••• AVE. WA LL TEMPERATURE AT WHI CH GAS PROPERTIES WERE CALC. 
C FLXIN ••••• RADIANT ENERGY FROM WALL ZONES 
C FLXBOT ••••• RADIANT ENERGY OUT EXIT END ZONES 
C FLXTOP ••••• RADIAN T ENERGY OUT INLET END ZONES 
C GASIN ••••• HEAT CONTAI.NED I N INLET GAS 
C GASOUT ••• •• HEAT CONTAINED IN EXIT GAS 
C DATA ••••• CONTAI NS ALPHA MERIC DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTE M 
C AA ••••• CONTAINS AREA AND 4KV TER MS FOR ALL TYPICAL COLU MN ZONES 
C !TEST ••••• INDICATOR TO DETE RM INE WH ETHER SOLUTION HAS CONVERGED 
C •••••0 - CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN ATTAINED 
C ••••• 1 - NO CONVERGENC E - ITERATE AGAIN 
C NIT ••••• NUMBE R OF ITE RATI ONS 
C EPS ••••• INCREMENTAL EMISSIVE POWER USED IN ESTIMAT IN G ORGINAL 
C ••••• EMISSIVE PO WER DISTRIBUTIO N 
C WF ••••• WEIGHTIN G FACTOR FOR STEP SIZE PER ITERATION 
C X ••••• WEIGHT I NG FACTOR TO DET ERM INE INITIAL EMISSIVE POWER DIST 
C MM ••••• INDICATORt EQUALS 0 OR 1 
C ••••• 0 - EXIT END ZONES EMISS I VE POWE RS SET EQUAL TO EXIT GAS 
C ••••• ZONE EMISSIVE PO WER S PLUS AN IN CREMENTAL EMI SS IVE POWER 
C ••••• EQUAL TO HA LF THE DIFF ER ENCE BETWEEN THE LAST TWO GAS 
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C ••••• ZONE EMIS SIVE POWERS AT THE CORRE SP ONDING RADIAL POSITI ON 
C ••••• 1 - EXIT END ZONE EMISSIVE POWER EQUALS INLET END ZONE 
C LI f'v1l • o o .. N U • 1B E R 0 F SU R FACE T EM PER AT U R E D I S T ' N S T 0 BE C 0 N S I DE RED 
C LIM2 ••••• NUMBER OF MASS FL OW RATES TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ANY CN~ 

C ••••• SURFACE TEMPERATUR~ DIST RIBUTION 
C WTFL OW.ooeoPOU ND S PER HOUR OF GAS 
C G ••••• POUNDS PER HOUR SQUARE FOOT OF GAS 
C ATOT ••••• COLU MN CROSS - SECTIONAL AR EA 
C SNUS •••·~NUSSEL T NO. BASED ON TE MP . AT WALL AND ZONE ADJ. TO WALl o 
C HTCOEF ••••• HE AT TRANSFER COEFFI CIENT BASED ON TEMP. DIFFERENCE 
C ••••• BETWEEN WALL AND AD J ACENT ZONE - CALC 1 D FROM SNUS. 
C ••••• (PROPERTIES AT TWALL I I.E. SNUS*TCON / DIA. 
C THDIF ••••• EFFECTIVE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY "!MOL. AND TURB. TRA NSPORT) 
C EFFK ••••• EFFE CTIVE THERMAL COND UCTI VITY ! FROM THDI F l AT T- INLET 
C ARAFAC ••••• AREA FACTOR FOR CYLINDRI CA L GEOMETRY 
C RO ••••• RADIUS OF ZONE CENTRE 
C TTOL ••••• TO LERAN CE ON HEAT BA LAN CE SOLU TI ON 
c 
c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C ORD ER OF I NPUT DATA 
c 
C A. TTOL 
C 1. DATA - ( ALWA YS 5 CARDS) 
C lA IGAS ( 1 0 1 FOR AI R 1 1 1 FOR STE AM l 
C 18 CONST ANTS FOR GAS PROPERT I ES 
C 2. ~·JF, X 
C 3. Mfvi 

C 4 • L Ii'ril 
C 5. NOS - GRP - CC - HBA L 
C 5A FRAC (WE IG HTING FO R VELOC I TY DIST 1 NI 
C 6. SURTEM , TE MGAS, TMAX 
C 7. LIM2 
C 7A THDIF 
C 7B SNUS 
C 8. WTFLOW9 CP 9 CONDUC •• ••• WTF LO W, CP, CONDUC ••••• LIM 2 TI ME S 
C 9. SURTEM 9 TEMGAS, TMA X 
C 10. LIM2 
C lO A THDIF 
C lOB SNUS 
C 11. WT FL OW ' CP, CONDUC • • ••• WTF LO W, CP , CONDUC ••••• LIM 2 TIME S 
C LAST THR EE STEPS ARE REPEAT ED LIMl TI MES 
c 
c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C CALCUL AT ION PHI LOS OPHY 
c 
C END ZONES ARE CONS I DERE D AS BLACK PO ROUS PL UGS 
C INLET EN D ZONE AND WALL ZON E TEMP ERATURE ARE FIXED 
C ENTERING GAS TE MPE RA TU RE IS F IXED 
C TEMPERATURE AT CENT RE WA LL ZONE IS USED AS TMAX 
C GAS ZONE EMI SS I VE PO WER GRA DIENT ASSUMED LINEAR 
C AFTER ALL I NI TIAL COND I TIONS AR E CALCU LAT ED IT ERAT I VE SOL UTI ON 
C BEGINS 
C ALL EMISSIVE POWE RS ASS UME D KNOWN EXC EPT ONE 
C SOLVE FOR THI S TE MPERATU RE FROM THE HEAT BALANCE ON THE ZO NE 
C IN QUESTION 
C PROCE ED TO NEXT ZONE AND USE THE NEW CALCU LATED TEMPERATURES OF 
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C ALL PRECEEDIN G ZO NES I N TH E HEAT BA LANCE 
C AFTER ALL ZONES HAVE BEEN TRAVERSE D, I F CO NVERG EN CE HAS NOT BE EN 
C ATTAINED FOR ALL ZO NES BE GIN SO LUTION AGAIN WITH THE NEW 
C TE MPERA TURE DI STRI BUTION 
C AFT ER CO NVE RGENCE CALCULATE HEAT FLUX DIST 1 NS AND OVERALL HEAT 
C BAL AN CE FOR THE SYSTEM 
c 
c ****** ******** * ** * ****** ***** * ****************~~****************** *** * 
c 

C A L L T I M E I N OVJ A l 
c * *********** ** *'~* ** ************** ************************************ 

DIMENSI ON FRACI5l • 
DI MENS IO N THDIFISI, EFFKI5lt AR AFACI5), ROI5), SNUSI12l 
DIMENSI ON HTCOEFI121 
DI MEN SION DELEI82lt PREVI 82lt HFLO WI82l• RES I DI821 
DI MEN S I ON BBI82,82), GRPI691, NOS16l, EMSURFI22lt REFL(221 t 

l EMGASI21• ABGASI2lt AAI12lt HBALI82 , 82), SURTEMI 821' TE MPRI82l• 
2 EMP OWR I82lt NI I821t WORKI82lt AA AI82lt FLUXI22), DATAI651 

DI MEN S I ON CCI13lt FLWCOFI82lt TBULKI12lt TEMGASI5)t GASPW RI5l 
EQ UI VALE NCE IHBALill,BGill l' ISURTEM<lJ,TEMPRilll 
E Q U I VAL EN C E I N 0 S ( 1 l , N R l , ( N 0 S I 2 I ' N ~'-1 l , ( N 0 S ( 3 l ' N G l ' I N 0 S I 4 l ' N E l ' 

1 INOS I5ltNTOTl, INOS16l, NNTOTl 
EQU I VALENCE IGRP11ltRZlt IGRPI2ltHEIGHT), IGRP(3)tRADIUS), 

l IG RPI4ltAVETWI, IGRPI5)tAVETGit IGRP16hPHih IG RPI7lt 6 lt 
2 I GJ=<P I 8 I, KB I' I GRP ( 9 l, AF I' I GRP I 10 I' EMSURF I 1 l l' I GRP < 32 l 'REFL < 1 l l' 
3 IGRPI54ltEMGASill l ,(GRPI56l tABGAS(ll l tiGRPI58l tAAill l 

c ********************************************************************* 
REAL KB, KD, LD 
! TI ME = 0 
INDIC = 0 
DAT A STFBLZ, PI I O.l713E -0 8, 3.14159 I 
DATA SECHR , CONVER I 3600.0, 0.06721 
DO 19 I=1tl2 

19 HTCOEFI I l = 0.0 
DO 5 I=lt82 
DELE I I l = 0. 0 
RESIDI I l = 0.0 
NI<I> = 0 
\<f OR K I I l = 0. 0 
DO 5 J=l,82 

5 HBAL<I,Jl = 0.0 
DO 10 1=1,22 
EM SURFIII = 0.0 
REFL ( Il = 0.0 

10 FLUX ( I l = 0.0 
c ********************************************************************* 

RE AD(5,2l TTOL 
REA DI5t1l IDATA(llti=lt651 
WRI TEI6t990l <DATA(I)d=1•65l 
REA DI5t3l IGAS 
REA DI5t965l VISCCT,VISCA,VISCBtVISCCtVISCDtVISCE 
READI5t965l TCONCT,TCONA,TCONB•TCONC 
READ<5t965l CPCT,CPAtCP B,CP C,CPD 
READ(5,965l DENSCTtDENSA,DENSBtDENSC,DENSD 
READ!5•2l WF, X 
REA DI5,3l MM 
READ<5t3) LIMl 
READI5l NOS 



READI5l GRP 
RE AD(5,4l CC 
READI5 l C<HBAL(I, J),J=1t NT OTl,I=1, NTOT) 
READ<5,2l IFRACII),I=1tNRl 
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c ******************~************************************************** 
C IF AVETG IS LESS THAN 0.1- A ••GRA Y' • RATHER THAN A • •R EAL' • 
C GAS IS BEIN G USED 
c 

IF IAVETG.LT. 0.1l GO TO 1000 
\-J R I T E ( 6 , 9 9 8 l 
WRI TE(6,997l RZ,RADIUS,HEIGHT,PHI,B,AVETW,AVETG 
WR ITE(6,996l EM GASI1ltEMG AS I2l, ABGASI1ltA BGAS(21tAFtKB 
GO TO 1500 

1000 WR ITE(6,995l 
WR ITEI6,9941 RZ,RADIUS,HEIGHT,KBtB 

150 0 WR ITE(6,982l 
DO 26 I =1 9NNT OT 

26 WR ITE<6,981l r,EMSURFIIl 
\oJ R I T E ( 6 , 9 9 2 l 
DO 15 I=1,NT OT,4 
TOT = 0.0 
DO 20 J=1,NTOT 

20 TOT= TOT+ HBALIItJl 
15 ~RI TEI6t999l r,TOT 

IF I AVET G.LT. 0.1l AF = 1.0 
AT OT = PI*RADIUS*RADIUS/144.0 
KD = KB*RADI US/16.0*Bl 
LD = HEIGHT/12.0*RADIUSI 

. 

VISCCZl = VISCCT + Z*<VISCA + Z*IVISCB + Z*IVISCC + Z*CVISCD + 
1 z-~ VISCEllll 

TCONIZl = TCONCT + Z*ITCONA + Z* ITCO NB + Z*TCONCll 
CP CZl = CPCT + Z*ICPA + Z*CCPB + Z*CCPC + Z*CPDll l 
DENSI Zl = DENSCT + Z*CDENSA + Z*IDENSB + Z*IDENSC + Z*DENSDlll 
DO 21 I=1,NR 
F = I 

21 RO lli = B*CF- 0.5) 
c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C MAIN LOOP FOR DIFFERENT SURFACE TEMPERATURES 
c 

c 

DO 1111 KEN1=1,LIM1 
DO 140 1=1,82 
SURTEMI I l = 0.0 
EMPO\..JR IIl = 0.0 

140 CONT I NUE 
KN OWN = NW + NR 

C READ WALL AND INLET END ZONE TEMPERATURES IN DEG.F. 
c 

READ(5, 2l ISURTEMIIJ,I=ltKNOWNl 
RE ADI5t2l ITEMGASCilti=ltNRlt TM AX 
RE AD15t3l LIM2 

c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C MAIN LOOP FOR DIFFERENT FLOW CONDITIONS 
c 

DO 2222 KEN2 =1 , LIM2 
KNOWN = NW + NR 



c 

LNR = NR - l 
REA D<5,2l <THDIF<Il,I =l,L NR l 
TTT = TEMGASil l + 460o0 
DO 22 I=l,LNR 
EFFKIIl = THDIFIII *DENS ITTTl*CPITTTl 

22 ARAFA CIIl = 2.0* PPcB*EFFKIIJ / ALOGIROII+1) / RO(l)) 
READ(5,96l l ISNUS!Ild=l, m·Jl 
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C CH ANGE INPUT TE MPERATURES TO DEG.R. AND CALCULATE EMISSIVE POWER 
c 

c 

DO 8 I =l,NR 
TEMGA SIIl = TEMGAS ITl + 460.0 

8 GA SP WR(I) = STFBLZ*TEMGAS(Il**4 
DO 13 I=1,KNOWN 
SU RTE M( Il = SURTEM(Il + 460.0 

13 EMPOWRII l = STFBLZ*SURTEM<Il**4 
DO 24 I=1,NW 
TTT = SURTEM<Il 

24 HT COEF<Il = SNU SII)*TCON!TTTl*6.0/RADIUS 
EPS = X*GASPWR<1l 

C SET FIRST GAS ZONES = INLET GAS EMISSIVE POWER + EPS 
c 

DO 11 I =1,NR 
I I = I + NN T 0 T 

11 EMPOWRIIIl = GASPW R(Il + EPS 
c 
C EACH REMAINING GAS ZO NE I S SET EQUAL TO PREC EE DING ZONE IN 
C CORRESPONDING RA DIAL POSITION + EPS 
c 

c 

IL = NNT OT + NR + 1 
DO 12 I =IL, NTOT 
I IN = I - NR 

12 EMPOWR<I l = EMPOWRIII Nl + EPS 

C DETERM I NE EXIT END ZONES - CALCULATION DEPENDS ON VALUE OF 1 MM 1 

c 
IL = NW + NR + 1 
IL L = NW + NE 
DO 14 I=I L,ILL 
I IN = I + NG 
I NX = I - NR 
EMPO WR <Il = EMPOWR<IINl + EPS/2o0 

14 IF I MM .E0.1l EMPOWR(ll = EMPOWR<INXl 
c 
C CALCULATE ALL ZONE TEMPERATURES IN DEGeR. 
c 

DO 106 I =1 ,NTOT 
10 6 TEMPR!I l = IE MPOWR(ll/STFBLZl**0·25 

c ********************************************************************* 
KN OWN = NNTOT 
N IT = 0 
BULKIN = 0.0 
FL XI N = 0.0 
FLXOUT = 0.0 
GASIN = 0.0 
GASOUT = 0.0 
FL XTOP = 0.0 



FLX BOT = 0 .0 
DO 6 1=1,82 
PREV( I l = 0 .. 0 
HF LO W< I l = 0.0 
FLWCOF <I l = 0.0 
AAA ( I l = 0. 0 

6 CONTINUE 
DO 7 I=1d2 

7 TBULK<Il = 0.0 
DO 18 1=1,22 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

18 FLUXIIl = 0 0 
********************************************************************* 

READ GAS FLOW IN LB./HR. 

READ(5,2l WTF LOW,CP 
G = IH FLOW/ A TOT 
WRITE(6,969) WTFLOW,G,ATOT 

. 

c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C ALLOCATE 1 AREA 1 OR 1 4KV 1 VALUES FOR EACH ZONE FROM THE APPROP. 
C VALUES STORED IN 1 AA 1 

c 
C ALLOCATE 1 4KV 1 FOR ALL GAS ZONES 
c 

c 

KNG = NE + NW 
DO 710 KK =1,NR 
KN G = KNG + 1 
DO 710 K=KNG,NTOT,NR 

710 AAA(Kl = AAIKKl 

C ALLOCATE 1 AREA 1 FOR EACH WALL ZONE 
c 

DO 715 L=1,NVJ 
715 AAA(Ll = AAINE+1l 

c 
C ALLOCATE •AREA' FOR EACH END ZONE AND CALCULATE INITIAL RADIAL 
C THERMAL CAPACITY DISTRIBUTION , 
c 

c 

KNE = NW 
KKNE = NW + NE 
j = 0 
DO 720 KKK=KK,NE 
KN E = KNE + 1 
j = j + 1 
DO 720 K=KNE,KKNE,NR 
HFLOWIK) = G*AAIKKKl*CP*FRAC(Jl 

720 AAA(K) = AAIKKKl 

C ALLOCATE INITIAL THERMAL CAPACITIES FOR EACH GAS ZONE 
c 

DO 725 I=l,NR 
IL = NNT OT + I 
II = NW + I 
DO 725 J=IL,NTOT,NR 

725 HF LO WIJJ = HFLOW(IIl 
c ********************************************************************* 
c 



c 
c 

c 

SU BTRACT '4KVA 1 FROM DI AG ONAL GAS ELEMENTS 

INDIC = INDIC + 1 
IF !I NDI CoGToll GO TO 36 
IL = NNT OT + l 
DO 35 I =IL,NTOT 

35 HBAL(I,Il = HBAL (I,Il- AAA!IlfAF 
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C CALCULATE FLOW COEFFICIE NTS FOR INLET END ZONES BUT NOTE THAT 
C CALC 1 N IS BASED ON INLET GAS RATHER THAN END ZONE TEMPE RATU RE 
c 

36 I L = NW + 1 
ILL = NW + NR 
I I = l 
DO 80 I=ILdLL 
FLWCOF!Il = HFLOW!Il*TEMGAS(Ill/GASPWR(lll 

80 I I = I I + 1 
c 
C CALCULATE FLOW COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH GAS ZONE 
c 

IL = NN TOT + 1 
DO 81 I=IL,NTOT 

c 
c 
c 
c 

81 FLWCOF(I) = HFLOW(Il*TEMPR!Il/EMPOWR(l) 
********************************************************************* 

+++++ BEGIN ITER ATI VE CONVERGENCE LOOP +++++ 

c ********************************************************************* 

c 

4500 IF (NI T.EQ.l.OR.NIT.E0.25.0R.NIT.EQ.50.0R.NIT.EQ.75lCALL TI ME<NOWBl 
ITEST = 0 
I L = 1 + KNO\.JN 
NN = NNTOT + NR 

C KK ••••• COUNTER TO PICK UP CORRECT VALUE OF HTCOEF. WILL VARY FROM 
C l TO NW. 
C KG P ••••• COUNTER TO INDICATE WHENEVER GAS ZONE IN QUESTION IS AN 
C INTE GRAL MULTIPLE OF NR. WHEN THIS OCCURS THE GAS ZONE IN 
C QUESTION IS ADJACENT TO A WALL ZONEo 
C IF GAS ZONE IS ADJACENT TO A WALL ZONE - ADD H*A*TWALL TO THE 
C VALUE OF THE RESIDUAL. ALSO SUBTRACT H*A*TGAS/EMPOWR<GAS) 
C FROM THE COEFFICIENT OF THE GAS EMISSSVE POWER OF THE ZONE 
C IN QUESTION. 
C KEVo~oooCOUNTER TO PICK UP CORRECT VALUE OF ARAFAC 
C WHEN KEV = l' CENTRE ZONE - NO HEAT OUT 
C WH EN KEV = NRt WALL ZONE - USE HTCOEF FOR CONVECTION INTO ZONE 
C AND ARAFAC FOR CONDUCTION OUT OF ZONE. 
c 

c 

KEV = 0 
KK = 0 
KGP = 0 

C CALCULATION LOOP FOR EACH UNKNOWN EMISSIVE POWER 
c 
c ********************************************************************* 
c 

DO 30 I=IL,NT OT 
KE V = KE V + l 
KGP = KGP + 1 



C Z-46 
C SU M ALL RADIATION TER MS EXCEPT FOR THE ZONE IN QUESTION 
c 

DO 31 J=l,NTOT 
IF(IoEOGJl GO TO 31 
RESID<Il = RESID<Il + HBAL(I,Jl*EMPOWR(Jl 

31 CONTI NUE 
c 
C IF IoLEoNN FIRST GAS ZONES ARE BEING CONSIDERED 
C IF CONSIDERIN G FIRST GAS ZONES - FLO W TER MS = I NLET END FLOWS 
C FOR REM AINING GAS ZONES' FLOWS ARE THOSE OF ADJACENT GAS ZONE S 
c 

c 

IF (I.LE.NNl GO TO 5500 
I IN = I - NR 
RESID<Il = RESID<Il + FLWCOF<IINl*EMPOWR<IINl 
GO TO 6000 

550 0 IN X = I - 2*NR 
RE SID< Il = RESID(I) + FL WCOF<INXl*EMPOWR<INXl 

6000 IF ( (NR - KGPl.NE.Ol GO TO 32 
KK = KK + 1 
KEV = 0 
KGP = 0 
RESIDIIl = RESID(Il + HTCOEF<KKl*AAAIKKl*TEMPR<KKl + 

1 ARAFAC(NR-1l*TEMPR(I -1 l 
COND = ARAFA C<NR-1l*TEMPRIIJ/EMPOWR<Il 
CONVEC = HTCOEF<KKl*AAA(KKl*TEMPR<Il/EMPOWR<Il 
GO TO 37 

32 IF<KEV.EQ .ll GO TO 34 
RESID(Il = RESID(I) + ARAFAC(KEVl*TEMPR(I+1l + ARAFAC(KEV-ll* 

1 TE MP R(I - ll 
CONVEC = 0.0 
COND = <ARAFAC<KEVl + ARAFAC<KEV-1ll*TEMPR<Il/EMPOWR(I) 
GO TO 37 

34 RE SID(ll = RESID<Il + ARAFAC<KEVl*TEMPR(I+1l 
CONVEC = 0.0 
CO ND = ARAFA C<KEVl*TEMPR<IJ/EMPOWR(Il 

C DIVIDE RESIDUAL BY COEFFICIENTS OF EMISSIVE POWER OF ZONE IN 
C QUESTION TO DETERMINE NEW EMISSIVE POWER 
c 

c 

37 PREV(Il = -RESID<IJ/(HBAL(I,Il - FLWCOF(Il - COND- CONVECl 
33 DE LE( I l = PREV<Il - EMPOWR(Il 

TEST = ABS<DELE(I l/EMP OWR(Ill 

C TEST TO SEE IF CHANGE IN EMISSIVE POWER IS LESS THAN A PRESET 
C TOLERANCE 
c 

IF<TEST.GE.TT OLl ITEST = 1 
c 
C DO NOT ALLOW NEW E~ISSVE POWER TO BECOME NEGATIVE 
c 

c 

2500 IF <<EMP OWR<I l + DELE<Il*WFJ.GT.O.Ol GO TO 3000 
DE LE(ll = DELE<Il/2.0 
GO TO 2500 

C MAGNITUDE OF CALCULATED CHANGE CAN BE MODIFIED BY •WF• 
c 

3000 EMPOWR<Il = EMPOWR(Il + DELE<Il*WF 



TEMPR ( II = <E MPOWR III/S TF BLZI **O e 25 
FLWC OFII l = HF LOWI Il*TEMPR IIJ/ EMPO WRI I ) 

30 CONTIN UE 
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c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C CAL CULATE NEW EXI T END ZO NE TEM PERATURE IF 1 MM 1 = 0 
c 

c 

IF I MM oE O.ll GO TO 17 
I L = NW + NR + l 
IL L = NW + NE 
DO 16 I=ILdLL 
I I N == I + NG 
liNN = I I N - NR 
EPS = <E MPO WR I I I Nl - EI'·1PO WR III NNll/2.0 
EMPO WRI !) = EM PO WRIII Nl + EPS 

16 TEMPR I II = IE M PO~RIIl/STF BLZI**0.25 

17 I L = NN TOT + 1 
NIT = NIT + l 
CALL TI MEINOWCl 

C TI ME CHE CK ON PROG RESS OF SOLUTION 
c ********************************************************************* 

I FI NI T.EOoZeOR.NIT.EG.26.0R.NIT.EQ.5l.OR.NIT.EQ.76l GO TO 4001 
GO TO 4000 

4001 TI M = FLOATINO WB - NOWC)/60.0 
TI M1 = FL OATI NOWBl/60oO 
TI M2 = FLOATI NOWA - NOWCl/60.0 
WRITEI6 , 978l NIT,TIM,TIMl,TIM2 

4000 I F< NOWC.LE c900l !TIME = 1 
IFII TI ME.E0.1l GO TO 5000 

c ********************************************************************* 

c 

DO 105 1=1,82 
RE S I D( I I = 0.0 
DELE ( I l = 0. 0 

105 CON TINUE 

C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 
c 

c 

IFII TEST.EQ.1l GO TO 4500 
WRITEI6t976l NIT 

C CONVERT TEMPERATURES TO DEGoF• 
c 

c 

DO 120 I=1tNTOT 
120 TEMPRIIl = TEMPR<Il - 460.0 

DO 121 I =1,NR 
121 TEMGAS<Il = TEMGASIIl - 460.0 

C EV ALUATE BULK TEMPERATURE AT EACH AXIAL LEVEL AND CALCULATE 
C DI MENSIONLESS PARAMETERS BASED ON INITIAL CONDITIONS 
c *** * ** ~~***** ********************************************************* 

I I = 0 
DO 130 I=ILtNTOT t NR 
I I= II+ 1 
DO 135 J=1,NR 
I NX = I . + J - 1 
IN XX = NW + J 

135 TBULKIIIJ = TBULKIIIl + TEMPR<INXl*AAACINXXI 



130 Tf3 UL KI I IJ = TBULK (lil/ATOT ~-4 8 
DO 131 I=l,NI~ 

INXX = NW + I 
13 1 BULKIN = BULKIN + TEMGASIIl*AAAC IN XXl 

BULKI N = BU LKI N/ATOT 
TT = BULKIN + 46 0.0 
I FC I GAS.GEoll TT = TT/1~ 8 

RE = CRADIUS/6.0l*G /CS ECHR* VISCIT Tl l 
IF I I GAS.GEo1l RE = RE/CONVER 
BOLZ MN = G* CP/(STFBLZ*I TMA X + 460.0l**3l 
RADCON = CONDUC/( IRAD IUS I 6.0)*STFBLZ*ITMAX + 460.0l**31 
EFFECT ; (T BULK(NWI - BUL KI NI/(TMAX - BUL KIN I 
RATIO = ( BU LKIN + 460.0)/ITMAX + 460.0) 
RISRAT = IBULKIN + 460.01/ITBULKINWl + 460.01 
WR ITEI6t968) 
WR ITE(6,9671 BULKIN, TBUL KINWJ, RATI O, RISRAT 
WR ITE16,9661 BO LZM N, RADCON, EFFECT, KDt KB' LD 
WR ITEI6,964l RE 
WRITE(6,960l II,THDI FI IJ, EF FKIIJ,I=l,L NRl 

c 
C WRIT E GAS TE MPERATURES AND EMISS I VE PO WERS 
c ********************************************************************* 

5000 WR IT E I6t9931 
Do · 50 I=1tN\..; 
L = NR* I + NNT OT 
K = L - NR + l 
GO TO 150t55t60,65,70J, NR 

55 'w RITE(6,987 l J, (TEMPRIJJ,J=K,Lh IEMPOWRIJl,J=K,Llt I 
GO TO 50 

60 WRITEI6,9881 r, (TE MPR (JhJ=K,L), IE MPOWR(Jl,J=Ktllt I 
GO TO 50 

65 ~VR!T E(6,989l It CTEMPRIJl,J=KtLh IEMPOWRCJl,J=KtLlt I 
GO TO 50 

70 WR!TE (6,99ll It CTEMPR(J)tJ=K,L), IEMPOWR(J),J=KtL)t I 
50 CONTINUE 

c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C WRITE THERMA L CAPACITIES AND BULK TEMPERATURES 
c ********************************************************************* 

1/'JR ITEI6t975l 
DO 51 I =l ,NW 
L = NR-)(- I + NN TOT 
K = L - NR + l 
GO TO (5lt5 3t51,52,51J, NR 

5 2 \>J R I T E ( 6 ' 9 7 4 ) I , ( H F L 0 'vi ( J l ' J = K , L l , T B U L K ( I l , I 
GO TO 51 

53 vJ RITE(6,9 731 ItiHFLOWCJj,J=KtLhTBULKIIhi 
51 CONTINUE 

c *****************************************~~*************************** 
c 
C ASSUME S ALL RADIANT HEAT INTO SYSTEM ORIGI NA TES AT WALLS AND 
C ALL RADIANT HEAT OUT IS THROUGH END ZONES · 
c ********************************************************************* 

DO 75 I=ltNNTOT 
DO 76 J=l,NTOT 

76 FLUX( I) =FLUX( II + HBALIItJI*IEMPOWRIIl - EMPOWRIJl I 
IFIFLUXIII. LE.OoOI GO TO 50 0 
IFI I.GT.N WI GO TO 501 



I K = I * NR + NNTOT 
F LU X(Il = FLUX(Il + HTCOEF(J ) -l<-AAA (I) *(TEMPR<Il 

501 FLXI N = FLXIN +FLUX(!) 
GO TO 75 

500 I F(laLE.<NW + NR ll GO TO 74 
FLX BOT = FLXBOT +FLUX(!) 
GO TO 75 

74 FLXTOP = FLXTOP +FLUX{ Il 
75 FLUX< I l = FLUX( I )/AAA< I l 

DO llO I=l?NR 
II = NW +I 

110 GAS I N = GASIN + HFLOW(I!l*TEMGAS( I) 
I L = NTOT - NR + l 
ILL = NTOT 
DO 115 I=ILdLL 

115 GASOUT = GASOUT- HFLOW<Il*TEMPR( Il 

Z-49 

-TEi"iPR(IKll 

c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C WRITE SURFACE FLUXES,TEMP.s, EMISSIVE POWERS, AND EMISSIVITIES 
c ******* *** *********************************************************** 

WRITE<6t985l 
'..JRITE<6t984l (I ,FLUX( I) ,TEMPR( I l tEMPOWR( I) tEMSURF( I l' 

1 HTCOEF<IJ,I=l,N\,AJl 
WRITE(6,983 l 
IL = NW + 1 
WRITE(6,963l (I ,FLUX< I l ,TEMPR< I l tEMPOWR( I) tEMSURF( I l ti=ILtNNTOTl 

c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C WRITE DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT FLOWS 
c ********************************************************************* 

WRITE<6t979l 
WRITE(6,971) FLXIN ,GAS INtFLXTOPtFLXBOT,GASOUT 
FLXIN = FLXIN + GASIN 
FLXOUT = FLXBOT + FLXTOP + GASOUT 
ENTHAL = -<GASIN + GASOUTl 
DIFF = FLXIN + FLXOUT 
PCENT = DIFF*100.0/FLXIN 

c ********************************************************************* 
c 
C WRITE TOTAL HEAT BALANCE AND ERROR 
c 

WRITE(6,970l ENTHAL, FLXIN, FLXOUT, DIFFt PCENT 
IF<ITIME.EQ .1l GO TO 1200 

2222 CONTINUE 
1111 CONTINUE 

c **** ***************************************************************** 
GO TO 1234 

1200 WRITE(6,9 77l NIT 
1234 WRITE<6t98 6l 

X = 1 .. 0 
X = 1.0 
STOP 

c **** ***************************************************************** 
1 FORMAT<13A6l 
2 FORMAT(8F10oll 
3 FORMAT<16I5l 
4 FORMAT(1Xtl3A6l 

960 FORMAT(lHOt34Xtl5tF10o2tF12.4l 



961 FOR~A TI13F6.1) 
962 FO RY ATII5,Fl0.11 
963 FO RMA TI1X,3QX,r2,Fl5.1,Fll.l•Fl5ol'Fll.41 

Z- 50 

964 FOR MA TI1H0/35X,29HINLET BU LK REYNOLDS NUMBE R IS,F9.0 / 35X,2911H*l /) 
965 FORMAT <6El3.6l 
966 FOR~ATI/1QX,15HBOLTZMAN NUMBER;lOX, 22HRAD 1 N-COND• N PA RAMETER , 

l lOX,20HRADIATION EFFICIENCY,lOX, 2HKD,7X,2HKB,7X,3HL/D/lOX, 
2 15(1H-J,10X,2211H - l,lOX,2011H-l~10X,2H --,7 X,zH-- ,7X,3H---/ lOX, 

3 F10.2,F28u2,F3lo3,F2lo2,F9o2,F10~2l 
967 FO RMA TI/50X,l2HTEMPERATURES,7X,39H(IN DEG.F., ALL RA TIOS BASED ON 

1DEGoRol /49 X,14(1H-)//2 2X,l0HINLET BULK910X•llHOUTLET BU LK,lOX, 
2 17HRATIO INLETIMAX•M,l0X;l8HRATIO INLET / OUTLET/22X,l011 H-l t l OX• 
3 llllH-I,lQX,l7(lH- I,lOX,l811H-I/22X;F8.1'F21.1'F23.4~F27.4/l 

96 8 FORMAT I1H0//8X,120(1H=I///25X,66HTHE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS HAVE BEE 
1N CALCULATED FOR THESE CO ND IT IONS/25 X,6611H-J//l 

969 FORMAT(lHl//8X,120(1H=J//10X,12HMASS FLOW IS, F7ol' 8H LB./HR., 
1 lOX,l2HMASS FLUX IS, F7o1, 14H LB.IHR.FT.**2' lOX, 
2 23HCROSS-S ECTIONAL AREA IS, F6o2, 7H FT.**2//8X,l2011H=I//) 

970 FOR MA TI1H0/15X,21HGAS ENTHALPY INCREASE,1QX,13HTOTAL HEAT IN,10X, 
1 14HTOTAL HEAT OUT,lOX,10HDIFFERENCE,6X•7HPERCENT/l4X,2311H-l , 
2 8X,1511H-J,SX,l611H- J,8X,l211H-) ;4X,911H- J / 15X;F14.1,F26.1; 
4 F23.1,F22.1,F14.2 //// l 

971 FO RM ATilQX,15HHEAT FROM WA LLS,5X,l8HINLET GAS ENTHALPY,9X, 
1 .l2HHEAT OUT TOP,5X,15HHEAT OUT BOTTOM,5X,l9HOUTLET GAS ENTHALPY / 
2 9X;l711H-J,3X,20 ( 1H-) , 7X,14( 1H~l, 3X,171 1H-),3X,21(1 H-l/ 
3 10X,F11.1•F21.l,F25o1,F17.1,F24. 1/l 

972 FORMATI615X,10E12.5 /) ,5X,8E12o5 /) 
973 FORMATI33X;I2,2F15.1,F36.1,I9l 
974 FORMATI18X,r2,4F15.2,F21ol,I91 
975 FORMATI1H0//45X;16HTHERMAL CAP ACITY ,28 X•l6HBULK TEMPERATURE/ 

1 44X,18(1H=J,26X,l811H=)//l 
976 FORMAT!1H0•20X,23HNUMBER OF ITERATIONS = ;!5 //J 
977 FORMAT(1H0,20X,28HSOL UTION NOT CONVERGED AFTER,I4,11H ITERATIONS/ 

1 19X,45(1H*l l 
978 FORMAT<1HO,zX,5HAFTER,J4, 34H ITERATIONS, TIME PER ITERATION IS• 

1 F5.2•8H SECONDS, 6X,14HSTART TIME WAS , F8.2, 8H SECONDS, 6X, 
2 15HELAPSED TIME IS, FB.2• 8H SECOND S) 

979 FOR MAT(// /57 X,12HHEAT BALAN CE/56X,l4(1H=J//) 
980 FORMAT!lHO,lOX,I3/) 
981 FOR MA T<lH0,36X;I5,F15.5J 
982 FORMATI1H0,39X,18H SURFA CE EMISSIVITY/39X,20(1H-I l 
983 FOR MATC////6lX;4HENDS /60X •6<1H=l // 40 X,4HFLUX,lOX,5 HTEMP.,5X• 

1 11HEMIS. POWER,3X,10HEMISSIVITY/39X,6(1H-l ,gX,7(1H-),3X,13C1H-), 
2 2X,ll(lH-)/) 

984 FORMATilX,30X,I2•Fl5o1,Fll.l,Fl5ol• Fl1.4,Fl2.11 
985 FOR MAT<lH1,60X,4HWALL / 60X,611H=)//40X,4HFLUX,lOX,5HTEMP.,5Xt 

1 l1HEMIS. POWER,3X,10HEMISSIVITY,3X,l0HH.T. COEF./39Xt6ClH-), 
2 8X,711H-J,3X,1311H-J,1X ,1 2<1H-J ,1Xtl211H-)/) 

986 FORMAT( ////) 
987 FO RM ATC1X ,I2•2Fl5.1•61X,2Fl5o1'I4l 
988 FOR MATI1Xti2,3F15ol,3lX,3F15.l'I4l 
989 FORMAT I1X,I2,4F13ol;l1X,4Fl3.l•I5l 
990 FOR MA T(/ // 20X,8411 H=I/5(20X ,l4A6 //)/20X ,84(1H=)l 
991 FORMAT<lX,I2,5F15o1• 3X,5Fl5ol,I31 
992 FOR MA T(lH0•42X,l2HMATRIX CHECK/42X ;l411H- l/l 
993 FO RMATI 1H1,14X,28HGAS TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION,39X' 

l 31 HGAS EMISSIVE POWER DISTRIBUTION /12 Xt341 1H =I ;33X,36(1H=) // 
2 38X,48H( CENTRE TO WALL PROCEEDING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT )//) 
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994 FORMATIIH0,38X, 2HRZ, 4X,6HR AD IUS ,4X ,6HHEI GHT,7X,2H KB'BX, l~S / 37X ' 
! 45(1H- l/3lX,3FlO ol,2FlOQ4 / /) 

995 F ORMAT< l HO, l 9X,84 (l H=l/ 20X , 84HTOTA L INTERCHANGE AREA S CALCUL ATED F 
lOR A ''GRAY' 1 GAS UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS/20Xt8411 H=l/l 

996 FORMATilH0, 33X, 8 HEMG AS IIl• l 2X, 8HAB GASII l•lOX,2HAF,8 X,2 HKB /32X, 
l 5411H- l/25X,6Fl0.4//) 

997 FOR MA TilH0,29X,2HRZ,4X •6HR ADIUS,4X,6HHEIGHT , 7X , 3 HPH I, 6X•lHB •8X, 
l 5HAVE TW,5X,5HAVETG / 29X, 64 11H-l/22X,3Fl0ol,2Fl0o4,2Fl0ol/l 

99 8 FORMAT <lHO,l9X, 8 4 1 lH = l/20X, g 4HTOTAL INTER CHANGE AREAS CALCULATED F 
lO R A 1 •REAL• 1 GAS UNDER THE FOLLOWIN G CONDITIONS / 20X,8411H=lll 

9 99 FO RMA TI1 H0, 36X, I 5,El6. 7 ) 
c ****************************** *************************************** 

END 
$IBLD 0 T IMER 01 / 19 /6 5 
£ CDICT TIMER 
*5 XIX 7 B*lX 0 *lPO 
$TEXT TIMER 
*T IPI *7V* 74' 1 4 D '7 • 9 M874 5-
$DKEN D T IM ER 
$IBLDR TI ME R 0 1/19/6 5 
$ CDICT TIMER 
*5 XC X 7 B* lX 0 * lPO 
$TEXT TI MER 
*T IP(* 7 V* 74 11 4 D 1 7 1 9 M874 5-
$DKEND T I MER 

. 
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